


Structuring politics

This volume brings together original essays by scholars working on a diverse range
of empirical issues, but whose work is in each case informed by a "historical
institutional" approach to the study of politics. By bringing these pieces together,
the volume highlights the methodological and theoretical foundations of this ap-
proach and illustrates the general contributions it has made to comparative politics.

The introductory essay identifies common analytic themes among these essays
and within historical institutionalism generally. Institutions are defined, key pre-
cepts of historical institutionalism are explained, and the theoretical antecedents of
this approach are identified. Historical institutionalism is contrasted both to earlier
forms of institutional analysis and to rational choice analysis. The introductory
essay also identifies key "frontier" issues, such as institutional dynamism and
change, and the interaction of ideational innovation and institutional constraints.

The essays demonstrate the potential of a historical institutional approach to
illuminate a broad range of issues: How and why institutions change, how political
ideas are filtered through institutional structures in the formation of specific poli-
cies, and how institutional structure can have unintended effects on the shaping of
policy. Through these richly detailed pieces, the reader is provided not only a
thorough understanding of the method of analysis but also an overview of its the-
oretical underpinnings.
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Preface

This book grew out of a workshop held in Boulder, Colorado, in January 1990.
The workshop brought together a group of scholars working on a diverse range
of empirical issues, but whose work in each case was informed by a "historical
institutional" approach. The purpose of the workshop was to highlight common
analytic themes within historical institutionalism, to assess the contribution of
this approach to comparative politics, and to identify research agendas for the
future that can refine and develop it further. Our goal was to initiate a conversa-
tion among institutionalists working in different empirical fields on fundamental
questions of how institutions develop and influence political outcomes. Thus,
unlike similar enterprises of the past, this book is not organized around a com-
mon empirical focus.* By bringing together writings that apply institutional analysis
to a variety of national contexts and policies we want to highlight the method-
ological and theoretical foundations of this approach and to focus attention on
the general contributions it can make to comparative politics.

The book makes no pretense to encompass all strains of thought within what
is more broadly referred to as the "new institutionalism." For many, new insti-
tutionalism is associated with historical sociologists such as Theda Skocpol and
political scientists with predominantly "qualitative" methodologies such as Pe-
ter Katzenstein and Peter Hall. But new institutionalism comes in a rational choice
variant as well (see, e.g., Popkin, Bates, North, Levi, and Lange). The intro-
ductory chapter addresses some areas of overlap and differences between rational
choice institutionalism and historical institutionalism, but the primary emphasis
throughout the book is on historical institutionalism.

We would like to thank all the participants in the Boulder workshop, and espe-
cially the senior participants, many of whom have provided continuing advice
and guidance: Christopher Allen, Douglas Ashford, Richard Coughlin, Peter Hall,

*See, e.g., G. John Ikenberry, David A. Lake, and Michael Mastanduno, eds., The State and
American Foreign Policy (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1988).
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Peter Katzenstein, Peter Lange, and Theda Skocpol. For useful comments on the
introductory chapter, we thank Barry Ames, Douglas Ashford, Nancy Bermeo,
Henry Bienen, Frank Dobbin, David Finegold, Geoffrey Garrett, Peter Hall,
John Ikenberry, Desmond King, Atul Kohli, Peter Lange, Charles Lockhart,
Jonas Pontusson, Ben Schneider, David Soskice, and John Waterbury. We owe
a special debt of gratitude to George Tsebelis; our discussions with him were
very helpful in clarifying the differences between rational choice and historical
institutionalism. We also extend special thanks to Emily Loose at Cambridge
University Press. Kathleen Thelen wishes to acknowledge the support of the
Wissenschaftszentrum fiir Sozialforschung in Berlin. Sven Steinmo thanks the
Council for European Studies and the University of Colorado for sponsoring the
Boulder workshop.
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Historical institutionalism in comparative politics

KATHLEEN THELEN AND SVEN STEINMO

The "rediscovery" of institutions has opened up an exciting research agenda in
comparative politics and comparative political economy.1 Scholars working in
different disciplines and writing on subjects as diverse as the political economy
of advanced capitalism and policy-making during China's Great Leap Forward
have all focused on the significance of institutional variables for explaining out-
comes in their respective fields.2 Within comparative politics, "new" institu-
tionalism has been especially associated with leading students of comparative
political economy such as Suzanne Berger, Peter Hall, Peter Katzenstein, and
Theda Skocpol, among others.3 Although it has now been around for several
years, few have stepped back to analyze the distinctive features of the kind of
historical institutionalism these theorists represent, nor to assess its strengths and
overall contribution to comparative politics.4 These are themes we take up in this
introductory chapter.

The chapter proceeds in three steps. We begin with a brief discussion of the
building blocks of this approach: how institutions are defined and how they figure
into the analysis. Second, we sketch the characteristic features of historical in-
stitutionalism and the broader theoretical project that animates institutional anal-
yses. New institutionalists draw inspiration and insights from older traditions in
economics, political science, and sociology.5 But renewed, explicit attention to
institutional variables since the late 1970s grew out of a critique of the behavioral
emphasis of American and comparative politics in the 1950s and 1960s, which
- although it drew attention to other important and previously neglected aspects
of political life - often obscured the enduring socioeconomic and political struc-
tures that mold behavior in distinctive ways in different national contexts. The
historical institutional literature is diverse, but scholars in this school share a

For their comments on this introduction, we would like to thank Barry Ames, Douglas Ashford,
Nancy Bermeo, Henry Bienen, Frank Dobbin, David Finegold, Geoffrey Garrett, Peter Hall, John
Ikenberry, Desmond King, Atul Kohli, Peter Lange, Jonas Pontusson, Ben Schneider, David Sos-
kice, and John Waterbury. We are especially indebted to George Tsebelis for his many conversations
with us on rational choice.
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theoretical project aimed at the middle range that confronts issues of both histor-
ical contingency and ''path dependency" that other theoretical perspectives ob-
scure.

Third, we turn to a discussion of the frontier issues in historical institutional-
ism. These frontiers are defined by the limits of the historical institutional liter-
ature to date, that is, questions on which historical institutionalists have until
now been relatively silent. We focus on two such areas: the question of institu-
tional dynamism and the interaction of institutional and ideational variables in
policy formation and change. Drawing on the literature at large, and especially
on the essays assembled here, we suggest the ways in which institutional analysis
can be further developed to address these areas.

HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALISMI DEFINITIONS
AND APPROACH

At its broadest, historical institutionalism represents an attempt to illuminate how
political struggles "are mediated by the institutional setting in which [they] take
place."6 In general, historical institutionalists work with a definition of institu-
tions that includes both formal organizations and informal rules and procedures
that structure conduct. Peter Hall's widely accepted definition, for example, in-
cludes "the formal rules, compliance procedures, and standard operating prac-
tices that structure the relationship between individuals in various units of the
polity and economy."7 John Ikenberry breaks down his definition into three
distinct levels that "range from specific characteristics of government institu-
tions, to the more overarching structures of state, to the nation's normative social
order."8

Just where to draw the line on what counts as an institution is a matter of some
controversy in the literature.9 However, in general, institutionalists are interested
in the whole range of state and societal institutions that shape how political actors
define their interests and that structure their relations of power to other groups.
Thus, clearly included in the definition are such features of the institutional con-
text as the rules of electoral competition, the structure of party systems, the
relations among various branches of government, and the structure and organi-
zation of economic actors like trade unions.10 Beyond institutions of this sort, on
which most historical institutionalists can agree, are a number of other factors -
ranging from norms to class structure - on which they might disagree.11

Peter Hall is the most explicit on the question of how institutions fit into the
analysis of policy-making and politics within historical institutionalism. He stresses
the way institutions shape the goals political actors pursue and the way they
structure power relations among them, privileging some and putting others at a
disadvantage. In his words:

Institutional factors play two fundamental roles in this model. On the one hand, the or-
ganization of policy-making affects the degree of power that any one set of actors has
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over the policy outcomes. . . . On the other hand, organizational position also influences
an actor's definition of his own interests, by establishing his institutional responsibilities
and relationship to other actors. In this way, organizational factors affect both the degree
of pressure an actor can bring to bear on policy and the likely direction of that pressure.12

What is implicit but crucial in this and most other conceptions of historical insti-
tutionalism is that institutions constrain and refract politics but they are never the
sole "cause" of outcomes. Institutional analyses do not deny the broad political
forces that animate various theories of politics: class structure in Marxism, group
dynamics in pluralism. Instead, they point to the ways that institutions structure
these battles and in so doing, influence their outcomes.

REINVENTING THE WHEEL?

"Political science is the study of institutions," a senior colleague once re-
marked. "So what's new about the New Institutionalism?" he asked.13 This
question reveals a skepticism toward the so-called new institutionalism that de-
serves attention. Political scientists, sociologists, and economists have studied
institutions for a very long time. So what is all the fuss about?

There is certainly no gainsaying that contemporary "new" institutionalists
draw inspiration from a long line of theorists in political science, economics, and
sociology. Most would readily acknowledge an important intellectual debt to
writers like Karl Polanyi, Thorstein Veblen, Max Weber (not to mention Mon-
tesquieu), and, more recently, to theorists like Reinhard Bendix and Harry Eck-
stein. To understand why so many have found the kind of institutionalism rep-
resented by writers like Katzenstein, Skocpol, and Hall new and exciting, we
need to outline the theoretical project that animates the work of these and other
new institutionalists and distinguishes their approach both from previous theories
and contemporary contenders in comparative politics. Thus, without getting into
a long exegesis on the newness of this sort of institutionalism, a subject we
believe has been overemphasized in the literature to date, it is useful to summa-
rize important junctures that led to the revival of interest in institutions today.

At one time the field of political science, particularly comparative politics,
was dominated by the study of institutions. The "old" institutionalism consisted
mainly, though not exclusively, of detailed configurative studies of different ad-
ministrative, legal, and political structures. This work was often deeply norma-
tive, and the little comparative "analysis" then existing largely entailed juxta-
posing descriptions of different institutional configurations in different countries,
comparing and contrasting. This approach did not encourage the development of
intermediate-level categories and concepts that would facilitate truly comparative
research and advance explanatory theory.14

The "behavioral revolution" in political science in the 1950s and early 1960s
was precisely a rejection of this old institutionalism. It was obvious that the
formal laws, rules, and administrative structures did not explain actual political
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behavior or policy outcomes. Behavioralists argued that, in order to understand
politics and explain political outcomes, analysts should focus not on the formal
attributes of government institutions but instead on informal distributions of power,
attitudes, and political behavior. Moreover, in contrast to what was perceived as
the atheoretical work of scholars in the formal-legal tradition, the behavioralist
project as a whole was explicitly theoretical.

In comparative politics, the emphasis on theory-building often took the form
of "grand theorizing," and this period witnessed a dramatic increase in broad,
cross-national research (some, though not all of it behavioralist). Cutting through
the idiosyncratic, country-specific categories of the old institutionalism, compar-
ativists searched for broadly applicable concepts and variables to guide cross-
national research. The theories that emerged and held sway in this period high-
lighted similarities and trends reaching across wide ranges of nations (with very
different institutions). A number of them pointed to convergence both among the
advanced industrial countries15 and between industrialized and developing coun-
tries.16

This is not the place for a history of the discipline. However, a couple of
points are in order concerning the role of institutional variables in political analy-
sis during the 1950s and 1960s. First, it is clearly not the case that institutions
disappeared from the agenda. One need only think of theorists such as Samuel
Huntington and Reinhard Bendix to realize that institutions continued to play a
very prominent role in the work of some scholars, whether as the object of analy-
sis or as forces molding political behavior.17 But second, it is equally important
to recall that these theorists built their analyses around a fundamental critique of
the dominant tendencies in the discipline at the time which had in fact pushed
institutional variables to the side. Eckstein's critique of pluralists18 and Bendix's
important rebuttal to the dominant modernization paradigm in comparative politics19

illustrate how both fields had come to downplay the structural features of politi-
cal life that shaped the behavior of interest groups or that accounted for the
persistence of cross-national diversity beneath the surface of homogenizing con-
cepts such as modernity and tradition. The work of these "dissidents" from the
mainstream of their day contained important insights and, at least in embryonic
form, key elements of a new institutional perspective.20

The point about newness is not that no one was writing about institutions in
the 1950s and 1960s, for of course many were.21 Rather, the question is how
institutional variables fit into the larger theoretical project that animated research
in this period. The spirit and the thrust of work within the dominant behavioralist
paradigm was precisely meant to get beyond the formal structures of the old
institutionalists and especially the reified structures of Marxist theories of capi-
talist domination, by looking at the actual, observable beliefs and behaviors of
groups and individuals. Given this emphasis and this agenda, it seems to us no
coincidence that the behavioral revolution ultimately spawned not one but two
separate institutionalist critiques, one from a historical and another from the more
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formal "rational choice" perspective. For all the differences between the two
(see subsequent remarks), many historical institutionalists would agree with
Kenneth Shepsle's (rational choice) critique of behavioralism:

The price we have paid for the methodological and theoretical innovations of the post-
World War II era, however, is the inordinate emphasis now placed on behavior. Our
ability to describe (and less frequently, to explain) behavior . . . has diminished the at-
tention once given to institutional context and actual outcomes. On net, the behavioral
revolution has probably been of positive value. But along with the many scientific bene-
fits, we have been burdened by the cost of the restricted scope in our analyses.22

Because mainstream behavioralist theories focused on the characteristics, at-
titudes, and behaviors of the individuals and groups themselves to explain polit-
ical outcomes, they often missed crucial elements of the playing field and thus
did not provide answers to the prior questions of why these political behaviors,
attitudes, and the distribution of resources among contending groups themselves
differed from one country to another. For example, interest group theories that
focused on the characteristics and preferences of pressure groups themselves
could not account for why interest groups with similar organizational character-
istics (including measures of interest-group "strength") and similar preferences
could not always influence policy in the same way or to the same extent in
different national contexts. To explain these differences required more explicit
attention to the institutional landscape in which interest groups sought influ-
ence.23

The "grand theorizing" that dominated comparative politics in this period
also, in its own way, obscured the intermediate institutions that structure politics
in different countries. Thus, it is also probably no coincidence that renewed and
more systematic attention to institutional factors in comparative analysis corre-
sponded with a period of upheaval in the international arena associated, among
other things, with the declining hegemony of the United States and the oil crisis
of 1973-4. Whereas the prosperity of the 1950s and 1960s may have masked
sources of national diversity in policy-making and politics among the advanced
industrial countries, the economic shocks in the early 1970s gave rise to a diver-
sity of responses that flatly discredited the claims of the convergence theories of
the 1960s.24 These events led to the search for explanatory factors to account for
these outcomes, and national-level institutional factors figured prominently in
the answer.25

Explaining this persistence of cross-national differences despite common chal-
lenges and pressures was a central theme in the work of the early new institu-
tionalists, and this implied a shift in emphasis on both an empirical and a theo-
retical level. Criticizing the ahistorical approach of traditional interest-group theories
and Marxist analysis alike, these theorists wanted to know why interest groups
demanded different policies in different countries and why class interests were
manifested differently cross-nationally. At the same time, and related to this,
new institutionalists moved away from concepts (like modernity and tradition)
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that tended to homogenize whole classes of nations, toward concepts that could
capture diversity among them (e.g., the distinction between "strong" and "weak"
states in the advanced industrial countries). Thus, the empirical challenge posed
by diverse responses to common challenges drove a partial shift, away from
general theorizing toward a more midlevel Weberian project that explored diver-
sity within classes of the same phenomena. A critical body of work in the mid
to late 1970s and early 1980s pointed to intermediate-level institutional factors
- corporatist arrangements, policy networks linking economic groups to the state
bureaucracy, party structures - and the role they play in defining the constella-
tions of incentives and constraints faced by political actors in different national
contexts.

These new institutionalists shared the behavioralists' concern for building the-
ory. However, by focusing on intermediate institutions, they sought to explain
systematic differences across countries that previous theories had obscured. The
range of institutions studied depended of course on the outcomes to be explained.
Katzenstein's work on foreign economic policy of the advanced industrial coun-
tries, for example, drew attention to differences in the "policy networks" link-
ing state and society to explain divergent responses to a common economic shock.26

Corporatist theorists focused on the structure and organization of key economic
actors, especially labor and employers' associations, to draw conclusions about
labor's role in adjusting to economic change and about cross-national variation
in economic performance more generally.27 Theorists such as Suzanne Berger,
Theda Skocpol, and Douglas Ashford were in the forefront of recasting the study
of interest-group behavior, the state, and public-policy formation in explicitly
institutional terms.28 Other authors, notably March and Olsen, Peter Hall, Ste-
phen Skowronek, and later John Ikenberry, have built on this tradition and have
helped to advance it through a self-conscious definition and application of an
institutional approach. Key to their analyses was the notion that institutional
factors can shape both the objectives of political actors and the distribution of
power among them in a given polity.29

One feature typifying this new institutional perspective is its emphasis on what
Hall refers to as the "relational character" of institutions.30 More important than
the formal characteristics of either state or societal institutions per se is how a
given institutional configuration shapes political interactions. This feature of a
new institutional perspective is well illustrated by Ellen Immergut's contribution
to this book, Chapter 3. In her analysis of health care policy in France, Switzer-
land, and Sweden, Immergut argues that it is not useful to think of political
power as a static attribute of certain groups or actors. Traditional interest-group
theories that look at the characteristics of pressure groups themselves for clues
on their relative power cannot explain why doctors in the three countries she
examines - though all equally well organized and powerful in their internal or-
ganizational resources - nonetheless had very different degrees of success in
achieving their policy objectives. For Immergut, the point is not to identify "veto
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groups" so much as "veto points" in political systems. Veto points are areas of
institutional vulnerability, that is, points in the policy process where the mobili-
zation of opposition can thwart policy innovation. The location of such veto
points varies cross-nationally and depends on how different parts of the national
policymaking apparatus are linked. While such veto points are in general rather
sticky, they are not permanent, immutable characteristics of a political system.
Shifts in the overall balance of power can cause veto points to emerge, disappear,
or shift their location, creating "strategic openings" that actors can exploit to
achieve their goals. Immergut's notion of veto points thus illustrates and builds
on some of the core characteristics of the historical institutional approach more
generally: the emphasis on intermediate institutions that shape political strate-
gies, the ways institutions structure relations of power among contending groups
in society, and especially the focus on the process of politics and policy-making
within given institutional parameters.

HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALISM AND RATIONAL CHOICE

As is well known, there are in fact two different approaches that have been
assigned the label "the new institutionalism." Rational choice institutionalists
such as Shepsle, Levi, North, and Bates share with historical-interpretive insti-
tutionalists such as Berger, Hall, Katzenstein, and Skocpol a concern with the
question of how institutions shape political strategies and influence political out-
comes.31 But important differences distinguish the two. The essays assembled
here come out of the historical institutional tradition, but it is worth considering
briefly how they relate to the rational choice variant. The two perspectives are
premised on different assumptions that in fact reflect quite different approaches
to the study of politics.

For the rational choice scholar, institutions are important as features of a stra-
tegic context, imposing constraints on self-interested behavior. For example, in
the classic prisoner's dilemma game, when the rules (institutions) are changed,
the prisoner's choices (to defect, to cooperate, and so on) also change because
these rules structure the choices that will maximize the prisoner's self-interest.
Thus political and economic institutions are important for rational choice schol-
ars interested in real-world politics because the institutions define (or at least
constrain) the strategies that political actors adopt in the pursuit of their interests.

For historical institutionalists the idea that institutions provide the context in
which political actors define their strategies and pursue their interests is unprob-
lematical. Indeed, this is a key premise in historical institutional analysis as well.
But historical institutionalists want to go further and argue that institutions play
a much greater role in shaping politics, and political history more generally, than
that suggested by a narrow rational choice model.

Historical institutionalists in general find strict rationality assumptions overly
confining.32 First, in contrast to some (though not all) rational choice analyses,
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historical institutionalists tend to see political actors not so much as all-knowing,
rational maximizers, but more as rule-following "satisficers."33 As DiMaggio
and Powell argue, "The constant and repetitive quality of much organized life is
explicable not simply by reference to individual, maximizing actors but rather
by a view that locates the persistence of practices in both their taken-for-granted
quality and their reproduction in structures that are to some extent self-sustain-
ing."34 In short, people don't stop at every choice they make in their lives and
think to themselves, "Now what will maximize my self-interest?" Instead, most
of us, most of the time, follow societally defined rules, even when so doing may
not be directly in our self-interest.35

Second, and perhaps most centrally, rational choice and historical institution-
alism diverge rather sharply on the issue of preference formation. While rational
choice deals with preferences at the level of assumptions, historical institution-
alists take the question of how individuals and groups define their self-interest as
problematical.36 Rational choice institutionalists in effect "bracket" the issue of
preference formation theoretically (by assuming that political actors are rational
and will act to maximize their self-interest), though of course in the context of
specific analyses they must operationalize self-interest, and generally they do so
by deducing the preferences of the actors from the structure of the situation
itself.37 This is quite different from historical institutionalists, who argue that not
just the strategies but also the goals actors pursue are shaped by the institutional
context.38 For example, a historical institutionalist would emphasize how class
interests are more a function of class position (mediated - reinforced or mitigated
- by state and social institutions like political parties and union structure) than
individual choice.

The idea of socially and politically constructed preferences that figures prom-
inently in the work of many contemporary historical institutionalists echoes the
writings of an earlier generation of economic institutionalist-historians. Earlier
in this century, for example, Thorstein Veblen argued that the individualistic,
competitive features of modern life must be seen as products of the particular
economic institutions that we have constructed in the advanced capitalist states.39

This point is also made in a recent essay by sociologists Roger Friedland and
Robert Alford, who argue:

The central institutions of the contemporary capitalist West - capitalist market, bureau-
cratic state, democracy, nuclear family, and Christian religion - shape individual prefer-
ences and organizational interests as well as the repertoire of behaviors by which they
may attain them.

And because of the dense matrix of institutions in which individuals maneuver,
they are motivated by a complex mix of sometimes conflicting preferences.
Friedland and Alford argue that conflicts between preferences and behaviors evoked
by these institutions contribute to the dynamism of the system:
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These institutions are potentially contradictory and hence make multiple logics available
to individuals and organizations. Individuals and organizations transform the institutional
relations of society by exploiting these contradictions.40

By taking the goals, strategies, and preferences as something to be explained,
historical institutionalists show that, unless something is known about the con-
text, broad assumptions about "self-interested behavior" are empty. As we pointed
out earlier, historical institutionalists would not have trouble with the rational
choice idea that political actors are acting strategically to achieve their ends. But
clearly it is not very useful simply to leave it at that. We need a historically based
analysis to tell us what they are trying to maximize and why they emphasize
certain goals over others.41

Taking preference formation as problematical rather than given, it then also
follows that alliance formation is more than a lining up of groups with compati-
ble (preexisting and unambiguous) self-interests. Where groups have multiple,
often conflicting interests, it is necessary to examine the political processes out
of which particular coalitions are formed. As Margaret Weir points out in Chap-
ter 7, new ideas can cause groups to rethink their interests; consequently, the
way in which various policies are "packaged" can facilitate the formation of
certain coalitions and hinder others. As Bo Rothstein's analysis (Chapter 2) makes
clear, leadership can play a key role in this process. The historical analysis of
how these processes occur (what Katzenstein calls "process tracing") is thus
central to a historical institutional approach.

Thus one, perhaps the, core difference between rational choice institutional-
ism and historical institutionalism lies in the question of preference formation,
whether treated as exogenous (rational choice) or endogenous (historical institu-
tionalism). But beyond this, and on the "output side," it seems that there is
more than one way to achieve one's ends, even assuming self-interested, maxi-
mizing behavior. Recent game theory has shown that there is more than one
efficient solution to certain kinds of games.42 If there is no single political choice
or outcome that maximizes the individual's self-interest, then clearly game-
theoretic tools need to be supplemented with other methods to understand which
solutions will be or were chosen.43

In sum, institutions are not just another variable, and the institutionalist claim
is more than just that "institutions matter too." By shaping not just actors' strat-
egies (as in rational choice), but their goals as well, and by mediating their
relations of cooperation and conflict, institutions structure political situations and
leave their own imprint on political outcomes.44 Political actors of course are not
unaware of the deep and fundamental impact of institutions, which is why battles
over institutions are so hard fought. Reconfiguring institutions can save political
actors the trouble of fighting the same battle over and over again. For example
(and as a number of rational choice theorists have pointed out) this explains why
congressional battles over district boundaries are so tenacious. The central im-
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portance of institutions in "mobilizing bias" in political processes also accounts
for why such formidable political leaders as Charles DeGaulle have been willing
to stake their careers not on particular policy outcomes, but on institutional ones.
This view is especially at odds with the "transaction costs" school within ra-
tional choice that sees institutions as efficient solutions to collective action prob-
lems, reducing transaction costs among individuals and groups in order to en-
hance efficiency.45 But to view institutions in these terms is to beg the important
questions about how political power figures into the creation and maintenance of
these institutions, as well as to deny the possibility of unexpected outcomes.46

THE HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALIST PROJECT

The historical institutional literature is diverse, to say the least. This approach
has been applied in a wide range of empirical settings, but in each case what has
made this approach so attractive is the theoretical leverage it has provided for
understanding policy continuities over time within countries and policy variation
across countries. Working at the level of midrange theory, institutionalists have
constructed important analytic bridges: between state-centered and society-cen-
tered analyses by looking at the institutional arrangements that structure
relations between the two,47 and between grand theories that highlight broad
cross-national regularities and narrower accounts of particular national cases,
by focusing on intermediate-level variables that illuminate sources of "variation
on a common theme."48

Beyond these more well-known analytic bridges, institutional analysis also
allows us to examine the relationship between political actors as objects and as
agents of history. The institutions that are at the center of historical institutional
analyses - from party systems to the structure of economic interests such as
business associations - can shape and constrain political strategies in important
ways, but they are themselves also the outcome (conscious or unintended) of
deliberate political strategies, of political conflict, and of choice. As Bo Roth-
stein puts it in the next chapter, by focusing on these intermediate institutional
features of political life, institutionalism provides the theoretical "bridge be-
tween 'men [who] make history' and the 'circumstances' under which they are
able to do so."

Macro theories such as Marxism focus on the broad socioeconomic structures
(class structure, for example), that define the parameters of policy-making at the
broadest level. But these theories often obscure the nontrivial differences be-
tween different countries with the same broad structures, for example, differ-
ences in how capitalism is organized in Sweden and the United States. More-
over, even where they do address such differences, the kinds of explanations
they produce (the "requirements of capital accumulation," for example) still
point to the primacy of systems-level variables and downplay the role of political
agency in explaining outcomes. But to the extent that we take seriously notions
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of human agency as crucial to understanding political outcomes, we need to
come to terms not just with political behavior as the dependent variable, influ-
enced by these macro-socioeconomic structures, but as independent variables as
well.

This brings us back to an important conceptual issue that we flagged at the
beginning of this chapter concerning how broad a conceptual net to cast in defin-
ing institutions. Our definition emphasized intermediate-level institutions, such
as party systems and the structure of economic interest groups like unions, that
mediate between the behavior of individual political actors and national political
outcomes. But couldn't more macrolevel structures - class structure, for ex-
ample - also qualify as institutions? Clearly such structures can impose signifi-
cant constraints on behavior.

We would argue that it is less useful to subsume such macro (systems-level)
structures into the definition of institutions than it is to maintain a narrower focus
and examine how these forces are mediated by the kinds of intermediate-level
institutions we have cited. This does not mean that we cannot examine differ-
ences between capitalist and precapitalist or other socioeconomic systems; it only
suggests a particular research strategy for doing so. Polanyi's work is in the spirit
we would advocate. His analysis of the "great transformation" deals explicitly
with the consequences of macrolevel changes in broad social and economic
structures. But his examination of the causes and consequences of the shift to a
market economy and what he calls a "market society" is anchored in an analysis
of specific social and economic institutions (such as the Speenhamland system)
in which battles over and within these broader forces are crystallized.

The focus on intermediate-level institutions that mediate the effects of macro-
level socioeconomic structures (like class) also provides greater analytic leverage
to confront variation among capitalist countries. Class differences characterize
all capitalist countries and as an analytic category can be applied to all of them.
But if we want to understand differences in political behavior across these coun-
tries, what we really need to know is how and to what extent class differences
figure into how groups and individuals in different capitalist countries define
their goals and their relations to other actors. Arguably, class in this sense mat-
ters more in Sweden and Britain than in the United States. And we would argue
that such differences in the salience of class to actual political behavior depends
on the extent to which it is reinforced and reified through state and societal
institutions - party competition, union structures, and the like.

In short, this focus on how macrostructures such as class are magnified or
mitigated by intermediate-level institutions allows us to explore the effects of
such overarching structures on political outcomes, but avoiding the structural
determinism that often characterizes broader and more abstract Marxist, func-
tionalist, and systems-theory approaches. Thus, another of the strengths of his-
torical institutionalism is that it has carved out an important theoretical niche at
the middle range that can help us integrate an understanding of general patterns
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of political history with an explanation of the contingent nature of political and
economic development, and especially the role of political agency, conflict, and
choice, in shaping that development.

The emphasis in historical institutionalism on political agency and political
choice within institutional constraints is also a characteristic of the "other" new
institutionalism. But there are still important differences in the theoretical project
that informs the work of historical institutionalists and rational choice institution-
alists. Rational choice theorists work with what one might call a "universal tool
kit" that can be applied in virtually any political setting.49 The kind of deductive
logical system that informs rational choice analysis has important strengths, par-
simony first among them, but its characteristic weaknesses, such as those im-
posed by the highly restrictive assumptions that make this kind of analysis pos-
sible, are also well known.

In these characteristics - its "ruthless elegance" (Hall) and the deductive
logic on which it is built - rational choice theory shares something with other
deductive theories such as Waltz's "systems" theory of international relations
and Marxist theory. Of course, rational choice theory is clearly at odds with the
substance and many aspects of the methodology of traditional Marxist theory
(especially the teleology of Marxism and the denial of individual agency which
is so central to rational choice theory). But at a more abstract level, both are
animated by a similar theoretical project premised on deduction from a limited
number of theoretical assumptions and the application of a set of concepts that
are held to be universally applicable (class for Marxists; rationality and interest
maximization for rational choice theorists). Rational choice shares both the strengths
and weaknesses of these previous attempts to build deductive theories to explain
political outcomes.

Historical institutionalists lack the kind of universal tool kit and universally
applicable concepts on which these more deductive theories are based. Rather
than deducing hypotheses on the basis of global assumptions and prior to the
analysis, historical institutionalists generally develop their hypotheses more in-
ductively, in the course of interpreting the empirical material itself. The more
inductive approach of historical institutionalists reflects a different approach to
the study of politics that essentially rejects the idea that political behavior can be
analyzed with the same techniques that may be useful in economics. Rational
choice theorists criticize this as inelegant and atheoretical, and sometimes even
dismiss it as storytelling. As can be readily imagined, we disagree, and would
argue that since each approach has characteristic strengths and weaknesses that
flow rather directly from their different assumptions and logics, it may be more
fruitful to explore what they have to offer each other than to decide between the
two once and for all.

To conclude, for all of their diversity, historical institutionalists share a com-
mon theoretical project and a common research strategy. The emphasis on insti-
tutions as patterned relations that lies at the core of an institutional approach does
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not replace attention to other variables - the players, their interests and strate-
gies, and the distribution of power among them. On the contrary, it puts these
factors in context, showing how they relate to one another by drawing attention
to the way political situations are structured. Institutions constrain and refract
politics, but they are never the only cause of outcomes. Rather, as Hall points
out, the institutionalist claim is that institutions structure political interactions
and in this way affect political outcomes.

While many theories achieve elegance by pointing to particular variables that
are alleged to be decisive (Marxism: class; pluralism: interest groups), institu-
tional analyses focus on illuminating how different variables are linked. None of
the contributions to this book proposes a simple, single-variable explanation. All
demonstrate the relationships and interactions among a variety of variables in a
way that reflects the complexity of real political situations. However, just as a
particular institutional configuration gives structure to a given political situation,
an institutional approach structures the explanation of political phenomena by
providing a perspective for identifying how these different variables relate to one
another. Thus, by placing the structuring factors at the center of the analysis, an
institutional approach allows the theorist to capture the complexity of real polit-
ical situations, but not at the expense of theoretical clarity. One of the great
attractions and strengths of this approach is in how it strikes this balance between
necessary complexity and desirable parsimony.

We have argued here that part of the initial appeal of the institutionalist ap-
proach to comparativists was that it offered a new angle through which to better
understand policy continuities within countries and policy variation across coun-
tries. The chapters in this book go a step further, extending the logic of the
institutionalist approach to build powerful explanations for variation in political
behavior and outcomes over time as well as across countries, and a framework
for understanding the sources and consequences of institutional change. We now
turn to what we consider to be the crucial frontiers of this approach and to the
contributions made by the authors in this book to those frontiers.

FRONTIERS OF HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALISM

The essays in this book demonstrate the strengths of historical institutionalism
as a general approach to comparative politics. In addition, however, they push
at the frontiers of this approach to overcome some of the limits in its develop-
ment to date. In particular, these essays confront a strong tendency toward "static"
institutional analyses and, from various vantage points, all address the often
neglected issue of dynamism in institutional analysis. Some chapters illustrate
how the meaning and functions of institutions can change over time, producing
new and sometimes unexpected outcomes. Other chapters are concerned with the
political processes through which institutions themselves are created and con-
tinue to evolve. Finally, some of the chapters delve into the interaction of "idea-
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tional innovation" and institutional constraints to illuminate distinctive patterns
of policy innovation and change.

Until now, the strong focus on how institutional structure shapes politics has
yielded compelling accounts of policy continuities within countries over time
(see, for example, Shonfield, Skowronek) and differences in policy outcomes
across countries (for example, Zysman, Hall, Steinmo). But precisely because
institutionalism has proved so powerful in explaining different policy trajectories
across countries, it often creates the impression that political outcomes can sim-
ply be "read off" the institutional configuration (see Chapter 2, by Colleen
Dunlavy). Part of the reason, as John Ikenberry has pointed out, is that the
emphasis on institutional constraints has meant that institutional approaches have
often been better at explaining what is not possible in a given institutional context
than what is.50 What has been missing is more explicit theorizing on the recip-
rocal influence of institutional constraints and political strategies and, more broadly,
on the interaction of ideas, interests, and institutions. The tendency in many
existing analyses toward institutional determinism becomes clear when we con-
sider two aspects of the literature to date: (1) the emphasis on analyzing "com-
parative statics" and (2) the relative underdevelopment of theories of institu-
tional formation and change.

So far, historical institutionalism has been especially helpful in illuminating
cross-national differences and the persistence of patterns or policies over time
within individual countries. Cross-national studies in the new institutionalism
tend toward the study of comparative statics; that is, they explain different policy
outcomes in different countries with reference to their respective (stable) insti-
tutional configurations. But such argumentation invites a kind of institutional
determinism. We can illustrate this critique by focusing on a recent essay by
none other than one of the authors of this introduction.51 Sven Steinmo's analysis
is concerned with the way political institutions have shaped tax policy in the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Sweden. He demonstrates how the elec-
toral and constitutional structures, combined with the structure of economic in-
terest organizations in these three countries have led rational actors (elected of-
ficials, interest-group elites, and bureaucrats) in each case to make quite different
policy choices, which have in turn produced different policy outcomes. The pref-
erences, strategies, and relative power of the relevant actors are defined by the
institutional context in which the political game is played. The result is quite
different taxation systems and very different (and unexpected) distributions of
effective tax burdens.

Steinmo's analysis provides a compelling explanation for significant cross-
national differences in tax policy, but his framework is not well suited to deal
with the question of change. First, while it is empirically true that these three tax
systems have undergone considerable transformations over the past several de-
cades, Steinmo's analysis obscures changes within individual countries over time.
Second, and related to this, the argument can create the impression that domestic
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political institutions are the only variables that matter in determining tax-policy
outcomes, and that no other outcomes were possible given these institutional
constraints. Such an argument highlights the thin line that institutionalists often
walk between institutional constraints and institutional determinism.52

The relative underdevelopment of explicit theorizing about the reciprocal in-
fluence of institutions and politics is also clear when one considers the question
of institutional formation and change. Although arguably one of the most impor-
tant issues in comparative politics, this issue has received relatively little atten-
tion in most of the literature to date. Again, one reason for this deficit is that
institutionalists generally focus on constraints and offer explanations of conti-
nuity rather than change.

Up to this point perhaps the most explicit model of institutional change in the
literature is Stephen Krasner's model of "punctuated equilibrium."53 This model
appears to enjoy rather widespread acceptance among institutionalists.54 Briefly,
Krasner's model posits that institutions are characterized by long periods of sta-
bility, periodically "punctuated" by crises that bring about relatively abrupt in-
stitutional change, after which institutional stasis again sets in. Institutional ar-
rangements help explain policy outcomes during periods of institutional stability,
since these arrangements structure political conflicts in distinctive ways. In Kras-
ner's version, institutional crises usually emanate from changes in the external
environment. Such crises can cause the breakdown of the old institutions, and
this breakdown precipitates intense political conflict over the shape of the new
institutional arrangements.

The punctuated equilibrium model suggests a very elegant and powerful the-
ory of institutional change. It is entirely appropriate that this model emphasizes
the "stickiness" of historically evolved institutional arrangements. After all, if
institutions simply respond to changes in the balance of power in society around
them, then, as Krasner points out, they are epiphenomenal and we should be
studying the forces that affect them. Institutionalists can scarcely take issue with
this fundamental point.

But beyond this central observation, the "punctuated equilibrium" metaphor
involves broader assumptions that warrant closer scrutiny. The problem with this
model is that institutions explain everything until they explain nothing. Institu-
tions are an independent variable and explain political outcomes in periods of
stability, but when they break down, they become the dependent variable, whose
shape is determined by the political conflicts that such institutional breakdown
unleashes. Put somewhat differently, at the moment of institutional breakdown,
the logic of the argument is reversed from "Institutions shape politics" to "Pol-
itics shape institutions."55 Conceiving of the relationship in this way, however,
obscures the dynamic interaction of political strategies and institutional con-
straints. A more dynamic model is needed to capture the interplay of the two
variables over time.
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Institutional dynamism

We have argued that the critical inadequacy of institutional analysis to date has
been a tendency toward mechanical, static accounts that largely bracket the issue
of change and sometimes lapse inadvertently into institutional determinism. The
chapters in this book significantly extend institutional analysis by explicitly ad-
dressing the sources of what we will call "institutional dynamism." They do so
by examining the interaction of institutions and political processes both across
countries and over time. They not only look at how institutions mediate and filter
politics but turn the question around to demonstrate how the impact of institu-
tions is itself mediated by the broader political context. In short, all of them go
beyond comparative statics to explore the political conditions under which par-
ticular institutions have specific consequences, and several of them also deal
explicitly with the issue of institutional formation and change.

We can identify four distinct sources of institutional dynamism, by which we
mean situations in which we can observe variability in the impact of institutions
over time but within countries. These sources of change are often empirically
intertwined, but it is useful to separate them analytically for purposes of exposi-
tion.

First, broad changes in the socioeconomic or political context can produce a
situation in which previously latent institutions suddenly become salient, with
implications for political outcomes.56 For instance, the European Court of Justice
has until very recently played a rather minor role in European politics, until the
political events surrounding the Single European Act suddenly transformed the
institution into an increasingly important locus of conflict and cooperation among
the states in Europe.57

Second, changes in the socioeconomic context or political balance of power
can produce a situation in which old institutions are put in the service of different
ends, as new actors come into play who pursue their (new) goals through existing
institutions. A classic example of an old institution being harnessed to new ends
can be found in the system of job classifications in U.S. industrial relations. Job
classifications were introduced by some large employers in the 1920s (prior to
widespread unionization) as the basis for incentive systems in which foremen
could reward workers for their industry or cooperation by shifting them to better
jobs within the plant hierarchy. However, as unions grew in the 1930s and 1940s,
they were able to capitalize on the power they gained due to changing political
and labor-market conditions and to attach a number of conditions to personnel
moves within the plant. They did so among other things by attaching to the job
classifications rules regarding transfers and the content of individual jobs. Over
time, this process through which union rights became attached to job classifica-
tions ultimately turned the logic of the system on its head: from a system of
management control to one of union control.58

Third, exogenous changes can produce a shift in the goals or strategies being
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pursued within existing institutions - that is, changes in outcomes as old actors
adopt new goals within the old institutions. An illustration comes out of the
literature on the "crisis" of Fordism.59 A number of authors have argued that
certain features of the American political economy - notably the structure of the
state and the U.S. model of the multidivisional (and often, multinational) cor-
poration - were ideally suited for an international trade regime premised on
international liberalism and mass production. But in the 1970s and 1980s, the
decline of the free trade regime and the crisis of Fordism and mass production
called for new, more "flexible" strategies. As capitalists moved to adapt to the
new political and economic context, the very same institutions produced dramat-
ically different results. Rather than guaranteeing the continued competitiveness
of American industry, these institutions are seen as a major impediment to it
under conditions in which markets are more volatile and competitiveness hinges
on factors other than simply economies of scale.

These first three sources of dynamism in fact describe situations in which the
very same institutions can produce different outcomes over time. But of course
a fourth source of dynamism can occur when political actors adjust their strate-
gies to accommodate changes in the institutions themselves. This can occur in
moments of dramatic change (institutional breakdown or institutional formation
of the sort that Krasner's model of punctuated equilibrium highlights), but it can
also be the result of more piecemeal change resulting from specific political
battles or ongoing strategic maneuvering within institutional constraints. The
latter possibility is documented, for example, in Kathleen Thelen's study of the
development of Germany's "dual system" of labor relations.60 Thelen elabo-
rates a model of "dynamic constraints" that differs from the punctuated equilib-
rium model in two important respects. First, it emphasizes that institutional
breakdown is not the only source of institutional change (and that it is not just in
moments of institutional breakdown that political strategies matter). Strategic
maneuvering by political actors and conflict among them within institutional con-
straints (also short of crisis) can influence the institutional parameters within
which their interactions occur. Second, while the external pressures that are cen-
tral to the punctuated equilibrium model are important, the dynamic constraints
model focuses more on maneuvering within the institutions in response to these
external events. Groups and individuals are not merely spectators as conditions
change to favor or penalize them in the political balance of power, but rather
strategic actors capable of acting on "openings" provided by such shifting con-
textual conditions in order to defend or enhance their own positions. In short,
Thelen's analysis illustrates a pattern in which changes in the meaning and func-
tioning of institutions (associated with broader socioeconomic and political shifts)
set in motion political struggles within but also over those institutions that in fact
drive their development forward.

The following chapters of this book provide illustrations of many of these
points. All of them speak not only to issues of institutional constraints, but also
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to questions of institutional dynamism. The vantage point adopted by each author
varies, but the essays cluster around three general themes into which we can
organize them for purposes of introduction. First, we examine sources of policy
change under stable institutional arrangements. Here we ask the question, "How
can we explain policy change if institutions remain (relatively) stable?" We turn
next to the issue of institutional change itself. How and under what conditions
do institutions themselves become the object of change? Finally, we explore the
dynamic interaction between political institutions and political ideas to explain
how ideational innovation within particular institutional constraints can produce
policy change.

Policy change within stable institutions

Political institutions do not operate in a vacuum. But as we have suggested, there
has not been a great deal of explicit theorizing about the ways in which institu-
tions themselves interact with the broader socioeconomic context in which they
operate. Several essays in this book take significant strides in this direction.
Many institutionalist scholars have shown that institutions tend to remain "sticky"
even when the political or economic conditions in which they exist have changed
dramatically. But the implication of this line of analysis has generally been that
institutions tend to have constant or continuous effects even while the world
changes around them.61 We take a different view. As several of the essays in
this book illustrate, institutions themselves may be resistant to change, but their
impact on political outcomes can change over time in subtle ways in response to
shifts in the broader socioeconomic or political context.

Two of the chapters in this book provide excellent examples of how the mean-
ing and functioning of institutions can be transformed by changes in the socio-
economic context or political balance of power. Chapter 6, by Victoria Hattam,
best illustrates the first source of institutional dynamism described earlier, how
a shift in the socioeconomic or political context can cause certain previously
latent institutions to become salient; Chapter 5, by Colleen Dunlavy, echoes this
conclusion and provides an analytic bridge to the second point, the emergence
of new actors pursuing new goals through existing institutions.

In her analysis of nineteenth-century working-class politics, Hattam addresses
the puzzle of why the British and American labor movements took off in very
different directions in the late nineteenth century. She demonstrates how the
strategies of the two union movements were closely parallel until that point,
before diverging sharply as the Americans retreated from politics into an increas-
ing focus on the industrial realm to pursue working-class goals through "busi-
ness unionism." Hattam solves the puzzle of sharp strategic divergence between
the two labor movements by examining the political and institutional landscape
that organized labor faced in its formative years in the two countries.

She shows that so long as workers defined themselves as producers rather than
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laborers, British and American political institutions seemed equally open. But in
the late nineteenth century, when workers turned their attention to securing rights
to collective action as workers, the role of the courts in the two countries, which
had previously not been an important part of workers' institutional context, sud-
denly became so. In that moment, significant differences in the relationship be-
tween the legislature and the courts (previously present but latent, as it were)
channeled conflicts in very different ways. In both countries, unions won signif-
icant legislation protecting their rights to organize workers and press their claims
on employers. In Britain, where the judiciary is clearly subordinate to parlia-
ment, the courts upheld the spirit of these new laws, and the labor movement
learned that its political lobbying could result in very tangible benefits. In the
United States, in contrast, the courts enjoyed more autonomy and continued to
hand down conservative rulings in spite of similar legislation. This experience
reinforced a very different lesson about what labor could expect to gain through
political action; organized labor's retreat from politics was a pragmatic response
to repeated experiences in which legislative victories were rendered meaningless
by subsequent court actions.

In sum, Hattam's argument highlights how social and political realignments
(as wage earners began to organize as members of a distinct working class) led
to the sudden salience of the courts as an arena of conflict. The institutional
context did not change; rather, the power and autonomy of American courts was
simply revealed as the goals of workers shifted. Latent institutions became sa-
lient, which accounts for why English and American labor's strategies diverged
in the last part of the nineteenth century and not before.

Colleen Dunlavy's analysis of public infrastructure development in nine-
teenth-century Prussia and America dovetails theoretically with Hattam's, and
also provides an analytical bridge to the second source of dynamism discussed
earlier, namely the emergence of new actors who pursue their new goals through
existing institutions. Contrary to popular conceptions that contrast Germany's
''strong and interventionist" state with the United States' "weak and noninter-
ventionist" state, Dunlavy shows how until the 1840s, it was the latter that was
both more active and successful in regulating railroads, a key vehicle for indus-
trialization. Not the federal government, but rather state governments were the
main actors, actively promoting but also successfully regulating the nascent rail-
road industry in the United States. The relative openness of American political
institutions (especially state legislatures) allowed railroad capitalists their say in
policy, but it also served as a point of access for other interests who were able
to impose certain restrictions on railroad development. Political liberalism in this
sense brought with it a degree of economic illiberalism, in the form of state
intervention and regulation.

However, as Dunlavy shows, this outcome obtained only so long as the task
faced by the American government was regulating railroads on a fairly small
scale. By the mid-nineteenth century, railroad development itself outgrew the
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regulatory framework and capacities of the individual American states. As rail-
roads increasingly crossed state boundaries, railroad regulation became a prob-
lem of national rather than state regulation. With this shift, the fragmented au-
thority of national institutions (federalism, but also the separation of powers)
came into play, offering capitalists ways to avoid regulation (in Dunlavy's terms,
"escape routes"), among other things by playing authorities in different states
off against one another.

Although the empirical cases are quite different, the theoretical parallels be-
tween Hattam's and Dunlavy's analyses are clear. In Dunlavy's case, federal
institutions gained new salience for railroad regulation as the industry grew be-
yond state bounds. In addition, however, Dunlavy emphasizes that the shift from
the state to the federal level as the primary arena of conflict was not simply the
logical culmination of the growth of the industry itself. She also stresses how
railroad development helped to create a new group of political actors, large-scale
industrial capitalists whose economic activities spanned state boundaries and who
could pursue their goals by actively playing the full range of institutions at all
levels (indeed, sometimes pitting them against each other). This new class of
entrepreneurs (of which the great robber barons of the railroad industry are only
one part) orchestrated the shift to the national level, for example, as they sought
to extract more favorable outcomes from federal courts in their efforts to escape
regulation at the state level.

Ellen Immergut's theory of shifting veto points (in Chapter 3) is compatible
with the kind of analysis suggested by Hattam and Dunlavy. Indeed, one might
recast their arguments in terms of Immergut's language to show how in both
cases new veto points emerged as a result of changes in exogenous conditions.
In the case Hattam examines, the changing goals of workers played a role in
shifting the arena of conflict to the courts, which provided a new veto point for
opponents of labor organization in the United States, though not in Britain. In
the case Dunlavy presents, it was the growth of the railroads themselves that
helped shift the arena to the national level, opening new veto points for U.S.
capitalists to fend off regulation. The Prussian story is the "mirror image" of
the United States: There similar developments had the consequence of closing
certain veto points that Prussian capitalists had been able to exploit before the
1850s, which in turn allowed the Prussian government to impose more restric-
tions on their activities.

In sum, by viewing the institutional landscape as a whole, these studies high-
light important and often neglected sources of dynamism. They pose a challenge
to more static institutional analyses that imply that political outcomes can be
read off the institutional map, by illustrating how the meaning and functioning
of institutions are shaped by features of the socioeconomic and political context
in which they are embedded.
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Institutions as objects of change

Another dimension of institutional dynamism, in some ways the most obvious,
concerns the question of institutional change itself. Some authors have been con-
cerned to illuminate how institutions themselves become the object of conten-
tion, and to show how institutional change results from deliberate political strat-
egies to transform structural parameters in order to win long-term political
advantage. Others have explored related questions of more gradual institutional
evolution and change, often emerging as unintended consequences of political
battles fought over other issues.

Bo Rothstein's analysis of unemployment insurance systems, in Chapter 2,
focuses on one particularly significant set of institutional choices that were ex-
plicitly designed to have longer-term policy impacts. Rothstein demonstrates that
labor's long-term organizational strength is more firmly anchored in countries
that adopted union-administered unemployment insurance schemes (the so-called
Ghent system) rather than universal compulsory unemployment systems. His
analysis provides a very elegant explanation for why some countries are more
unionized than others.

Beyond this, however, Rothstein also makes an important theoretical contri-
bution to our understanding of institutional formation and change. By tracing the
development of the Ghent system he is able to show how "at certain moments
in history . . . institutions are created with the object of giving the agent (or the
interests the agent wants to further) an advantage in the future game of power."
In the case of Sweden, conscious political strategies produced a system that
ensured high organization levels and union power to control critical aspects of
the labor market. While not optimal in the short run (and indeed despite an
initially rather cool reception to the Ghent system by the unions), inspired polit-
ical leadership by the Social Democratic leader Gustav Moller gave the unions
an organizational advantage that entrenched their power in the long run.

Rothstein shows that in other countries either labor could not implement the
system of its choice, or in some cases even where it could have, labor leaders
apparently did not see the strategic advantages of the Ghent system. Rothstein
thus explicitly allows for the possibility of mistaken strategies or "wrong choices."
His shadow cases (outside Sweden) show that the consequence of piecemeal
decisions and less inspired leadership was that these labor movements ended up
with insurance schemes that did not anchor labor unions as firmly as in Sweden.
Thus, while Rothstein agrees with some rational choice theorists in viewing in-
stitutions as the product of deliberate political strategies, his analysis of unin-
tended consequences outside of Sweden also emphasizes how behaving "ration-
ally" is not so straightforward. Where actors hold conflicting preferences, and
where it is not clear to them which goals to maximize (short- or long-term) or
how best to pursue their interests, other factors - such as leadership - appear to
play a key role in defining goals and how to pursue them.
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Immergut's analysis of health care policy in France, Switzerland, and Sweden
demonstrates just how important the unintended effects of institutional structure
and change can be for policy-making. In Immergut's analysis, a nation's elec-
toral rules and constitutional structure provide the institutional ' 'rules of the game"
in which subsequent political battles are fought. She demonstrates convincingly
how quite different national health systems developed in France, Switzerland,
and Sweden because different institutional configurations provided different "veto
points" for competing interests as each country attempted to reform the financing
and delivery of medical care. "By making some courses of action more difficult,
and facilitating others," she argues, "the institutions redefined the political al-
ternatives and changed the array of relevant actors. The institutions, in other
words, established a strategic context for the actions of these political actors that
changed the outcome of specific policy conflicts."

Immergut makes a clear distinction, however, between "political actors and
their strategies" on the one hand, and the institutional framework in which action
takes place on the other. As she points out, institutions are most certainly created
and changed in struggles for political power. But, she suggests, those who par-
ticipated in institutional design are not necessarily the same individuals who
engage in later policy struggles. She implies that the long-term policy impact of
particular institutional changes is unknown or at least highly uncertain. Indeed,
as she shows in the case of Sweden, constitutional reforms designed to protect
the interests of Conservatives at the turn of the century in fact had the effect of
insulating and entrenching Social Democratic governments and, in the area of
health care, providing medical interests fewer veto points through which they
could block national health insurance reforms.

In sum, people fight about both institutions and policy outcomes. Battles over
institutions are important precisely because broad policy paths can follow from
institutional choices. Each of these authors demonstrates how the existence of
certain institutional structures shapes subsequent policy battles. In addition, these
analyses provide us with important insights into the politics of institutional de-
sign and change. Rothstein devotes special attention to the Swedish case because
it in fact deviates from what appears to be a broader pattern that corroborates
March and Olsen's argument that
institutional change rarely satisfies the prior intentions of those who initiate it. Change
cannot be controlled precisely. . . . [Moreover] understanding the transformation of po-
litical institutions requires recognizing that there are frequently multiple, not necessarily
consistent, intentions, that intentions are often ambiguous, that intentions are part of a
system of values, goals, and attitudes that embeds intention in a structure of other beliefs
and aspirations.62

Ideational innovation in institutional constraints

The chapters by Peter Hall, Desmond King, and Margaret Weir all speak to a
third theme and source of dynamism in institutional analysis by explicitly ex-
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ploring the relationship between new policy ideas and the institutional configu-
ration that mediates between such ideas and specific policy outcomes. They offer
an important alternative to more abstract treatments of the realm of ideology or
public philosophy that reify the concepts and obscure the concrete processes
through which certain ideas (and not others) come to dominate political dis-
course. Rather than bracketing the realm of ideas, or treating ideas and material
interests as separate and unrelated variables (or as competing explanatory fac-
tors), they explore how the two interact within specified institutional contexts to
produce policy change.

In Chapter 4 Peter Hall explores the development of monetarist ideas in the
United Kingdom, arguing that what has really occurred since the mid-1970s is a
shift between two competing ''policy paradigms," each deeply rooted in very
different ideas about how the economy works. Understanding both the timing
and source of the shift from Keynesianism to monetarism, he argues, requires an
examination of how the institutional structure of British politics mediated con-
flicting interests and structured the flow of ideas in the 1970s and 1980s. While
the Heath government had proposed many specific policies of a monetarist tone
in the early 1970s, the deep entrenchment of Keynesian ideas, especially in the
powerful and autonomous Treasury, and the lack of a fully articulated alternative
policy paradigm with which to confront and resist these entrenched ideas pre-
vented the prime minister from accomplishing a full shift in policy.

By the time Margaret Thatcher came to power, however, the possibilities for
policy innovation looked very different. Changes in the socioeconomic balance
of power, especially the waning strength of the unions, had eroded important
sources of support for Keynesianism. At the same time, institutions that reflected
but also reinforced the growing power and cohesion of financial markets (includ-
ing newly founded economic institutes and the media) came to play an increas-
ingly important role in policy discourse, all the more so because they represented
what in the meantime had developed into an increasingly coherent alternative
policy paradigm. Thatcher was able to draw on growing support from key actors
in the City, universities, and the media, to fashion a new coalition premised on
a now fully articulated monetarist alternative to Labour's failed policies and to
effect a radical break with the entire policy paradigm on which they had been
premised. Moreover, the structure of government facilitated this full-scale shift.
The high degree of power and autonomy available to reigning governments in
the British parliamentary system enabled Thatcher to bring about policy switches
that would have been far more difficult in more decentralized decision-making
systems. In short, the structure of British political institutions helps Hall explain
why new ideas were sought, the process by which new ideas were filtered and
cultivated, and ultimately why certain ideas and interests (and not others) pre-
vailed when they did.

By tracing the interaction of institutions, ideas, and interests, Hall confronts a
widespread characterization of institutions as biased toward policy continuity or
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even posing obstacles to change, and he explores the idea that some institutions
may facilitate rather than impede policy change. His analysis thus forces us to
rethink some of our assumptions about institutions. We tend to think of institu-
tions as bureaucracies that are conservative and biased toward continuity. But as
Hall points out, some institutional structures may establish a dynamic tension
that inspires creativity and encourages innovation. In Britain the combination of
two-party competition (which gives parties a "structural interest in product dif-
ferentiation and incentive to initiate changes" to garner electoral support) and
responsible cabinet government (which allows governments great power to im-
plement their programs) provided the institutional parameters that enabled Thatcher
to implement more thoroughgoing reforms than her conservative counterparts in
many other countries.

Desmond King's comparative analysis of the adoption of work-welfare pro-
grams in the United States and Britain, in Chapter 8, drives home these basic
points. For King, much like Hall, the institutional structures define the channels
and mechanisms by which new ideas are translated into policy. As King puts it,
"Ideas must be translated into language and slogans appropriate for political
decision-making, a process that often results in metamorphosis of the original
notions. Parties and elected state officials play a crucial role in this 'transla-
tion'." King's analysis shows how New Right ideas linking welfare to work
requirements traversed two different institutional routes to power in the United
States and Britain. In the United States, changes in federal policies (especially
Reagan's "New Federalism" initiatives in the early 1980s) pushed policy-
making in the area of welfare and training programs toward the state level. This
shift set the stage for state governments to emerge later as important actors in
the move to reform federal policy concerning unemployment, especially as par-
ticular state programs became important models for national reform. However,
the approach and ideas such programs represented were compromised in their
journey through the national policy-making process. In particular, Reagan was
able to use the power of the office of the president to interpret the successes of
these programs in a way that recast them in terms of the New Right approach to
poverty, toward which the president himself tended. In addition, the institutional
power of the president (especially veto power) forced compromises at the draft-
ing phases that led to the incorporation of work requirements for welfare benefits
that had been absent in many of the state programs after which the federal leg-
islation had been modeled.

King shows why political parties were institutionally better positioned in Brit-
ain than in the United States to play the role of initiator of policy change in
work-welfare programs. In Britain New Right ideas and indeed explicit imita-
tion of the American model entered the political arena through the Conservative
Party and made their way through the legislative process relatively unscathed. In
the absence of checks on central government policy-making that constrain U.S.
policy-makers (federalism and the separation of powers), Thatcher - borrowing
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ideas from Reagan - was able to bring about a more fundamental break with
prevailing policy ideas rooted in the tradition of a separation of welfare from
labor-market policies, and even to successfully restructure existing institutions
(such as the Manpower Services Commission) that stood in the way of the policy
shift she sought.

In short, King's two cases demonstrate different institutional channels for pol-
icy innovation in Britain and the United States. Beyond this, however, his analy-
sis shows how the institutional labyrinth can affect the content of new ideas,
diluting them in the United States through the need to forge compromise in the
context of fragmented national authority, and magnifying them in Britain, where
similar compromise was unnecessary because of greater centralization in policy
initiation and legislation. Like Hall's analysis, King's study thus shows how
"institutions shape the absorption and diffusion of policy ideas." For both au-
thors the specific mechanisms for integrating or adopting new ideas into the
political arena are critical in shaping the interpretation and meaning behind those
ideas.

Margaret Weir (Chapter 7) also explores the dynamic relationship between
ideas and political institutions, in this case to illuminate how the structure of the
American state led to a narrowing of the possibilities for policy innovation in the
area of employment policy from the 1930s through the 1980s. As she puts it,
"Central to this narrowing was the creation of institutions whose existence chan-
neled the flow of ideas, created incentives for political actors, and helped deter-
mine the meaning of policy choices." "Bounded innovation" is Weir's descrip-
tion of the process through which particular institutional arrangements "created
opportunities for some kinds of innovation [but also] set boundaries on the types
of innovation possible." The fragmentation of American political institutions
make the U.S. government relatively open to a wide range of policy innovations.
Keynesian ideas first developed "on the outskirts" of the political mainstream,
but when these ideas were picked up by key presidential advisers, and when
Franklin Roosevelt put the power of the presidency behind them, the United
States became a leader in social Keynesianism. However, these ideas proved
difficult to institutionalize in the American context. The same fragmentation of
national policy made it easy for opponents to mobilize opposition, which forced
innovators to rely on short-term coalitions and to pursue innovation through ex-
isting channels rather than recast the institutions themselves.

The compromises that were necessary to implement Keynesianism in turn left
an imprint on the form it assumed and channeled subsequent policy debates along
particular paths. For example, one of the legacies of the postwar conflicts over
the implementation of Keynesianism in the American context was an institution-
ally anchored division between social and economic policy that made it difficult
to forge a conceptual and policy link between the two later. Indeed, other pro-
grams, such as Lyndon Johnson's War on Poverty in the 1960s not only reflected
but reinforced these divisions. And when this program "intersected unexpect-
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edly" with subsequent events - in particular the racial tensions of the 1960s -
policy-makers again sought to channel answers to new questions through existing
institutions. Weir shows how the racial focus assumed by the War on Poverty
program shaped its political fate. In short, innovators' reliance on short-term
coalitions ultimately undermined future possibilities for forging the kinds of co-
alitions that would have been necessary to reorient American policy toward the
unemployed in a more fundamental way, and especially threw up impediments
to creating the institutional foundation that would have been necessary to anchor
these new conceptions. This absence of strong institutional moorings meant that
the programmatic ideas behind social Keynesianism were difficult to sustain over
time; ultimately the failure to institutionalize these ideas made it difficult to de-
fend government action when it came under attack by proponents of market-
oriented approaches to employment policy in the 1970s.

CONCLUSION

We close this essay with some observations about where we see the theoretical
insights offered by historical institutionalists leading, and what this suggests in
terms of a future theoretical and methodological agenda in the study of compar-
ative politics and comparative political economy.

The field of comparative politics has long suffered a dilemma. The "scientific
revolution" in political science inspired comparativists to search for continuing
patterns of politics across nations and over time and to set these down in a limited
number of propositions which could be systematically tested. Przeworski and
Teune are very explicit about the core premise of comparative analysis in The
Logic of Comparative Social Inquiry, which states that, "The pivotal assumption
of this analysis is that social science research, including comparative inquiry,
should and can lead to general statements about social phenomena. This assump-
tion implies that human and social behavior can be explained in terms of general
laws established by observation."63

At the same time, however, there has also been an enduring skepticism among
many scholars of an overemphasis on science in the study of comparative poli-
tics. The suspicion here is that in modeling themselves on the physical sciences,
political scientists are inviting reductionism and ignoring the inherent complexity
of human political action in favor of elegant but unrealistic laws. Many compar-
ativists would agree with Gabriel Almond when he argues: "Social scientists
who - for whatever philosophical or methodological reasons . . . view human
behavior as simply reactive and consequently susceptible to the same explanatory
logic as 'clocklike' natural phenomena are trying to fashion a science based on
empirically falsified presuppositions."64 What distinguishes social and political
from natural phenomena is that humans can and do consciously affect the envi-
ronment in which they operate. This element of agency and choice does more
than add analytic complexity; it also suggests that the premises of analysis are
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different from those of natural science, in that "a simple search for regularities
and lawful relationships among variables - a strategy that has led to tremendous
successes in the physical sciences - will not explain social outcomes, but only
some of the conditions affecting those outcomes."65

There are two issues suggested here for the role of institutional analysis within
the logic of more refined comparative political inquiry. First, because humans
shape the constraints in which they interact through institutional choice and de-
sign, it is especially compelling to look at these moments of institutional change.
Conflicts over institutions lay bare interests and power relations, and their out-
comes not only reflect but magnify and reinforce the interests of the winners,
since broad policy trajectories can follow from institutional choices. Without
taking away from the scientific interest in the regularities, then, political scien-
tists legitimately can and should be particularly interested in moments of insti-
tutional choice and change. In this view, political evolution is a path or branch-
ing process and the study of the points of departure from established patterns
("critical junctures" of institutional choice) becomes essential to a broader un-
derstanding of political history. The authors in this book illustrate the benefits of
this approach. Each of these essays pushes well beyond the insight that "Policies
create politics" (Heclo) and goes on to demonstrate how specific institutional
arrangements structure particular kinds of politics. They present powerful insti-
tutional explanations that go a long way toward helping us understand not just
the choice of particular policies adopted in various nations, but also sources of
historical divergence and the more general paths that different countries have
followed.

Second, as several authors in this book suggest, institutional choices can shape
people's ideas, attitudes, and even preferences. In this view, institutional change
is important not only because it alters the constraints in which actors make stra-
tegic choices but ultimately because it can reshape the very goals and ideas that
animate political action. What makes political evolution different from physical
evolution is that the former is influenced by the intentions of its subjects. The
book's essays capture the dynamic interplay of humans both as agents and sub-
jects of historical change. In each of these analyses political institutions directly
affected political choices, but in no case does the author argue that state or so-
cietal structures are the only things that matter. Instead, each offers a sophisti-
cated explanation of the way in which factors such as conceptions of class, public
philosophies, historical contexts, and elite and public preferences intersect with
institutional structures to produce particular policy outcomes. These outcomes,
then, themselves become the arenas of future political and institutional struggles
in which, as Weir puts it, "ideas and interests develop and institutions and strat-
egies adapt" (Chapter 7). In addition, many of these essays also provide clues
into the conditions under which both institutional and ideational innovation is
possible.

To conclude, historical institutionalists have carved out an important theoret-
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ical niche at the middle range that explicitly focuses on intermediate variables in
order to integrate an understanding of general patterns of political history with
an explanation of the contingent nature of political and economic development.
As an alternative to broad and often abstract Marxist, functionalist, and systems
theory approaches, historical institutionalism provides an approach to the study
of politics and public policy that is sensitive to persistent cross-national differ-
ences. As a corrective to narrow interest-group theories, the institutionalist per-
spective illuminates how historically evolved structures channel political battles
in distinctive ways on a more enduring basis. And most important, by focusing
on institutions that are the product of political conflict and choice but which at
the same time constrain and shape political strategies and behaviors, historical
institutionalism provides a framework for directly confronting the central ques-
tion of choice and constraint in understanding political life.
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Labor-market institutions and
working-class strength

BO ROTHSTEIN

The central question in this essay is simple yet important: Why are some working
classes more organized than others? This phenomenon has since World War II
shown increased variation among Western capitalist countries (von Beyme 1980;
Wallerstein 1989). The latest figures show that unionization among these coun-
tries ranges from below 15% in France to 86% in Sweden (see Table 2.1). Among
industrialized Western states hardly any other political variables of this kind vary
to such an extent. In this essay I will equate degree of unionization with working-
class strength. It can of course be argued that working-class strength is also
dependent on other variables such as party organization and cultural homogene-
ity. But following Marxist theory, unionization may be seen as the primary or-
ganization form of the working class and can thus be considered a basis for other
forms of working-class strength, such as political and cultural organization
(Olofsson 1979; Offe and Wiesenthal 1980).!

The importance of the level of working-class organizational strength stems,
inter alia, from the established positive correlation between union strength and
the development of welfare-state policies. One can say that, with few exceptions,
the stronger is the organization of the working class, the more developed the
welfare state (Korpi 1983; Shalev 1983a, b; Amenta and Skocpol 1986; Noble
1988). But, critically, this correlation does not in itself show how the causal link
between social policies and working-class formation operates. It does not show,
that is, which of the two variables explains the other or in what way they are
interconnected (Esping-Andersen 1985; Przeworski 1985; Skocpol 1988).

How can this great variation in workers' inclination to join unions be ex-
plained? A traditional interpretation of Marxist theory (such as that of Cohen
1978) would explain it as due to differences in the development of the productive
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financed by the Swedish Central Bank's Tercentenary Fund. I would like to thank Frank Longstreth,
Jonas Pontusson, Theda Skocpol, Ulla Arnell-Gustafsson, Stefan Bjorklund, Charles Noble, and
Michael Wallerstein for their valuable comments on earlier versions. Thanks also to Anders West-
holm who helped me in computing the statistics and to Peter Mayers for checking the language.
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forces. But it is obvious that this cannot explain why Swedish workers are almost
six times more organized than their French colleagues. Even if Sweden techno-
logically is a well-developed country, France, and for that matter Japan and the
United States, are not such laggards. A traditional interpretation of Marxist the-
ory that seeks to reduce political factors to the level of economic development
obviously cannot help us here (von Beyme 1980:73-84). Nor can the timing and
pace of industrialization - that is, the formation of the working class an sich -
explain the variation in unionization. Nor does it seems convincing to point to
such variables as cultural factors or social norms (Elster 1989). If union mem-
bership reflects the norm - for example, of solidarity among workers - then we
still need to know why some working classes are more inclined to the norm of
collective action than others. For instance, two countries that may be said, with-
out any deeper analysis, to be culturally and socially rather similar, such as
Belgium and the Netherlands, differ dramatically in degree of unionization (74%
and 29% respectively). The same, albeit to a lesser degree, goes for such very
similar countries as Sweden and Norway (86% and 58% respectively). Ob-
viously, we have to look for some kind of independent variable(s) between so-
cioeconomic structure and social norms.

The following section discusses theoretically the kinds of variables that can be
expected to explain differences in the degree of unionization - that is, working-
class strength - among Western capitalist countries. A comparative quantitative
description and statistical analysis of these variables follows. Then, in order to
illuminate the causal logic of the statistical analysis, a brief historical compara-
tive overview is presented. Finally, for reasons that will be obvious, a more
detailed analysis of the Swedish case is undertaken.

INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS AND WORKING-CLASS
ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH

The theoretical point of departure here is that differences in unionization can to
a large extent be explained by historical variation in national political institu-
tions. Arguing that political institutions are important is of course not new; in-
deed it has been a commonplace theme in political science from Aristotle through
Tocqueville and beyond (see March and Olsen 1984; Steinmo 1989). Yet there
is a fresh insight in what has been called "new institutionalism," namely the
treatment of political institutions as important independent variables in explain-
ing political behavior and social change (Douglas 1987; Thelen and Steinmo,
Chapter 1 in this volume). As against social and economic structures (such as
the productive forces), political institutions are entities that might once have been
deliberately created by rational, goal-oriented, political agents (Levi 1990;
Tsebelis 1990:9-11, 96f). While political institutions may be understood as set-
ting limits on, as well as enabling, agents in the pursuit of their objectives (Gid-
dens 1979), they can, because of their general "stickiness," be seen also as
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political and administrative structures (Shepsle 1989). This takes us right into
one of the basic questions in social science and history, namely whether agency
or structure is primary in causing social change (Mouzelis 1988; Cerny 1990). If
institutions set limits on what some agents can do, and enable other agents to do
things they otherwise would not have been able to do, then we need to know
under what circumstances these institutions were created. For if political agents
can design or construct institutions, they may then construe an advantage in
future political battles (Knight 1988:25; Levi 1990).

If we can empirically identify such moments of institutional creation in
history, then we will have moved much closer to understanding the agency-
structure, micro-macro problem in social science. The analysis of the creation
and destruction of political institutions might thus serve as a bridge between the
"men who make history" and the "circumstances" under which they are able
to do so. Thus my theoretical object in this essay is not restricted to showing that
institutions are important in shaping political behavior but that at certain forma-
tive moments in history, these institutions are created with the object of giving
the agent (or the interests the agent wants to further) an advantage in the future
game of power. I agree with Tsebelis's argument (1990:96-100) that the choice
of institutions is the sophisticated equivalent of selecting policies. I am, how-
ever, less confident than he or other rational choice theorists that their approach
can be used to explain why some actors are better suited than others in choosing
institutions that maximize their future goals, or for that matter why some actors
have goals different from others.

Pointing to the relation between public policies or institutions and working-
class formation (or deformation) is not of course unique (see Esping-Andersen
1985; Korpi 1985:38; Przeworski 1985; Skocpol 1988). However, two problems
are left unsolved in the literature relating public policy and institutions to class
formation. First, as the number of political institutions and public policies is very
great, one needs some sort of theory distinguishing the political institutions that
are more decisive than others in influencing working-class formation. To point
to public policy or government institutions in general is not very helpful. In other
words, we need a theory that explains why some games (or their structuring) are
more important than others. Second, one needs to show exactly how differences
in the operation of these government institutions affect workers' inclination to
join in collective action. By "exactly" I mean that one must specify the way in
which the operational logic of a government institution changes the rationality
(or ordering of preferences) of agents when deciding how to act. This is thus a
methodological request for a "microfoundation" of institutional or structural
analysis but without any hard-nosed theoretical restriction to methodological in-
dividualism (Callinicos 1989). Such an approach might bridge the gap between
rational choice and historical approaches to institutional analysis (see Chapter 1,
by Thelen and Steinmo).

As a solution to the problem of deciding which political institutions are im-
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portant to study in this matter, I will argue that the organizational strength of a
social class is based in its position in the relations of production. The latter are,
however, not to be seen as a mere reflection of the productive forces but as
having an explanatory force of their own (Callinicos 1989). By this I mean that
while in every capitalist society, the relations of production contain capitalists
and wage-workers involved in a special sort of uneven economic exchange, this
is nonetheless not the whole story. It is not the whole story because the power
of workers and capitalists, respectively, in the relations of production differs
greatly between different capitalist societies operating more or less at the same
stage of the development of the productive forces (Korpi 1983; Wright 1985:123f).
In some capitalist democracies workers have been able to organize themselves
to a large extent and thus confront the capitalists on a more intense and equal
level than in other such countries.

Logically, if we wish to explain these differences from a Marxist standpoint,
we should concentrate on political institutions directly affecting the relations of
production. In common language this means labor-market institutions or policy
taken in a broad sense, including such things as rules governing the right of labor
to organize and take collective action against capitalists, unemployment policies,
training programs. The argument is that of all the games to be played, this is the
most important one in the explanation of working-class organizational strength.
This also involves a shift of focus for Marxist social analysis from the economic
to the political and organizational spheres, which implies that we should be look-
ing at how organized class interests invest power resources when shaping and
creating political institutions on the labor market (Korpi 1983:19). Marxists have
sometimes argued that the only social structures that matter are the purely eco-
nomic ones. Because such structures by definition are not deliberately created,
but rather result from the evolutionary logic of economic and technological de-
velopment (Cohen 1978), focusing solely on such structures has imparted to
Marxist social science a flaw of structural determinism (Elster 1985). The ra-
tional choice variant of this involves seeing institutions solely as resulting from
evolutionary processes rather than deliberate creation. Following Nicos Mouzelis
(1984, 1988) I argue here that political institutions, such as bureaucracies, ar-
mies, and the complex of legal regulations, can be as constraining for agents as
economic structures. If it can be shown that more or less deliberately created
political institutions exist on the labor market that affect class formation and class
organization, then we can escape the structural-determinist trap in Marxist (and
other kinds of) social science (Callinicos 1989; Cerny 1990).

EXPLAINING UNIONIZATION

According to Mancur Olson (1965), workers would not join unions if acting out
of individual rationality, because the benefits unions provide are collective goods.
Rationally acting workers would choose to become "free-riders" - that is, to
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collect the benefits from the organization without contributing to the costs of
reproducing it. The fact that workers historically have joined unions, sometimes
on a rather large scale, Olson explains by showing that unions have been able to
create selective incentives that lie outside their main purpose of collective bar-
gaining. If Olson's theory is correct, then we need to know two things. First,
why are unions in some countries more successful than others in creating these
selective incentives? Since the degree of unionization differs to a very great
extent between similar countries, it would seem that the creation of such selec-
tive incentives must be done on a nationwide scale. Second, if it is in their
rational interest to create such incentives, and if the theory of rational choice is
all that is needed to explain political behavior, then why are some working classes
more rational than others?

Many objections have been made to Olson's famous theory about collective
action, but it is fair to say that it is still at the center of efforts to explain problems
of collective action. One telling criticism of Olson's theory, however, is that he
neglects the uniqueness of labor power as a commodity in that it is inseparable
from its individual bearer. Unions, therefore, unlike organizations of capitalists,
have good reason to take the individual well-being of their members into account
(Offe and Wiesenthal 1980). Thus, when there is no further demand for an in-
dividual worker's labor power on the labor market, there is a cost to the union if
it simply abandons him or her. This is so because the main power resource
unions possess is their control over the supply of labor power. If unions abandon
workers when the demand for their labor power declines, the workers, now de-
prived of their means of existence, will be liable to start underbidding the union-
set price for labor power. This leads to a situation in which capitalists are able
to get labor power at a price below that which the unions have decided upon,
which is to say the unions no longer control the supply of labor power. There is
simply no greater threat to union strength or working-class mobilization, than
this (Unga 1976; Amark 1986; Wallerstein 1989:484f).

If the preceding line of reasoning is correct, the searchlight in our quest for
important institutions should be directed at government institutions and policies
influencing unions' prospects of maintaining their control over the supply of
labor power. This can be done in several ways, such as by a "closed shop," but
one of the most common is the institutionalization of public unemployment-
insurance systems. Public unemployment insurance is a direct way for govern-
ments to intervene in the labor market by supporting that portion of the labor
power for which there is presently no demand. Unemployment insurance is more
important in this matter than are other government social policies such as sick-
ness, disability, and old-age insurance, because workers in any of these latter
three circumstances do not usually have the possibility to start underbidding wages.
Thus, in contrast to the direct link between unemployment policy and the power
situation in the relations of production, social policy in general has only indirect
effects, if any, on the relations of production (see Przeworski 1985).
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Many analysts of labor relations have hitherto tried to explain variations in
unionization (von Beyme 1980; Kjellberg 1983). Strange as it may seem, differ-
ences in government labor-market institutions have usually not been taken into
account. It has recently been shown that neither the traditional business-cycle
thesis, nor theories based on differences in dependency on international trade,
can explain variations in unionization (Wallerstein 1989). Instead, a structural
factor, the size of the national labor force, is reported to be strongly but nega-
tively correlated to degree of unionization. The argument behind this is that the
larger the number of potentially recruitable wage-earners, the more difficult and
expensive the process of recruitment (Wallerstein 1989).

There are, however, a few problems with treating this correlation as an expla-
nation. One is that it is not the national central union organization, if it exists at
all, that recruits members, but rather the local, more or less branch-specific,
union. Why costs for recruitment should increase with the size of the national
labor force is thus not clear. The other problem is why there could be no such
thing as a diminishing marginal cost in organizing workers. Size is certainly
statistically significant, but, as will be shown subsequently, there are countries
with practically the same number of wage-earners in the labor market that differ
considerably in unionization (for example, Belgium and the Netherlands). The
evident conclusion is that, however important, the size of the labor force can be
overcome as an organizational problem by some working classes.

Second, it has been shown that the political color of governments is important
in explaining national differences in the degree of unionization (Kjellberg 1983;
Wallerstein 1989). The more frequent and the longer the periods of left-party
government, the higher the degree of unionization. The problem with this expla-
nation is that it is not clear which of these two variables explains the other.
Having a large number of workers organized in unions is evidently an important
resource for labor parties competing in national elections, and that once in gov-
ernment, labor parties can launch labor-market laws that facilitate unionization.
But one might also claim that union strength is sometimes detrimental to the
stability of labor governments, as in the British ''winter of discontent" 1978-9.

It is, however, reasonable to think of the relation between level of unionization
and degree of left-party government as dialectical. Theda Skocpol, for example,
has argued against the existence of any unidimensional causality between work-
ing-class strength and left-party government or the development of social poli-
cies. Instead, she argues that the social policies launched in some European
countries during the 1930s, such as Sweden, furthered working-class strength
and that the causal link between the two variables is to be understood as a con-
tinuous "positive loop" (Skocpol 1988:9; compare Weir and Skocpol 1985).
But even if we accept the hypothesis that these two variables are interdependent,
we need to know how this relationship works; that is, we need a microfoundation
of how, exactly, left-party government promotes unionization. In what ways
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can, for example, government labor-market institutions change workers' prefer-
ences as to whether or not to join unions? It has been argued that, compared to
other countries, labor-market legislation in the United States imposes compara-
tively high costs for unions in their efforts to organize labor (Goldfleld 1987).
Another example is former West Germany, where the Supreme Court ruled out
the legal possibility of the Bundestag passing any law that gives privileges to
workers on account of their being union members (Streeck 1981). Another ex-
ample is of course the fate of the British trade unions during the 1980s.

In Sweden, on the other hand, almost all legal entitlements that wage-earners
possess concerning their position in the relations of production (and they are
many) have been granted them in their capacity as union members - have been
granted, that is, to their unions (Schmidt 1977). I would argue that, while the
choice of whether or not to join a union is a free choice, the rationality in the
decision can be severely affected by the operation of government labor-market
institutions. If this is so, then we cannot understand national differences in
unionization solely by using some sort of rational-choice or game-theoretic ap-
proach, because we need to know how preferences were established in the first
place, and in what way and by whom the game of collective action has been
structured. When we know all this, rational choice and game theory can be used
as an analytical tool to understand the outcome (Berger and Offe 1982; Grafstein
1988; compare Bianco and Bates 1990; Tsebelis 1990).

Walter Korpi has argued that the high degree of unionization in Sweden should
not be attributed to that country's having developed some form of corporatist
political system, which essentially forces wage-earners to join unions, but rather
arises from workers' self-interest in collective action (Korpi 1983:7-25). But
why then do workers in capitalist countries have such different interests in fur-
thering their own interests by collective action? Obviously, this problem cannot
be solved without discussing what causes this variation in the formation of work-
ers' preferences as to whether or not to join unions. This is where institutionalist
analysis comes in because, contrary to rational choice and game theory, institu-
tions to a large extent explain preference formation, the ordering of preferences,
and the number as well as the resources of the player (March and Olsen 1984:739;
Douglas 1987). I contend that the explanation of the variation in degree of union-
ization to a great extent lies in the variation of the operational logic of the na-
tional public unemployment schemes.

COMPARING PUBLIC UNEMPLOYMENT SCHEMES

All major industrialized Western countries introduced some form of public or
publicly supported unemployment-insurance system before World War II. These
schemes took two different institutional forms: (1) as a compulsory system ad-
ministered by government agencies and, (2) as a voluntary but publicly sup-
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ported scheme administered by unions or union-dominated funds. The latter sys-
tem is also called the Ghent system, after the Belgian town in which it was
established in 1901.

In order to understand the difference in operational logic between these sys-
tems, it is necessary to examine briefly the mode of administration of insurance
against such a thing as unemployment. One of the major problems in designing
an unemployment scheme is how to identify that part of the nonworking popu-
lation that should be entitled to support. This cannot be done in a simple way
using precise rules defined in laws such as those regarding pensions or child
allowances. First of all, people not belonging to the labor force must be ex-
cluded. It is always difficult to decide if a person really is a part of the supply to
the labor market. Second, workers are not just unemployed in general, they are
as individuals unable to find work at a certain place and time, within a certain
trade, and at a certain level of payment. It is thus often the case that an unem-
ployed worker can find a job if he or she is willing to move, to take a job outside
his or her trade or below his or her qualifications, or to accept a job at a lower
level of payment. Therefore, the paramount question in the implementation of
an unemployment-insurance scheme is to decide what kind of job an unemployed
worker cannot refuse without losing the insurance benefit. In the literature about
unemployment insurance, this is known as the problem of defining "the suitable
job" (Lester 1965; Erici and Roth 1981). In contrast to the case with capital,
there is no such thing as labor power in general, as each and every unit of labor
power is physically attached to an individual human being with unique charac-
teristics (Rothstein 1990).

This means that what constitutes a suitable job must be decided for each and
every individual seeking support from the insurance scheme. This can be done
only by granting a considerable measure of discretion to the "street-level bu-
reaucrats" that are necessary to manage the scheme (see Lipsky 1980). As can
easily be imagined, these questions are very delicate, and who has the power to
decide them is a matter of paramount importance for both unions and workers.
The unemployed worker does not wish to be forced to take a job that he or she,
for some reason, finds unsuitable. This need not of course be due to idleness.
Indeed both the society's and the individual's interest may require that the un-
employed worker resist accepting any job immediately available, if for instance
it would cause serious damage to his or her skills or impose large social costs (if
moving is necessary, for example). To wait for a suitable job instead of taking
any available job is thus in many cases perfectly rational from both an individual
and a social standpoint. On the other hand, if suitable jobs are available, unem-
ployed workers are expected to leave the dole queue and accept them.

From a union perspective, the critical task is to ensure that workers are not
forced to accept jobs at wages below the union-set level, because unions then
lose control of the supply of labor power (Unga 1976). When unions started
setting up their own unemployment funds in the nineteenth century, benefits
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were primarily seen as a way to prevent unemployed workers from underbidding
the union wage rates; relieving distress came second (Harris 1972:297; Edebalk
1975).

Given our concern with institutional power, the paramount question is: Who
shall be given the power to decide the question of suitable jobs in general, as
well as in individual cases? It is obviously not enough for the union movement
to influence the enactment of the general rules governing the scheme, because
the critical issues are necessarily decided in the course of applying rules to each
specific case (see Lipsky 1980).

In the case of the Ghent system, the unemployment insurance is administered
by the unions or by union-run unemployment funds; and it is thus union officials
who possess institutional power in the implementation of the unemployment
scheme. Usually this insurance is tied to union membership - that is, all union
members must also be members of the insurance system - but it is possible, de
jure, to be a member of the insurance scheme without being a member of a
union. In a compulsory system, it is typically government officials who have the
aforementioned institutional power, and union membership has nothing to do
with entitlement to unemployment insurance.

Others have forcefully argued that in order to enhance the working class's
political strength, public policies should provide universal entitlements and avoid
individual means tests and voluntary insurance schemes based on principles of
"self-help" (Esping-Andersen and Korpi 1984; Esping-Andersen 1985:33). The
Ghent system in unemployment insurance, however, is clearly based on these
principles. We should therefore expect countries with a Ghent system to have a
low degree of unionization. But as shown in Table 2.1, the facts are exactly the
opposite.

As can be seen from Table 2.1, the five countries with the highest degree of
unionization all have the same public unemployment-insurance scheme, the Ghent
system, while all the other countries have some type of compulsory system.
Hence it seems reasonable to conclude that institutional power in the administra-
tion of government labor-market institutions is important in determining union
density, or working-class strength. This is because with a Ghent system: (1)
unions can make it difficult for nonunion members to obtain the insurance; (2)
unions control, or greatly influence, the determination of what constitutes a suit-
able job; and (3) unions can, by controlling the scheme, increase their control
over the supply of labor power. Table 2.1 also lists an index of left-party partic-
ipation in government and number of potential union members, because these
two variables have, as stated earlier, been shown to be strongly correlated with
union density (Wallerstein 1989). In order to compare the relative strength of
these three variables, a multivariate regression analysis is presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 shows that all three variables have an independent explanatory effect
of about the same standardized size. Together they explain 82% of the variation
in union density. Controlling for the variables measuring left-party participation
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Table 2.1. Union density, potential union membership, left-party participation
in government and the public unemployment insurance system

Country

Sweden
Denmark
Finland
Iceland
Belgium
Ireland
Norway
Austria
Australia
United Kingdom
Canada
Italy
Switzerland
Germany (West)
Netherlands
Japan
USA
France

Union
density (%)

86
83
80
74
74
68
58
57
51
43
38
36
34
31
29
28
18
15

Potential
membership
(thousands)

3,931
2,225
2,034

81
3,348

886
1,657
2,469
5,436

25.757
10,516
15,819
2,460

23,003
4,509

39,903
92,899
18,846

Left
government

111.84
90.24
59.33
17.25
43.25

0.00
83.08
48.67
33.75
43.67

0.00
0.00

11.87
35.33
31.50

1.92
0.00
8.67

Ghent
system

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes*
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

a Belgium has a mixed system of compulsory insurance but union participation in the
administration (Flora 1987:776).
Sources: Union density - definition in Kjellberg 1983, figures from Kjellberg 1988 (fig-
ures for 1985 or 1986) except Australia, Iceland, and Ireland that are taken from Waller-
stein 1989 (figures for 1979, 1975, and 1978, respectively). System of public unemploy-
ment insurance - Flora 1987 and Kjellberg 1983 except Australia (Castles 1985:ch 3) and
Iceland (Nordiska Radets Utredningar 1984:10:220). Potential membership - figures from
Wallerstein 1989. The measure is the sum of the number of wage and salary earners and
the unemployed. Index of left government - Wilensky 1981 (quoted in Wallerstein 1989).
The index includes all Communist, Socialist, Social Democratic, and Labor parties except
the Italian Socialist and Social Democratic parties in the period from 1919 to 1979. Sam-
ple - all industrialized countries where unions have been free to organize since 1945,
except Luxembourg, New Zealand, excluded because it has compulsory union member-
ship (Davidson 1989:ch. 6), and Israel, excluded because its main union is also one of
the country's largest employers.

in government and size of the labor force, the Ghent system makes a difference
of about 20% in union density.2 Taking the "visual" result from Table 2.1 into
consideration, we can say that it is possible to have a fairly strong union move-
ment without a Ghent system, but that in order to have really strong unions, such
a system seems necessary. It must be recalled, however, that this statistical analysis
does not help us understand how the causal link operates. It might well be true
that already very strong labor movements have introduced Ghent systems, rather
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Table 2.2. Cross-national differences in union density as a function of
unemployment-insurance scheme (GHENT), left-party government (LEFT),

and (natural log of) potential union membership (SIZE)

Independent
variable

Constant
LEFT
SIZE
GHENT

Unstandardized
coefficient

86.77
0.23

-5.80
20.29

Number of cases: 18
r 2 .82

Standardized
coefficient

0.00
0.34

-0.41
0.38

Standard
error

17.50
0.09
1.90
8.60

Note: Data from Table 2.1. GHENT was set at 1 and non-GHENT set at 0 with the
exception of Belgium, which was set at 0.5 because the country has a mixed sys-
tem. Results are significant at the .5 level.

Using the natural log of SIZE means that the percentage increase, rather than the
absolute increase, is what matters for union density.

than vice versa. In order to get a handle on this problem, we must go from static
comparison to diacronic comparative analysis.

HISTORICAL COMPARISON

The first question here is whether a correlation existed between union strength
and system of unemployment insurance at the time the schemes were established.
If it did, our hypothesis about the importance of institutional power in govern-
ment labor-market administration must be reconsidered. Historical data about
union density is not easily available, and when available, it is of doubtful reli-
ability. For some of the eighteen countries in the statistical analysis, figures of a
reasonable reliability are available, but not for all years. As the 1930s have been
said to be the crucial decade in this case (Skocpol 1988), it is fortunate that
accurate figures are available for these years. Fortunately, data about when dif-
ferent unemployment schemes were introduced are both available and reliable.

The data in Table 2.3 show that there is no significant correlation between
union strength and type of unemployment scheme in the 1930s. The four coun-
tries with the highest level of unionization had either compulsory insurance or
no public insurance at all. The mean of union density in the countries with a
compulsory scheme was slightly higher than for those with a Ghent scheme (33%
compared to 25%). Hence it seems fair to conclude that in general it has not been
already especially strong labor movements that have introduced union-controlled
public unemployment-insurance schemes. Moreover, the effect of the Ghent sys-
tem on union density seems to be considerably delayed. In any case, the question
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Table 2.3. Union density, 1930, by type of public unemployment scheme
and year of introduction

Country

Germany
Australia
Sweden
Austria
Denmark
Netherlands
Belgium
Great Britain
Norway
United States
France

Union
density (%)

48
44
41
38
37
30
28
26
23
11
9

Unemployment-
insurance
scheme

Compulsory
Compulsory

—
Compulsory
Ghent
Ghent
Ghent
Compulsory
Ghent
Compulsory6

Ghent

Year of
introduction

1927
1922a

—
1920
1907
1916
1901
1911
1906
1935
1905

aQueensland. 6Ten states.
Sources: Union density (Kjellberg 1983:36f); unemployment scheme and year of in-
troduction (Pettersen 1982:199).

is then who introduced what kind of scheme? Did the different labor movements
have the political strength and the strategic skill necessary to institutionalize the
Ghent system? Note that the political force behind the establishment of any form
of social insurance is notoriously difficult to isolate. For instance, a Conservative
Party in government might unwillingly introduce a social policy in order to deny
the opposing Labor Party a political weapon. It seems rather unlikely, though,
that a labor party in government would need in this way to bow to the pressure
of an opposing Conservative or Liberal Party. Hence, who holds government
responsibility should be of interest here.

In view of the results mentioned previously about the positive impact of a
Ghent system on the organizational strength of the working class, the results in
Table 2.4 are surprising. Voluntary systems seem above all to have been favored
by Liberal governments, while Labor governments have, with one exception,
introduced compulsory schemes. How can this seemingly paradoxical result be
understood? One possible explanation is that individual responsibility and self-
help organization have strong roots in liberal ideology, while the notion of social
insurance as a right of citizenship has strong support in socialist ideology. Per-
haps then ideology has sometimes taken primacy over strategic calculation (cf.
Lewin 1988).

Although there is no space in this essay for a detailed description of why these
countries institutionalized the system they did, some important details can be
mentioned. In France a Ghent system was introduced as early as in 1905, but
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Table 2.4. Party in government and introduction of different public
unemployment insurance schemes

Type of scheme

Compulsory

Voluntary

Labor

3
(AU, NE, NO)

1
(SW)

Party in government

Liberal

2
(IT, UK)

4
(DE, FR, NE, SZ)

Conservative

3
(BE, FR, GE)

2
(BE, FI)

Source: Alber 1984:170.

union leaders' reluctance to collaborate with the state left the insurance system
practically a dead letter. This was probably due to the strong syndicalist, and
thus antistate, influence in the French labor movement. The same thing happened
in Norway where a Ghent system was introduced in 1906, although the Norwe-
gian labor movement was left-socialist and communist oriented rather than syn-
dicalist (Pettersen 1982; Alber 1984:153f). In Norway some union-run funds that
had been established went bankrupt, and the whole system was discredited dur-
ing the 1920s and early 1930s because the unions could not perform the neces-
sary economic supervision, which is to say cut benefits and raise payments. In
1938 a Labor government introduced a compulsory system in collaboration with
the Liberal Party and the Conservative(l) Party. It seems there was no discussion
about the effects this would have on unionization (Pettersen 1982). In the Neth-
erlands in 1949 as in Norway, a Labor government replaced a voluntary system
with a compulsory one (Alber 1984).

In Britain, on the other hand, the union movement condemned the introduction
of a compulsory scheme unless it was managed by organized labor, and argued
that the insurance should be restricted to union members. However, this was
denied them when the Liberal government introduced the world's first compul-
sory system in 1911 (Harris 1972:317f). Under questioning by the president of
the Board of Trade, the Parliamentary Committee of the British Trades Unions
Congress (TUC) argued that if the insurance was not restricted to union mem-
bers, "You will have men to support who never have been and never will be
self-supporting. They are at present parasites on their more industrious fellows
and will be the first to avail themselves of the funds the Bill provides" (quoted
in Harris 1972:317f).

In Denmark the union movement argued strongly for a Ghent system, which
was introduced by a Liberal government in 1907. The Liberal government seems
simply to have miscalculated in believing that unemployment funds would be
established by liberal Friendly Societies and not by the socialist unions. Al-
though critical of aspects of the insurance scheme, the Danish unions were quick
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to establish funds or enroll existing union funds in the scheme, and hence a
Ghent system was established. Afterward, the Danish labor movement fought
hard to preserve the system, in contrast to their more radical Norwegian fellows
(Andersen et al. 1981). Thus, as confirmed by Alber, the initial union response
to differences in the structure of unemployment insurance schemes varied con-
siderably (Alber 1984:154, compare Harris 1972:299f). Some labor movements
were unable to introduce a Ghent system even though they wanted to, while other
labor movements saw no strategic advantage in a Ghent system.

As shown in Table 2.4, there is, nonetheless, one country in which a Labor
government did manage to introduce a Ghent system: Sweden in 1934. If there
is such a thing as strategic behavior in the process of designing political institu-
tions, then Sweden deserves a closer look.

THE SWEDISH CASE

Unionization came late but rapidly to Sweden. For the reasons stated, that is, to
reduce the temptation of unemployed workers to undermine union solidarity,
many unions established their own unemployment funds during the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries (Heclo 1974:68). One of the labor move-
ment's first demands upon the government was for the establishment of a public
unemployment-insurance system. Compared to many similar countries, espe-
cially Denmark and Norway, the Swedish labor movement succeeded rather late
in its efforts to introduce a public unemployment-insurance scheme (1934; see
Table 2.3). There were two major reasons for this delay. One is that, beginning
in 1918, Sweden developed a unique unemployment policy, the main substance
of which was to organize relief works rather than to distribute unemployment
benefits. The unemployed were typically sent away to distant relief-work camps
where conditions were very harsh, to put it mildly. Cash benefits were also pro-
vided, but not on a basis of entitlement to insurance; they were granted only after
a series of rigorous individual means tests. Those who refused to take jobs at the
relief-work camps and who could not be supported by their unions had no choice
but to endure the humiliation of asking for help at the poor-relief agencies.

The problem with this system was that the wages paid at the relief works were
far below the union rate. This meant that some employers, mainly the local
municipalities, could buy labor power outside the unions' control. It was gener-
ally believed that the only cure for unemployment was to lower the wage level,
and the relief-works system explicitly promoted this by providing labor at a lower
price than the unions would (Heclo 1974; Unga 1976). This wage-deflationary
policy naturally led to intense industrial disputes. The bourgeois parties, who
had a majority in Parliament throughout the period between the wars, supported
this deflationary policy; moreover, they decided that all workers belonging to
trades in which unions were involved in industrial disputes should be cut off
from any help, relief works, or cash benefits. The Unemployment Commission
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could even in some cases force unemployed workers to act as strikebreakers on
penalty of losing any form of assistance. This unemployment policy came thus
to be a paramount threat to union control over the supply of labor. Two Social
Democratic minority governments actually chose to resign (in 1923 and 1926),
when they could not get a parliamentary majority in favor of changing the sys-
tem. It may be said that this policy, and its administration, were the most hotly
contested issues between the labor movement and the bourgeois parties during
the 1920s. The bourgeois parties, together with the employers' federation, saw
in the operation of this unemployment policy a major weapon with which to
weaken the labor movement, while for the labor movement the policy and its
administration were seen as the very incarnation of the bourgeois class character
of the capitalist state (Rothstein 1985a).

The demand for an unemployment-insurance scheme to replace the established
system was thus the main issue for the Swedish labor movement during the
1920s, but because of the established relief-work policy and the controversies it
provoked, the matter resulted in a deadlock. No less than four government com-
missions produced reports and detailed plans for the introduction of such a policy
before 1934, but because of intense resistance from the Conservative and Agrar-
ian parties, they never materialized into legislation (Heclo 1974:99-105; Ede-
balk 1975). Apart from arguing for the necessity of lowering the wage level,
these two parties claimed that such a system would only further the organiza-
tional strength of the unions and thus the Social Democratic Party. But the bour-
geois front was split, as one of the two Liberal parties (the Prohibitionist) was
generally in favor of introducing public unemployment insurance.

The two major variants of unemployment insurance discussed previously were
of course also considered in the Swedish debate. The Liberals, who had been in
government from 1926 to 1928 and from 1930 to 1932, found themselves in a
difficult position. On the one hand they hesitated to introduce a compulsory
scheme because they considered the costs too high and the administration too
complicated. A Ghent system had neither of these drawbacks, but the Liberals
realized such a system would strengthen the labor movement and thus be detri-
mental to their own political interests. (After the unions' defeat in the general
strike of 1909, unions with unemployment funds managed to keep their members
to a much higher degree than those without. Hence the impact of the Ghent
system on union strength had at that time been "proven" in Sweden; see Edebalk
1975.) Another argument against the Ghent system was that the union-run un-
employment funds would be merged with the unions' strike funds (Unga 1976:112).

From early on, the Social Democratic Party favored the introduction of a Ghent
system. But when the combined effects of the relief-work system and rising
unemployment hit the unions in the late 1920s, they started to press the Social
Democrats to strike a deal with the Liberals in order to introduce an insurance
scheme whether compulsory or attached to the unions. However, the Liberals,
although in government from 1930 to 1932, never managed to introduce a bill
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proposing a compulsory scheme. One reason was that unemployment insurance
was considered suitable only for "normal" times of unemployment, which the
early 1930s certainly were not. The other reason was that the lessons learned
from the British and German compulsory schemes during the economic crisis
was not particularly encouraging (Heclo 1974:97).

After their electoral victory in 1932 the Social Democrats formed a minority
government. In order to introduce unemployment insurance, therefore, they needed
support from at least one of the bourgeois parties. The only prospect was the
Liberals, but they were more inclined to a compulsory than a Ghent system.
However, after failing in 1933, the Social Democrats managed, by striking a
deal with a section of the Liberals, to introduce a Ghent system in 1934. In order
to reach this compromise they had to sacrifice an important part of their original
proposal concerning the rules and regulations of the scheme. First, the union
unemployment funds had to be licensed and supervised by the National Board of
Social Affairs. Second, workers outside the unions also were given the right to
become members of the funds. Third, the level of benefits was set rather low,
and the rules governing entitlement to support (e.g., gauged by the number of
days in work and contributions from individual members) were very restrictive.
Finally, the employers were not obliged to contribute to financing the insurance
(Heclo 1974:102-5; Edelbalk 1975). Notwithstanding these concessions, the
compromise meant that the implementation of the scheme was to be managed by
union-run funds, which is to say union officials were given the power of deciding
the important question of a suitable job. Moreover, in practice, although not in
law, workers would not be expected to take jobs at workplaces affected by in-
dustrial conflict, nor accept wages below the union rate. In sum, the Social Dem-
ocrats compromised greatly about the content of the scheme (i.e., the actual
policy) in order to be able to institutionalize an insurance scheme that would
greatly enhance their future organizational strength. The question that has to be
answered is whether this strategy was intentional - that is, whether this was a
case of deliberate and (which seems to be something rare) successful institutional
design in political history (Miller 1988; Tsebelis 1990).

The answer is yes, for we can, in this case, identify the specific political agent
behind the strategy: the Social Democratic Minister of Social Affairs Gustav
Moller. When speaking in Parliament in 1933 about accepting the demands of
the Liberals, he declared that they were very difficult for him to accept, but that
he nevertheless would do so because

I do not want, if I can prevent it, . . . the Swedish Parliament to let this possibility slip
away, which we perhaps have, to take away from the agenda the struggle about the very
principle about, whether Sweden should have publicly supported unemployment insur-
ance or not. (Parliamentary Records, Second Chamber 1933-50;96, my translation)

He admitted the scheme to be introduced was not very impressive and would not
be especially efficient in helping the unemployed masses. But, he argued, if the
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principle was settled, then the substance could be improved later on (Parliamen-
tary Records, First Chamber [PRFC] 1933-47:47f). It should be mentioned that
Moller said this in 1933, when the bill in fact was rejected by Parliament because
some Liberals got cold feet. When it was actually accepted a year later, Moller
had to make even greater concessions to the Liberals (Edebalk 1975). Interest-
ingly enough, the Communists, for their part, strongly opposed the bill as they
preferred a compulsory state-administered system. In the debate in Parliament in
1934, Moller openly argued that one of the advantages of a voluntary system
compared to a compulsory one was that it would support only those workers who
"show such an interest in the insurance system . . . that they take the initiative
to create or to join an unemployment insurance fund" (PRFC 1934-37:12, my
translation).

As early as 1926, in a widely distributed political pamphlet, Moller had em-
phasized the importance a Ghent system would have for the union movement
and argued such a system was preferable to a compulsory scheme.He did not
deny such a system would be rather "union-friendly," but according to Moller
nothing was wrong, in principle, in the state supporting only those workers who
had taken an interest in their own and their families' well-being. Workers who
had not shown such an interest - those choosing to be "free-riders" instead of
joining the union movement - should, according to Moller, be sent away to the
relief-work camps, if helped at all (Moller 1926). The central moment seems to
have been a meeting with the executive committee of the trade union conference
in 1930, where Moller persuaded the union leaders that the labor movement,
although beset by difficulties arising from high unemployment, should press for
a Ghent system because it "would force workers into the unions" (quoted in
Unga 1976:118, my translation).

The problem for the Social Democrats at that time (1930) was the risk that the
Liberal government would propose a bill to Parliament introducing a compulsory
scheme; hence proposing a voluntary system would made the party "look ridic-
ulous" (Unga 1974:118). Thus, mainly for tactical reasons (hoping that the Lib-
eral government would not take action), the Social Democrats demanded in Par-
liament that an insurance system be introduced no matter what type (Edebalk
1975). But after the Social Democrats formed the government in 1932 and Moller
became minister of social affairs, there was no question about which system he
preferred (Unga 1976). It should be mentioned that this was neither the first nor
the last time Gustav Moller combined strategic political skill with a remarkable
sense of the importance of designing the administrative institutions of the welfare
state (Rothstein 1985b). In this case, in order to further his (that is, the labor
movement's) long-term interest, policy substance was traded for institutional
design.

Although this is not the place for a "life and letters," some details about
Moller should be given. One important fact is that Gustav Moller was not only
minister of social affairs, he was also party secretary from 1916 to 1940. In the
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Swedish Social Democratic Party, this position is second in the hierarchy, and it
carries special responsibility for the party organization. One can easily imagine
that this position gave Moller a special sensitivity to the problem of free-riding.
In contrast to most other European Social Democratic parties, which, when in
government during this period, often made people of minor importance respon-
sible for social affairs, Moller's position shows the importance the Swedish party
at that time placed on social policy (Therborn 1989). Second, Moller had been
in the forefront in the fight against the Unemployment Commission and the threat
its policies posed to the union's organizational strength.

The scheme established in 1934 was to be almost a complete failure as a means
of helping the unemployed masses during the 1930s. But Moller did not consider
the insurance system to be a method for curing unemployment during crises. For
this, he relied on a massive program of job creation that was implemented during
1934-9 (Heclo 1974:104; Rothstein 1986). One of the reasons the insurance did
not work well was that very few unions actually applied to register their funds,
or establish new funds, under the scheme. This issue often aroused intense de-
bate within the unions during the second half of the 1930s. One example is the
powerful metalworkers' union, where the majority of the board argued for ac-
cepting the conditions and putting the union fund under the scheme (because
doing so would be economically favorable). However, at the union's conferences
in 1936 and 1939, it was decided to put the question to a vote. In both cases the
members voted against the proposal. The most powerful argument, made mostly
by communists and left-socialists, was based on a lingering suspicion of having
anything to do with government labor-market authorities (Erici and Roth 1981).

Moller's prediction in 1934, that the substantive rules in the insurance system
could be changed in the future, was vindicated in 1941 when a unanimous Par-
liament changed the rules in favor of the unions. From that date the scheme
started to grow; that is, unions started to apply to register their funds under the
scheme or create new funds. Since then, the rules have been successively changed
in favor of the union funds and the unemployed. To take economic contributions
as an example: From an original 50-50 basis, the scheme has been changed to
one in which, since the 1970s, the government pays almost all the costs of the
system (Erici and Roth 1981). Although since the mid-1960s the institutional
principles have been attacked by the bourgeois parties and the employers' fed-
eration, who argue that the connection between union membership and the in-
surance should be cut, no such institutional changes have been made (Lindkvist
1989). While it is legally possible for any wage-earner to be a member only of
the insurance fund, unions make this very difficult in practice (and also more
expensive). Those wage-earners who have succeeded in being members of the
funds but not the unions amounted in 1986 to about 0.6 percent of the total
number insured (Statens Offentliga Utredningar 1987:56).

One of the reasons the bourgeois parties, although in government from 1976
to 1982, did not succeed in changing the system, is that not only the blue-collar
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unions, but also the comparatively strong white-collar unions in Sweden have
forcefully defended union power in the administration of the scheme, and so, for
electoral reasons, it was difficult for the bourgeois parties to resist strong de-
mands from these unions (Hallgren 1986:131-58). Hence an institution such as
a Ghent system can be considered to some extent self-reinforcing, because it
tends to strengthen the very forces that have a positive interest in preserving the
institution. Thus, strange as it may seem, Sweden is today a country where the
bourgeois parties, and the employers' organization, press for the introduction of
a compulsory unemployment-insurance scheme, even at the price of raising pub-
lic expenditure, while the labor movement successfully fights to keep it a vol-
untary scheme (see Hallgren 1986).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical aim of this chapter has been to show that institutional analysis
can serve as a bridge between structural and agent-oriented analysis in political
science. Since the seminal work of Mancur Olson, rational choice and game
theorists have tried to find out how people solve the prisoner's dilemma. Writing
from a game-theoretical perspective, Jonathan Bendor and Dilip Mookherjee have
been forced to admit that such an approach can explain neither why patterns of
collective action persist nor why they arise. They state that "the emergence of
cooperation is a hard problem - one that may require other methods of analysis"
(Bendor and Mookherjee 1987:146). As should be obvious, I agree. Moreover,
game theorists have usually pointed at the important role of iteration (repeated
play) in explaining collective action. William Bianco and Robert Bates, also
writing from a game-theoretical perspective, have recently shown the limited
impact of iteration, and instead pointed at the important role that "leaders" play
in initiating collective action among rational, self-interested individuals. What
leaders need, according to them, is an appropriate strategy and reputation among
followers. As might be expected, I agree, but I want to add that in order to find
the actual leader and to identify his or her "incentives and capabilities" used in
creating the institution that makes collective action possible (solves the pris-
oner's dilemma), game theory seems to be of limited value (Bianco and Bates
1990:133). The value of this approach only emerges when we have a more sub-
stantial theory from which to draw hypotheses about why some players, re-
sources, and institutions are more important than others.

When it comes to institutional analysis, I have tried to show four things. The
first is that in order to understand the importance of political institutions, insti-
tutional theory is not enough. The reason is simply that one needs a theory about
what kind of institutions are important for what issues. Without generalizing, I
have shown in the case of explaining working-class organizational strength that
Marxism and institutional theory go together. The former has been used to iden-
tify the important agents and institutions, and the latter to explain how and why
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they make a difference. Second, as the statistical analysis shows, the institution-
alization of government labor-market policy is important in explaining variation
in working-class organizational strength among the Western industrialized coun-
tries. Third, organized class power stems not only from socioeconomic factors,
but also from the power that social classes at times are able to invest in political
institutions. There is thus definitely a dialectical relationship between govern-
ment institutions and class formation.

Moreover, I have tried to move beyond the question of the mere importance
of institutions. Even if institutions give an advantage to some social forces, there
remains the question of intentionality. It has two dimensions: The first is whether
the creation of a political institution should be considered an intentional act, or
if instead it results from social evolution. If the creation is intentional, then the
question arises of the outcome of the institution's operation - that is, whether
the outcome is what the creative agent expected or not. My knowledge of polit-
ical history tells me the latter result is the most common one. For a Swedish
example, one can point to the Social Democratic Party's efforts in 1907 to keep
a "winner take all" majority electoral system, which if successful would have
created a Tory-like party in Sweden (instead of three different and oft divided
bourgeois parties), making the long reign of the Social Democrats very improb-
able (see Pontusson 1988). It was the party's sheer luck to be forced to accede
to the Conservative Party's demand for a proportional electoral system in 1906-
7 (Lewin 1988:69-79).

Nevertheless, two things have been shown in this case. The first is that many
labor movements seem simply to have made the wrong choice in deciding what
system of unemployment insurance to strive for. "Designing social structures"
(Miller 1988), or creating the right kind of "positive loops" (Skocpol 1988), or
being a rational goal maximizer when creating institutions (Tsebelis 1990) seems
thus not so simple. Unions, especially, seem to have been unaware of what type
of unemployment-insurance institution would be advantageous to them. This was
also true in the Swedish case in which, when under pressure, the unions seemed
willing to trade long-term institutional power for short-term interests. Moreover,
when the Ghent system was introduced, they hesitated to join and thereby strengthen
the system. Before 1941 the Swedish Ghent system was so weak that it could
easily have been changed into a compulsory scheme.

In the Swedish case it has been shown both that the establishment of the Ghent
system was deliberate and that it has had the outcome expected by its creator(s).
Political institutions are certainly sources for the determination of political be-
havior, but homo politicus cannot be considered a total structural cum institu-
tional dope. In some, albeit probably rare, historical cases, people actually create
the very institutional circumstances under which their own as well as others'
future behavior will take place. It is thus possible not only to bind oneself to the
mast in order to avoid being tempted by the sirens' song, but also at times to use
the ropes to structure the future choices of others as well (Elster 1979).
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NOTES

1 In a letter in March 1875 to August Bebel, the leader of the German Social Democrats,
Friedrich Engels criticized the Gotha Party program for not paying due attention to the
fact that the trade union is "the real class organization of the proletariat" (quoted in
Bottomore 1985:482).

2 The unstandardized coefficient for SIZE ( -5 .8) shows that a doubling of the potential
union membership would reduce union density by ln(2)(5.8) = (.69)<(5.8) — 4.0
percentage points. The unstandardized coefficient for LEFT (0.23) indicates that three
years of Social Democratic majority government ( = 9 points in Wilensky's index)
would increase union density by approximately 2 percentage points (cf. Wallerstein
1989:492).
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The rules of the game: The logic of health
policy-making in France, Switzerland, and Sweden

ELLEN M. IMMERGUT

Explaining change is a central problem for institutional analysis. If institutions
are purported to have a kind of staying power, then how can the same institutions
explain both stability and change? If institutions limit the scope of action that
appears possible to different actors, why can they sometimes escape these con-
straints? This essay uses the case of national health insurance politics to show
how institutions can explain both policy stability and policy change. The key
to the analysis is a break with "correlational" thinking. Rather than analyzing
policy-making in terms of correlations between policy inputs (such as demands
from various social groups or past policy legacies) and policy outputs (such as
specific pieces of legislation) the strength of institutional analysis is to show why
policy inputs and policy outputs may be linked together in different ways in
different political systems.

THE PROBLEM

National health insurance constitutes an excellent case for institutional compari-
son. Nearly every West European government has considered proposals for na-
tional health insurance, that is, compulsory public programs that insure citizens
for medical treatment. Although the same health programs have been proposed,
however, the policy results differ. Political conflicts over national health insur-
ance have resulted in large differences in the role of government in health care
provision. The causes of these different results are not self-evident. Not only
have policy-makers deliberated quite similar proposals, but similarly situated
interest groups seem to have interpreted their interests in similar ways. Doctors,
in particular, have traditionally viewed national health insurance programs as a
threat to their professional independence. For while these public programs ex-

This essay includes excerpts from "Institutions, Veto Points, and Policy Results: A Comparative
Analysis of Health Care," Journal of Public Policy 10, no. 4 (1990):391-416. For helpful com-
ments, I would like to thank Jens Alber, Douglas Ashford, Peter Hall, Desmond King, Renate
Mayntz, Fritz Scharpf, George Tsebelis, Sven Steinmo, and Kathleen Thelen.
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pand the market for medical care by using collective resources to pay for medical
services, they also generate financial incentives for governments to regulate the
medical profession.

Once governments begin to pay for medical services, they inevitably take
steps to control the price of these services and hence to control the incomes and
activities of doctors. National health insurance programs thus engender an inher-
ent conflict of interest between governments and doctors as the respective buyers
and sellers of medical services; these programs menace the economic autonomy
of doctors. Nevertheless, despite the reputation of the medical profession as an
insurmountable political veto group, some European governments have over-
come professional opposition to introduce both national health insurance pro-
grams and substantial restrictions on the economic activities of physicians. In
other nations, by contrast, medical protests have blocked government efforts to
introduce national health insurance as well as controls on doctors' fees. Given
that medical associations throughout Western Europe possess a legal monopoly
of medical practice and are regarded as highly influential politically, how then
can one explain the significant variation in West European health policy? Why
have some governments been able to "socialize" medicine?

This essay compares the politics of national health insurance in France, Swit-
zerland, and Sweden. Politicians in all three nations proposed national health
insurance as well as controls on doctors' fees. From similar starting points, how-
ever, the health systems of France, Switzerland, and Sweden developed in di-
vergent directions as a result of the specific legislative proposals enacted into law
in each country. In Switzerland, national health insurance was rejected. Conse-
quently, the role of government in the health care market is limited to providing
subsidies to private insurance. In France, by contrast, the government succeeded
in introducing national health insurance, a compulsory public insurance program
that pays for medical treatment by private doctors, as well as limited controls on
doctors' fees. The Swedish government has gone the furthest, first establishing
national health insurance and then converting this program to a de facto national
health service that provides medical treatment directly to citizens through pub-
licly employed doctors working in public hospitals. The policy results of this
series of political conflicts are three health systems that represent the two ex-
tremes and the center of government intervention in health: The Swedish can be
considered the most socialized health system in Europe, the Swiss the most pri-
vatized, and the French a conflict-ridden compromise between the two. Conse-
quently the economic autonomy of doctors has been most restricted in Sweden
and least in Switzerland.

The balance of this essay argues that these divergent policy outcomes cannot
be explained by differences in the ideas of policy-makers, differences in political
partisanship, or differences in the preferences and organization of various inter-
est groups. Instead, it argues that these outcomes are better explained by analyz-
ing the political institutions in each country. These institutions establish different
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rules of the game for politicians and interest groups seeking to enact or to block
policies. De jure rules of institutional design provide procedural advantages and
impediments for translating political power into concrete policies. De facto rules
arising from electoral results and party systems change the ways in which these
formal institutions work in practice. Together these institutional rules establish
distinct logics of decision-making that set the parameters both for executive ac-
tion and interest group influence.

ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS

One leading explanation for health policy is the theory of "professional domi-
nance." By achieving a monopoly of medical practice, doctors are thought to be
able to set the limits to health policy and to determine their conditions of practice
under government health programs. Doctors are the sole experts qualified to
judge the effects of these public programs on health. Further, these programs
depend on the cooperation of doctors, for government health programs are mean-
ingless unless doctors will agree to treat the patients covered by these programs.
As the ultimate political weapon, doctors should (in theory) be able to block any
health policy proposals to which they are opposed by calling for a medical strike.1

Medical dominance does not, however, explain empirical differences in the
ability of the French, Swiss, and Swedish medical professions to influence leg-
islative decisions. The first reason, as the following case studies will establish,
is that doctors' opinions regarding national health insurance and restrictions on
doctors' fees were nearly identical: Swiss, French, and Swedish doctors all ob-
jected to these reform proposals. More precisely, elite private practitioners in
each country considered the expansion of government in the health insurance
area a threat to their economic autonomy. These doctors viewed economic free-
dom as the precondition for professional freedom. They wished to preserve the
status of physicians as independent practitioners and to avoid complete financial
dependence on governmental authorities. The ability of these physicians to im-
pose their views on policy-makers, however, differed radically.

Second, the resources available to these doctors do not account for their dif-
ferent degrees of success in blocking proposals for socialized medicine. Al-
though the process of professionalization in Sweden, France, and Switzerland
took different paths, by the outset of the twentieth century each of these medical
professions had achieved a legal monopoly of medical practice.2 Indeed the num-
bers of physicians were more stringently controlled in Sweden and France than
in Switzerland. Consequently, in terms of market scarcity, the Swedish medical
profession was the most advantageously placed of the three, with 89 doctors for
every 100,000 inhabitants in 1959, as compared to 107 in France and 141 in
Switzerland (see Table 3.1).3 Nevertheless, although the Swedish doctors were
in shortest supply, it was not the Swedish doctors that were most influential, it
was the Swiss.
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Table 3.1. Market scarcity, organizational resources,
parliamentary representation of doctors

Doctors per 100,000 population

Year

1958
1975

1930
1970

Sweden

89.2
171.5

Membership

76
92.2

France

106.7
146.3

in medical

63
60-5

Switzerland

140.6
185.8

association (%)

97

Doctors in Parliament (%)

1970 1 12.2

Sources: 1. Number of doctors. James Hogarth, The Payment
of the Physician. Some European Comparisons (New York:
Macmillan, Pergamon Press, 1963), pp. 60, 139, 281; R. J.
Maxwell, Health and Wealth. An International Study of Health
Care Spending. (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, D. C.
Heath and Company for Sandoz Institute for Health and Socio-
Economic Studies, 1981), pp. 148-9, 130-1, 151-2.

2. Memberships. Ldkartidningen (Journal of the Swedish
Medical Association), April 19, 1930, p. 516; Swedish Medi-
cal Association membership figures; Jean Meynaud, Les Groupes
de Pression en France. Cahiers de la Fondation Nationale des
Sciences Politiques No. 95. (Paris: Librairie Armand Colin,
1958), p. 66; Jean-Claude Stephan, Economie et Pouvoir Med-
ical (Paris: Economica, 1978), pp. 38-9; Gerhard Kocher,
Verbandseinfluss auf die Gesetzgebung. Aerzteverbindung,
Krankenkassenverbdnde und die Teilrevision 1964 des Kran-
ken- und Unfallversicherungsgesetzes, 2d ed. (Bern: Francke
Verlag, 1972), p. 25.

3. Parliamentarians. Swedish figures for 1960, Lars Skold
and Arne Halvarson, "Riksdagens Sociala Sammansattning
under Hundra Ar," in Samhdlle och Riksdag. Del I. (Stock-
holm: Almqvist and Wicksell, 1966), pp. 444, 465; Henry H.
Kerr, Parlement et Societe en Suisse (St. Saphorin: Editions
Georgi, 1981), p. 280.

In organizational terms, on the other hand, the French medical profession
should have been the weakest. The most generous estimates place 40% to 60%
of the profession as members of medical unions, as opposed to well over 90% in
Sweden and Switzerland. Moreover, whereas Swedish and Swiss doctors were
organized into single medical associations, French doctors were represented by
competing organizations beset by political differences.4 Again, however, it was
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not the French doctors that were the least successful in the political sphere, it
was the Swedish. Finally, as far as strikes were concerned, the cases will show
that the political victories of physicians' associations were never linked to strikes.
Politically influential physicians' associations did not need to resort to strikes. In
sum, medical monopoly, market scarcity, strikes, and organizational strength do
not account for differences in the ability of national medical professions to de-
fend their economic autonomy against government intervention. Instead, stra-
tegic opportunities arising from the design of political institutions explain the
extent to which doctors could veto proposed health policies.5

A second possible explanation might focus on political demands for national
health insurance programs, particularly from unions and leftist political parties.
There are differences in both the degree of unionization and the votes received
by socialist parties in these countries. But they do not conform either to the
policy outcomes or to the political process in these countries. As Table 3.2 shows,
Swedish workers and employees were more highly unionized than the French or
Swiss. Swiss workers, in turn, were more highly unionized than the French. Yet,
for reasons related to the organization of Swiss political institutions, Swiss unions
were less effective than French unions in demanding health insurance reform.
Thus, while levels of unionization can potentially explain why the Swedish gov-
ernment might be under more pressure to provide extensive public programs in
health, they cannot explain the difference between the French and Swiss results.
Moreover, the factor of unionization does not enter the political contests over
national health insurance in a manner compatible with the ' 'working-class power"
thesis. All three governments appeared eager to enact national health insurance
programs, indicating that in all three nations electoral pressures were sufficient
to place the same health policies on the political agenda. The difference between
the cases hinged not on the initial pressures for health policy but rather on how
these pressures were brought to bear on politicians during the legislative process
itself.

Political partisanship, on the other hand, is more convincing as an explana-
tion. The combined vote for Socialist and Communist parties does fit the policy
outcomes. However, evidence from the actual political debates discredits this
hypothesis. While parliamentary votes and political allegiances structured the
political decision-making process, a simple model of partisanship does not cap-
ture the texture and substance of these conflicts. National health insurance poli-
tics did not boil down to a confrontation between parties of the Left versus those
of the Center and Right. Swedish Social Democrats did not triumph over the
bourgeois parties by outvoting them. All of the Swedish parties agreed on na-
tional health insurance and the earliest steps in this direction had been taken by
the liberals. French Communists and Socialists did not band together against
Gaullists and the Catholic Left; French health insurance initiatives were imposed
by de Gaulle through executive fiat. Swiss Social Democrats were not overcome
by the Radical Democrats and Catholic Conservatives; rather, a coalition for
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Table 3.2. Working-class strength {unionization and left voting)

Total Left voting
Union membership as union/employee Socialists (%)/

percentage of labor force association Communists (%)
density "~N

1939-40 1950 1960 1960 1944 1959

Sweden 36 51 60 73 46.5/10.3 47.8/4.5
France 17 22 11 19.8 23.8/26.1 15.7/19.2
Switzerland 19 29 28 30.3 28.6/— 26.4/2.7

Sources: 1. Union membership. John D. Stephens, The Transition from Capitalism to
Socialism (London: Macmillan, 1979), p. 115; Jelle Visser, "Dimensions of Union Growth
in Postwar Western Europe," European University Institute Working Paper No. 89 (Badia
Fiesolana, San Domenico (FI): European University Institute, 1984), pp. 29, 65, 77.

2. Left vote. Peter Flora et al., State, Economy, and Society in Western Europe, 1815-
1975. A Data Handbook in Two Volumes. Vol. 1. The Growth of Mass Democracies and
Welfare States (Frankfurt: Campus Verlag, 1983), pp. 115, 143, 147. Swedish figures
from 1944 and 1960; French from 1945 and 1958; Swiss from 1943 and 1959.

national health insurance composed of all three parties was defeated in a popular
referendum. Thus political parties across the board were interested in national
health insurance programs, and some of the most important initiatives came in
fact from nonsocialist parties. Institutional dynamics specific to these three po-
litical systems determined to what extent executive governments were able to
introduce proposed reforms. These institutional mechanisms - and not the num-
ber of votes going to the Left - set the limits to what was politically feasible in
each country.

A third approach to the politics of enacting social programs has focused on
the state. Both actors within the state, such as bureaucrats, and the institutions
of government themselves are said to shape policy conflicts to such an extent
that policies are no longer recognizable as products of the demands of various
social groups. Such an outlook has variously stressed the role of civil servants,
state administrative capacities, policy legacies, state structures, and the more
classical issues of state, such as the national interest and political legitimacy. If
applied in a static manner, however, such an approach cannot explain legislative
changes. The health policies of France, Switzerland, and Sweden shared com-
mon starting points but diverged when new laws were introduced. Policy lega-
cies or path dependency cannot account for such watersheds. Neither can state
capacities explain health policy outcomes. Switzerland has a federal form of
government, yet federalism was not the obstacle to national health insurance.
France has a centralized state, but regulation of the medical profession proved
politically impossible for many years. Furthermore, unless state structures change
each time that new policies are proposed, it is unclear why administrative struc-
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tures or state capacities sometimes limit the scope of policy-making and some-
times do not.

The institutional analysis elaborated here emphasizes the importance of exec-
utive power for policy-making. The motivations for pursuing national health
insurance legislation were indeed linked to questions of political rule. But in
order to understand the factors that facilitated or impeded executive governments
in enacting their legislative programs, one must consider the ways in which po-
litical institutions mediated specific political contests. There is no direct link
between a given set of political institutions and a particular policy result. Insti-
tutions do not allow one to predict policy outcomes. But by establishing the rules
of the game, they do enable one to predict the ways in which these policy con-
flicts will be played out.

THE RULES OF THE GAME

In order to explain differences in the ability of interest groups to obtain favorable
policy outcomes and in the ability of executive governments to enact their leg-
islative programs, this essay analyzes the institutional dynamics of political
decision-making. I use a formal perspective on institutions, stressing constitu-
tional rules and electoral results, to show why political decision-making follows
characteristic patterns in different polities. Political decisions are not single de-
cisions made at one point in time. Rather, they are composed of sequences of
decisions made by different actors at different institutional locations. Simply put,
enacting a law requires successive affirmative votes at all decision points. By
tracing the formal structure of these decision points as well as examining the
party allegiances of the decision-makers at these points, one can understand the
logic of the decision-making process.

Political decisions require agreement at several points along a chain of deci-
sions made by representatives in different political arenas. The fate of legislative
proposals, such as those for national health insurance, depends upon the number
and location of opportunities for veto along this chain. If the politicians that
occupy the executive are to enact a new program, they must be able to muster
assenting votes at all of the decision points along this chain. Conversely the
ability of interest groups to influence such legislative outcomes depends upon
their ability to threaten the passage of the law and, hence, to convince those
representatives holding critical votes to block the legislation. The probability of
veto is not random, however. Vetoes can be predicted from the partisan compo-
sition of these different arenas and from the rules for transferring decision-
making from one arena to the next. Constitutional provisions create veto oppor-
tunities by setting forth procedural rules that establish a division of power amongst
elected representatives. Formal rules, such as the separation of executive and
legislative powers or the division of legislatures into two chambers determine
the number of decision points required for legislative enactment, and therefore
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the number and location of potential vetoes. Second, veto opportunities are af-
fected by electoral results and features of the party system that affect the distri-
bution of partisan representatives into the different political arenas; political power
depends on votes, but votes as they are distributed within distinctly organized
political systems. Thus the essence of a political system is the way in which
political institutions partition votes into different jurisdictions in combination
with the partisan distribution of these votes. These straightforward political and
institutional factors produce complex logics of decision-making that provide dif-
ferent opportunities and constraints on both political leaders and interest groups.

The rational choice literature provides some important insights for understand-
ing these decision-making logics. According to these theories, majority rule is
insufficient for reaching political accords. With diverse dimensions of political
preference, majority votes for a given policy proposal can always be countered
by alternative majorities. Institutional mechanisms put a stop to this so-called
cycling of preferences by restricting unlimited choice, and therefore allow bind-
ing decisions to be made. In other words, the normal political condition is not
consensus; the normal condition is a diversity of preferences. Institutional rules
resolve conflicts by limiting the points of decision where alternative proposals
can be considered. This is how they forge consensus. American studies of insti-
tutions have analyzed some examples of the ways in which institutional mecha-
nisms lead to stable outcomes by restricting choice. Executive vetoes allow the
executive to block legislative proposals and therefore to maintain the status quo.
Or, historically, the division of legislatures into two chambers, with different
property qualifications or constituency sizes, established an upper house whose
members could be counted on to exert a moderating influence by vetoing pro-
posals from the lower house. Congressional committees, whose members are
self-selected to share some preferences in common, are able to propose changes
and get them through the legislature, because they can veto alternative proposals
from the full house. Such institutional mechanisms ensure stability in policy
outcomes and institutional arrangements because they allow a core of political
representatives to veto legislative proposals.6

In turning to European cases, however, some revisions must be made in the
starting assumptions of institutional analysis. While American studies have often
assumed that the executive brakes change while legislators or voters promote
changes, in the European cases examined here, the political executive was pre-
pared to promote policy changes while vetoes were made in subsequent arenas.
A second difference is the importance of political parties and party discipline in
reducing choice by binding representatives to a particular party line. Third, some
veto points were created by the concentration of politicians with particular inter-
ests in a given political arena such as a parliamentary committee or an upper
house. But equally important to these cases were veto points that arose in places
where majorities were not limited, and where one can observe exactly the cycling
of preferences predicted by rational choice theory. Both the classical veto points
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and the latter points of uncertainty were critical for interest-group influence in
these cases. Rather than focusing on one particular institutional mechanism, this
study examines political systems at work during the policy process and shows
how distinctive mechanisms were relevant to the outcomes in each case. We can
understand the political systems and the specific mechanisms that arise within
them by spelling out the effects of constitutional rules and electoral results.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the impact of constitutional rules and electoral results on
political decision-making. The ability of an executive government to introduce a
policy depends on its capacity for unilateral action - that is, on the probability
that the executive decision will be confirmed at subsequent points of decision. If
the executive is constitutionally independent from the Parliament - that is, if its
decisions do not require parliamentary approval - the executive may take direct
action without concern for the Parliament. In this case the executive decision is
the final decision; the Parliament does not have veto power.

But if the constitution requires parliamentary approval, the decision-making
process moves to the Parliament. Here, however, partisanship and party disci-
pline make a difference. If the executive government enjoys a stable parliamen-
tary majority and party discipline is in force, the probability that an executive
decision would be overturned by the Parliament is extremely low. Under these
circumstances, one cannot expect the majority of members of Parliament (MPs
who belong to the same political party as the executive) to deviate from the
executive decision. Thus, although the Parliament is formally required to ratify
the executive decision, the effects of partisanship will lead the Parliament to
rubber-stamp the legislation; the executive arena will remain the effective point
of decision.

If, however, the executive is not supported by a stable parliamentary majority,
or if party discipline does not require members of Parliament to vote with their
fellow party members in the executive, the probability that parliamentary repre-
sentatives would override executive decisions is much greater. In such a situa-
tion, one would expect significant policy changes and even vetoes from parlia-
mentary representatives; the Parliament would emerge as a veto point.

Similar factors govern the relationship between the parliamentary arena and
the electoral arena. In most political systems, parliamentary decisions are the last
step in enactment of laws. However, where the possibility for popular referenda
on legislative decisions exists, this formal constitutional rule allows the electo-
rate to override parliamentary decisions. In such a case, the electoral arena be-
comes an effective veto point. Or, when electoral shifts or approaching elections
make members of Parliament especially sensitive to voter reactions, the electoral
arena may become a de facto point of decision in a particular political system.

In sum, constitutional rules and electoral results produce different constraints
on the ability of executive governments to introduce new policies. These insti-
tutional and political hurdles direct decision-making along different paths in dif-
ferent polities. Opportunities for veto determine whether the effective point of
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ARENAS MOVES

Can Members of Parliament
Overturn Executive Decision?
(Stable Parliamentary Majority?
Party Discipline?)

RESULTS

If Yes, then Veto Point

If Yes, then No Veto Point

Can Members of the Electorate
Overturn Parliamentary
Decisions?

(Shifting Voters? Referendum?)

If Yes, then Veto Point

If No, then No Veto Point

Figure 3.1. Political arenas and veto points

decision will be the executive arena, the parliamentary arena, or the electoral
arena. The specific mechanisms for veto determine precisely which politicians
or voters have the power to ratify or to block policy proposals. As described, the
veto points are not physical entities, but points of strategic uncertainty that arise
from the logic of the decision process itself. Even a small change in constitu-
tional rules or electoral results may change the location of the veto points and
their strategic importance. In this way, formal constitutional rules and electoral
results establish a framework in which policy-making takes place. This is the
context for interest group influence.

Interest-group "power" is not a property possessed by interest groups by vir-
tue of some characteristic like the number of members they enroll, the money
they collect, or even the contacts they have with politicians. Although efforts
have been made to understand interest-group influence in terms of the social or
economic position of these groups as well as their organizational resources, fac-
tors exclusive to these groups are insufficient for explaining influence. Political
influence comprises the relationship of these groups to the political system, and
hence, it cannot be understood without an analysis of the receptivity of political
institutions to political pressures. The response of politicians to interest groups,
it will be argued here, does not depend upon the social origins or the personal
weaknesses of these representatives. Instead, specific institutional mechanisms
structure the decision process in a given polity, and by so doing, provide interest
groups with different opportunities for influencing political decisions. Depending
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upon the logic of the decision process, different political strategies are available
to interest groups, and different groups are privileged by the political institutions
in each country.

The following sections of this essay show how such standard political factors
affected health policy-making in France, Switzerland, and Sweden. Irrespective
of differences in partisanship, all three executive governments were prepared to
enact national health insurance and to restrict the economic independence of the
medical profession. National health insurance legislation was prepared in the
executive bureaucracy after consultation with representatives of interest groups
and political parties. The critical difference between the cases turned on the
ability of the political executive to ratify these proposals in subsequent arenas.

In Sweden the political executive could count on decisions being routinely
confirmed by the parliament. This pattern of executive dominance was made
possible by institutions established to conserve the power of the monarchy and
the Conservative Party during the transition to democracy. Proportional repre-
sentation and an indirectly elected first chamber helped the Social Democrats
achieve stable parliamentary majorities. Because the executive government rested
on secure parliamentary majorities, executive decisions were automatically rati-
fied by parliamentary votes. This combination of institutional design and elec-
toral victories effectively constrained decision-making to the executive arena.
But in this context, Swedish doctors were politically disadvantaged. In the ex-
ecutive arena, their views were outweighed by those of the main producer groups
- employers and trade unions - and, in contrast to French and Swiss doctors,
they did not have recourse to an alternative veto point to override the executive-
level consensus.

In France the Parliament of the Fourth Republic offered unexpected opportu-
nities for interest group influence. Unstable parliamentary coalitions and lack of
party discipline impeded executive governments from enacting legislation. Ex-
ecutive proposals were not supported by parliamentary votes; instead, each pro-
posal was countered by alternative parliamentary majorities. Consequently the
Parliament became a bottleneck in the French political process and hence the de
facto point of decision. This unique decision structure was the context for French
interest-group influence. French doctors profited from their parliamentary con-
tacts to demand legislative concessions, and as a group that generally wished to
block legislation rather than to see it enacted, these doctors were inadvertently
advantaged by the difficulty of French parliamentarians in reaching any binding
decision at all. The same features of the political system benefited and disadvan-
taged other groups. Interest groups important to the members of the governing
coalitions, such as small businessmen and Catholics, wrested legislative benefits,
while those with party affiliations outside the governing coalitions, such as the
Communist union, had little influence. Only when the executive resorted to con-
stitutional change in order to circumvent the parliamentary veto point could French
health legislation be enacted.
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In Switzerland the constitutional right of voters to challenge legislation through
referenda pulled decision-making into the electoral arena. In this arena the insta-
bility of majority rule proved a deterrent to proposals for policy change; refer-
endum votes were more often negative than positive. Consequently the referen-
dum was viewed as a threat to legislation. This created a strategic opportunity
for the interest groups, like Swiss doctors, who found that they could use the
referendum threat to gain concessions from policy-makers. Swiss doctors never
resorted to medical strikes; they simply threatened to block legislation by calling
for referenda. Other interest groups as well, like chiropractors, relied on the
referendum threat to obtain policy concessions. Unions, by contrast, were dis-
advantaged by this mechanism. To groups that wished to promote legislation,
the referendum mechanism could provide only Pyrrhic victories.

In each case institutional rules established a distinct logic of decision-making
that set the parameters both for executive power and interest-group influence.
Consequently the institutions determined where the balance point between dif-
ferent interest group demands and the programmatic goals of the executive was
to be found. In contrast to some of the other analyses in this volume, such as
those by Hall, King, and Weir, this essay does not argue that institutions screen
out or encourage certain policy ideas. Nor does it argue that institutions change
the subjective perceptions of political actors about their interests. This is not to
say that institutions could never exert such effects. Rather, selecting a case where
both the policy ideas and the views of politicians and interest groups happened
to be similar allows these factors to be held constant.

This study singles out the impact of political institutions on the ability of each
of these actors to prevail in policy conflicts. By providing different opportunities
for vetoing legislation, the institutions change the relative weights of these actors
as well as the most opportune strategy available to these actors for promoting
similarly defined interests (as in the essays by Dunlavy, Hattam, and Rothstein).
In Sweden the executive could enact legislation without fearing vetoes from the
parliamentary or electoral arenas; the lack of a block of opposing votes restricted
decision-making to the executive arena. In France unstable parliamentary major-
ities shifted decision-making to the parliamentary arena. In Switzerland decision-
making was moved to the electoral arena. The rules of the game established
distinct political logics that account for three distinct patterns of political behav-
ior and policy results.

THREE CASES

Direct parliamentary rule

During the French Fourth Republic, French doctors as well as several other in-
terest groups were able to gain concessions from the legislature. The French
Parliament constituted a veto point for several reasons. The Constitution of the
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Fourth Republic, like that of the Third Republic, was based on the principle of
direct parliamentary rule. The executive government was dependent on the Par-
liament because it was invested by parliamentary coalitions and it could not take
action without parliamentary approval. In practice the weakness of the system
stemmed not from these constitutional provisions but from the fact that the French
electoral system and party practices did not produce stable parliamentary major-
ities. Had this been the case, the executive government would have had a clear
mandate for policy decisions. Instead, the fragmented party system and the lack
of internal party discipline made it difficult to form and to maintain decisive
parliamentary majorities. Furthermore, the disjuncture between parliamentary
majorities and electoral alliances (related to the two rounds of voting, which kept
the smaller parties alive and hampered majorities), meant that a single election
result could provide the basis for a wide variety of parliamentary coalitions,
further increasing the scope for parliamentary manoeuvring.

Thus, while the ideal view of a parliamentary system is that elections establish
a distribution of parliamentary seats, and that this distribution is then used to
invest an executive, in France these different political arenas - the electoral
arena, the parliamentary arena, and the executive arena - were disarticulated.7

There were virtually no restrictions on the alliances that could be formed or the
policy proposals that could be considered. The parties were free to change their
positions, and often did so as the unstable electoral situation encouraged oppor-
tunistic ploys to attract new voters. Consequently any political party or interest
group dissatisfied with an executive decision could hope to achieve a different
outcome in the parliamentary arena. Furthermore, given the instability of the
governing coalitions, renewed discussion in the parliamentary arena not only
might produce a change in policy, but it might cause the government to fall. This
instability made the executive government vulnerable to members of political
parties - particularly those that controlled swing votes in building or breaking a
governing coalition - or to interest groups that could claim connections to these
MPs. Under conditions of unstable governing coalitions and weak party disci-
pline, where at any moment majorities could unravel or new allegiances could
form, the political game became one of disrupting the coalition.

This potential to disrupt the governing coalition was the key to interest-group
power in the French Fourth Republic. Interest groups aimed their appeals at
individual members of parliament, particularly during the handling of policy
issues in the parliamentary committees and during local election campaigns, when
individual candidates were pressured to declare their allegiance to specific local
interest groups.8 Success depended upon reaching individuals central to the co-
alitions rather than upon building centralized interest organizations with large
memberships. This strategic context changed the probability that a particular
interest group could veto proposed legislation. Consequently interest groups im-
portant to members of Parliament critical to the governing coalitions had no
reason to be disposed toward cooperation. The medical profession, for example,
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was highly overrepresented in the Parliament, and with doctors spread through
several of the parties needed to build governing coalitions, the profession en-
joyed the privileges that accrue to swing voters. In the Fourth Republic, physi-
cians and pharmacists together held 5.8% of the seats. More important, they
constituted 10.5% of the Radicals, 6.9% of the Catholic left party (the MRP),
and 6.5% of the Socialists (the SFIO; refer to Table 3.1).9 Personalized bargain-
ing, without the protection of party discipline, only enhanced this power. Several
other interest blocs, such as farmers, small employers, and special interest groups,
such as wine producers, wielded parliamentary clout out of proportion to the
number of voters represented by their memberships. With the power to block
parliamentary action, and with the parties always seeking to capture new voters,
these groups were in a position not only to make demands, but also to escalate
these demands at will.

At several unusual constitutional junctures, however, this parliamentary stale-
mate was broken by direct action on the part of the executive government. Spe-
cific constitutional protections of the Liberation period and the Fifth Republic
prevented the overturning of executive decisions by parliamentary representa-
tives. When members of Parliament could no longer override the executive, the
instability of the parliamentary majority no longer mattered; the veto point was
no longer relevant. Consequently the locus of decision-making shifted from the
Parliament to the executive, and one witnessed a corresponding change in the
dynamics of policy-making. The groups who had been under little pressure to
compromise when they could threaten to withdraw parliamentary support from
the executive government were suddenly excluded from executive decisions.

French national health insurance was introduced in precisely such an extraor-
dinary period. The executive could issue legislation directly by ordinance, the
Parliament was merely consultative, and it was composed, in any case, over-
whelmingly of representatives of the resistance coalition. Based on the economic
and social program drawn up by the Conseil National de la Resistance in the
spring of 1944, the Social Security Ordinances were promulgated directly by the
executive on October 4 and 9, 1945. Although employers and preexisting health
insurance carriers (the old mutual societies and private insurance companies)
protested, the executive government utilized the route of direct legislation to
introduce a universal social insurance system that covered all salaried employees
for health, old age, and work accidents. The plan was to establish a single type
of insurance fund, called the caisse unique, that would, eventually, cover all
French citizens for all risks. The ordinances extended social insurance coverage
to the majority of the working population and greatly improved insurance bene-
fits. In an obvious electoral manoeuvre, the executive seized the opportunity to
introduce the legislation only days before the first parliamentary elections and
the referendum to ratify the Constitution were to be held.10

Direct executive privilege was short-lived, however. Almost from the start,
the need to make concessions to constituencies of the Liberation coalition weak-
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ened the administration's scheme. Particularly with the return to parliamentary
democracy, party competition increased, which opened up opportunities for an
onslaught of particularistic claims. The medical profession criticized the national
health insurance program and blocked regulation of doctors' fees by governmen-
tal authorities, insisting instead that local negotiations between health insurance
funds and medical associations be used to establish doctors' fees. The Catholic
Trade Union and the Catholic left party (MRP) forced the government to remove
family allowances from the general social security scheme, and to introduce free
elections for the seats on the governing boards of the social security funds. (Free
elections would increase the number of Catholic representatives, at the expense
of the Communist CGT.) White-collar employees and the self-employed pro-
tested their inclusion in the same insurance scheme as workers, thereby putting
an end to the movement for universal coverage under a single scheme.11 The
lack of a firm parliamentary coalition provided the opportunity for this interest-
group log-rolling.

These concessions to special interests created problems that plagued the French
health insurance system for the next twenty years. The use of negotiations to
regulate doctors' fees did not work; the plethora of special schemes weakened
the social security administration; and competition between various unions turned
the social security elections into arenas of political competition that hampered
unified leadership of the health insurance administration.

Although doctors' fees were to be regulated through negotiations between lo-
cal medical associations and local sickness insurance funds, the medical associ-
ations simply refused to negotiate. Rural doctors were in principle prepared to
negotiate; their patients could not afford the high fees charged by urban special-
ists in any case. But the urban elite pressured medical association leaders not to
negotiate. Consequently patients did not receive full reimbursement for the costs
of medical treatment. In response the social insurance funds attempted to push
for legislation. But elite physicians were well-placed to veto parliamentary ini-
tiatives. Visits by the organization of insurance funds (the FNOSS) to the main
parliamentary groups resulted in many bills, but no party dared to oppose the
medical profession by actually depositing the bill in the Assembly.12 With un-
stable governing coalitions, a solid bloc of deputies, spread through several par-
ties that were regularly included in the government, was in a pivotal position.

The Fourth Republic was equally blocked in the area of hospital reform. Plans
for more efficient hospital administration had been submitted to the National
Assembly in 1954 and 1957. Hospitals should be freed from local political con-
trol by municipal councils and mayors; instead professional administrators and
prefects should play a stronger role. In the name of efficiency, the reports argued
that doctors should no longer divide their time between a number of activities
including private clinics and public hospitals, but should work in full-time hos-
pital positions.13 As in the case of doctors' fees, however, parliamentary stale-
mate had precluded any action.
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With the emergence of the Fifth Republic, however, the rules of the game
were radically changed. Under the 1958 Constitution, the executive government
was effectively freed from the Parliament. Direct election of the executive, greater
possibilities for direct executive legislation by decree without parliamentary ap-
proval, and a strict separation between the ministries and the Assembly estab-
lished an independent executive government, one that would no longer be un-
dermined by the lack of stable parliamentary majorities. In the case of health
policy, the most important provisions were those that allowed the executive to
impose legislation without parliamentary ratification. This transformed the logic
of French policy-making.

Within two years of taking office, the de Gaulle government introduced re-
forms that completely reorganized the hospital system and imposed a new system
of fee controls on the medical profession. All of these reforms were enacted by
decree or ordinance, with no parliamentary discussion whatsoever. The first of
these, the Reforme Debre, established full-time, salaried hospital practice. As a
transitional measure, senior doctors would be able to receive a limited amount
of private patients within the public hospitals, but this private practice was to be
phased out completely.14 Doctors' fees would be directly regulated by the gov-
ernment. In order to pressure local medical associations to negotiate official fee
schedules, individual doctors would be able to sign contracts with the funds. The
patients of these doctors would be reimbursed at more favorable rates than doc-
tors that did not sign contracts. These individual contracts had been demanded
by the health insurance funds since 1928, but had always been blocked by the
French Medical Association. Now French Medical Association control over the
fee negotiations was undercut by allowing individual doctors to decide whether
or not to sign; the government had added an element of market competition in
order to buttress its new institutional framework. In addition the ministers of
labor, health, and finance would set maximum fees that would apply in the event
that no fee schedules were negotiated.

The French Medical Association protested the government's "politics of fait
accompli," and charged that as a result of the decrees, "medical fees will be-
come an affair of the State, and, at the same time, the profession will cease, in
our point of view to be a liberal profession, because it will lose, definitively, its
economic independence."15 French doctors fought these measures in the courts,
the Parliament and the market, but without success. The Constitutional Council
upheld the Debre reform in January 1960. In the legislature an absolute majority
in the Senate (155 senators belonging to the Independents, the Gauche Democra-
tique, the Peasants, or that were unaffiliated, as well as three former ministers
of health) and an absolute majority in the National Assembly (241 deputies,
including about one-half of the Gaullist UNR deputies) presented propositions
for new laws to regulate relations between the medical profession and the social
insurance funds.16 Nevertheless, now independent from the Parliament, the ex-
ecutive held firm and refused to reconsider the decrees.
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Escape to the market arena proved equally unsuccessful. Pressured by the
Medical Union of the Seine, the French Medical Association launched an admin-
istrative strike to block the reform. But this time, in contrast to earlier efforts,
the government had succeeded in dividing the profession. The individual con-
tracts allowed the many doctors who would benefit from the system to bypass
the medical association leadership. Within a few months the strike was broken.
The rift between doctors who were for and against the fee schedules continued
to deepen, however. When the French Medical Association signed an agreement
with the social security funds in July 1960, the economic liberal faction split off,
forming the Federation des Medecins de France.

The medical profession was not the only group affected by the decrees of May
12, 1960. For in conjunction with the measures to control fees - a clear improve-
ment in social security benefits - the government reorganized the administrative
structure of health insurance and social security. The power of the regional social
security directors, directly responsible to the minister of labor, were greatly
strengthened at the expense of the elected administrative boards. Like the solu-
tion to doctors' fees, the administrative reform was not a new idea; it had been
debated since the introduction of the social security system and was the prefer-
ence of both members of the Ministry of Labor and employers. Previous political
circumstances had not permitted administrative reform, however. Now it was
imposed from above. The social security funds and the unions - the CGT, the
CFTC, and the CGT-FO - supported the controls on fees as an increase in ben-
efits, but adamantly opposed the administrative component of the reform, calling
it the etatisation of the funds. At the same time, small employers opposed the
reform because they would lose some of the privileges of their separate health
and social security scheme. The only interest group that supported the reform
was the employers' association, which was dominated by large industrialists.
The industrialists supported both the regulation of doctors' fees and the admin-
istrative changes as rationalizing measures that would contain costs.17

In the French case the parliamentary veto point enabled a select set of interest
groups to exert legislative pressure through their ability to threaten the parlia-
mentary majority. Once the executive government was able to circumvent the
parliament, however, reforms were passed despite the protests of these tradi-
tional veto groups.

Direct democracy

Swiss political institutions were designed differently from French institutions and
had different effects on policy-making. A series of institutional mechanisms re-
stricted the powers of the national government. The jurisdiction of the federal as
opposed to the cantonal governments was limited to areas specifically set forth
in the constitution; a constitutional amendment was required to enlarge the scope
of the federal government. The political executive was composed of a seven-
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member council, the Bundesrat, which divided power among representatives elected
by the parliament in proportion to the political parties. The legislative branch
was divided into two chambers, one elected by proportional representation, and
one elected by the cantons, which would be expected to dampen the effects of
proportional representation because the more conservative rural cantons would
be overrepresented in the second chamber. Finally all legislation was subject to
direct electoral veto through the referendum.

Although all of these provisions slowed policy-making, it was in practice the
referendum that constituted the critical veto point. Proponents of national health
insurance successfully launched a popular initiative to revise the constitution to
allow the federal government to legislate national health insurance in 1890. At
several points, both before and after the Second World War, agreement was
reached among the parties represented in the executive Bundesrat, and national
health insurance legislation was enacted into law by both chambers of the parlia-
ment. Nevertheless, national health insurance was subsequently vetoed through
referendum challenges.

The referendum had a dual impact on Swiss policy-making. The referendum
effectively moved decision-making from the executive and parliamentary arenas
into the electoral arena. In referendum votes Swiss voters did not follow partisan
loyalties. In fact, statistically, referendum votes were more often negative than
positive.18 These votes followed the predictions of theories of collective action:
Voters who were affected by the potential costs of legislation turned out at higher
rates than voters affected by potential benefits. Furthermore, recent studies of
Swiss referenda show voter participation, which averages 40 percent, to be cor-
related to socioeconomic status, with higher rates of participation for individuals
with higher incomes and higher levels of educational attainment.19 Precisely these
voters, however, were least likely to benefit from national health insurance or
other forms of social protection.

The unintended consequences of the referendum go beyond specific instances
of defeat, however. Swiss policy-makers were loath to see legislation subject to
a referendum challenge after a lengthy process of executive and parliamentary
deliberation. Not only was the outcome uncertain, but the chances of failure were
greater than those of success. In order to avoid such defeats, they attempted to
ensure that legislation was "referendum-proof." Ironically, this placed a great
deal of power in the hands of interest groups.20 Interest groups had sufficient
memberships to collect the signatures necessary to launch referenda and the or-
ganizational resources to mount referendum campaigns. Although these groups
could not control the outcome of referendum votes, they could control whether
or not a referendum was called; interest groups were thus the gatekeepers to the
referendum. Furthermore, whereas the general public did not have a clear chan-
nel for expressing its views on legislation, interest groups presented policy-
makers with very specific demands to which they could respond. Hence the most
efficacious means for policy-makers to prevent a possible veto of legislation was
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to address interest-group concerns early on in the legislative preparations: "The
most successful referendums are those which do not take place. The circles that
might have fought the law do not do so because it contains what they want. This
is the explanation for the compromise character of a large part of federal legis-
lation; parliament does not make laws in a sovereign way but always under the
threat of a referendum.' '21

The ability of interest groups to force issues out of executive and parliamen-
tary arenas and into the electoral arena provided groups willing to block the
legislation entirely if their demands were not met with a great deal of leverage
over health care policy-making. Even at the executive and parliamentary stages,
politicians were forced to consider carefully the views of interest groups. Be-
cause even rather narrow interest groups could rely on the referendum weapon,
access to policy-making was opened up to a variety of smaller groups. Expert
commissions, rather than counting ten to twenty members as in the Swedish
case, often consisted of more than fifty representatives. Furthermore, as any one
group could veto, decision-making had to be unanimous, lest the losing minority
would decide to topple the reform at the electoral stage. As in the French case,
the possibility of vetoing legislation reduced the incentives for these groups to
compromise. Thus policy decisions were shifted to the electoral arena; many
extremely small and minority groups were able to exert a large political influ-
ence; and unanimity was imposed as the decision rule.

Swiss doctors were able to wrest many concessions from this legislative pro-
cess. As in other nations, there were two general areas of concern to the profes-
sion: (1) the role of the state in the health insurance market, and (2) the freedom
of the profession to determine its own fees. Swiss health insurance was organized
around a system of federal subsidies to voluntary mutual funds. The insured
bought their own policies directly from the mutuals. The mutuals were required
to be nonprofit in order to receive the subsidies, but in practice, many private
insurance companies simply opened nonprofit divisions that qualified as non-
profit carriers. Doctors' fees were to be regulated through agreements negotiated
between local sickness funds and cantonal medical societies. But, as in France,
agreements were not always reached, and when reached, they were not always
followed.

After the Second World War, the Federal Office of Social Insurance (under
the direction of the Bundesrat, collectively governed by three Radical Demo-
crats, two Catholic Conservatives, one Social Democrat, and one member of the
Citizens', Farmers', and Artisans' Party) developed reform plans to expand the
role of government by converting the system of federal subsidies to a compulsory
national health insurance plan and to control doctors' fees. While preparing a
more general compulsory insurance law, the executive submitted a proposal for
compulsory health insurance for low-income earners and a program of x-rays to
combat tuberculosis.

Both chambers of the Parliament approved the TB law - the cantonally elected
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Standerat approved it unanimously and the proportionally elected Nationalrat
gave approval by all but three votes. But interest groups moved the policy pro-
cess to the electoral arena, where the law was defeated by a national referendum.
Though it was launched by French Swiss liberals, the Swiss Medical Association
played an active role in this referendum campaign, as did the Swiss Employers'
Association, the Swiss Farmers' Association, and the Swiss Small Business As-
sociation. On the other side, supporting the law were all of the unions, all of the
employee associations, the church organizations, and the association of sickness
funds.

Given the evident fact that the groups that supported this law had much larger
memberships than those that opposed the law, how can one explain this defeat?
The sickness funds, themselves, wondered why this was the case and complained
that they needed to educate their membership.22 However, while policy-makers,
the sickness funds, and union organizations might have understood the collective
benefits of national health insurance, and the role of the TB law as the first step
in establishing national health insurance, the TB law had little appeal to the
individual voters that participated in the referendum. The law called for compul-
sory insurance for low-income earners. Anyone with a high income had no par-
ticular interest in this compulsion unless for some reason they were concerned
about the uninsured. For those with low incomes, persons that in any case tended
not to vote, the law provided only the compulsion to insure themselves, not
government financial aid. Moreover, the initial impetus for the law was a popular
plebiscite calling for maternity insurance. But the Federal Office of Social Insur-
ance had decided to begin its efforts with health insurance.

Thus, when the issue of national health insurance was moved from the exec-
utive and parliamentary arenas - where there was widespread agreement on the
law - to the electoral arena, a different set of criteria became relevant. While
political elites were concerned with the percentage of the population covered by
health insurance, preventive medicine, and their ability to control the overall
costs of the system through collective financing and regulating doctors' fees,
individual voters viewed the relative costs and benefits of the legislation in indi-
vidual terms. Further, as key actors in the decision to launch a referendum,
interest groups were able to demand concessions from both the executive bureau-
cracy and the parliament.

This process was seen clearly in the aftermath of defeat of the 1949 TB refer-
endum. On the basis of the defeat, the Swiss Medical Association, and the Em-
ployers', Farmers', and Small Business associations petitioned the government
to withdraw its plans for health insurance reform. In 1954 the Department of
Social Insurance prepared a plan for compulsory maternity insurance, increased
federal subsidies for health insurance, and introduced controls on doctors' fees.
The Department withdrew its proposal, however, when preliminary consulta-
tions with interest groups indicated that their positions were "too divided" for
the government to pursue reform.23 In a political system where any interest group,
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no matter how small, could launch a referendum, and given the uncertain out-
come of the referendum, it did not make sense to continue deliberations without
the unanimous support of these groups.

As a total reform of the health insurance system had been shown to be politi-
cally unfeasible, the Federal Office of Social Insurance announced in 1961 that
it intended to pursue a partial reform, which, "must be designed in such a way
so as to assure its prospects of acceptance without a referendum battle."24 To
this end, the reform would not include national compulsory health or maternity
insurance, or limits on doctors' fees. The reform would be limited to a large
increase in the federal subsidies to private health insurance. The executive, in
other words, was attempting to protect itself from the electoral arena, the veto
point. As interest groups could not be denied access, as in the French case, the
process was to be closed off by keeping certain issues off of the agenda.

Nevertheless, the medical association managed to reinsert the issue of doctors'
fees into the debate, and its ability to do so was clearly linked to the referendum
threat. The medical association was not satisfied that the government had agreed
to drop its plans for controls on doctors' fees, which the association called "the
first step toward socialized medicine."25 The association now wished to obtain
a ruling that it was legal for physicians to charge patients different fees according
to their incomes, a system of sliding fees known as class divisions. In addition
the medical association demanded that payment from sickness funds to doctors
(direct third-party payment) be replaced by direct payments from patients, who
would in turn be reimbursed by the funds. The association built up a war chest
estimated at 1 million Swiss francs by increasing its membership fees and hired
a public relations firm. This strategy emulated the successful American Medical
Association's campaign against national health insurance between 1948 and 1952,
which was funded by a special assessment of $25 from each of its 140,000
members, and during which $4.6 million was spent.26 The Swiss Medical As-
sociation was not the only group to remind the Parliament of its power to veto
legislation, however. Swiss chiropractors, who were not recognized by the as-
sociation, collected nearly 400,000 signatures for a petition demanding that treat-
ments by chiropractors be covered on the same basis as treatments by licensed
physicians. This created a dilemma: The medical profession was adamantly op-
posed to the inclusion of the chiropractors, but with such a large number of
signatures, the chiropractors could clearly veto the reform.

The parliamentary treatment of the reform was a long and drawn out process
that lasted nearly two years. Although both houses of Parliament agreed to in-
crease the federal subsidies, the issue of doctors' fees created problems. The
behavior of the medical association was severely criticized, with one supporter
of the physicians stating that the leadership had been "overrun by a more-or-less
radicalized mass."27 Nevertheless, the final results clearly benefited the groups
that could launch a referendum and penalized those that could not. The medical
profession was granted freedom to set fees according to income and reimburse-
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ment payment. Over the protests of the Swiss Medical Association, chiropractors
were incorporated into the system on the same basis as licensed physicians. The
victory of the chiropractors demonstrates that the referendum threat is more es-
sential than professional status. The sickness funds were dissatisfied, however.
But at a delegates' meeting of the organization of sickness funds (Konkordat) it
was decided not to pursue a referendum challenge. As Konkordat president Hanggi
explained, no party or union would be willing to fight the reform, and the chi-
ropractors, delighted at the outcome, would constitute fierce competition in a
referendum battle.

Better a little bit of progress with this revision than none at all. . . . For one must be clear
about one thing: in a referendum battle, "medical rights" [fees according to patients'
incomes] would not play a major role; instead, the talk would be of the improvements in
benefits and Federal subsidies, that is, about the material improvements for the insured.
The basic conflicts over medical rights, which are of interest to few, would remain ob-
scure to most people; certainly, they would hardly unleash the grounds well of opposition
that would be necessary to topple this law.28

After more than three years of debate, then, a reform process that was intended
to be simple and uncontroversial had become protracted and ridden with conflict.
Referendum politics blocked the introduction of national health insurance and
hampered subsequent efforts to regulate medical fees. With these early steps
effectively precluded, discussion of restrictions on private practice became a
nonissue. National maternity insurance, a subject of debate since the constitu-
tional initiative of 1945, had somehow gotten lost in the shuffle. The ever present
possibility to force decisions into the electoral arena discouraged compromises
and allowed even very narrow interests, for example the chiropractors, to play a
central role in the reform process. In the Swiss political system, the concept of
power was defined by the referendum and the rules of the game were set by an
interpretation of how the referendum works, just as in the French case, the logic
of the system revolved around controlling the unpredictable Parliament.

Majority parliamentarism

In contrast to the French and Swiss political systems, Swedish political institu-
tions provided for a chain of decision with no veto points. The executive govern-
ment was able to make and enforce policy decisions with little probability of
veto at later points in the chain. This was the result of a coincidence of features
of institutional design with unexpected electoral victories. Political bargains worked
out in the transition from monarchical rule in 1866 and in the subsequent exten-
sions of the franchise in 1909 and 1918 had established a system with some of
the same institutional checks as in France and Switzerland. The Parliament was
to balance the power of the executive, while the indirectly elected first chamber
of the bicameral parliament was to restrain the effects of proportional represen-
tation. However, whereas in France conflicts between the political executive and
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the Parliament resulted in stalemate, in Sweden institutions were developed to
mediate these jurisdictional conflicts. The use of Royal Commissions, consulta-
tive bodies of interest-group and political representatives appointed by the exec-
utive to draft legislative proposals, as well as the associated remiss process,
during which interest groups were requested to submit written comments, ex-
panded as the monarch sought to avoid the Parliament and parliamentary repre-
sentatives preferred that policy negotiations take place outside of the royal bu-
reaucracy.29

In 1932 the unexpected Social Democratic electoral victory and alliance with
the Farmers' Party effected a sea change in the Swedish system that Olle Nyman
has called a shift from minority parliamentarism to majority parliamentarism.
The very institutions that were designed to block popular change abruptly switched
to the favor of the Social Democrats. The Royal Commissions, introduced to
allow the monarchical bureaucracy to avoid parliamentary opposition, now helped
to promote Social Democratic legislation. The Upper House of the Parliament,
long a veto point used by Conservatives, suddenly ensured continued Social
Democratic rule despite electoral fluctuations.30

After this electoral realignment, the system worked as though the veto points
had disappeared. Once a decision had been taken in the executive arena, the
Parliament was unlikely to change it, as the executive government rested on
stable parliamentary majorities. Similarly, with proportional representation and
fairly stable electoral results, parliamentary decisions were generally not chal-
lenged by reactions from the electorate. In contrast to Switzerland, interest groups
or voters could not veto legislation with referenda; this decision was strictly
parliamentary, which in the case of stable parliamentary majorities meant that
the party that controlled the executive could control the use of the referendum.
In contrast to France, the electorate did not contain pockets of "surge" voters
that tempted politicians to defect from the parliamentary coalitions.31 Only on
the very rare occasion of an electoral realignment - or the threat of one - did
the electoral arena become significant for specific policy proposals. Conse-
quently policy-making was concentrated in the executive, with interest-group
representatives under pressure to compromise as the probability was high that
executive proposals would pass unscathed through parliamentary deliberations.
The political logic of this system entailed building a majority coalition in the
executive arena.

Within this political system, the Swedish medical profession was placed at a
disadvantage. In executive proceedings, its views were always weighed against
the views of the trade union confederation, the white collar union, and the em-
ployers' association. The profession had better contacts in the Parliament, but
the Conservative members of Parliament that were ready to veto the executive
proposals were outnumbered. The profession also had success in obtaining news-
paper coverage for its viewpoints, but only in the rare instances when there was
an electoral threat was this effective.
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As in France and Switzerland, the government in Sweden took steps in the
postwar period to expand health insurance and to control doctors' fees. National
health insurance was introduced in 1946, when the Social Democrats held a
majority in both chambers of parliament. Not every interest group was com-
pletely in favor of national health insurance. But in contrast to the French and
Swiss cases, doctors, employers, and white-collar workers did not have recourse
to a veto point. Unable to threaten parliamentary or referendum vetoes, each
group expressed misgivings but agreed to cooperate. The Swedish Employers'
Federation pointed to the virtues of voluntary insurance and questioned the finan-
cial wisdom of immediately introducing national health insurance, but essentially
agreed to the reform. The white-collar union noted that most of its members
would not benefit from the reform, but, in the name of solidarity, it lent its
support. The Swedish Medical Association stated that it preferred voluntary to
compulsory insurance, and urged the government to concentrate on more press-
ing public health needs. It would, however, go along, particularly as the proposal
provided for a reimbursement mechanism for payment and for a free choice of
doctor. In this context, the medical profession or other interest groups were not
in a veto position. The government had the parliamentary votes necessary to
enact the law, and there was no alternate channel of political influence, like the
French Parliament or the Swiss referendum, where the doctors could make their
own point of view prevail over a majority consensus.

Two years later the situation had changed. The opposition parties were gearing
up for the 1948 electoral campaign and hoped that the 1947 balance-of-payments
crisis would erode Social Democratic electoral support. The release of a govern-
ment report calling for the creation of a National Health Service, by placing all
hospital and office doctors on a government salary and eliminating all forms of
private medical practice, provided a focus for a conservative backlash. The non-
socialist press depicted this proposal, which was known as the Hojer reform, as
a doctrinaire call for the immediate socialization of medicine and the downgrad-
ing of doctors from free professionals to state civil servants. The Conservative
newspaper, Svenska Dagbladet, editorialized, "Mr. Hojer's goal emerges with
frightening clarity: the profession's total socialization and the economic levelling
of physicians."32 Doctors, employers and the three nonsocialist parties - the
Farmers, the Liberals, and the Conservatives - actively campaigned against the
reform. No other legislative proposal received as much nor as critical press cov-
erage in 1948 as the Hojer reform.33 But the pattern was the same for economic
and tax policy, as well: The nonsocialist parties relied on the press to carry out
an electoral campaign that has been singled out as being unusually aggressive
and ideological in tone.34

The potential breakdown of future prospects for Farmer-Labor coalition gov-
ernments as well as electoral losses placed the Social Democratic Party in a
vulnerable position. Although the Social Democratic MPs held sufficient seats
to enact any reform, potential electoral losses presented opponents of Social
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Democratic policies with a veto opportunity. These electoral pressures created a
strategic opening for the medical profession. Unlike its grudging acceptance of
national health insurance, now the profession declared itself absolutely opposed
to the Hojer reform. In face of these electoral pressures, the Social Democratic
government backed down completely, not only with regard to the Hojer reform,
but also with respect to a controversial proposal for a new inheritance tax, as
well as other elements of its economic program.

As soon as this moment had passed, however, the Social Democratic govern-
ment went ahead with a number of health policies, often without consulting the
medical association. The overall direction of these policies was to reduce the
market power of doctors, by increasing their numbers and reducing the scope of
private practice. Over the opposition of the association, the number of doctors
was increased by a factor of 7 between 1947 and 1972. Private beds were re-
moved from public hospitals in 1959, and, at the same time, all hospitals were
required to provide public outpatient care. These clinics competed with private
office practitioners and with the private office hours of hospital doctors and were
therefore viewed as a threat to private practice. Finally, in 1969, private medical
consultations were banned from public hospitals, outpatient hospital care was
made virtually free of charge by setting patient fees at a flat rate of 7 crowns
(kronor), and hospital doctors were placed on full-time salaries.

At no time was the profession able to avail itself of a similar strategic opening
as that of 1948. In 1969 Conservative MPs supported the profession and voted
against the law to eliminate private practice from hospitals and to reduce patient
fees to 7 crowns. Nevertheless, with an absolute majority, the Social Democrats
had no trouble in passing the reform and did so with the full support of the Center
and Liberal parties. Conservatives complained that the parliamentary vote was
"a mere formality . . . the real decision has taken place over the heads of the
MPs."35

The Swedish state was able to take steps to control the medical market because
its actions could not be vetoed in alternative arenas. This was not simply a matter
of Social Democratic electoral victories. Similar expansions of public health in-
surance, controls on doctors' fees, and salaried payment had been supported by
French Gaullists, and by nearly unanimous votes from the full spectrum of Swiss
political parties. The Swedish executive was able to go further than these other
governments because the initial policy changes were not blocked; rather, they
led to further interventions.

Nor were these policy changes a result of peculiar preferences on the part of
the medical profession or a result of any inherent economic or organizational
weaknesses. Swedish private practitioners complained that the Seven Crowns
reform entailed "the total socialization of Swedish health care overnight, through
changed employment conditions for hospital doctors and the economic freezing-
out of private practitioners."36 Like French and Swiss doctors, the Swedish pri-
vate practitioners viewed market autonomy as the key to professional freedom.
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Indeed, Swedish doctors attacked the medical association leadership for not pro-
testing more forcefully against the Seven Crowns reform. The association might
have been able to organize a strike or some other economic action against the
reform. In the past, economic protests had been quite successful. Thus Swedish
medical opinions did not differ radically from those in other countries, nor did
the medical association seem incapable of collective action.37

The striking difference between the Swedish medical profession and the others
lay in its strategic political position. While strikes had indeed been effective in
the past, for example in increasing doctors' fees, these victories were short-lived.
After each successful strike, the government took apolitical step to constrain the
private market, such as removing private beds from public hospitals or eliminat-
ing the fee system entirely, as under the Seven Crowns reform. Despite mem-
bership protests, the leadership of the Swedish Medical Association argued that
it was ' 'stuck" in a situation where it was difficult to bargain with resolution and
strength.38 Not only did the Social Democratic government hold the parliamen-
tary votes that would ensure passage of the legislation, but like the de Gaulle
government, it buttressed its reform by changing market incentives to both doc-
tors and patients. In France the individual contract had assured the widespread
acceptance of the negotiated fee schedules by making it much cheaper for pa-
tients to go to the doctors that agreed to lower their fees, thereby breaking the
French doctors' strike. In Sweden the Seven Crowns reform made private office
practice less attractive to patients, because hospital outpatient care was now vir-
tually free, whereas in private offices patients were required to pay the full fee
and were later reimbursed for a portion of the fee. This would make it difficult
for doctors wishing to protest the Seven Crowns reform to flee to the private
sector.

Thus the idea that doctors can block any reform by going on strike appears to
be a myth. In economic conflicts the government can use political means to
change the terms of the conflict. And we might note that the medical association
that received the greatest concessions from the government, the Swiss doctors,
never went on strike and seems to have profited both from the electoral reactions
to health insurance referenda and the fears of policy-makers that it might launch
a referendum. In Sweden the Social Democratic government was able to convert
its electoral gains into concrete policy decisions because political bargains worked
out within Royal Commissions were enforced by stable parliamentary majorities,
which closed off veto opportunities for dissident groups. Only when electoral
realignments provided a strategic opportunity for veto did interest groups defect
from this game of cooperative bargaining.

CONCLUSIONS

In studying these episodes of reform, one reaches the conclusion that the medical
profession has had less impact on health policy than is generally believed to be
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the case. To the extent that it has an impact, this has been caused by opportuni-
ties presented by different political systems, and not by differences in medical
organizations or differences in medical licensing and market monopoly. Veto
opportunities allow political decisions to be overturned at different stages in the
policy process. This has provided interest groups with different routes of political
influence in the three systems. In Sweden decisions were made in the executive
arena, through a consensual process that depended on majority rule. In France
decisions during the Fourth Republic were made in the Parliament, where groups
with ties to swing voters were sufficient to veto decisions. When the constitution
of the Fifth Republic allowed the executive to circumvent the Parliament, this
veto power was eliminated. In Switzerland the ability to veto decisions by calling
for referenda allowed opposed interest groups to threaten credibly to veto health
insurance legislation. Thus it is not the preferences of the profession that have
shaped the health systems, but the preferences of a wide variety of groups and
strata of the electorate as they are channeled through political processes that are
differentially sensitive to these pressures.

Constitutional rules and electoral results set distinct limits on the ability of
executive governments to introduce reforms. These barriers, in turn, served as
useful tools for interest groups that wished to block legislation or that were will-
ing to threaten to stop the process unless their demands were met. Consequently
the peculiarities of these institutional mechanisms changed the array of relevant
political actors and the implicit decision rules in each case (see Figure 3.2). The
Swiss referendum allowed even very small groups to veto legislation unilaterally;
this allowed such groups to resist pressures for interest aggregation, and unanim-
ity was imposed as the decision rule. In France opportunities for parliamentary
concessions privileged those groups central to the coalitions: Catholic unions,
doctors, small businessmen. By contrast, direct executive rule privileged unions
at the Liberation, industrialists in the Fifth Republic. In Sweden executive deci-
sion-making privileged the large producer organizations, who alone needed to
agree for a majority decision to be made and to be enforced. This system of open
but narrow channels of access to the state encouraged aggregation of interests
and the massive organization-building known as Organization Sweden.

In each case, distinctive patterns of policy-making emerged as politicians and
interest groups strove to use the institutional mechanisms in each system. By
making some courses of action more difficult and facilitating others, the institu-
tions redefined the political alternatives and changed the array of relevant actors.
The institutions, in other words, established a strategic context for the actions of
these political actors that changed the outcome of specific policy conflicts. This
view of institutions breaks with a tradition in institutional analysis. Some of the
most compelling arguments about institutions have viewed institutions as an in-
dependent variable. For example, electoral laws predict levels of voter turnout;
corporatist institutions predict levels of inflation, economic growth, and citizen
unruliness.39
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Figure 3.2. Arenas, actors, and decision rules. Sweden: LO, Landsorganisationen i Sver-
ige (Swedish Trade Union Confederation); SAF, Sveriges Arbetsgivarforening (Swedish
Employer Association); TCO,Tjanstemannens Centralorganisation (Swedish White-Collar
Employees [and Managers] Central Organization). France: CFTC, Confederation Fran-
gaise des Travailleurs Chretiens (French Confederation of Christian Workers); CGC,
Confederation Generale des Cadres (French Union of White-Collar Employees [and Man-
agers]); CGPME, Confederation Generale des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises ([French]
General Confederation of Small and Medium Enterprises); CNPF, Conseil National du
Patronat Franc,ais (National Council of French Employers); CSMF, Confederation des
Syndicats Medicaux Franchise (Confederation of French Medical Unions). Switzerland:
SAV, Schweizerischer Arbeitgeberverein, also called Zentralverband Schweizerischer
Arbeitgeber-Organisationen (the Swiss Employers' Association); SAV, Schweizerischer
Arzteverein (Swiss Medical Association), or Verbindung der Schweizer Arzte; SBV,
Schweizerischer Bauernverein (Swiss Farmers' Association); SGV, Schweizerischer
Gewerbeverein (Swiss Artisans' Association).

This essay, by contrast, relies on a two-step causal model. It makes a clear
distinction between political actors and their strategies versus the institutional
frameworks within which this action takes place. The actors formulate their goals,
ideas, and desires independently from the institutions. The institutions become
relevant only in strategic calculations about the best way to advance a given
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interest within a particular system. Over time, there may of course be some
spillover - if a particular goal is unachievable, it may after a while be dropped.
But at a given point in time, the model presented here does not depend on actors
socialized by institutions to restrict their goals or interests.

The origins of the institutions, as well, are chronologically independent from
the actors and their strategies. That is, institutions are most certainly created by
social actors engaged in a struggle for political power. However, the actors that
participated in the battles over institutional design are not necessarily, and in fact
only rarely, identical to those that participate in later policy conflicts. Thus the
view that institutions are somehow congealed social structure is not especially
helpful. To understand the impact of institutions on contemporary policy con-
flicts, one must analyze the incentives, opportunities, and constraints that insti-
tutions provide to the current participants.

Within these institutions, more than one course of action was possible; the
unfolding of events depended as much on historical accident and the inventive-
ness of these actors as on the institutional constraints. Moreover, these actors
often made mistakes. The institutions tell us what courses of action are likely to
bring success or failure, but they do not predict the final choices made by these
actors. Thus the social logic of history is not to be replaced by a new efficiency
of history based on political institutions.

Political institutions can be thought of as the outermost frame for political
conflicts. The institutions help to define the terms of these conflicts by shaping
the practical meaning of political power and providing the basis for developing
the rules of thumb of political strategy. The institutions explain many aspects of
the life within them - the types of interest organizations that will be successful,
the pressures to consolidate interests, the usefulness of membership mobiliza-
tion, and the degree to which cooperation versus defection is likely to be a fruit-
ful strategy. But the interests, strategies, and resources of political actors can-
not explain the institutions, so I prefer to start thinking about politics with the
institutions. But no view of politics can rely exclusively on either institutions,
on the one hand, or interests and actors, on the other; both components are
necessary to our understandings of the past and to our role as the subjects of the
future.
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The movement from Keynesianism to monetarism:
Institutional analysis and British economic policy

in the 1970s

PETER A. HALL

The 1970s witnessed a revolution in British economic policy. When the decade
began, Britain was the paradigmatic case of what has often been termed the
Keynesian era.1 By the 1980s Britain was leading again but in a different direc-
tion. Under Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, monetarist modes of economic
policy-making replaced their Keynesian antecedents. How are we to explain this
change in direction? That is the empirical question to which this chapter is ad-
dressed.

For those who are interested in the role of institutions in political life, the
evolution of British economic policy during the 1970s also poses an important
set of theoretical challenges. First, it invites us to explore the relationship be-
tween institutions and political change. Institutions are usually associated with
continuity: They are by nature inertial and linked to regularities in human behav-
ior. As a result political analysts have been able to demonstrate how national
institutions impose a measure of continuity on policy over time.2 However, mac-
roeconomic policy-making in Britain is a case of change, even radical change,
in policy. We can use it to examine what role, if any, institutions play in the
process whereby policies change. The question is whether institutional factors
contribute to the explanation of change as well as continuity.

The shift from Keynesian to monetarist modes of policy-making also provides
an appropriate case for the kind of analysis we associate with historical institu-
tionalism. As most of the essays in this volume indicate, those who approach the
world from the standpoint of historical institutionalism accord prominence to the
role of institutions in political life, but they are not concerned with institutions
alone. Rather, their analyses explore the role of several variables - often encap-
sulated as institutions, interests, and ideas - in the determination of political
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outcomes.3 The extended process whereby Britain moved from Keynesian
to monetarist policies involved underlying changes in the world economy, a
clash between social and political interests, and a contest between competing
interpretations of the economy. Therefore, by examining it we can situate the
impact of institutions within a broader matrix of competing interests and ideas
as well.

Within this matrix, institutions interact with interests and ideas in a variety of
ways. By providing routines linked to processes of socialization and incentives
for certain kinds of behavior, they contribute to the very terms in which the
interests of critical political actors are constructed. By making organized activity
and the expression of political views more or less viable for certain groups, they
affect the power with which the interests of key social groups are pressed. In
many instances the routines that have been institutionalized into the policy pro-
cess filter new information, affecting the force with which new ideas can be
expressed. In some cases institutions act as vehicles for individual or collective
intentions. In other cases they alter behavior in such a way as to produce wholly
unintended consequences of considerable moment for a nation. As we shall see,
the institutions associated with economic policy-making in Britain did not fully
determine any of the outcomes of interest to us here, but they structured the flow
of ideas and the clash of interests in ways that had a significant impact on these
outcomes.

THE COURSE OF BRITISH POLICY

In broad terms the evolution of British policy in the two decades following 1970
is clear. It is well represented by the differences between the economic policies
that the Thatcher government pursued during the early 1980s and those to which
preceding governments had adhered with little interruption since the Second World
War.4 Under Thatcher inflation replaced unemployment as the central target of
macroeconomic policy. Her government rejected reliance on an active fiscal pol-
icy in favor of efforts to secure balanced budgets. Monetary policy, once seen
as subsidiary, became the principal instrument of macroeconomic management
and was oriented, initially at least, to the rate of growth of the money supply.
The Thatcher government discontinued the incomes policies that had been a long-
standing feature of British policy and, after thirty-five years of rising public
expenditure and taxation, it sought lower levels of both.5

In large measure these changes represented a revolution in ideas that is best
captured in terms of the concept of policy paradigms. In technically complex
fields of policy, such as that of macroeconomic policy-making, decision-makers
are often guided by an overarching set of ideas that specify how the problems
facing them are to be perceived, which goals might be attained through policy
and what sorts of techniques can be used to reach those goals. Ideas about each
of these matters interlock to form a relatively coherent whole that might be de-
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scribed as a policy paradigm. Like a gestalt, it structures the very way in which
policy-makers see the world and their role within it.6

The economic doctrines associated with Keynesianism and monetarism are
ideal examples of this sort of policy paradigm. Each is based on a fundamentally
different model of the economy. After all, the economy is simply a set of human
relationships and material flows that cannot be perceived by the naked eye. It
must be interpreted or modeled to be understood, and from divergent models
flow different prescriptions for policy. Thus the discrepancies to be found be-
tween the policy recommendations of Keynesians and monetarists were not sim-
ply incidental. They derived from very different conceptions of how the econ-
omy worked.

Keynesians tended to regard the private economy as unstable and in need of
government intervention; monetarists saw the private economy as basically stable
and government intervention as likely to do more harm than good. Keynesians
saw unemployment as a problem of insufficient aggregate demand, while mon-
etarists believed that a "natural" rate of unemployment was fixed by structural
conditions in the labor market that would be relatively impervious to reflationary
policy. Keynesians regarded inflation as a problem arising from excess demand
or undue wage pressures that might be addressed by an incomes policy; mone-
tarists argued that inflation was invariably a monetary phenomenon containable
only by controlling the money supply.7

In the 1970s and 1980s, then, Britain witnessed a shift in the basic policy
paradigm guiding economic management. Thatcher's policies were not simply
ad hoc adjustments to pieces of policy; they were rooted in a coherent vision
associated with monetarist economics. Today mainstream economics has synthe-
sized portions of both the monetarist and Keynesian paradigms. In the 1970s,
however, two competing doctrines contended for control over British policy, and
the monetarist paradigm emerged victorious.

If we are going to trace the impact of institutions on this revolution, however,
we must do more than note that it took place. For our purposes the precise
trajectory of British policy is also important and can best be understood as a
series of stages. In particular, although the basic paradigm guiding policy changed
only in 1979 with the election of the first Thatcher government, several steps in
a monetarist direction were taken by the preceding Labour government during
1976 to 1979.

The economic policies of the 1970-4 Conservative government under Edward
Heath might well be seen as the starting point of the British journey toward
monetarism. They represent the high-water mark of Keynesian policy-making.
Although Heath was elected on a platform that promised reductions in public
spending, lower levels of government involvement in the economy, and move-
ment toward greater market competition, his government responded to rising
levels of unemployment and inflation during 1971-2 in classic Keynesian man-
ner with substantial increases in public spending, a relaxed monetary policy, a
statutory incomes policy, and massive industrial subsidies.8 In short, Heath's
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initial effort to break with the Keynesian formula ended in an abrupt about-turn
back toward it.

The opening years of a new Labour government elected in 1974 under Harold
Wilson mark a second stage in the evolution of British policy. The Labour gov-
ernment arrived in office just in time to greet rising levels of inflation and eco-
nomic stagnation associated with the oil price shock of 1973-4. It responded by
pumping money into the economy to counteract the effects of recession in the
hope that the trade unions would adhere to a voluntary incomes policy.9 In short,
the initial response of the British authorities to the economic shocks of the mid-
1970s was highly Keynesian.

In 1976, however, British economic policy turned in a monetarist direction.
As early as October 1976, the new Labour prime minister, James Callaghan,
broke with postwar tradition to tell his party conference that a fiscal stimulus
could no longer be used to counteract rising levels of unemployment. Within a
year, monetary targets had assumed considerable importance in economic
policy-making and the government had embarked on the deepest cuts in public
expenditure ever accomplished in postwar Britain. In short, British policy changed
to a significant degree even before Thatcher took office. However, as some com-
mentators put it, the policy-makers of 1976-78 were at best "unbelieving mon-
etarists."10 They pushed policy in a monetarist direction unenthusiastically and
without fully renouncing the Keynesian principles on which the postwar consen-
sus had been based.

The full renunciation came in 1979 when a Conservative government under
Margaret Thatcher was elected and began to put a full-blown monetarist program
into operation. This is the last stage of the policy evolution examined here, al-
though, as the 1980s progressed, monetarist policies themselves underwent an-
other process of change.

In some respects these changes in British policy paralleled those adopted else-
where in the world. By the end of the 1980s many governments had become
hesitant about Keynesian reflation and more interested in controlling the mone-
tary aggregates, reducing taxation and expenditure, and expanding the role of
market mechanisms in the allocation of resources. However, several features of
the British case were distinctive and especially worthy of explanation. Not only
did the shift from Keynesian to monetarist modes of policy-making follow a
particular trajectory in Britain, it also came relatively early and in an unusually
abrupt and radical fashion. Other nations tended to follow the British lead hesi-
tantly and in a more piecemeal way. In most cases their governments altered
some dimensions of policy but left others intact. Few embraced the monetarist
program with the fire or coherence of the Thatcher government.11

INSTITUTIONS, IDEAS, AND INTERESTS

The dynamic whereby Britain moved from Keynesian to monetarist policies was
a complex one in which institutions, interests, and ideas all played significant
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roles. Before turning to the impact of institutions, which is the principal concern
of this essay, a brief look at the other components of the process is in order.

Economic developments

Two economic developments, experienced by most nations but especially in-
tensely by Britain, had a significant causal impact on the movement toward mon-
etarism. The first was the substantial acceleration of inflation that the world wit-
nessed in the 1970s. British inflation rose dramatically to peak at 25 percent
annually in the spring of 1975. The second was the general stagnation of eco-
nomic production accompanied by rising rates of unemployment that Britain ex-
perienced in common with most of the industrialized world after the oil and
commodity price increases of 1973-4. The origins of these developments are a
matter of controversy but, whatever the causes, the results were clear. British
economic performance deteriorated sharply during the 1970s.12

In significant measure, the move toward monetarism was a response to the
persistently poor performance of the economy during the 1970s and the apparent
inability of Keynesian policies to rectify the situation. As is often the case, dis-
illusionment with the results of past policy set in motion a search for alternatives.

However, economic developments alone do not explain why Britain settled on
monetarism as an alternative, nor do they explain the more particular trajectory
of British policy. There was no one-to-one correlation between economic change
and policy response. Britain's initial response to rising levels of inflation and
unemployment was decidedly Keynesian. Policy turned in a monetarist direction
only after a substantial time lag. Moreover, cross-national evidence suggests that
monetarism, of the sort pursued in Britain, was not the only possible response to
the economic difficulties of the 1970s. Many other nations reacted to similar
problems with quite different policies. Therefore an adequate explanation for the
course of British policy must contain some additional variables.

Contending social interests

Like most kinds of policy, a macroeconomic strategy tends to favor the material
interests of some social groups to the disadvantage of others. Although both have
some generalized merit, Keynesian and monetarist policies are not exceptions to
this rule. Perceiving this, the organizational representatives of the working class
generally argued for Keynesian policies during the 1970s, while the spokesmen
for capital leaned more strongly toward monetarism. Among the segments of
British capital, those in the financial community tended to favor monetarist pol-
icies more than did many industrialists. Within the labor movement, public sec-
tor employees tended to resist the monetarist program more forcefully than did
workers in the private sector.

To neglect the conflicts of material interest at stake in the promulgation of a
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policy is invariably a mistake, even when these are not an apparent component
of the policy process. Even when hidden or highly mediated, the struggle for
power and resources is invariably a critical part of the framework in which poli-
tics is conducted.13 As we shall see, the distribution of power among broad social
groups with divergent interests became a factor in the movement from Keynes-
ianism to monetarism at several points. In particular, the initial steps toward
monetarism were precipitated by a shift in the relative power of organized labor
and finance capital over policy-making during the 1970s; and the penultimate
step toward full-blown monetarism was made possible by a bitter electoral con-
test for the support of key social groups, in which the Conservatives drew sig-
nificant segments of the working class away from the social coalition behind
Labour.14 In recent years it has become clear that the movement from Keynes-
ianism to monetarism in Britain ultimately involved a broader series of conflicts
among segments of the working class and capital from which clear winners and
losers emerged.15

However, here as elsewhere, those conflicts were mediated in a significant
way by political and economic institutions that channeled contention in certain
directions, privileged some actors at the expense of others, and profoundly af-
fected the balance of power at any one time. If monetarism could well be said to
represent the victory of some groups over others in British society, the process
whereby monetarist policies replaced Keynesian ones cannot be seen exclusively
in these terms. The institutions of the British policy process shaped both the
terms in which the contending groups would see their interests and the relative
power with which the latter would be pursued.

The flow of ideas

The shift from Keynesian to monetarist modes of policy-making is ultimately a
story about the movement of ideas, as the concept of competing policy para-
digms underscores. The availability and appeal of monetarist ideas was central
to the direction of change in British macroeconomic policy. As the problems of
inflation and unemployment proved persistent in the face of Keynesian prescrip-
tions, policy-makers naturally began a search for alternative solutions; and, among
the proffered alternatives, monetarist doctrine displayed special merits. In partic-
ular, it spoke directly to the problem of inflation, which was coming to preoc-
cupy the British, at a point when Keynesian solutions seemed increasingly un-
wieldy and more focused on issues of unemployment.

However, the evolution in British policy was not primarily the result of chang-
ing views among economists. Because the Keynesian and monetarist policy par-
adigms turned on highly divergent views of the economy, it was very difficult to
secure definitive evidence for the superiority of one over the other in the terms
of economic science. As a result, in the 1970s and early 1980s when British
policy turned toward monetarism, the vast majority of British economists, both
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inside and outside the civil service, remained resolutely Keynesian.16 In this case
the movement of policy preceded, rather than followed, the weight of profes-
sional opinion. Under Thatcher the Conservatives took up the monetarist case as
much for political, as economic, reasons and then imposed monetarist policies
on a rather reluctant set of economic officials.

As in so many other cases, the influence of the new ideas in this case depended
heavily on the circumstances of the day, some economic but others highly polit-
ical and all conditioned by the institutional framework within which policy was
made and power over policy acquired. The mere existence of monetarist ideas
did not ensure that they would be accepted by policy-makers. The problem is to
explain why those ideas, rather than others, were taken up by key actors and
why those actors, rather than others, were able to secure influence over policy.17

Institutional factors

The central concern of this essay is the role that the institutional context of
policy-making played in the evolution of British policy. How should we concep-
tualize the institutional setting in which British economic policy has been made?
The concept of institutions is used here to refer to the formal rules, compliance
procedures, and customary practices that structure the relationships between in-
dividuals in the polity and economy. Institutions may be more or less formal but
invariably serve to regularize the behavior of the individuals who operate within
them.18

With regard to the direction of British economic policy and the distribution of
power in the political economy, it may be useful to think in terms of three levels
of institutions, each with a particular impact on these outcomes.

1. At an overarching level, the basic organizational structures we associate
with a democratic polity and a capitalist economy can be said to contribute to
the general balance of power between labor and capital and to militate in favor
of some lines of policy over others. Notable at this level are the constitutional
provisions for regular elections and economic institutions that leave the owner-
ship of the means of production in private hands. The impact of this overarching
structural framework on economic policy has been explored by a variety of
scholars.19 It tends to impose very broad constraints on the direction of policy.

2. At one level down, a number of features intrinsic to the basic organization
of the state and society in each nation might also be said to affect the distribution
of power among social groups and the kinds of policies that can be formulated
or implemented most readily. At this level we see more variation across nations;
and an important body of literature associates these institutional differences with
divergent patterns of economic policy. Institutional features relevant at this level
might include the structure of the trade union movement (including its degree of
density, concentration, and centralization), the organization of capital (including
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its managerial forms, the nature of employer organization, the relationship among
segments of capital, and the way in which they are inserted into the international
economy), the nature of the political system and the structure of the state (in-
cluding the nature of the party system, the administrative division of responsi-
bility within the state, and its receptivity to external advice).20

3. Although not always as sharply delimited as the preceding factors, the stan-
dard operating procedures, regulations, and routines of public agencies and or-
ganizations should also be seen as institutional factors of some importance for
policy outcomes. Some of these may be relatively formal, others more informal
but no less potent. As a group, institutional factors of this sort are more mutable
than those at the preceding levels: A regulation is changed more readily than a
regime. However, routines and regulations of this sort are far from transitory.
They can privilege some kinds of initiatives or the interests of some social groups
over others with great consequences for the distribution of power and the direc-
tion of policy.21

THE PROGRESS OF POLICY

Policy under the Heath government, 1970-4

Although it is unconventional to open an account of the turn toward monetarism
with the policies of the 1970-4 Heath government, the latter provide a basepoint
that can tell us a great deal about the importance of the changes that were to
follow. Here is a case of the dog that didn't bark. Many of Heath's objectives
were similar to those that Thatcher would pursue ten years later. His electoral
platform emphasized the importance of lowering taxes, reducing public spend-
ing, reviving market competition, and limiting state intervention in the economy.
Confronted with rising levels of unemployment and inflation, however, Heath
backed away from each of these objectives toward a traditional Keynesian refla-
tion.22 The contrast with the first Thatcher government is striking. In the face of
an even deeper recession, Thatcher refused to alter the course of a highly defla-
tionary monetarist program.

How can we account for the different behavior of the two governments? Some
say that Thatcher was simply more determined. She was a self-confessed ''con-
viction" politician, but Heath was also justly known as a highly stubborn polit-
ical leader. It is significant that Thatcher's term in office followed the years of
Heath government: Her behavior was clearly influenced by the negative lessons
conventionally drawn from Heath's about-turn. Of potentially even greater im-
portance, however, was the state of the monetarist paradigm when Thatcher came
to office. By 1979 it was a fully elaborated alternative to the reigning Keynesian
paradigm with a significant base of institutional support in the City, among econ-
omists at several universities, and in the media. Thatcher was able to resist mas-
sive pressure from inside and outside the government to reverse the course of
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policy in 1980-81 in large measure because she could draw on the monetarist
paradigm to explain what others saw as unanticipated events and to rationalize
her resistance to demands for change.

By contrast, when faced with similar pressure to alter his initial policy posi-
tions, Heath had no conceptual framework with equivalent coherence or institu-
tional support on which to base his resistance to demands for a reversal of course.
Monetarist ideas enjoyed some currency among American and British econo-
mists in the early 1970s, but they had no substantial base of institutional support
within the British policy-making system. Although many elements of the Heath
program resembled those later pursued by Thatcher, the former were simply a
loose collection of aspirations formulated in a relatively ad hoc fashion, lacking
the coherent backing provided by a full-fledged policy paradigm. As a result,
when Heath encountered unexpected economic developments that seemed to dic-
tate a change in policy, he had nothing to fall back on for guidance other than
the one policy paradigm already institutionalized in the policy process, namely
the Keynesian paradigm. In the face of rising unemployment and inflation, it
dictated reflation and an incomes policy, which the government accordingly pur-
sued.

It is notable how deeply the Keynesian paradigm had been institutionalized in
the British policy process by the early 1970s. The structure of British govern-
ment lent itself to the institutionalization of a particular policy paradigm. In
contrast to the American polity, where many different agencies have a voice in
a policy process that is highly permeable to multiple sources of outside advice,
the British system vested a few senior civil servants in the Treasury with a virtual
monopoly over authoritative economic advice. A small, hierarchical organiza-
tion dominated by career civil servants, the Treasury alone enjoyed access to the
latest economic data and to the government's macroeconomic model on whose
forecasts policy was based. By 1970 both the equation systems in the Treasury's
econometric models and its standard operating procedures for formulating a bud-
get judgment institutionalized a Keynesian view of the economy.23 Outside the
government, there were virtually no informed sources of alternative advice. The
only other institution generating economic forecasts was the National Institute
for Economic and Social Research and it, too, was resolutely Keynesian. Given
how deeply entrenched the Keynesian paradigm was within the institutions of
the British policy process, it is not surprising that the Heath government retreated
toward traditional formulas shortly after taking office.

Policy in the opening years of Labour government, 1974-5

In 1974 an economic crisis, precipitated by massive oil price increases, and the
election of a Labour government under Harold Wilson initiated a second stage
in the evolution of British economic policy during the 1970s. How would a new
government respond to a new economic crisis?

Once again the degree to which the Keynesian paradigm was institutionalized
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within the Treasury was central to the response. Although the oil price increases
had significant wealth effects on the British economy and rising rates of inflation
were altering the savings ratio and fiscal multiplier in such a way as to render
the economy resistant to traditional reflation, Treasury officials had difficulty
appreciating these developments. The forecasts that their econometric models
generated were based on parameters derived from regressions on past data that
could not reflect these more recent changes in underlying economic relation-
ships. The seats on the train of econometric equations always face backward.
Partly as a result, many Treasury officials were inclined to treat the stagnation
of 1974 much as if it were a normal recession for which reflation was pre-
scribed.24

Equally important at this point, however, were several institutional features of
the British polity. Prominent among them was the electoral constraint. Labour
had been elected with a minority government in February 1974 and another elec-
tion was anticipated shortly. Therefore the government faced strong incentives
to reflate by expanding spending programs tied to further electoral support. In
addition, because the trade unions enjoyed a position of extraordinary institu-
tional power within the Labour Party itself, Labour governments had difficulty
imposing unwanted austerity measures on them. Those difficulties were intensi-
fied by growing union opposition to the incomes policies of the 1960s. Accord-
ingly the 1974 Labour government had pinned its hopes for wage restraint on a
nebulous Social Contract with the unions, by which the latter were supposed to
practice voluntary wage restraint in exchange for favorable economic, social,
and industrial relations policies. The government pursued expansive spending
policies in the hope of securing union cooperation but was left defenseless when
many trade unions naturally sought substantial wage increases in the face of
rapidly rising inflation. A rapidly rising public sector wage bill expanded public
spending even further.

As a result, public expenditure increased by 6.1 percent in volume terms dur-
ing 1974-5 alone; and within two years the government had spent half again as
much as its initial public spending plans projected for its entire term of office.
The public sector deficit for 1974-5 exceeded all expectation, rising to almost
10 percent of gross domestic product (GDP). If we can reasonably think of each
government as having a given economic increment that reflects the amount of
reflation and debt-financed public spending that it can afford during its term of
governance, the 1974-9 Labour government inadvertently spent the entire incre-
ment during its first year in office. This episode of profligacy set the stage for
the radical changes in policy that were to come.

POLICY CHANGE IN 1976-7

In 1976 and 1977 British economic policy turned in a somewhat monetarist di-
rection. These years mark a critical transition stage in the movement toward
monetarism. On the one hand, the deep spending cuts and restrictive monetary
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policies of these years reflected more than the normal deflationary stance that
Keynesians might be expected to adopt in such circumstances, and they were
accompanied by a new concern for the rate of growth of the monetary aggre-
gates. The policy-makers of this era admitted that they were inspired in part by
disillusionment with the capacity of Keynesian techniques to cope with the prob-
lems of contemporary economic management. On the other hand, these policies
did not yet represent full acceptance of the monetarist paradigm. They were ad
hoc measures taken in response to the collapse of the Keynesian paradigm. Those
who implemented them remained essentially Keynesian in their outlook and as-
pirations. Full embrace of the monetarist paradigm came only after the election
of a new Conservative government in 1979.

How, then, are we to explain the about-turn that economic policy took in
1976-7? Some would attribute it to the demands of the International Monetary
Fund from which Britain sought a conditional loan in the autumn of 1976; and
the IMF certainly played a role in these developments.25 However, the shift in
policy began well before the IMF negotiations of autumn 1976 and continued
after the government had again secured room for maneuverability in 1977-8.
Even within the Labour cabinet, there was a good deal of feeling that the over-
spending of 1974-5 and ensuing balance-of-payment problems demanded a new
round of expenditure cuts.26

Moreover, the austerity measures of 1976-7 soon went beyond the consensus
of cautious Keynesians. A substantial number of the economic policies adopted
in this period were virtually forced on the government by the financial markets.
In this respect the radical change in policy that took place between 1974-5 and
1976-7 reflects a most interesting shift in the distribution of power among social
forces. The expansionary policies of 1974-5 were largely a response to the power
of organized labor. Consequently many commentators regard the 1970s as a
decade when the trade unions gained overwhelming power in the British polity.
But this is not the whole story. The power of the trade unions peaked in 1974-
5. After they agreed to enforce a rigid incomes policy in the spring of 1975, the
unions began to lose both their leverage over the government and their influence
over the rank and file. From 1976 to 1977 it was the power of finance capital,
working through the financial markets, that rose dramatically. If the early 1970s
brought increases in the power of the trade unions, the second half of the decade
saw an important shift of power over policy toward the financial markets.

In part the growing power of the financial markets was a direct consequence
of past policy. As the expansive policies of the early 1970s propelled the public
sector deficit upward, the government had to borrow more heavily from the fi-
nancial markets; and its growing dependence on debt rendered the government
increasingly sensitive to the views about economic policy expressed in those
markets.27 In addition, however, a series of changes in the institutional practices
of the markets for government debt (the gilt markets) that happened to occur in
these years substantially reinforced the power of the markets vis-a-vis the gov-
ernment. Here was a classic case of unintended consequences.
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The relevant changes began in 1971 when the Heath government introduced a
series of reforms, associated with the White Paper on Competition and Credit
Control (CCC), designed to allow greater competition in the banking sector by
eliminating quantitative controls on credit. Once the quantitative controls that
had been the fulcrum for monetary policy since 1958 were removed, the govern-
ment was to exercise influence over the monetary aggregates and overall levels
of credit in the economy primarily by varying interest rates, notably the bank
rate (minimum lending rate) fixed by the Bank of England. The full story of
CCC cannot be told here.28 Suffice it to say that the primary object of the reform
was credit control and the management of competitive conditions in the banking
system and not the gilt markets. However, the reform had significant, if imper-
fectly understood, side effects on the gilt market.

Before CCC the Bank of England managed the gilt market according to a
"cashiers' " approach to market management. In a nutshell its premise was that
the best way to ensure demand for government bonds was to minimize the risks
associated with holding them by minimizing changes in interest rates and there-
fore in bond prices.29 Since monetary control under the new CCC system was
now to be achieved primarily by allowing fluctuations in interest rates, however,
a system for marketing gilt based on limiting changes in interest rates proved to
be incompatible with it. Accordingly the authorities developed a new approach
that might be termed the "economists' " approach to gilt management.30 If the
premise behind the so-called cashiers' approach was that gilt could be made
attractive by minimizing the losses investors could suffer, the premise behind
the economists' approach was that gilt could be made attractive by offering investors
the possibility of large profits. In order to sell gilt, the authorities would force
interest rates up just enough so it would seem to the market that rates could go
no higher. Believing interest rates would next fall, investors would then buy gilt
because, as interest rates fell, bond prices would rise and they would be holding
a rapidly appreciating commodity. The theory was that gilt might not be as se-
cure an investment as it had been under the old regime but it would retain mar-
ketability based on the high return it could bring. British officials did not initially
realize that CCC would require a new system for marketing gilt, but by 1974
they had been forced to implement the new system.

Once in place, however, the new system precipitated many changes in the
behavior of purchasers and brokers in the gilt market. First, it vastly increased
the cohesiveness of the market, namely the extent to which purchasers of gilt
acted together. Previously purchases of gilt had been relatively even over time
but, in order to avoid losses under the new system, investors had to act at pre-
cisely that point when interest rates seemed to peak. The herd instinct, always
present in such markets, was deeply reinforced. As a result, the authorities might
sell gilt only in dribbles for several months; and then, after moving the bank rate
up a notch, suddenly sell millions of pounds' worth of bonds in a day.

Second, these new practices in the gilt market made it much more important
for brokers and purchasers to predict changes in interest rates with some accu-
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racy. A number of bankruptcies among brokerage houses in the early years of
the new system rammed this point home. As a result the brokerage houses began
to hire young economists in increasing numbers to monitor government policy
with a view to predicting interest rate changes and gilt prices. Brokers developed
much greater interest in the government's overall economic policy; and they
began to speculate publically about that policy in a rapidly growing number of
circulars published for the benefit of their clients. By 1976 dozens of these pub-
lications were circulating in the City, including Philips and Drew's Economic
Forecasts, Greenwell's Monetary Bulletin, Capel's Discussion Papers, Messel's
Monthly Monitor, Rowe and Pitman's Market Report, Vickers da Costa's The
British Economy, and many others. The views promulgated in these circulars
were widely followed by investors and given coverage in the quality press. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer himself began to complain about the influence now
wielded by these "teenage City scribblers."

The new market practices and the circulars to which they gave rise were re-
sponsible both for accelerating the speed with which the markets responded to a
change in government policy and for rendering that response increasingly mon-
olithic. As the cohesiveness of the market increased, so did its leverage vis-a-vis
the government. Just as investors generally bought gilt in one grand rush, so they
held off together when conditions seemed unpropitious. The more they held back,
the more desperate the government became to sell gilt and the more likely it
became that the authorities would have to offer better terms, either by increasing
interest rates or by ruling out such increases through reductions in the public
sector borrowing requirement (PSBR). In short, there was a growing element of
self-fulfilling prophecy to the new dynamic in the gilt market. The cohesiveness
of the market made it increasingly easier for purchasers of gilt to extract policy
concessions from the government.31

A third consequence of these developments was the appearance of growing
concern inside the City for the rate of growth of the money supply. Since their
principal task was to predict the direction of interest rates and bond prices, most
of the young economists flowing into the City were naturally interested in the
monetary aggregates. These economists gradually discovered that the amount of
gilt the government had to sell depended on the relationship between the rate of
growth of the money supply (M3), the level of bank lending to the private sector,
and the size of the PSBR - all of which could be predicted reasonably accurately.
Once the government adopted a target for M3, as it did from 1976, its need to
sell gilt could be predicted with remarkable facility.32 Once such predictions
became possible, the market could wait with little risk for the government to
raise interest rates or cut public spending and the PSBR, knowing that the au-
thorities had little choice if they were to meet their targets. In effect, with unpar-
alleled cohesiveness and a remarkable arsenal of information, the market could
virtually hold the Government to ransom.33

What is most interesting is that these developments did not involve any con-
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spiracy on the part of the financial community vis-a-vis the government. The
City has never been notoriously sympathetic to Labour governments, but the
periodic unwillingness to purchase gilt that forced concessions on the govern-
ment in this period was not produced by an organized movement. It was simply
the summary result of a series of decisions made by individual investors trying
to follow market cues so as to maximize their own profits. If the relevant incen-
tives for unified action had not been present in the institutionalized practices of
the market, those individuals would willingly have broken ranks in their own
interest.34

A similar dynamic developed in the foreign exchange markets in the 1970s.
Although it cannot be described in detail here, this market also put increased
pressure on the government in the 1970s. Massive growth in the Euromoney
markets during the decade generated huge sums of capital that could be moved
relatively quickly from one currency to another, and the foreign exchange market
began to respond to many of the same signals as the British bond markets. As a
result, speculative pressure in the two markets began to reinforce one another,
and the government often found itself simultaneously unable to market gilt or
fend off a run against sterling unless it initiated further increases in interest rates
and/or reductions in public expenditure.

The newfound power of the financial markets was not lost on either side. The
permanent secretary of the Treasury observed of this period: "If markets take
the view that policies pursued by a particular country are likely to damage assets
held in that country or in that country's currency, they are likely to behave in
ways which can actually enforce a policy change. Market behavior has become
a significant input into decision-making."35 One broker waxed almost philo-
sophical: "The gilt-edged market is in some sense a contemporary extension of
the checks and balances that Bagehot spoke of. It is a check on Labour Govern-
ments, on socialism, and on their tendency to increase public expenditure too
much. This is especially true now that we have monetary targets."36

As a consequence, increases in interest rates and reductions in public spending
were forced on the government at numerous points in the 1976-8 period. One
reflection of the new climate was a dramatic increase in the number of major
financial statements issued by the chancellor each year. Another was the renewed
attention the government gave to monetary policy, reflected for instance in its
decision to let the exchange rate appreciate in the fall of 1977 despite adverse
effects on exports rather than allow inflows of foreign exchange to expand the
money supply.37 Behind the unbelieving monetarism of 1976-7 lay a set of
institutional changes that had intensified pressure from the financial markets.

The shift to wholehearted monetarism under Thatcher

If the 1976-8 years mark a period of transition, the full move to monetarist
modes of policy-making came only with the election of a new Conservative
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government under Margaret Thatcher in May 1979. Once in office, that govern-
ment began to shift the orientation of economic policy quite dramatically. It
lifted exchange controls, set a fixed target for sterling M3 and raised the mini-
mum lending rate by 3 points to 17 percent to enforce its targets. Its first budget
took a new approach to macroeconomic management based on a medium-term
financial strategy that set explicit targets for the rate of growth of the money
supply several years ahead. Reducing the rate of inflation became the foremost
priority of government policy and reducing the public sector deficit its principal
means to that end. Although monetary policy was relaxed slightly at the end of
1980, the 1981 budget was deflationary yet again, despite the sharpest increase
in unemployment that Britain had experienced since 1930. With these measures,
Thatcher embarked on a course that broke radically with the character of British
economic management since the war.38

In order to explain this final step toward monetarist modes of policy-making,
we must answer two questions. Why did Thatcher and the Conservative Party
embrace a monetarist approach to economic policy? Why were they elected to
office in 1979? Once again the answers lie in a complex interaction of interests
and ideas in which institutional factors played a critical mediating role.

The explanation should begin with the collapse of the preceding paradigm and
what is often referred to as the Keynesian consensus. A change in the situation
of the economy initiated the process. Inflation and unemployment began to rise
simultaneously in Britain during the 1970s, calling the trade-off that most
Keynesians postulated between these two variables into question and generating
effects that Keynesian models had difficulty anticipating or explaining. One re-
sult was a series of mistaken forecasts. These were naturally followed by some
serious failures of policy to produce the results that had been intended. Such
policy failures set in motion a set of institutional developments of some moment.

In the first instance, the monopoly of authority that the Treasury had enjoyed
over matters of economic policy began to erode and a range of new institutions
associated with what might be termed an outside marketplace in economic ideas
developed in Britain. As economic problems intensified and the capacity of the
Keynesians in the Treasury to deal with them satisfactorily seemed to decline, a
number of outside institutions were established to provide alternative analyses of
the economy and economic policy. Prominent among these were the research
departments of brokerage houses, which expanded in response to changes in the
financial markets noted above and whose circulars constituted an influential sam-
izadt on economic matters. Independent institutes were also formed and gained
new prominence, such as the Centre for Economic Forecasting at the London
Business School, the Cambridge Economic Policy Group, and the Centre for
Policy Studies established by the Conservative Party. When some disgruntled
members of Parliament forced the Treasury to release the details of its model for
forecasting the British economy in 1976, these institutes gained an important
additional resource.
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The 1970s saw an unparalleled expansion in the amount of coverage given to
sophisticated economic matters in the British press, much of it monetarist in
tone. From 1975 to 1979 thousands of articles with a monetarist slant appeared
in The Times, The Financial Times, The Economist, The Daily Telegraph, and
elsewhere in the press. The government faced an avalanche of opinion, all the
more significant because few British economists held monetarist views during
these years. Why, then, did so many journalists take them up? Many began to
popularize monetarist ideas because they were searching for a standpoint from
which to mount informed criticism of the government's policies. As one influ-
ential journalist put it: "This was a period of intense humiliation for a lot of
thinking people within Whitehall and the City. . . . A number of us made a
conscious decision to pin these people bloody-well down."39 Others took up
monetarist analyses simply because the latter became the "angle" of the day.
As one explained, "We saw monetarism as the major alternative to the Key-
nesian orthodoxy that ruled in Britain and we were interested in it from that
angle."40

As an institution, the media are a critical transmission belt between the state
and society that is sometimes neglected by those who focus on the traditional
channels of interest intermediation. However, because the media fasten onto
particular issues in search of an angle, they act more as a magnifying glass than
as a mirror for popular opinion. The ferocity with which economic journalists
took up monetarist issues during the 1970s was central to their popularization in
Britain.

The nature of the British party system also played an important role in the
progress of monetarist ideas. In the British system, where two parties are usually
the only viable candidates for office and the victor generally governs alone, the
party that is out of office is always casting about for a coherent standpoint from
which to mount an effective attack on the government's performance, especially
in issue areas of great concern to the electorate.41 Thus, many Conservatives
began to show interest in monetarism as a coherent standpoint from which to
attack the Labour government's lackluster economic policies. They faced strong
institutional incentives to pick up and press the alternative economic doctrine.

Moreover, monetarist ideas had a special appeal for those on the right wing of
the Conservative Party, who gained influence after the 1974 electoral failure of
the moderates under Heath. In monetarism they found a highly coherent rationale
for many of the policy initiatives they had long favored. Monetarist doctrine
provided cogent economic reasons for cutting public spending and taxation, re-
ducing the public sector deficit, rejecting incomes policies, shrinking the public
sector, and limiting the legal power of the trade unions.42 Accordingly Sir Keith
Joseph and Margaret Thatcher deliberately schooled themselves in monetarist
doctrine and founded the Centre for Policy Studies to promulgate such ideas
more widely within the party.

The Conservative electoral victory of 1979 was the result of many circum-
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stances. However, the evidence suggests that two factors made a crucial differ-
ence to the outcome.43 One was the popularity of the Conservatives' policy po-
sitions, including a number pertaining to the economy that were closely tied to a
monetarist outlook. The other was an electoral backlash against the difficulties
the preceding Labour government had experienced with the implementation of
an incomes policy, intensified by popular resentment against the wildcat strikes
that broke out in the public sector during the 1979 "winter of discontent."

Given Britain's poor economic performance, Labour faced an uphill electoral
battle. But the electorate reacted with special force against the tortuous efforts to
secure voluntary wage restraint that were the hallmark of the 1974-9 years. In
this respect the organization of labor was relevant to the rise of monetarism in
Britain. The fragmented nature of the British trade unions had made it especially
difficult for the government to implement a successful incomes policy. Each
round of crisis bargaining carried a political cost. The authority of the govern-
ment itself seemed to have been undermined by its constant efforts to placate the
unions; and the popularity of the unions themselves dropped precipitously be-
tween 1974 and 1979.

In the face of this crisis, monetarism seemed to contain a formula for restoring
governmental authority. The monetarists claimed that the government could con-
trol inflation - and the unions - simply by adhering to a rigid target for monetary
growth. They believed that monetary targets would force the trade unions to
accept moderate wage increases or risk unemployment. One of the subtexts, in
effect, of the 1979 Conservative campaign was an attack on the trade unions.
Some of the most popular planks in Thatcher's platform were promises to ban
secondary picketing and stop social security payments to the families of strikers.
With these and further promises to sell off council houses and lower income
taxes, Thatcher put together an electoral coalition that drew many middle-class
voters and important segments of the working class away from the Labour Party.44

CONCLUSION

As even this brief summary suggests, the movement from Keynesian to mone-
tarist modes of economic policy-making in Britain was a complex process with
many ingredients. In it, economic developments, conflicts of interest among so-
cial groups, and new ideas all played a role. However, the process as a whole
was structured by the institutional framework that characterizes the British polity
and policy process.

What do institutions do? Let us summarize the impact that each level in the
institutional framework of British policy-making had on the course of policy. In
overarching terms, British policy-making takes place within a framework marked
by the combination of capitalist relations of production and democratic electoral
institutions. On the one hand, this framework did not dictate a monetarist solu-
tion to the economic difficulties of the 1970s, as the divergent paths taken by
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many other nations with a similar political-economic framework indicate. On the
other hand, it tended to impose broad constraints on policy-makers that militated
strongly against radical schemes involving substantial alterations to the existing
relations of production. The power of businessmen to oppose such schemes is
unusually great where they control means of production and investment so vital
to economic prosperity and where the electoral constraint soon translates any
downturn in business confidence and prosperity into a loss of votes.

Even more germane to the actual course of policy was the organization of the
state and society in Britain. Prominent among their features was the organization
of the British trade union movement. Powerful enough to create strong inflation-
ary pressures, it was also organizationally fragmented enough to render neocor-
poratist solutions to the problems of unemployment and inflation, of the sort
associated with incomes policies, especially difficult to attain. As we have seen,
the difficulties the 1974-9 Labour government experienced persuading a frag-
mented trade union movement to adhere to a wage norm paved the way for its
1979 electoral defeat and for the popularity of monetarist ideas in many quarters.
In this case we can see how the institutions devised to represent the interests of
a social group, such as the working class, themselves affect the definition and
expression of those interests. A less fragmented union movement might have
been inclined to pursue neocorporatist solutions longer than the British unions
did and it might have been able to implement them more effectively.45

Several features of the British political system also seem to have affected the
course of policy. On the one hand, a party system characterized by intense two-
party competition, compared to the continental pattern of coalition governments,
gave the Conservatives strong incentives to seek a clear alternative to Labour
policies, of the sort that they found in monetarism. On the other hand, once in
office, the Conservatives had the capacity to institute radical changes in eco-
nomic policy in part because the British system of "responsible" government
vests great power in a cabinet and its prime minister. It is difficult to imagine a
German, French or American administration carrying through such a substantial
break with the past as the British achieved; and, indeed, their efforts to do so
were all dissipated more quickly than those of the British.46

This analysis suggests that, while we are used to thinking of institutions as
factors of inertia tending to produce regularities in politics, some kinds of insti-
tutional configurations may be systematically biased in favor of change. The
combination of responsible cabinet government and a two-party political system
that we find in Britain may be precisely such a configuration.47 A two-party
system gives the party that is out of office strong incentives to propose innovative
lines of policy so as to develop a distinct profile in the eyes of the electorate and
a basis from which to mount an effective critique of the incumbent party. A
system of responsible cabinet government concentrates power effectively enough
to permit a new government to implement distinctive innovations in policy.48

The unusually concentrated character of the British media also played an im-
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portant role in this episode. Four newspapers dominated the national market for
a quality press in Britain during the 1970s, and three gave an extraordinary amount
of coverage to monetarist ideas and issues at a time when they were still largely
unaccepted by British economists. Such coverage intensified the pressure for
monetarist policies that the government faced in 1976-9 and paved the way for
those seeking to persuade the Conservative Party of the advantages of a mone-
tarist program.49 In this case a particular configuration of institutions provided
the proponents of a new set of ideas with an influential platform from which to
launch them.

At the very least this case reminds us that the electoral systems and popular
media associated with democratic polities can be important institutional sites for
the initiation of political change. While many of the institutional features of the
state itself tend toward inertia, democratic political systems contain avenues for
innovation. Monetarist policies were virtually imposed on a reluctant set of of-
ficials by politicians responding to the media and the matrix of incentives in the
electoral arena.

Finally the standard operating procedures adopted by British officials consti-
tute a third level of institutions with a substantial impact on the trajectory of
policy. The routines and decision-making procedures of the Treasury acted as
filters for response to outside economic developments. Both the Heath and Wil-
son governments initially reacted to rising levels of unemployment and inflation
in a quintessentially Keynesian manner in some measure because a Keynesian
approach to economic management had been routinized into the standard proce-
dures of the Treasury. They were built into the econometric model that became
increasingly central to policy-making in the early 1970s. It was the failure of this
model, built on estimates of past economic relationships, to anticipate the chang-
ing relationships in the economy during the 1970s that led to many mistaken
forecasts and growing disillusionment with Keynesianism itself.

The inertial impact of these routines was further reinforced by the structure of
the British Treasury itself. Operating in considerable secrecy, it was staffed by
career civil servants and vested with great authority over macroeconomic policy-
making. Partly for this reason, monetarist doctrines gained influence faster in the
Bank of England, where senior officials were close to the financial community,
and among politicians who were ultimately to press them upon officials.

Similarly, we have seen how a change in the operating procedures of the
financial markets altered the incentive structure facing investors there in such a
way as to intensify pressure on the government for monetarist policies in the
1976-9 period. Here is a classic case in which institutional reform had signifi-
cant unintended consequences and one that demonstrates how the power of par-
ticular social interests is shaped by the institutional framework in which they find
themselves. The institutional reforms associated with Competition and Credit
Control greatly enhanced the power of the financiers operating in the gilt markets
vis-a-vis the British government during the second half of the 1970s. Although
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a wider struggle for power and resources among social groups often lies behind
the surface of policy-making, that struggle is mediated by political and economic
institutions that channel it in certain directions and privilege some groups at the
expense of others. Those institutions transmute as well as transmit the prefer-
ences of such groups and they can have a crucial, if often unintended, impact on
the outcome.

In sum, institutions alone did not produce the changes made to British eco-
nomic policy during the 1970s. The latter were the outcome of a complex process
driven, in large measure, by the problems generated by new economic develop-
ments, the pressure of competing social interests expressed in both the financial
and electoral markets, and by the apparent viability of old and new economic
ideas for the purposes at hand. However, the institutional setting in which British
policy was made contributed a good deal to the precise trajectory that policy was
to follow. The institutionalized routines of the policy process structured the inter-
pretation that policy-makers put upon the new economic developments. The con-
figuration of the labor and financial markets intensified pressure for some lines
of policy over others, and the institutional character of the media and electoral
arena added public and political appeal to some economic ideas more than oth-
ers.

Institutions emerge from this analysis as critical mediating variables, con-
structed by conscious endeavor but usually more consequential than their crea-
tors intended. They are not a substitute for interests and ideas as the ultimate
motors of political action, but they have a powerful effect on which interests and
ideas will prevail. Institutions are a force not only in instances of political inertia
but in cases of political change as well. As such, they deserve the attention that
has been devoted to them.
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Political structure, state policy, and industrial
change: Early railroad policy in the United States

and Prussia

COLLEEN A. DUNLAVY

The historical relationship between politics and industrial change remains a fas-
cinating and complex subject, fraught with theoretical and practical implications
alike. In what ways has politics shaped patterns of industrialization since the late
eighteenth century? To what extent has the process of industrial change, in turn,
altered domestic configurations of power? Scholars have wrestled with these de-
ceptively simple questions for decades. For generations of students, the classic
inquiries of scholars such as Karl Polanyi (1957) and Alexander Gerschenkron
(1962), rooted in the experiences of the 1930s, set the initial contours of debate;
most recently economists, historians, and political scientists have opened excit-
ing new lines of inquiry by refurbishing and extending the economic institution-
alism that also flourished in the 1930s.1 Binding the old and the new is a shared
passion to understand the subtle, historical interaction of polity and economy.

The contributions of this new economic institutionalism to the historical study
of politics and industrial change are many and substantial. Concerned principally
to explain economic performance, the new economic institutionalists clearly ac-
knowledge the importance of politics, not only in the familiar sense (as overt
struggles for advantage) but also as embodied in institutions that reduce uncer-
tainty and facilitate exchange, both economic and political.2 At its best, more-
over, historical analysis in this vein explores the workings of institutions at sev-
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of Learned Societies (with funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities), and Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison Graduate School. Responsibility for the results is mine (as are all
translations).
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eral levels of aggregation, paying explicit attention not only to the individual
firm and to relations among firms but also to the state as the institution that
specifies and enforces property rights (North 1981; North and Weingast 1989).

Yet, on closer inspection, the literature seems oddly incomplete. The problem
is not the direction of the causal arrow. If the net is widely cast, practically every
scholar who explores the impact of politics on industrial change has a counterpart
who reverses the causal arrow, focusing principally on the way that industrial
change affects politics, while others seek to assess reciprocal effects. Instead,
the imbalance arises in the units of analysis commonly deployed in the political
and economic spheres. This becomes apparent if one draws a broad distinction
between studies, on the one hand, of the elements of polity or economy and, on
the other, of the overall structure of the two spheres. Studies of the multitude of
discrete elements that compose an economy or a polity appear in abundance in
both spheres; they focus on capitalists, politicians, or state officials; on workers
or voters; on firms or political parties; on markets or elections; on trade associa-
tions or bureaucracies; on property rights or civil rights; on economic ideology
or political ideology. But studies that proceed on a macrostructural level - con-
cerned not with the discrete components per se but with the relationships among
them and with the structures that they create - have tended to restrict their hori-
zons to the economy. Scholars working in this mode focus on industrial struc-
ture, labor-market structure, economic structure, and so on, which is not surpris-
ing, given that industrialization itself is normally viewed as a process of structural
change. But they rarely apply the same perspective to the polity. In its view of
politics, the literature remains wedded to a volitional perspective that sees indi-
viduals or groups, rather than political structure, as the relevant causal forces.3

The impact of the structure of political institutions in a strictly nonvolitional
sense lies on the frontiers of the field, largely unexplored.

It is here, at its frontiers, that the new economic institutionalism intersects
with the new historical institutionalism on display in this volume. Like its coun-
terpart in economics, this line of inquiry sees institutions and individuals as in-
timately intertwined: Individuals pursue their goals, formulate policy, even cre-
ate or alter institutions, all in the familiar, volitional sense; but, as they do so,
their own strategic choices are shaped by the institutional context in which they
operate (March and Olsen 1984; Smith 1988). In applying this insight to the
political realm, however, the new historical institutionalists take it a step further,
using it to explore the consequences not only of particular institutions but also
of the structure of political institutions on a national scale. In this volume, for
example, Ellen Immergut (see Chapter 3) and Victoria Hattam (see Chapter 6)
both place national political structures at the centerpoint of their respective stud-
ies of national health insurance politics and working-class formation. Peter Hall's
work on economic policy (1986 and Chapter 4), moreover, demonstrates the
impressive power of an analysis that is sensitive to the institutional organization
of capital, labor, and the state - in effect, viewing both economy and polity in
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structural terms. In its attention to national political structures, the new historical
institutionalism offers new tools for understanding the relationship between pol-
itics and industrial change.

In that spirit this essay offers a comparative study of the content and process
of early railroad policy-making in the United States and Prussia, a piece of a
larger study of the impact of the two political structures on the contours of the
nascent industry. A full treatment would, of course, also explore the impact of
the two political structures on the interface between polity and economy (i.e.,
on the process of organizing railroad interests) and on the economy itself (i.e.,
on the development of railroad technology),4 but a case study that focuses, as
this one does, on the relationship between national political structures and the
political component of industrial change (industrial policy) suffices to illustrate
the approach. Section I explains why these two cases make an illuminating com-
parison. Section II outlines American and Prussian railroad policies in the 1830s
and 1840s, arguing that the American state governments actually tended to favor
less liberal policies through the mid-1840s than the Prussian central state did.
Section III explains this rather unexpected difference in terms of the two political
structures and the distinctive patterns of policy-making that they engendered in
a capitalist context. Section IV carries the story forward to the 1850s, the decade
when the industrial changes that railroad development set in motion, in turn,
initiated a process of institutional change that ultimately lessened the force of
intervention in the United States while enhancing it in Prussia.

A study of this kind aids in understanding historical patterns of state interven-
tion, but systematic comparison offers more than that: Unlike a single-country
study in which the background conditions tend to be taken for granted, this com-
parison highlights the structural dimensions of economic policy-making in a
changing industrial context. In a nutshell, the contrasting stories of American
and Prussian intervention in the 1830s and 1840s underscore the way that the
nature of the political structure shaped the state's ability to promote capitalist
enterprise - enhancing it in the United States and diminishing it in Prussia - and
how this, in turn, determined the extent to which the state was able to sustain
regulatory initiatives. The reversals of the 1850s then bring the causal arrow full
circle, so to speak, showing how this sprawling, capital-intensive technology -
the harbinger of a new, industrial capitalism - recast the economic context,
altering the significance of the two political structures and, therefore, the tenor
of railroad policy as well.

I. COMPARATIVE RATIONALE

Why compare the United States and Prussia? Not long ago, the choice would
have struck many observers as fundamentally ill-conceived, for conventional
views of their respective patterns of industrialization stood in marked contrast.
Whether the subject was Prussian industrialization or the German industrializa-
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tion for which it is often taken as a surrogate, scholars typically described the
process as late, rapid, and proceeding "from the top down," led by institutions
such as the state, banks, and cartels. Studies of the American process, on the
other hand, tended to treat it as an example of early industrialization, a "bottom-
up" process driven by price changes, perhaps, or by American ingenuity, initia-
tive, or values, but not by public or private institutions.5

But closer scrutiny quickly softens the contrast. For much of the nineteenth
century, Prussia (and, later, the German empire) does in fact make an ideal case
for comparison with the United States, or at least as close as one is likely to
come in historical research. As Jiirgen Kocka (1980:16-23) points out, the lit-
erature on the two countries discloses remarkable, if rather broad, similarities in
their patterns of industrialization.6 The earmarks of early industrialism were clearly
visible in both countries by the 1830s,7 and in both the process took a predomi-
nantly capitalist form.8 By the end of the nineteenth century, moreover, the
United States and the German Empire, with its Prussian core, had become the
leading challengers to British industrial power. By then, striking parallels had
also become evident in the organizational nature of American and German in-
dustrialism; where the United States saw the emergence of giant trusts at the turn
of the century, Germany of course had its giant cartels.9 Both countries, in short,
might usefully be viewed as moderately "backward" industrializers.10

The characterization is apt for another reason as well. Vormdrz Prussia11 and
the antebellum United States were once thought to map out opposite ends of a
"strong-state, weak-state" spectrum, but several decades of research have ren-
dered these images increasingly untenable as well. On the American side, revi-
sions began in the 1940s when a group of scholars set out to reevaluate the state
governments' role in antebellum American industrialization.12 These studies of
state legislation and political rhetoric - the first to take federalism seriously, one
might say - collectively laid to rest the myth of laissez-faire during the antebel-
lum period. Since then, scholars of the antebellum political economy have ex-
amined the American state from another angle, shifting attention to the role of
the state and federal courts in economic growth.13 Others, meanwhile, have taken
a closer look at the federal government's role before the Civil War and discerned
interventionist tendencies in the federal legislature and executive as well.14 The
cumulative effect is clear: It has become impossible to speak of "laissez-faire"
in the antebellum American context. On the Prussian side, too, historians have
begun to rethink the state's role in industrialization as mounting evidence has
undermined the conventional image. Initially, few historians questioned the ex-
tent of the state's involvement in economic activity during the first half of the
nineteenth century; instead, they debated its consequences - beneficial or not,
intended or not. On balance, the first round of revisions found Vormdrz Prussian
policies to have been rather contradictory in nature, some encouraging industrial-
ization but others either hampering economic change or proving irrelevant.15

Historian Clive Trebilcock (1981:74-8) has gone a step further, however, de-
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bunking what he labels "myths of the directed economy" in nineteenth-century
Germany. By 1840, he argues, even the Prussian state had shifted away from
the "regimented" forms of state involvement that had characterized the eigh-
teenth century, turning instead to a collection of indirect policies that aimed to
encourage industrialization mainly by offering advice and guidance. As he rightly
notes (1981:78), "these methods are not easily reconciled with traditional expec-
tations as to the behaviour of 'authoritarian' German states." Revisions from
both sides, in short, have blurred traditional images of the two states: The ante-
bellum United States had more of a state than previously thought, while Prussia
had less. In this sense, too, "moderately backward" seems an appropriate char-
acterization.

Yet the fact remains that their political structures exhibited sharp differences
in the first half of the nineteenth century. The key difference lay in the degree to
which governmental powers were separated, both vertically among levels and
horizontally among branches of government. In the United States, federalism
spelled out a vertical separation of power that gave the American state govern-
ments not only a strong voice in the formulation of public policy but also the
power to alter the constitutional structure itself.16 In addition, they possessed the
power to determine their own internal structure and to control the activities of
lower levels of government. Thus during the antebellum period political power
was concentrated mainly at the middle level of the American political structure,
rather than above or below that point.17 In Vormdrz Prussia, in contrast, the
uppermost level of government effectively determined both public policy and the
structure of the state itself, despite a considerable degree of de facto decentrali-
zation.18 Provincial assemblies had been established in 1823 as a partial conces-
sion to demands for political liberalization, but, except for strictly provincial
matters, they shaped public policy mainly in an advisory capacity and certainly
had no formal power to alter the political structure itself. Real power lay at the
top of the structure in the hands of the king, whose personal authority was limited
mainly by the power of the bureaucracies. Where legislative matters were con-
cerned, two bodies - the Council of State (Staatsrat) and the Council of Ministers
(Staatsministerium) - served the king directly but, even though they frequently
exerted considerable influence, their powers too proved merely advisory when
push came to shove. On an informal basis, a ring of personal advisors around
the king could and often did prove more powerful than either the Council of
State or the Council of Ministers. Together these institutions, formal and infor-
mal, constituted the Prussian central state. The only real challenge to its power
came from the lowest levels of government, the district assemblies and magis-
trates, which were firmly under the control of the local nobility.19 To the extent
that the interests of central state officials coincided with those of the landed
nobility at the local level, as they often did, the two together formed an inter-
locking power structure. Differences in the vertical separation of powers thus
defined two distinct structures, one federal and the other largely unitary.
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At each level of government, moreover, the two structures differed in another
crucial respect: the degree to which power was separated among branches of
government. In the United States a relatively well-developed horizontal separa-
tion of powers served to limit executive power both at the national and at the
state level. This naturally gave greater prominence to legislative bodies and car-
ried with it a fairly high degree of formal popular representation at both the state-
government and the national level.20 In practice, therefore, Congress and the
state legislatures tended to dominate the policy-making process at their respec-
tive levels of government, their power tempered mainly by the courts and in a
few cases by strong executives at the state level.21 In Vormdrz Prussia govern-
mental powers were less distinctly separated. To a certain extent, the executive
(Verwaltung) and judiciary had been disengaged as part of the Stein-Hardenburg
reforms, but the executive and legislative functions in Prussia remained formally
combined. Since representative bodies played only an advisory role, the bureau-
cracies at the national and district level dominated the policy-making process.22

Viewed both vertically and horizontally, then, the American and Prussian po-
litical structures looked quite different. The distinguishing mark of the Prussian
unitary-bureaucratic state before 1848 was its twofold concentration of power at
the national level in the executive branch. In the United States, federalism and
(horizontal) separation of powers combined to produce a highly fragmented po-
litical structure, one marked by a twofold dispersion of power that gave the state
legislatures a prominent place in policy-making. Economic policy in this period,
consequently, emanated from different quarters in the two political structures:
Where the state legislatures decided, for example, whether to incorporate com-
panies or to grant rights of eminent domain in the United States, the central
bureaucracies did so in Prussia. Hence, if there is anything to be learned about
the impact of different political structures on the process of economic policy-
making - and, therefore, on the process of industrial change - comparing events
in these two countries should at least provide a few clues.23

Early railroad development provides a fertile terrain for comparison because
of its pivotal role in the industrialization of the two "moderately backward"
nations. Here, too, we find remarkable similarities in the timing, pace, and na-
ture of development, yet intriguing differences in state policies. In both coun-
tries, railroad plans first surfaced in the 1820s and the basic networks had been
laid down by the 1850s.24 Prussia never matched the United States in railroad
mileage, of course - no country did - but it led the German states by 1850 and
they in turn led the Continental countries.25 Despite discrepancies in the scale of
construction, however, railroad demand for raw materials and industrial products
provided a strong impetus to industrial change in both countries, as did the na-
tional markets that they opened.26 At the same time, because most railroads were
privately owned and operated in both countries (through the 1870s), their un-
precedented demand for capital set in motion broad changes in American as well
as Prussian capital markets. The railroads were the first to make extensive use of
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the joint-stock form of corporate organization, the first to offer large volumes of
industrial securities to the public, and thus the first to attract broad segments
of the public to the stock market. In short, they constituted the first "big busi-
ness" in both countries.27 As such, they introduced policy-makers in both coun-
tries to the distinctive problems of industrial capitalism. Yet, for all of the simi-
larities, railroad policies initially moved in quite different directions in the two
countries, as the next section seeks to demonstrate.

II. EARLY RAILROAD POLICIES

Since the argument here turns on "liberalism," an exceedingly troublesome term,
it may help to begin with definitions. Without being too precise about it, one
may simply define it by gesturing toward the schools of thought commonly as-
sociated with John Locke and Adam Smith.28 In the classical sense, political
liberalism prevails to a greater extent in a political structure that places limits on
autocratic or oligarchic power and allows formal representation for a relatively
broad segment of the population. Since the American political structure's vertical
and horizontal separation of powers was designed to do just that, it seems rea-
sonable to characterize the antebellum American structure as politically liberal.
And it should be equally obvious that the Prussian Vormdrz structure, with its
twofold concentration of power, qualifies as politically illiberal, at least in rela-
tive terms.29

Economic liberalism can also be defined, in the abstract at least, in a straight-
forward manner. The central concern here is not the structure of political insti-
tutions but rather the nature of the economic policies that those institutions pro-
duced. What is at issue, accordingly, is not the degree of individual autonomy
in political affairs afforded by the structure of political institutions, but rather the
degree of individual autonomy in economic matters admitted by the general pat-
tern of economic policy - here, railroad policy. To assess state policies in a
relative sense, it will do, as a first approximation, simply to say that economic
liberalism prevails more where the state does less, providing a suitable context
for market operations but otherwise abstaining from action; conversely, it obtains
less where the state does more. Put differently, the more that state economic
policies shift the balance of decision-making power in favor of the state, the
more "interventionist" and therefore less liberal they are.30

In practice, of course, railroad policy from the start was an extraordinarily
complex affair. In the United States, this was doubly true since federalism pro-
duced, to borrow Harry Scheiber's term (1975:97), a "mosaic" of state policies.
Fortunately, the messy problem of federalism recedes when one views events
from the perspective of "the American state" writ large and, accordingly, as-
sesses the state governments' policies as if they had issued from a unitary state.
In that sense, variations among state-government policies matter no more or less
than discrepancies in the Prussian state's treatment of the various provinces.
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Even without the complications of federalism, however, relations between the
railroads and the state comprehended a diverse array of topics. To simplify the
task, therefore, this section focuses on two aspects of state-railroad relations
during the 1830s and 1840s that have traditionally been taken as the hallmarks
of positive and negative intervention: direct and indirect state participation in
railroad development, and efforts to protect existing sources of state revenues
from railroad competition.

Put simply, direct and indirect state participation in railroad development pro-
ceeded on a much grander scale in the United States during the 1830s and 1840s
than it did in Prussia. In both countries enthusiasm for railroad projects intensi-
fied in the late 1820s and early 1830s, but Prussia, unlike the United States, had
no state-owned railroads in operation through the 1840s; as we will see, private
enterprise built all of the Prussian railroads that opened before the Revolution of
1848. In the United States, in contrast, relations between the state and the rail-
roads initially took on a more ''statist" complexion, as some familiar facts attest.
A number of state governments entered the field of state enterprise boldly in the
1830s, building and operating railroads themselves. These included Pennsylva-
nia, Georgia, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. Economic depression and fiscal
troubles forced some overextended state governments to sell off their railroads
during the 1840s, but even then not all state governments divested. Pennsylvania
retained ownership of the Philadelphia and Columbia Railroad, part of its Main
Line of public works, until 1857, while Georgia's Western and Atlantic Railroad
remained state property throughout the nineteenth century. Virginia and Tennes-
see, meanwhile, moved against the trend, both assuming the role of railroad
entrepreneurs in the 1850s.31

The pattern of state investment in private railroads followed similar contours,
for the American state governments - and, with their approval, the municipali-
ties - proved far more generous in providing financial aid for private railroads
than the Prussian state initially did. In individual cases investment in private
railroads by the American state governments and municipalities matched or ex-
ceeded the contributions of private capital, producing a wealth of privately man-
aged "mixed enterprises" in the transportation sector. By 1839 Maryland's in-
vestment in the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad, for example, represented
63% of its total capital, while the city of Baltimore had contributed more than
28%; hence, private capital accounted for less than 9%. Beginning in the 1830s,
the state of Virginia extended to railroads its policy of subscribing 40% of the
shares of worthy internal-improvements projects as soon as the public had taken
60%; by the late 1840s, it was, in practice, buying 60% of their shares itself.
The state of Massachusetts provided 70% of the capital that had been invested in
the Western Railroad by its completion in 1841. By the late 1850s the state of
Maryland, together with the cities of Baltimore and Wheeling (Virginia), had
contributed nearly half of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad's share capital and
more than half of its loan capital. And so on.32
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In aggregate terms the investment of state and local governments in American
railroads - state and private - reached impressive levels during the antebellum
period. During the 1830s the state governments alone contributed roughly 40%
of all railroad capital.33 Thereafter the pace of investment slowed, largely be-
cause of depressed economic conditions in the late 1830s and attendant fiscal
crises that produced what Carter B. Goodrich (1950:148-51) terms a popular
"revulsion" against state enterprise. But even though the economic downturn
dealt a blow to the tradition of state enterprise - in some cases written into new
state constitutions - it did not obliterate the tradition altogether. As Goodrich
notes (1950:148), "the shift in policy was by no means final." Except in the old
Northwest states, aid soon flowed again and, where it did taper off, municipali-
ties tended to take up the slack.34 Altogether, state and local investment still
accounted for an estimated 25% to 30% of the roughly $1 billion invested in
railroads before the Civil War. To a Prussian railroad promoter, the Berlin banker
Joseph Mendelssohn, the state governments' contributions seemed self-evident;
American railroads had been built by the state governments, he declared in 1844,
unlike German railroads, which had been and would be built "through thick and
thin" by private capital with little state assistance.35

The Prussian state, in fact, invested very little capital in its private railroads
during the first phase of Prussian railroad development, from the 1820s to 1842.
Only on two occasions during those years did the state step in when railroad
promoters encountered financial difficulties, and then its total assistance amounted
to a mere $1.4 million (2 million Taler) or less than 7% of the $21 million in
railroad stocks and bonds that had been chartered by then. Beyond that the rail-
roads received no systematic infusion of capital from the state before 1842; Prus-
sian railroad construction, as W. O. Henderson (1975:48) notes, was simply
"left to private enterprise."36

In the early 1840s, however, just as the "revulsion" against American state
enterprise set in, flagging railroad investment in Prussia forced state officials to
reevaluate their policy stance. By then they had begun to take a more positive
view of the new transportation technology, encouraged both by the new (and
younger) king, Frederick William IV, and by improvements in the technology
itself, and were under pressure for action from the provincial assemblies. Fi-
nally, the state began to provide more systematic aid. After seeking the approval
of delegates from the provincial assemblies, King Frederick William IV autho-
rized an aid package for railroads deemed of national importance. This included
a continuing expenditure of up to $1.4 million (2 million Taler) annually, to be
used to guarantee interest on the shares of those railroads; $350,000 (500,000
Taler) for railroad surveys; and a railroad fund, capitalized initially at $4.2 mil-
lion (6 million Taler). The railroad fund was to be used to purchase shares in the
railroads to which the state had given interest guarantees. In practice during the
1840s the state usually bought one-seventh of a railroad's stock and guaranteed
3.5% interest on the remaining, publicly held shares.37
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But even though the program appeared ambitious on paper, state investment
remained comparatively meager. By the end of 1846, when a total of some $88
million (126 million Taler) in railroad capital had been chartered, the railroad
fund had paid in about $2.4 million (3,380,000 Taler) on nominal stock pur-
chases totaling $3.7 million (5,350,000 Taler), while its obligations for interest
guarantees totaled about three-quarters of a million dollars (1.1 million Taler).38

Even with this new increment, the Prussian state's direct financial impact on
early railroad development proved far from impressive. As Rainer Fremdling
shows, the share of total chartered capital on which it had guaranteed interest
slipped from a peak of 39% in 1843, just after the new policy took effect, to
19% in 1848. Meanwhile, its nominal stock holdings, relative to the total char-
tered capital, had peaked at 7% in 1844 and declined to 4% in 1848.39 In aggre-
gate terms, then, state enterprise - both direct and indirect - featured more
prominently in American than in Prussian railroad development until the late
1840s. Prussia's parsimonious railroad policy, as Richard Tilly (1966:485) notes,
"contrasts sharply with the substantial program of 'internal improvements' car-
ried out in the United States after 1815."

Through much of the antebellum period, moreover, some American state gov-
ernments also proved better able to protect existing investments from railroad
competition. Both New York and Pennsylvania, for example, resorted to transit
taxes on railroad freight traffic in an effort to protect state investment in canals.40

Initially New York state laws actually prohibited freight transportation on rail-
roads that paralleled the Erie Canal. By the mid-1840s the legislature allowed
railroads that paralleled state canals to carry freight in the winter when the canal
was closed, but only if they paid tolls into the state canal fund. By the late 1840s
they could carry freight year around, but now they had to pay canal tolls year
around. Not until 1851 were all such restrictions finally removed.41 Even then,
it might be noted, agitation to reimpose the tolls persisted. As Governor Myron
H. Clark put it in a special message to the legislature in 1855,

There is no interest of the State of greater importance, or which has a more extended
influence upon its growth and prosperity than its works of internal improvement. They
are enduring and valuable monuments of the wisdom and foresight of those who projected
them and have, to an incalculable degree, developed the resources, increased the wealth,
and contributed to the general prosperity of the commonwealth. It is the duty of the
legislature, therefore, to guard jealously their interests and to secure to them that degree
of protection which their importance and the vested right of the State alike demand.42

As late as 1859 or 1860 "canal conventions" around the state continued to agi-
tate for reimposition of the tolls; only after the Civil War did the movement
dissipate.43

Pennsylvania adopted a similar strategy in defense of its Main Line system of
canals. In the late 1830s, Governor Joseph Ritner (1901:384-6) vetoed two
"general improvement" bills because of the aid that they would have given to
projects that ran parallel to the state works. It was a "ruinous policy," he de-
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clared; if the legislature insisted on pursuing such a course, it might as well just
abandon the state works. In 1846 the legislature did indeed charter the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, which ran parallel to the state works; but, to protect the state
works, it required the railroad to pay a transit tax of 5 mills per ton-mile on
freight carried more than 20 miles between March and December. This tax,
reduced to 3 mills in 1848 but made effective throughout the year, was not
eliminated until 1861.44

Prussian officials, too, initially worried about the effects of railroad competi-
tion on state revenues. Their concerns, however, focused on state revenues from
passenger coach travel. Prussian postal authorities had a virtual monopoly of
passenger traffic on post roads and, although postal service was not officially
intended to produce profits, postal revenues, in practice, supplemented the gen-
eral state budget. Accordingly, when the first railroad plans surfaced, Postmaster
General von Nagler and the Prussian ministers quickly recognized the threat to
state revenues that railroads posed.45

But the Postmaster General's efforts to impose a tax on the railroads foundered
fairly quickly on resistance from the private companies. Nagler initially de-
manded "compensation" from the railroads for the anticipated loss of revenues
and even extracted several agreements to that effect from individual lines. But
the railroads continued to object strenuously, precipitating extensive ministerial
deliberations in 1837. These eventually produced a provision in the 1838 railroad
law that required the railroads to pay an annual tax geared to their net profit, in
effect a tax resembling those imposed on railroads that paralleled American state
canals. But, finally, under the weight of renewed protests from the railroads, the
king intervened and rescinded that provision of the law before it could take ef-
fect. Collection of a railroad tax did not actually begin until a new law was
passed in 1853.46

In these two policy areas, then, the American state legislatures proved more
willing or, at least, better able to intervene than Prussian officials were. Evidence
from other policy areas, such as the military's influence and railroad rate regu-
lation, points to the same conclusion: "economic liberalism" better character-
ized Prussian railroad policies than it did American policies.47 Broadly speaking,
the two political economies, viewed through the lens of early railroad develop-
ment, looked like mirror images of each other: Prussia, with its illiberal political
structure, adopted more liberal railroad policies; while the United States, with a
more liberal political structure, adopted less liberal railroad policies.

III. EXPLAINING DIVERGENCE

What accounts for these rather striking patterns of political structure and eco-
nomic intervention? Why would a comparatively representative government prove
to be more interventionist in its policy-making? And why would a relatively
authoritarian state largely abstain from direct intervention? Several alternative
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solutions to this puzzle deserve evaluation: the force of tradition, embodied in
ideas about the state's proper role in the transportation sector; the configuration
of socioeconomic interests; and the structure of political institutions.48 This sec-
tion considers each in turn.

Did most Americans simply believe that railroads, like all other public thor-
oughfares, should be subject to a large measure of government promotion and
regulation, while Prussians tended to look askance at both forms of intervention?
For the United States this explanation works reasonably well (despite conven-
tional understanding), but it does not work for Prussia. In both countries, in fact,
tradition mandated a leading role for the government both in promoting and in
regulating transportation improvements.

Consider first the question of promoting transportation projects. In the United
States, events at the state and national levels left little doubt about the extent of
continuing popular support for an established tradition. During the antebellum
period, the state and lower levels of governments, reflecting the "canal mania"
that reigned until the coming of the railroad, contributed nearly three-quarters of
all canal investment; four-fifths of the governments' share, it should be noted,
went into publically owned works (Goodrich, 1968:366-7). The railroad era, as
we have seen, carried forward this tradition of state and local activism, albeit in
somewhat diminished form. Even at the national level, moreover, proposals to
give the federal government a leading role in the construction of roads and canals
surfaced repeatedly, from Albert Gallatin's comprehensive plan of 1808 onward.
In the aftermath of the War of 1812, President James Madison set the stage for
antebellum debate when he impressed upon Congress "the great importance of
establishing throughout our country the roads and canals which can best be exe-
cuted under national authority." In the 1830s at least one official, General Ed-
mund P. Gaines, took Madison seriously, lobbying long and hard on behalf of
an ambitious plan to have the military build more than 4,000 miles of railroads
at an estimated cost of $64 million (Campbell, 1940:369-73). To be sure, fed-
eral aid to internal improvements constituted one of the most contentious politi-
cal issues in the antebellum era, and the more modest congressional initiatives
that did reach the stage of legislation frequently ran afoul of presidential vetoes
on constitutional grounds. But that does not diminish the fact that Congress re-
peatedly passed legislation that would have given the federal government a stronger
role.49 And the policies actually adopted in state legislatures and city councils
across the country bespoke a firm tradition of government support for transpor-
tation improvements.

In Prussia, too, the railroad era came at the end of - but in this case departed
from - a long tradition of government support for transportation improvements.
Prussian peasants were required to build and maintain local roads, much as
American citizens did in lieu of paying highway taxes. But responsibility for
canal construction fell to the state, a tradition that extended back as far as the
fourteenth century, and highway construction had also begun to absorb consid-
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erable state resources by the late eighteenth century. Even though state officials
had made important moves in the early nineteenth century to liberalize the Prus-
sian economy, it would be too much to say that such ideas were applied to
transportation as well. Indeed, throughout the decades when private capital was
building the railroads, the state continued to provide highways itself. And as the
railroad era got under way, it should be noted, a large segment of public opinion
seems to have favored state construction or, at least, a more energetic role for
the state. The "economic liberals," particularly those from the western prov-
inces, generally supported the idea of state construction, and in 1841 the pro-
vincial assemblies petitioned the crown to use an anticipated state revenue sur-
plus to promote railroad construction. Moreover, when Friedrich Wilhelm IV
convened delegates from the provincial assemblies in 1842 to consider (among
other things) whether and how the state might encourage private railroad con-
struction, the delegates took it upon themselves to discuss state construction as
well. Of those who favored railroad construction in any form (89 of the 97 del-
egates), 47 preferred state construction and 42 opposed it.50 In short, traditional
conceptions of the state's proper role in railroad construction may explain why
the American state governments did so much to promote railroad construction,
but they do not account for the Prussian state's hesitancy on that score.

Much the same can be said of regulation. In both countries the railroads were
initially viewed merely as a new kind of highway and therefore one to be regu-
lated in the time-honored fashion. From the start the American state governments
carried over to the railroads their traditional prerogatives to regulate transporta-
tion companies. Railroad rates, for example, were initially governed by individ-
ual charter provisions and later by general legislation. As George H. Miller
(1974:30-1) explains, "legislative regulation of rates was a normal practice of
the early railroad era. . . . The power to alter railroad tolls, barring the existence
of a legislative contract to the contrary, was taken for granted."51 In Prussia,
too, the national railroad law, adopted in 1838, made clear the state's intent to
regulate railroads in the traditional fashion, for it reserved to the state broad
powers to oversee the activity of the private corporations. As Josef Enkling con-
cludes, Prussian railroads would have amounted to "mixed enterprises" (ge-
mischtwirtschaftliche Unternehmungeri) from the outset, "if [the law's provi-
sions] had been strictly followed in practice." But as a rule most of them were
simply not enforced before 1848.52 The American tradition of promoting and
regulating transportation enterprises proved its resilience during the early de-
cades of railroad development, but the parallel Prussian tradition did not. Despite
similar conceptions of the state's role vis-a-vis transportation projects, railroad
policies ran in different directions in the two countries.

Another explanation - at least for the salience of promotion in the United
States and its comparative absence in Prussia - may lie in the configuration of
interests favoring and opposing such projects. That is, one might think that rail-
road construction faced more opposition in Prussia than in the United States, a
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difference then reflected in the strength of each state's promotional efforts. But
this line of argument, a standard in treatments of Prussian railroad history, does
not hold up either. The pattern of interests, in fact, looked much the same in the
two countries. In both, commercial and political (including military) considera-
tions brought railroad development a significant degree of support in the abstract.
Even in Prussia, as noted, 90 percent of the delegates from the provincial assem-
blies, where the nobility maintained a strong presence, declared themselves fa-
vorably disposed toward railroad construction in 1842 ("Die Verhandlungen . . . "
1881). But, when it came to specific projects, enthusiasm often fractured under
the weight of pragmatic opposition. For, in both countries, the inherent disjunc-
tion between the long-term, generalized benefits of internal improvements and
the short-term, disruptive effects that particular projects exercised on the local
economy inevitably generated conflict. This kind of pragmatic concern underlay
even the Prussian Junkers' reputed opposition to railroad construction. As Die-
trich Eichholtz (1962:42) writes of their role in Vormdrz railroad history, "one
surely cannot speak of a principled opposition of the Junkers to railroad construc-
tion." Why not? Because they had turned increasingly to production for the
market in the decades before 1848. When they did actively oppose railroad con-
struction, they did so (like Southern planters and western Massachusetts farmers)
largely because they feared that it would change trade patterns to their disadvan-
tage. In both countries the railroad question generated conflicts of interest, and
interests tended to break down along similar lines.53

If neither ideas nor interests provide a complete explanation for patterns of
early railroad policy, then the key to the puzzle lies elsewhere. A closer look at
the constraints that each political structure imposed on the policy-making process
suggests that it lies in the distinctive dynamics that each political structure gen-
erated in a capitalist context.

In Prussia state officials shed their initial skepticism and, in the late 1830s,
came to accept the view that railroad construction should be encouraged. But the
task required a great deal of capital, far more than the monarchy had at its dis-
posal. In theory the Prussian state could have financed construction through tax-
ation or borrowing, as the American state governments did, but not in practice.
Following a protracted recovery from the Napoleonic wars, the state budget had
only just been put in sufficient shape by the early 1840s to allow a long-awaited
reduction of taxes. Hence, the ministries were hardly in a political position to
press for new taxes of the magnitude required to finance state railroad construc-
tion. Nor could they afford to raise the capital by borrowing, for this carried an
even higher political price. According to the terms of the so-called National Debt
Law of 1820, the state could not take out loans of more than $12.6 million (18
million Taler) without the approval of a parliament. This was a concession - a
"credible commitment," as North and Weingast (1989) would put it - appar-
ently extracted by the monarchy's creditors after the Napoleonic Wars. State
officials had found ways to live with (and occasionally circumvent) it, until the
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coming of the railroads with their unprecedented capital needs and high visibil-
ity. Then the issue stood clearly posed. In order to finance construction itself,
the crown would have to convene a parliament: marshaling the financial means
to pursue a policy defined here as economically less liberal would require polit-
ical liberalization.54 In the eyes of the Vormdrz crown, the price was simply too
high. To be sure, convening delegates from the provincial assemblies in 1842
signaled a small concession by the king to liberal demands, but in reality little
changed. The Prussian state retained its illiberal characteristics and railroad con-
struction proceeded under the aegis of private enterprise.

Having made that choice, state officials then found it necessary to cede to the
railroads' demands for a measure of freedom from government supervision, if
the much-desired railroads were to be built at all. The railroad men, with cries
of "alarmed capital," quickly turned the government's difficult position to ad-
vantage and used it to good effect in fending off regulation.55 Time and again
they warned that state efforts to regulate the industry would scare off investors.56

David Hansemann, an "economic liberal" who headed the Rhenish Railroad
and favored state construction himself, was particularly vocal on the subject. "It
cannot be emphasized enough," he wrote (1841:110-11) in a critique of the
1838 national railroad law, "if the state wants to satisfy the great desire for
railroads through private industry, then it must also give prospective capital all
possible guarantees of lucrative and secure investment; this is the best means of
attracting and retaining capital." At the heart of the matter, as he saw it (1841:24-
7), lay a compromise: If the state wanted private capital to build the railroads,
then "the least that the state must do is to prescribe good statutory regulations
for the railroad system that will infuse not only native but also foreign capitalists
with lasting trust and in that way attract capital to the larger railroad projects as
well."57 In short, private capital would build the railroads but, in doing so, it
would extract a price for its services.

In a sense, then, the railroad era carried forward for a time the distinctive
compromise between state and bourgeoisie that had prevailed in Prussia since
1815. As Wolfgang Klee (1982:100) writes, "Economic progress had to take
place, had to show entrepreneurs (especially in the Rheinland) that the desired
economic conditions, which made other western countries seem like a liberal
economic paradise to the capitalists, could also be achieved without a parliament
or a constitution." Obviously, one way to promote economic growth was for the
state to build the railroads itself - the route taken, for example, by Belgium -
but the Prussian monarchy did not have the financial resources to do so and it
could not obtain them without liberalizing its polity.58 Hence, in order to pro-
mote economic growth and yet resist political liberalization, state officials were
forced by the logic of the situation to accord the railroads a substantial measure
of freedom from state intervention.

In the United States, too, the pattern of railroad policies in the 1830s and
1840s reflected constraints imposed by the political structure itself. Because greater
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formal representation and more distinct separation of powers gave prominence
to the state legislatures, a different dynamic drove policy-making in the United
States, for the state legislatures proved, above all, more receptive to competing
political demands. Hence, while American railroad promoters usually could mar-
shal the political strength to obtain railroad charters, their opponents, empowered
by the franchise, often proved capable of imposing constraints on them. "Char-
ter log-rolling" not only produced an abundance of railroads, as some historians
have noted59; when opposition to particular projects reached sufficient propor-
tions, log-rolling also generated regulatory measures.

The political origins of the transit tax imposed on the Pennsylvania Railroad
illustrate the way that legislative policy-making itself encouraged interventionist
economic policies. In 1846 the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad applied to the Penn-
sylvania legislature for a charter to extend its road from Cumberland, Maryland,
to Pittsburgh; at the same time, however, Philadelphia interests backed the pro-
posed Pennsylvania Railroad, which would run parallel to the state canal be-
tween Harrisburg and Pittsburgh. With the western and southwestern counties of
Pennsylvania solidly behind the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and the eastern
region lobbying for the Pennsylvania Railroad, the rival projects unleashed con-
flict of tremendous proportions. At one point, twenty-two western counties even
threatened to secede from Pennsylvania if the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad did
not receive a charter.60

The Pennsylvania legislature ultimately resolved the conflict with a three-part
compromise. First, it provisionally granted both charters, thus accommodating
both east and west. Then, to the satisfaction of Philadelphia interests, it made
the Baltimore and Ohio's charter contingent on the Pennsylvania Railroad's progress
in raising capital and getting construction under way; if it failed to do so in a
specified period of time, the Baltimore and Ohio's charter would take effect.
Finally, the legislature inserted the provision in the Pennsylvania Railroad's charter
that required it to pay a transit tax on freight. This was, in effect, the price of
consent from the southwestern counties. They not only stood to gain little from
construction of the Pennsylvania Railroad but also feared higher taxes if traffic
declined on the state canals. The railroad transit tax served, in effect, as a partial
consolation prize.61

In short, because the liberal structure of the American state empowered con-
flicting interests at the level of the state governments, the Pennsylvania Railroad
received its charter but also labored under a transit tax. Noting how the Prussian
state, once it had committed itself to private construction, stepped in to protect
the railroads from competing interests, German historian Thomas Nipperdey
(1983:192) concludes that "[i]n a fully democratic order the railroad would scarcely
have been built." But the American experience in the antebellum state legisla-
tures suggests differently. Not only would more railroads have been built in
Prussia; more of them would have paid canal tolls, transit taxes, and the like.

When federalism is given proper weight, the early years of railroad develop-
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ment suggest that economic liberalism prevailed to a lesser extent in the United
States than in Prussia, precisely because of the different constraints imposed by
the two political structures on policy-making in a capitalist context. Because both
economies were largely capitalist, private interests, through their control over
the allocation of resources, set limits on the exercise of state power; as a conse-
quence, the Prussian central state and the American state legislatures, each in
their own way, engaged in a process of negotiation with private interests as the
first railroads were built. But the Prussian state with its illiberal structure proved
more constrained - and private interests, more empowered - by its dependence
on private capital to build the railroads; accordingly, state officials found them-
selves hamstrung in their efforts to regulate the railroads. In the United States,
in contrast, the state legislatures operated in a more liberal structure, the logic of
which permitted and encouraged greater intervention. This serves as a clear warning
not to assume that economic and political liberalism necessarily come as a pack-
age. In Prussia the twin goals of promoting economic growth and preserving an
illiberal political structure mandated the adoption of liberal economic policies;
in the United States the more representative policy-making process encouraged
less liberal economic policies.

IV. THE TRANSFORMATIVE 1850S

Both patterns proved short-lived, however. Railroad development served as the
opening wedge in a process of industrial change that transformed both nations
into leading industrial powers by the end of the century. In initiating that trans-
formation, the railroads introduced the twin phenomena that defined the new
industrial order: capital intensity and increasing geographic scale. On the rail-
roads, capital intensity manifested itself in two ways: in the unprecedented amounts
of capital that single enterprises commanded; and in high fixed costs, which
radically changed competitive behavior. The railroads also brought a vast exten-
sion of the geographic scale of enterprise, for they were the first business enter-
prises whose transactions and property holdings alike extended over great dis-
tances. This first encounter with industrial capitalism had different consequences
in the two countries, however, because of differences in political structure. In
Prussia the unprecedented amounts of capital that railroad construction de-
manded - pace Gerschenkron - forced a modicum of political liberalization. In
the United States the combination of high fixed costs and geographic sprawl
undermined the states' traditional regulatory authority. These institutional changes,
in turn, altered the interventionist thrust of railroad policy in the two countries.
As the process of industrial change laid bare the structural constraints on the
American state legislatures' power, the interventionist thrust of American rail-
road policy became increasingly attenuated. In newly liberalized Prussia, mean-
while, railroad policy took an ' 'American turn" as state officials began promot-
ing and regulating the railroads with greater energy.
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Hints of this transformation were already visible in the early 1840s, when, as
noted earlier, American and Prussia railroad policy began to move in opposite
directions. The American state governments began to divest themselves of state
railroads - the second stage of what Carter Goodrich (1968) calls a "state in,
state out" pattern of economic policy; during the same years, the Prussian state
began somewhat tentatively to move " in ." These trends not only continued in
the 1850s, but gained momentum and took on added dimensions.

The transformation in Prussia, begun with the change of state policy in 1842,
moved ahead a few years later, when the question of railroad construction again
forced the crown further down the path toward liberalization. In 1847 the king
called a joint meeting of the provincial assemblies (the United Diet) to seek
approval of a set of financial measures that included a state loan of some thirty
to forty million Taler. Roughly twice what the 1820 debt law allowed the crown
to borrow without parliamentary approval, the loan was intended to finance state
construction of the great Eastern Railroad, which would run from Berlin to Kon-
igsberg in the far northeastern reaches of Prussia. But the delegates held their
ground, insisting that the provisions of the National Debt Law be abided by, and
so did the king, who refused to allow the United Diet full parliamentary powers.
Revolution came the following year.62 In that sense the unprecedented levels of
capital required for railroad construction - in the Prussian political context -
helped to precipitate a transformation of the Prussian political structure.

By no means did a fully liberal regime emerge. The new political structure
only took final form after a conservative reaction corrected the "excesses" of
the revolution. With the crown in the lead, a coalition composed of Landtag
conservatives, the bureaucracies, the nobility, the Protestant orthodoxy, and the
officer corps of the standing army undid many of the revolutionary reforms be-
tween 1848 and 1854, retaining their outward constitutional forms but strength-
ening the power of the aristocracy, the bureaucracy, and the monarchy within
them. At the national level, the attack centered on parliament. Not only was the
Council of State revived but, more important, the Upper House was transformed
into a House of Lords (Herrenhaus) in 1854. This was done in such a way that
eligibility for three-quarters of the seats, formerly reserved for the largest tax-
payers, was now restricted to an elite among the nobility - those possessing
"old" and "established" estates - while the remaining 90 percent of the nobil-
ity, including the bourgeois nobles (biirgerliche Rittergutsbesitzer), were ex-
cluded. Those changes had, in turn, been made possible by replacing universal
suffrage with a three-class system based on wealth. Governmental powers, more-
over, remained intertwined, for the executive continued to influence the other
branches of government through its ministers, who sat not only in the legislature
but also on the final court of appeal (Ober-Tribunal). Even the king retained
substantial power, since the ministers served at his, rather than Parliament's,
pleasure. But bureaucratic control did attenuate somewhat, for the two houses of
the Prussian Assembly now influenced policy - including railroad policy - through
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their powers of approval over state expenditures. Thus the revolution and its
aftermath produced a constitutional monarchy in which central-state officials,
while still powerful, nonetheless shared policy-making powers with Parlia-
ment.63

Once a degree of political liberalization had been achieved, the constraints
that the old illiberal structure had imposed on economic policy lost their force.
The necessity of obtaining parliamentary approval for state loans, as Klee
(1982:118) observes, had previously made state railroads too "expensive" from
a political standpoint. But now both a parliament and a constitution existed; now
the state had greater latitude to raise the capital that it needed to "cultivate" state
railroads. In the early 1850s, August von der Heydt of the Elberfeld banking
family, head of the new Ministry for Commerce, Industry, and Public Works
now responsible for railroad policy, stopped chartering private railroads for a
time and launched a program of state railroad construction. By a variety of means,
Minister von der Heydt, who became known as the "state railroad minister" for
his enthusiasm to nationalize Prussian railroads, also took over the administra-
tion of some of the private lines.64 Thus the revolution brought, as Tilly (1966:495)
notes, ' 'a turning point in Prussian fiscal history.'' Now that it had parliamentary
support, the state dramatically increased borrowing and spending to further rail-
road development.

In the meantime the political dynamic first manifested in 1842, which coupled
regulation with promotion, became more pronounced after the revolution, for
Minister von der Heydt also brought the remaining private railroads under con-
trol in ways that the state had not done before 1848. In 1853, as noted earlier,
he reasserted the state's authority to tax the railroads, securing passage of a tax
on their net profits.65 The central thrust of his efforts, however, aimed to recon-
stitute state control of rates and schedules. This he accomplished by adopting a
technique explicitly tying promotion to regulation, one that had initially been
tried out soon after the shift in state policy in 1842: He forced the private com-
panies - when they wanted to increase their capital, for example, or to receive
an interest guarantee - to accept charter amendments that gave the state control
of rates and schedules.66 In a related effort, von der Heydt also instituted night-
train service on the major railroads in order to facilitate mail delivery, an exten-
sive and ultimately successful campaign known at the time as the "night train
affair" (Nachtzugangelegenheii).67 In another well-known initiative, finally, von
der Heydt drove down freight rates for the transportation of coal from Upper
Silesia to Berlin.68 In sum, as the Prussian state undertook an ambitious program
to promote railroad development, it also reclaimed its regulatory powers in a
variety of ways as the 1850s progressed.

Thus, in Prussia, the railroads' unprecedented capital intensity - in this case,
their sheer demand for capital - precipitated a revolution; the revolution changed
the political structure, which in turn altered the policy-making process; with a
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measure of political liberalization came less liberal economic policies. Before
1848 the constrained circumstances had offered little leeway for state action,
whether promotional or regulatory. After 1848 the state could borrow virtually
at will. The "alarmed capital" argument that the railroads had used to fend off
regulation, moreover, lost its force as the major private lines went into operation
and as state investment increased. Both trends enhanced the ministries' leverage.
In the 1850s, consequently, Prussian railroad policy came to resemble the less
liberal policy that the American structure had produced earlier.

In the United States, meanwhile, the state governments during the 1850s be-
gan to find themselves in a position that strangely resembled the Prussian state's
predicament before 1848. Having partially divested themselves of railroads, they
had lost some of the regulatory leverage that came with promotion. Now the
railroads' capital intensity (manifested in high fixed costs) and their geographic
sprawl precipitated a virtual revolution. The state legislatures' traditional meth-
ods of regulating transportation rates proved ill-equipped to deal with the pecu-
liar competition that high fixed costs induced; as a consequence, rate regulation
- in a federal-legislative structure - became thoroughly politicized. Then, when
the railroads began to cross state lines, the legislatures' problems escalated. In
the ensuing political struggle, American railroads took up the "alarmed capital"
argument, developed a second version of it peculiarly suited to a federal struc-
ture, and used both to evade regulation with increasing ease in the 1850s. The
state legislatures found their power undermined both by the federal political
structure and by horizontal separation of powers. Understanding how the rail-
roads precipitated this transformation requires a closer look at the state legisla-
tures' traditional methods of regulation.

Initially the American state legislatures, as George H. Miller (1971) argues in
a brilliant study, sought to regulate railroad rates in the same way that they had
traditionally regulated transportation prices - by setting maximum tolls for use
of the highway or, at least, by reserving the right to lower them.69 This reflected
two characteristics of traditional forms of transportation such as turnpikes or
canals: The road- or waterway itself was owned by one party who set tolls for its
use under noncompetitive conditions, while competition prevailed among the
various parties (e.g., boatmen or stage companies) who provided transportation
for passengers and freight. The legislatures thus regulated tolls for the use of the
road or waterway but relied on competition among carriers to keep carrying
charges at reasonable levels. At first, this approach seemed appropriate for rail-
roads as well, since most of the early railroads did not face significant competi-
tion from other roads; like turnpike or canal companies, they enjoyed a monop-
oly in providing the roadway for use by the public. Even when it became clear
in the late 1830s that safety and managerial efficiency would not allow multiple
carriers on the railroads,70 traditional methods still seemed workable, for now
the railroads enjoyed a monopoly in providing both services. The legislatures,
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therefore, could simply regulate both by setting maximum rates. Tradition, as
Miller emphasizes, provided firm support for the legislatures' right to regulate
transportation prices under monopoly conditions.71

But, from the start, the railroads also presented an unprecedented regulatory
problem of another kind: discriminatory rates. To an unprecedented degree, rate
discrimination characterized the railroads because they were the first enterprises
to operate under such high fixed costs. Fixed costs, in contrast to variable costs,
did not change significantly with an increase or decrease in the volume of traffic
carried or the distance travelled. Fixed costs on the railroads included such items
as administrative expenses, depreciation on buildings and equipment, insurance,
taxes, interest, and routine maintenance; variable costs generally consisted of
wages and the other expenses of loading, unloading, and running trains as well
as certain maintenance expenses that varied with the intensity of train opera-
tion.72 High fixed costs, the hallmark of mass production later in the century,
radically changed competitive behavior by introducing the practice of increasing
production and cutting prices in hard times,73 a phenomenon first apparent on
the railroads.

From the beginning, railroad managers understood the practical significance
of high fixed costs. "This elementary fact of economic life," George H. Miller
(1971:17) notes, "was responsible for most of the early assumptions behind rate-
making policies." As he explains:

Since the total cost of operation did not increase in proportion to the amount of traffic, a
large volume of business was thought to be desirable, permitting overhead expenses to be
distributed over a maximum number of units. This in turn seemed to justify low induce-
ment rates. It was also evident that costs did not increase in proportion to the distance
traveled because switching and terminal expenses were the same for short as for long
hauls. It seemed practical therefore to seek long-haul traffic at lower rates per mile than
were asked for short hauls.

Asymmetries in the flow of traffic back and forth provided additional incentives
for discrimination.74 "Almost from the outset," notes Miller (1971:17), such
considerations "produced wide departures from a rate structure based simply on
distance."

As quickly became apparent, traditional modes of regulation had little to say
about the railroads' discriminatory rate structures. In writing charters, legislators
traditionally focused exclusively on the problem of high rates, but both low in-
ducement rates and long haul-short haul differentials meant that selected ship-
pers paid rates that were lower than customary rates. Hence, maximum rates
fixed in statute law did not address this peculiar new problem. Yet, common
sense said that distance-based discrimination, in particular, was unjust, for trans-
portation charges had always been proportional to the distance traveled. Thus a
person who shipped goods, say, 100 miles should have to pay twice as much as
someone who shipped goods only half the distance. (This was the basic premise
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of the pro-rata movements of the 1850s.) "It was clear from the outset," Miller
(1971:23) observes,

that many, if not all, of these acts of discrimination were violations of the basic legal
principle associated with common carriers: public transportation companies were obli-
gated to treat all their customers fairly and without favor. When they did not do so the
courts were supposed to offer remedies. For protection against unequal treatment, there-
fore, the people first turned to the courts, expecting to find their rights firmly established
in the common law.

But they did not. The common law proved equally inadequate, for it, too, tradi-
tionally defined the problem in terms of high rates; unjust discrimination oc-
curred only when the rate charged was "higher than the customary or prevailing
rate" (1971:28). The courts had no precedent to follow where low rates were
concerned. "As long as the higher rate was reasonable in itself," Miller (1971:32)
explains, "there was no relief. . . . The common law provided no protection
against the practice of rate cutting." In the late 1840s and early 1850s, therefore,
constituents suffering discrimination took the issue back to the state legislatures.

About the same time, new developments in the railroad business completed
the legislatures' introduction to the distinctive regulatory problems of the new
industrial order and, in doing so, exposed the structural constraints on their power.
As the eastern trunklines reached completion between 1849 and 1854, the vol-
ume of through traffic increased and competition intensified. This, in turn, mag-
nified complaints from small and short-haul shippers as well from those shippers
and communities that were not situated at points of trunkline competition and,
therefore, paid higher rates. When competition among the trunklines became the
norm, moreover, the premises on which legislative and judicial regulation tradi-
tionally rested seemed increasingly irrelevant, for competition now prevailed
among the various trunklines as "highways" rather than as "carriers." The
opening of the long-distance trunklines also raised that most intractable of ques-
tions: the competence of the state legislatures to regulate what was rapidly be-
coming the first interstate business. Thus, when the issue of rate regulation re-
turned to the legislatures in the 1850s, the long-standing consensus undergirding
their right to regulate rates disintegrated under the weight of industrial change.
As Miller (1971:32) observes, "railroad reform became a political issue."

In those altered circumstances, the fractures designed into the American polit-
ical structure in earlier days took on new significance. In the ensuing political
battles, which raged from the 1850s through the 1880s, both federalism and
separation of powers became weapons that the railroads sought to use to advan-
tage. For, as Harry N. Scheiber (1975:115-16) argues, the American political
structure offered several "routes of escape for business interests that were 'caught'
in a particular state's policy of discrimination or stringent regulation." Federal-
ism itself offered two separate avenues of escape from the state legislatures.
Business could take a "lateral" route, in theory at least, moving from a "hos-
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tile" to a "benign" state. And, indeed, American railroad partisans, like Prus-
sian railroad men, quickly used the "alarmed capital" argument precisely for
this purpose. Two variants of the argument emerged in the 1850s, both of which
exploited the structural constraints of federalism. One closely resembled the ar-
gument on which Prussian railroad men had relied: Regulation would scare off
investors and inhibit further railroad development; the other, uniquely useful in
a federal structure once interstate traffic developed, warned that regulation would
imperil the capital in existing roads because through traffic would avoid the state
that regulated its railroads. The first major controversy, which erupted in Rhode
Island in 1850 when local shippers complained that rates on the New York,
Providence, and Boston route discriminated against local traffic, brought both
arguments into play. In the mid-1850s, critics of pending legislation to equalize
rates charged that it would "alarm capital and crush enterprise"; rate regulation,
they warned, would "effectually put a stop to any new railroads in our midst."75

By the late 1850s, as another depression set in and competition with railroads
in neighboring states intensified, the second version of the argument came
into play. Now legislators began to worry that regulation would divert traffic
away from its own lines; as John K. Towles (1909:318-19) explains, "the com-
petition of other lines forced the Rhode Islanders to give a free hand to their own
roads."

As railroad development progressed, the two versions of the "alarmed capi-
tal" argument varied in importance. Where the railroad network was thinner,
the "Prussian" variant - stressing the threat to new investment - tended to carry
greater weight. In those areas, the communities that had rail transport but suf-
fered from rate discrimination tended to support regulation. The railroads, how-
ever, drew political support from the "have-not" communities, which feared
that they would never obtain rail service if regulation scared off new invest-
ment.76 Then, as the density of the railroad network increased, the "American"
variant - warning that regulation would divert through traffic to other states -
accordingly became more pronounced.77 Such considerations lay behind the 1850
decision to abolish the canal tolls on railroads that paralleled the Erie Canal.
Throughout the remainder of the decade, New York State railroads, allied with
merchants in New York City, fought off canal tolls and equalized rates by argu-
ing that higher rates for through traffic would divert commerce to other coastal
cities and send New York City into decline.78 Similar arguments were heard in
Pennsylvania. Because of the tonnage tax that continued in force on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, Governor James Pollock warned in 1858, "the produce of the
west is forced upon the competing railroads of other States and to other markets
than our own." The Pennsylvania Railroad and its supporters eventually used
the same argument a few years later to remove the tonnage tax that its traffic had
borne since 1846.79 Once interstate traffic became a reality, federalism simulta-
neously undermined the regulatory thrust inherent in the legislative policy-
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making process and enhanced the leverage to be gained from the American ver-
sion of the alarmed capital argument.

By the 1870s, moreover, the railroads as well as their opponents had both
learned to exploit federalism in a second way, this time by moving "upward"
to seek national, in place of state, legislation.80 For the railroads' opponents, this
seemed the only way to regulate an industry that had become national in scope;
for the railroads, it became a means of defense against hostile state legislatures.
And once the railroads crossed state lines, it should be noted, national legislation
also better suited their needs. As early as 1854 one railroad official in New
England implied as much. Even though he and his colleagues agreed that legis-
lation governing such matters as common carrier liability, train speeds, and em-
ployee work rules would help the industry, state-level legislation, he argued,
"would be . . . inexpedient, because of the difficulty of obtaining any united
and uniform laws in the various States through which some railroads run."81

National legislation had its attractions for both parties.82

Once the railroad question had become thoroughly politicized, separation of
powers also became a valuable weapon as railroad partisans sought to fend off
regulation. In this sense, too, business interests could move laterally - not by
threatening to divert traffic to adjacent states but rather by avoiding hostile leg-
islatures in favor of the state courts. New England railroad men opted for this
strategy as early as 1850. Even though they would have preferred help from the
state legislatures, they feared the consequences of seeking it. If the railroads took
their problems to the legislatures, a Boston and Lowell official warned, "they
would do the Railroads more harm than good." Thomas Hopkinson of the Bos-
ton and Worcester Railroad concurred; he "greatly feared that the burdens would
be rather increased than diminished." A few years later, he again advised cau-
tion, deeming it "a bad policy to be bringing to bear directly on railroad cor-
porations so much of the kind attention of legislators.' '83 Another official, mean-
while, was convinced "that Railroads would have a better chance in New
Hampshire Courts, than in the New Hampshire Legislature."84 If the state courts
also proved hostile, moreover, businessmen could again exploit the opportunities
of federalism, moving "upward" by taking their complaints from the state to the
federal courts. As through traffic became more important, the railroads resorted
to this alternative with increasing frequency on diversity-of-citizenship grounds.
Best known are the Granger cases, where the railroads sought quite explicitly,
as Miller (1971:172) puts it, "to find sanctuary in the federal courts."85

In the new industrial order, in short, the federal-legislative structure of the
American state exacerbated the already substantial difficulties of regulating cap-
italist enterprise. The expansion of railroads across state lines from the 1850s
onward cast the problem in sharp relief: In the altered economic circumstances,
the American political structure came to resemble a matrix (cf. Elazar 1987:37)
that offered state-chartered railroads alternative "escape routes," as Scheiber so
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aptly puts it. As they sought to cope with industrial capitalism, the state govern-
ments' regulatory efforts ultimately foundered, in part because their jurisdiction
in a federal structure was simply not adequate to the task and also because they
operated in a structure that divided powers among the various branches of gov-
ernment.86 Conflict over railroad regulation shifted decisively to the national
level in 1886 when the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional the states' ef-
forts to regulate interstate rates (Wabash v. Illinois). This made it clear that
regulation would have to come from Congress. After a decade of stalemate,
Congress quickly passed the Interstate Commerce Act (1887), creating the na-
tion's first independent regulatory commission (Fiorina 1986; Gilligan, Mar-
shall, and Weingast 1990). Neither the interests at stake nor the solution adopted
were new; the novelty lay in the way that they were negotiated at the national
level. However reluctantly, state officials on the Supreme Court and then
in Congress had bowed to the new industrial realities. Prussian officials, in
contrast, headed a unitary state that commanded the necessary jurisdiction from
the outset; once the issue of railroad capital touched off the revolution of
1848 and the structure of the state had been transformed, they put it to good
use.87

V. CONCLUSION

The key to the striking patterns of political structure and economic policy that
prevailed in both countries thus lies in the nature of the two political structures
themselves. The distinctive ways that the two political structures shaped the
policy-making process pushed railroad policies in distinctive, if diametrically
opposed, directions in the early years. In the end the conventional images of the
American and Prussian states as the prototypical weak and strong states turn out
to contain more than a kernel of truth - but only after the railroads' capital
intensity had, in effect, transformed both political structures. Earlier, the two
states, viewed through the lens of early railroad policy, do not conform to con-
ventional images. The Prussian state's much vaunted strength proved largely
illusory when it confronted the new, capital-intensive technology, while the
American state governments began the railroad era empowered by a firm tradi-
tion of state promotion and regulation, one now largely obscured by the diffi-
culties that beset them in the 1850s. When federalism is taken seriously and
functional equivalents - the Prussian central state and the American state govern-
ments - are set side by side, the American state receives higher marks for inter-
ventionism during the early years and thus appears the stronger of the two.
Behind the veil of federalism lay a moderately statist pattern of industrializa-
tion, driven by the exigencies of legislative policy-making and interstate com-
petition.

Eventually, however, the railroads' capital intensity and geographic reach pre-
cipitated a transformation of both states, altering the formal structure of the Prus-
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sian state while shifting the seat of regulatory power within the American struc-
ture. In Prussia the problem of raising the extraordinary sums of capital that
railroad construction demanded pushed the issue of political liberalization to the
point of revolution. Only after the Prussian political structure had undergone a
degree of liberalization was the state able to exercise the authority that it had
possessed in theory from the outset. In light of the interventionist tendencies that
the American state legislatures exhibited in the 1830s and 1840s, this outcome
does not seem at all paradoxical. Over the long term, however, the Prussian
state, partially liberalized but unencumbered by federalism and separation of
powers, proved better equipped to regulate the first "big business." In the United
States, in contrast, the peculiarities of railroad rate-making quickly challenged
the state legislatures' traditional regulatory authority; and then, when the legis-
latures confronted interstate railroads in the 1850s, their power waned. Unlike
the Prussian state, the American state governments, lacking jurisdiction beyond
their boundaries and absent interstate policy coordination,88 did not have the
capacity to sustain their policies, for the railroads used the political structure
itself to fend off the state legislatures. Only after several decades of political
struggle, and a civil war that facilitated a permanent expansion of federal power,
was the American state's authority to regulate industrial capitalism partially re-
constituted at the national level (Bensen 1990; Skowronek 1982), although the
conflict that the railroads unleashed persists to this day.

The vagaries of American and Prussian railroad policy highlight two general
points about political structure and the making of industrial policy in a capitalist
society. First, they caution one against the temptation to think that the impact of
a given set of institutions on economic policy can be "read" directly from the
institutional structure itself. Perhaps the most that can be said is that the dynam-
ics of legislative policy-making encourage intervention. Generalizing any further
requires due attention to the finer details of political structure and economic
context. This comparative study of railroad policy, like the chapters by Hattam
and Hall in this book, suggests that the significance of different political institu-
tions ultimately depends on the particular circumstances in which they operate.
The American state legislatures initially proved reasonably adept at promoting
and regulating private enterprise; but after the rise of large-scale, capital-inten-
sive enterprise, their position in a federal-legislative structure gutted their effi-
cacy. Likewise, the Prussian central state appeared all-powerful until the advent
of capital-intensive enterprise revealed the extent of its dependence on private
economic interests.

Second, the two cases provide additional insight into Immergut's notion of
"veto points." The history of American railroad policy testifies to the critical
importance of the fractures that Immergut notes - gaps that occur when power
is divided among the discrete elements that compose a set of political institutions
and that offer opportunities to apply political pressure. In some measure, no
doubt, federalism and separation of powers had empowered business interests
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and hampered legislative control from the beginning; but the "veto points" in
the American political structure that became visible in the new industrial context
engendered by the railroads' capital intensity and geographic sprawl doomed the
state legislatures' efforts to regulate private enterprise. The Prussian story rein-
forces the lessons to be learned on the American side, for there it was precisely
the absence of such openings that facilitated regulation in the 1850s.89

Before 1848, however, the Prussian experience reveals a different kind of
fracture. This one arose from the peculiar division of power that prevailed in
Prussian political economy before 1848, one in which political power resided in
the crown but economic power was largely in private hands. In a sense it consti-
tuted an analogous fracture in a larger frame of reference, a disjunction between
the spheres of political and economic power. As a consequence the crown had
to depend on private capital to achieve its most important political goal, eco-
nomic growth via railroad development. Prussian railroads - as American rail-
roads would in the 1850s - exploited this dependence to fend off regulation. By
liberalizing the political structure (when finally forced to do so), and thus closing
the gap between polity and economy, Prussian state officials, in effect, dimin-
ished the state's vulnerability.

All along the American state had been less vulnerable in this respect, because
legislative policy-making permitted and encouraged both state promotion and
regulation. Instead, the state legislatures ultimately stumbled on federalism and
separation of power - in short, on the American political structure itself - as the
economic context changed. Historical experience in other policy areas, more-
over, suggests that the pattern of railroad policy-making did not long remain
unique.90 If the relative weakness of American railroad policy since the 1850s
constitutes one piece of the larger puzzle of "American exceptionalism," then
the key to this larger puzzle also seems to lie in the subtle, pervasive, and en-
during impact of the exceptional American political structure.
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Once it had established the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad as a comfortable source of
revenue, moreover, the legislature refused repeatedly to consider chartering compet-
ing lines to Washington. Merk 1949:4.

41 Meyer et al. 1917:316-17, 354-55; Van Metre n.d.:52-7; Taylor [1951]/1968:85.
42 New York State Assembly, Doc. No. 97, 78th session, 1855, quoted in Van Metre

n.d.: 56-7.
43 New York [pseud.] 1860:3, 27-8; Towles 1909; Merk 1949:1, 7.
44 Pollock 1902:937; Van Metre n.d.:57-9; Meyer et al. 1917:395; Schotter 1927:7-8;

Merk 1949:1-2 Hartz 1955:267-8. This and related legislation were reprinted in By-
Laws of the Board of Directors . . . 1847. The state finally sold the Main Line to the
railroad in 1857. According to that agreement, the railroad would thenceforth be ex-
empt from state taxes, including the tonnage tax. But the state supreme court declared
the provision unconstitutional, so the tax was reinstated until finally repealed in 1861.

45 Enkling 1935:9-10, 28, 52; Paul 1938:260, 269-71; Klee 1982:99.
46 Enkling 1935:45-8; 78-9; Henderson 1958:179; [Magdeburg-Leipzig Railroad]

1843:170r. Details on other aspects of the dispute between the railroads and the post
office may be found in the sources cited in note 45.

47 Two years before the revolution, for example, the finance minister instructed the
railroads to submit the annual reports required by the 1838 law. As §34 of the law
made clear, these were necessary in order for the state to exercise its powers to regu-
late tolls. His action thus implied an effort to enforce that provision of the law for the
first time. It had little immediate effect, however, except that it helped the railroads
to surmount the barriers to collective action. The details are summarized in Dunlavy
1990 and treated in more detail along with other aspects of state policy in Dunlavy
1988:322-429.

48 Cf. Hall 1983; March and Olsen 1984; Skocpol 1985; Smith 1988; Steinmo 1989.
49 Taylor [1951]/1968:18-21, quotation from p. 19; Scheiber 1982:1-13; Bourgin

1989:127-75. Even though in 1817 Madison vetoed the Bonus Bill (which would
have used monies derived from chartering the Bank of the United States to finance
internal improvements), he did not object to the proposal itself but rather wanted a
specific constitutional amendment so that it would not require a broad construction of
the Constitution. See the works by Scheiber and Bourgin cited here. As Taylor [1951]/
1968:20-1) points out, "Despite a great parade of constitutional scruple, successive
chief executives and congresses actually approved grants to aid in building specific
roads, canals, and railroads." Even Andrew Jackson's administration, known for its
hostility to federal action, spent nearly twice as much each year on internal improve-
ments as did that of John Quincy Adams, "the great champion of internal improve-
ments." Annually the Adams administration spent $702,000 while Jackson's spent
$1,323,000.

50 "Die Verhandlungen . . . " 1881:4, 7; Ritter 1961:140-1, 144-6; Taylor [1951]/
1968:16; Henning 1973:80; Koselleck 1976:77; Klee 1982:100-1, 107.

51 Cf. Meyer et al. 1917:558; Taylor [1951]/1968:88-9, 379.
52 "Gesetz iiber die Eisenbahn-Unternehmungen, vom 3. November 1838," Gesetz-

Sammlung fur die Koniglichen Preussischen Staaten, No. 35, reprinted in Klee
1982:appendix; Gleim 1888:804-6; Enkling 1935:75, italics added.

53 For a fuller treatment, see Dunlavy 1988:37-109.
54 For this general line of argument and additional details, see Reden 1844:4; Kech

1911:50; Enkling 1935:66; Henderson 1958:124, 163-5, and 1975:48-9; Tilly 1966;
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Klee 1982:10-11. The origins of the 1820 agreement clearly call for additional re-
search; as one historian has written recently, it became "quite central" to Prussian
politics in the Vormdrz period. Nipperdey 1983:278.

55 I have borrowed the term "alarmed capital" from Miller 1971, who draws it from the
mid-nineteenth-century American context. See subsequent discussion.

56 Cf. Gleim 1888:291-6; Enkling 1935:43, 51-2.
57 See also Hanseman 1837; Klee 1982:101.
58 On this general dilemma during these years, see Chevalier 1969:275-6.
59 Hartz 1968:44-5; Scheiber 1975:89. "Charter log-rolling" involved banks as well as

transportation projects and sometimes linked the two. The 1835 charter for Second
Bank of the United States, for example, required it to subscribe to the stock of ten
transportation companies (mainly railroads and canals) and to make "grants of finan-
cial assistance" to another eleven turnpikes and roads (Hartz 1968:46-7). As part of
the "revulsion" against state enterprise, some of the new state constitutions explicitly
forbade chartering more than one railroad at a time (Goodrich 1950:146).

60 Hungerford 1928:241-2; Hartz 1968:42-4; Stover 1987:66-7.
61 Hungerford 1928:242-4; Hartz 1968:43, 52-3, 267-8; Stover 1987:68. The Balti-

more and Ohio's charter would have required it to pay transit taxes on both freight
and passengers. See By-Laws of the Board of Directors . . . 1847:26.

62 The railroad loan was one of two financial measures that state officials presented to
the United Diet; the other concerned agricultural credit. For details and background,
see Henderson 1958:124, 163, 165-8; Tilly 1966:489; Klee 1982:110-13.

63 Heffter 1976:177-96; Hahn 1977:3-27; Dietrich 1983:204-5; Nipperdey 1983:679-
83.

64 Henderson 1958:171-80; Klee 1982:119-25. By 1852 the first state line had opened
in its entirety; by the 1870s roughly half of Prussian railroad mileage was state-owned.
Bismarck was not able to convince the German Reichstag to nationalize the railroads,
but he did succeed in persuading the Prussian Landtag to allow the state to buy up the
major private railroads during the 1880s. See Klee 1982 for an overview. The German
state railroads as such did not come into existence until the end of the Great War.

65 Henderson 1958:179-80, 185; Klee 1982:122, 124; Brophy 1991.
66 Enkling 1935:55-6. The 1843 case involved the Upper Silesian Railroad. See [Upper

Silesian Railroad] 1867:60-7. For a later example, see [Magdeburg-Leipzig Railroad]
1850:88.5r.

67 Although the railroads contested his action in the courts, von der Heydt had won the
battle by the mid-1850s. See Henderson 1958:180-2; Klee 1982:215-16; Roloff
1916:885. The Berlin-Hamburg Railroad, supported by the Mecklenburg and Ham-
burg governments, put up strong resistance. See note 89.

68 Henderson 1958:182-3; Klee 1982: 126, 129.
69 The following paragraphs rely on the excellent discussion in Miller 1971:1-41. Cita-

tions are given only for quotations from Miller or for additional sources. See also
Levy 1967:135-9.

70 Cf. Evidence . . . 1838.
71 Cf. Levy 1967:135-6.
72 Cf. Chandler 1977:116-9; and Klein 1990.
73 See the excellent discussion in Lamoreaux 1985:46-86.
74 For an early argument in favor of long-haul, short-haul differentials, see [Boston &

Worcester Railroad] 1840a:7-8. For a general discussion of rate making at the time,
see [Boston and Worcester Railroad] 1840b.

75 Manufacturers' and Farmers' Journal, January 20, 1854, quoted in Towles 1909:316-
17. Cf. Miller 1971:33-4.

76 Miller 1971:39; Scheiber 1975:99. Cf. [Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
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Company] 1879. This tract discussed the threat to new construction ("if a stringent
tariff law is enacted, it will be impossible to obtain one dollar of foreign capital for
[new railroads]," p. 42, original italics) and emphasized the company's political sup-
port in areas that did not yet have railroads (p. 43) but, given its location in a com-
paratively thin part of the railroad network, it did not mention the potential diversion
of traffic.

77 Cf. Miller 1971:34-40.
78 Miller 1971:34-5, 217. Cf. Merk 1948:1.
79 Pollock 1902:937; Miller 1971:36-7. The Pennsylvania Railroad did not escape rate

regulation altogether in 1861; in another "compromise," the tonnage tax and "other
disabilities" were eliminated in exchange for a prohibition against long-haul-short-
haul differentials (Miller 1971:36).

80 Cf. Scheiber 1975:115-16.
81 Journal. . . 1855:17-18.
82 Gilligan, Marshall, and Weingast 1989.
83 Journal. . . 1855:17.
84 Proceedings . . . 1855:85-7.
85 See Scheiber 1975:76-8, 116; Miller 1971:172-93.
86 See Scheiber 1975 for a broader argument to this effect, although he emphasizes

federalism.
87 The unanticipated absence of competition among carriers on the railroads also con-

founded Prussian officials, who followed traditional practice and regulated tolls but
not carrying charges in the 1838 railroad law. In the context of a unitary state, how-
ever, the issue did not unleash political battles the way that it did in the American
federal-legislative system. Ultimately, the Prussian solution to the problem of rates
was nationalization; see Gleim 1881:827-9.

88 As successive administrations have sought to curtail federal regulation since the late
1970s, a number of state governments, stepping "into the breach," have sensibly
taken the necessary step of coordinating their actions. See Stephen Labaton, "States
March into the Breach," New York Times (national edition), December 18, 1989, sec.
3, p. 1.

89 The Berlin-Hamburg Railroad's efforts to resist Minister von der Heydt's 1852 order
to run night trains (to facilitate mail delivery) are illuminating in this respect. It put
up a strong fight, because it had the backing of the other governments whose territory
it crossed. The company instituted night-train service only when state officials arrived
to take physical possession of its offices. Even then, the company continued to fight
the order in courts for several years, winning in the municipal court (Stadt-Gericht)
but losing in the higher levels of the judicial system (Kammer-Gericht and Ober-
Tribunal). The president of the Ober-Tribunal, the highest court of appeal, was the
minister of justice. See Klee 1982:215-16, and the many documents in the Staatsar-
chiv Hamburg, especially Bestand Senat, Cl. VII, Lit. Ka, No. 11, Vol. 13, Berlin-
Hamburg Railroad, Fasc. 114a-l 14d. On the resistance of other railroads, see Brophy
1991.

90 Scheiber 1975; Elliott, Ackerman, and Millian 1985; Robertson 1989; Hattam
1990.
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Institutions and political change: Working-class
formation in England and the United States,

1820-1896

VICTORIA C. HATTAM

THE PUZZLE

For the past century, English and American labor unions have adopted quite
different strategies for advocating workers' interests and as a consequence have
played very different roles in their respective political economies. In England
the principal national labor organization, the Trades Union Congress (TUC),
generally has looked to party and electoral politics as the cornerstone of its strat-
egy; by forging strong ties with the Labour Party in the first two decades of the
twentieth century, English unions have infused political debate with work-related
issues and have advanced an extensive program of social reform. In contrast the
American Federation of Labor (AFL) pursued a different strategy known as busi-
ness unionism or voluntarism, in which workers' concerns were secured primar-
ily through collective bargaining and industrial action on the shop floor. * At the
high point of voluntarism, in the early decades of the twentieth century, the AFL
largely eschewed political reform and adhered instead to a policy of nonpartis-
anship and political independence, even to the extent of opposing a wide range
of government-sponsored social policies such as old age pensions, minimum
wage and maximum hours laws, and compulsory health and unemployment in-
surance.2

To be sure, even in the golden era of AFL voluntarism American labor never
withdrew from politics entirely. The AFL always maintained some contact with
the Democratic Party, and continued to play a limited role in electoral politics.
What has distinguished the American and English labor strategies was not en-
gagement in politics per se, but rather the quite different terms on which each
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entered the political arena. After the turn of the century, the AFL both accepted
and promoted a quite marked separation of work and politics in which the AFL
participated in electoral politics but with little or no regard for work-based con-
cerns. In England, on the other hand, divisions between work and politics have
not been so sharply drawn as the Labour Party and its trade union allies explicitly
have tried to infuse British politics with workplace concerns.3

The divergent labor movement development on the two sides of the Atlantic
appears all the more perplexing when we recognize that for much of the nine-
teenth century the two labor movements followed a remarkably similar course.
It was only in the last two decades of the nineteenth century that English and
American labor strategies began to diverge. The puzzle, then, is to explain why
movements that were at first so similar eventually turned to quite different spheres
to further workers' interests. Or alternatively, why did the AFL break with the
West European model and adopt instead the strategy of business unionism at the
end of the century?

STATE STRUCTURE, IDEOLOGY, AND LABOR STRATEGY

The argument developed in this essay has two interrelated components: one in-
stitutional and one interpretative. The institutional argument claims that differ-
ences in state structure lead to differences in English and American labor strat-
egy. Particular configurations of institutional power provided very different
incentives and constraints for workers in the two countries and eventually chan-
neled labor protest along different paths. While no government welcomed the
increase in workers' power in the early nineteenth century, nations relied on
quite distinct institutions to regulate workers' early attempts at organization. In
Germany and France, for example, legislatures were responsible for regulating
working-class organization through the socialist and Le Chapelier laws.4 In the
United States, however, courts were the principal institution for containing workers'
collective action under the common law doctrine of criminal conspiracy.5 The
dominance of the courts over other branches of government, we will see, played
a critical role in shaping labor strategy by providing few rewards for even suc-
cessful political mobilization.

The English-American comparison is especially instructive because it pro-
vides a pair of most similar cases. Of all the advanced industrial societies, the
English legal tradition and system of labor regulation most closely resembled
that of the United States. To be sure, the courts were not the sole regulator of
English labor, but shared responsibility with Parliament. Nevertheless, the same
common law doctrine of criminal conspiracy along with the Combination Laws
provided the two principal components of English labor policy.6 In other West-
ern democracies, the power of the courts was even more limited, thereby provid-
ing greater rewards for working-class mobilization than in either England or the
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United States. If the more limited role of the English courts can be linked to the
formation of a more politically active labor movement there, then the relation-
ship between state structure and labor strategy should be clearer in other coun-
tries where the contrast with the United States is more pronounced.

The structural argument, however, only takes us part way in understanding
the divergent patterns of labor movement development. After all, differences in
the structure of the English and American states existed throughout the nine-
teenth century, but only came to play a decisive role in shaping labor strategy in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The second leg of the argument adds
an interpretative component that emphasizes the changing significance of state
structures for working-class formation both over time and across organizations.
Understanding how and why the role of the state changed over the course of the
century takes us beyond structural considerations to the meaning and significance
imparted to institutions by the working class. We will see that particular ideolo-
gies and cultural traditions were themselves constitutive of economic interests
and institutional power. By attending more closely to the ideological and social
context within which institutions are embedded we can develop a less static view
of institutional power and thereby begin to unravel the changing role of the state
in shaping labor movement development in England and the United States.

The essay proceeds in three parts. The first compares the English and Ameri-
can labor movements in the second half of the nineteenth century, between 1865
and 1896. Here different configurations of state power are shown to have played
a decisive role in the AFL's turn to business unionism at the end of the nineteenth
century. The second part returns to early state-labor relations in the 1820s and
1830s in order to show how ideology and culture mediated the nature and timing
of state power. The final section looks beyond the English-American compari-
son to speculate on implications of the research for institutionalist accounts of
politics more generally.

STATE STRUCTURE AND LABOR STRATEGY

Between 1865 and 1896, workers in both England and the United States orga-
nized collectively and began to demand state protection of the right to organize
and strike. Before state protection could be secured, workers in both countries
understood that the common law doctrine of criminal conspiracy had to be re-
pealed. The conspiracy doctrine had long declared many forms of collective
action to be a threat to public policy and individual liberty and had been used to
regulate working-class organization from its inception. Beginning in the mid-
18608, workingmen's associations on both sides of the Atlantic embarked on an
extensive campaign to repeal the conspiracy doctrine, or at least to exempt work-
ers from prosecution under its reach.

The campaign to repeal the conspiracy doctrine was carried out in two stages
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in both countries. First, workers lobbied extensively for passage of anticonspi-
racy laws exempting labor from prosecution for criminal conspiracy. Once the
legislation passed, the second stage ensued in which legislatures and the courts
struggled over who was to interpret the new labor statutes. During the fist stage,
English and American labor organizations adopted essentially the same strategies
with very similar results. In England the Conference of Amalgamated Trades
and later the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress were the
principal organizations lobbying for legislative reform. In the United States the
campaign began at the state level, with the most extensive movements appearing
in New York and Pennsylvania led by the New York Workingmen's Assembly
and the Pennsylvania coal miners' unions. Beginning in 1881 state-level initia-
tives were joined at the national level by the Federation of Organized Trades and
Labor Unions (FOTLU).7

Organizations in both countries employed quite sophisticated tactics in their
political campaigns. Both labor movements displayed a detailed knowledge of
their respective political institutions and carefully tailored their strategies to max-
imize passage of favorable legislation. English and American labor organizations
followed legislative proceedings on a daily basis, sent deputations to relevant
party officials, endorsed prospective candidates, educated the public, and even
hired their own legal counsel to draft legislation to be introduced by friendly
politicians.8 Although by no means a radical political program, what is clear is
that in the three decades following the Civil War, New York and Pennsylvania
unions, like their English counterparts considered the state to be an important
ally in their struggle with employers. Trade unions in both countries believed
that workers' interests could be effectively protected through an extensive cam-
paign for political reform.

Moreover, both the English and American anticonspiracy campaigns were
equally successful, resulting in passage of eight anticonspiracy statutes between
1869 and 1891.9 The particular form of state protection in both countries was
almost identical: Neither country protected workers' right to organize uncondi-
tionally. Rather, all the anticonspiracy statutes limited protection to peaceful as
opposed to coercive collective action. The English, New York, and Pennsylvania
statutes all contained provisions against the use of force, threats, and intimida-
tion that remained subject to criminal prosecution.10 Despite these provisions,
however, the English and American legislation delineated a legitimate sphere of
workers' collective action and went a considerable distance in checking the courts'
power to regulate industrial disputes in both nations.

Initially, then, the rewards for political mobilization seemed quite promising.
In the 1870s and 1880s it looked as if both English and American workers could
indeed protect their interests through political reform. Diligent organization and
persistent pressure on their respective legislatures had paid off. Government pol-
icy toward labor had been effectively influenced through political channels, or
so it seemed in the 1880s. Despite similar legislation, the level of state protection
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enjoyed by labor unions in England and the United States varied considerably.
Passage of anticonspiracy laws by no means settled the question of government
policy toward labor.

The courts and labor movement divergence

Implementation of the anticonspiracy statutes was not so straightforward, and
followed a very different course in the two countries. The different patterns of
implementation depended to a considerable extent on the balance of power be-
tween legislatures and the courts. Enforcing the right to organize and strike proved
to be an especially elusive task for American labor, which had to contend with a
more powerful and interventionist judiciary.

The history of the New York anticonspiracy laws captures in microcosm the
underlying dynamics of the institutional struggle over labor regulation in the
United States. The New York anticonspiracy laws of 1870, 1881, 1882, and
1887 did not put an end to conspiracy prosecutions altogether.11 In fact, after
each of the statutes had been passed, district attorneys continued to charge strik-
ing workers with criminal conspiracy. More important, state courts consistently
ignored statutory provisions exempting workers from conspiracy and ruled in
favor of the prosecution. Almost all of the postbellum conspiracy cases identified
to date resulted in conviction, and many were accompanied by severe penalties
and jail terms.12 Whether or not American workers would be allowed to organize
collectively in their negotiations with employers depended on the outcome of
this three-cornered struggle between labor, the state legislature, and the state
courts. The answer in the United States was resoundingly negative, as courts
repeatedly overrode legislative initiatives in the last three decades of the nine-
teenth century.

The struggle between legislatures and the courts over which institution was to
set the terms of industrial relations in the United States was negotiated repeatedly
in the postbellum conspiracy trials. The issue at hand in each of the cases was
whether or not the defendants' actions were protected from criminal prosecution
under the newly enacted anticonspiracy statutes. The principal task for the pros-
ecution attorneys in the postbellum conspiracy trials was to establish that strikers
had "intimidated" their fellow workers, employers, or members of the public.
The postbellum cases clearly demonstrate that the intimidation provisions con-
tained in each of the anticonspiracy laws allowed for considerable judicial dis-
cretion when applying the statutes to actual disputes. No explicit force or vio-
lence need be used; the mere size of a picket line, the number of circulars distributed
by union members, or an "attitude of menace" were held to intimidate, and as
such provided sufficient grounds for conviction under the new statutes.13

The case of People v. Wilzig provides an excellent illustration of the persis-
tence of conspiracy convictions despite passage of the anticonspiracy laws.14 The
case was formally one of extortion, but as Judge Barrett noted in his charge to
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the jury, the threat of conspiracy pervaded the case.15 The dispute took place in
the spring of 1886 with the boycotting of George Theiss's musical club on East
Fourteenth Street in New York city. Early in March, Paul Wilzig and the other
defendants came to Theiss's club and demanded that he dismiss his orchestra,
bartenders, and waiters and hire instead union workers at union wages. Theiss
protested that the musicians were already members of the Musical Union and
that his brother-in-law was the head bartender and his son head waiter and that
he did not want to dismiss them. The defendants refused to negotiate and gave
Theiss twenty-four hours in which to comply with their demands. Theiss refused
and a boycott was placed on his business.16

The boycott lasted fifteen days, during which "a body of men" picketed Theiss's
club, distributed a circular condemning Theiss as "a foe to organized labor" and
requesting customers to stay away from the club. At one point, the defendants
"through their agents" entered the premises and plastered circulars on to the
tables, in the bathrooms, and onto the frescoed walls. They also used "an infer-
nal machine" to create such a stench in the place that the club had to be closed
for several hours so as to ventilate the building. Finally the defendants were said
to have set fire to scenery on the stage of the club. At times as many as five
hundred bystanders gathered to watch the activity.

The dispute came to a head when the defendants threatened to establish a
secondary boycott on Theiss's mineral water and beer suppliers. In order to head
off the crisis, Theiss called a meeting of his employees, the defendants, and his
suppliers. After eight hours of discussion, Theiss acceded to the defendants'
demands and agreed to dismiss his current employees. Before the meeting ended,
Beddles of the Central Labor Union demanded that Theiss pay the defendants
$1,000 in order to cover the costs of the boycott. Again Theiss protested but
eventually he gave in to this demand as well. The boycott was immediately
called off and the dispute ended. Theiss was able to redress his grievance through
the courts when the district attorney charged the defendants with extortion under
the New York penal code.

The case was heard before Judge Barrett in the court of oyer and terminer.17

In his charge to the jury, Judge Barrett summed up the current status of the
conspiracy doctrine succinctly. First, Barrett acknowledged that the common law
doctrine had been "greatly narrowed" by the recent anticonspiracy statutes.
However, Barrett continued, the prevailing laws by no means licensed all forms
of collective action due to the intimidation provisions included in the statutes.
The task for the jury, then, was to determine whether the defendant's actions fell
within these provisions. Barrett explicitly defined intimidation very broadly for
the jury in the following terms:

Let us see what is meant by the word "intimidation." The defendant's counsel seem to
have the idea that if a body of men, however large, operating in the manner suggested,
only avoid acts of physical violence, they are within the law; and that the employer's
business may be ruined with impunity, so long as no blow is struck, nor actual threat by
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word of mouth uttered. This is an error. The men who walk up and down in front of a
man's shop may be guilty of intimidation, though they never raise a finger or utter a
word. Their attitude may, nevertheless, be that of menace. They may intimidate by their
numbers, their methods, their placards, their circulars and their devices.18

The conspiracy, for Judge Barrett, did not lie in workers' overt use of force or
violence during the dispute. Rather their actions were intimidating because of
the size of the protest, and the workers' attitude of menace, both extremely
nebulous attributes for defining criminal action. All five defendants in the Wilzig
case were convicted and received sentences ranging from one year and six months
to three years and eight months of hard labor in a New York state prison.

Wilzig was by no means an exceptional case, as New York courts convicted
striking workers for acting collectively in almost all the postbellum labor con-
spiracies.19 Moreover, the same pattern of judicial obstruction can be seen in
Pennsylvania as well, where a similar struggle to repeal the conspiracy doctrine
was under way. There too, workers' demands were by and large successful: four
anticonspiracy laws were passed, in 1869, 1872,1876, and 1891.20 If anything,
the Pennsylvania statutes were stronger and more comprehensive than the New
York laws. The Pennsylvania legislation contained fewer limitations on workers'
right to organize and strike, and tried to restrict judicial intervention in industrial
disputes more explicitly than the New York statutes. Faced with a similar set of
anticonspiracy laws, the Pennsylvania courts also were extremely reluctant to
recognize workers' right to organize and strike under the new statutes.21

Perhaps the most notorious interpretation of an anticonspiracy statute was is-
sued by a Pennsylvania county court in 1881.22 The defendants, D. R. Jones,
Hugh Anderson (both officers of the National Miners' Association) and approx-
imately fourteen others were charged with conspiracy during a coal miners' strike
at the Waverly Coal and Coke company in Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania.
This dispute centered around the payment of lower wages by the Waverly Coal
and Coke Company compared to other operators in the district. The Waverly
miners, however, had signed a contract agreeing not to strike without giving the
company sixty days' notice. If they broke this agreement, the miners had to
forfeit 10 percent of the year's wages. On November 17 the Waverly miners met
with two representatives of the National Miners' Association and agreed to go
on strike to secure the "district price" if the Association would compensate them
for their 10 percent forfeiture. The meeting was adjourned for a final decision
the following evening. On their way to the town schoolhouse the following night,
the defendants were arrested and charged with criminal conspiracy. Two counts
were specified on the indictment. First, the defendants were charged with induc-
ing workers to break their contract by suggesting that they ignore their sixty-day
warning clause. Second, the defendants were charged with threatening to use a
brass band to intimidate strikebreakers during the upcoming dispute.23 The West-
moreland County court found the principal defendants guilty on both counts and
stated that the presence of a brass band constituted "a hindrance within the meaning
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of the [anticonspiracy] act of 1876. " 2 4 The defendants were sentenced to pay the
costs of prosecution, a fine of $100 each, and to be imprisoned for twenty-four
hours in the county jail. The total cost of the fine amounted to $355.29, which
the Miners' Association paid.25

By declaring the mere presence of a brass band to be an act of intimidation,
the Pennsylvania court effectively rendered legislative protection of workers'
collective action meaningless. The defense counsel appealed the lower court con-
viction to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court precisely on the grounds that the 1876
statute had legalized the miners' actions and that the county court conviction was
in error. The defense requested that the Supreme Court provide an "authoritative
technical definition" of the state's conspiracy laws because "no law is as op-
pressive as an uncertain one."26 The decision to hear the appeal was discretion-
ary, and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court determined not to take the case. There-
fore no higher court ruling was given on the county court's extraordinary
interpretation of the anticonspiracy statute.

Labor's response: Judicial obstruction and the turn to voluntarism

New York and Pennsylvania labor leaders were horrified by the postbellum con-
spiracy convictions and protested vigorously the class bias of the courts. As early
as 1870, for example, the New York Workingmen's Assembly objected to the
courts' "unequal application of the law" in which employers' combinations were
not prosecuted under the conspiracy laws. "Truly, it must be a crime to be a
workingman, as it seems they only are amenable to the laws - they only are
conspirators."27 The Wilzig decision was addressed explicitly by John Franey,
chairman of the Assembly's Executive Committee, at the annual convention in
September 1886.

This decision was rendered under the direct authority of no statute or legal enactment of
any kind: it was made under cover of an artful misconstruction of a clause in the penal
code regarding conspiracy. The word "conspiracy" has long been a facile legal weapon
in the hands of capital, and the New York Judge and District Attorney only demonstrate
their ability by finding a new definition for it in sending the Theiss boycotters to prison.
It was a class decision in the interests of unscrupulous employers, and intended to intim-
idate and deter organized labor from even peaceably protecting its members.28

Similarly the president of the Assembly, Samuel Gompers, protested the postwar
conspiracy convictions the following year.

Such trials, convictions and construction of the laws only tend to bring them [the judges]
into discredit and contempt. It had been supposed that long ago the laws of conspiracy
were in no way applicable to men in labor organizations having for their object the matter
of regulating wages and hours of labor. If, as has now been decided, that the law of
conspiracy still obtains in this question, the sooner it is repealed the better. Surely if
monarchial England can afford to expunge obnoxious laws from her statutes, the Empire
State of the Union can.29
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By the mid-1880s, then, Franey, Gompers, and other New York and Pennsyl-
vania labor leaders clearly considered the conspiracy convictions to be a travesty
of justice and a considerable burden on American labor.30 Their initial remedy
for judicial obstruction was to return to the legislature for more effective protec-
tion. Neither New York nor Pennsylvania workers abandoned politics quickly.
Instead, they redoubled their political efforts and tried to close the loopholes in
the anticonspiracy laws through passage of more carefully drafted legislation.
Thus the successive conspiracy statutes in New York and Pennsylvania between
1869 and 1891 were in many ways a testimony to organized labor's commitment
to political change in the three decades following the Civil War.

By the turn of the century, however, the AFL had become disillusioned with
the prospects of political reform. Their repeated campaigns to secure state pro-
tection of the right to organize were continually undermined by the courts. No
matter how carefully the statutes were crafted, they seemed to have little or no
capacity to curb the courts' power. Thus the postwar conspiracy convictions
demonstrated repeatedly the difficulties of changing government policy toward
labor through legislative channels. Moreover, it was not just the anticonspiracy
laws that were blocked by the courts; the AFL's demands for improved hours,
wages, and working conditions met with an equally ominous fate. Only where
the anticonspiracy laws had been eroded through narrow interpretation, legisla-
tion establishing the eight-hour day, regular payment of wages, and prohibiting
tenement manufacturing were declared unconstitutional.31 Whether by judicial
interpretation or the power of judicial review, the effect was the same; American
labor frequently witnessed its hard won political victories being eroded by the
courts in the postbellum decades. Not surprisingly, then, by the turn of the cen-
tury many labor leaders began to articulate a deep-seated mistrust of politics and
to advocate instead a change in strategy that would enable them to circumvent
the unusual power of American judiciary.

The debate over the "political programme" at the AFL's Denver Convention
captures nicely labor's increasing frustration with political reform. Delegates
Beerman, Lloyd, Pomeroy, and Strasser opposed the ten-point platform pre-
cisely because the courts posed a major obstacle to effective political change.
Although the delegates did not make explicit reference to the conspiracy laws,
we can nevertheless see how the repeated pattern of political victory followed by
judicial obstruction undermined their faith in the benefits of legislative change.32

Delegate Pomeroy, for example, objected to plank 4, which called for "sanitary
inspection of workshop, mine and home" in the following terms:

Under the kind of government with which we are infested at the present time everything
of a legal nature that will permit the invasion of the people's homes is dangerous. This
law could be used to destroy the sacredness that is supposed and did once surround the
American home. I believe the home can be made sacred again, can be defended from the
violations of a judiciary that stretches laws at the dictation of their bosses, capital. . . .
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Leaving it [the plank] there, you leave a danger and a standing menace that has been
already and will be used again against the rights of the citizens of this country.33

Delegates Beerman, Lloyd, and Strasser were less concerned with judicial
interpretation and raised instead the specter of judicial review and the problems
it created for political reform. Adolph Strasser summed up the frustration with
legislative reform and began to articulate the basic features of voluntarist strategy
during the debate over plank 3, calling for a "legal eight-hour workday." Rather
than looking to the government as their savior, Strasser argued that workers
would be better off if they directed their energy and resources to trade union
organizing and protest on the shop floor.

There is one fact that cannot be overlooked. You cannot pass a general eight-hour day
without changing the constitution of the United States and the constitution of every State
in the Union. . . . I hold we cannot propose to wait with the eight hour movement until
we secure it by law. The cigar makers passed a law, without the government, . . . and
they have enforced the law without having policemen in every shop to see its enforce-
ment. . . . I am opposed to wasting our time declaring for legislation being enacted for a
time possibly after we are dead. I want to see something we can secure while we are
alive.34

Perhaps the clearest account of the turn to voluntarism can be found in Samuel
Gompers's autobiography in which he reflected on his "political work" in a
chapter entitled "Learning Something of Legislation." Gompers had by no means
always been a staunch advocate of business unionism. On the contrary, during
the 1870s and 1880s, he campaigned actively to improve the workingmen's lot
through political channels. Gompers's account of the New York cigarmakers'
struggle to regulate tenement manufacturing in the City provides an uncanny
parallel with the Workingmen's Assembly efforts to pass the anticonspiracy laws.35

Between 1878 and 1885 New York Cigarmakers Local 144 undertook an in-
tensive campaign to abolish or at least improve the appalling conditions of tene-
ment manufacturing. First, they lobbied for passage of an amendment to the
federal revenue act that would have placed a prohibitive tax on cigars manufac-
tured under tenement conditions. The amendment passed the House of Represen-
tatives in 1879 but did not make it out of the Senate. Second, the cigarmakers
turned to the state level, where they tried to pressure the New York Assembly
into prohibiting tenement manufacturing by using its police powers to regulate
public health. An extensive lobby was maintained in Albany, with union repre-
sentatives testifying regularly before the relevant committees, pledging represen-
tatives to support the bill, and endeavoring to elect their own representatives to
the Assembly. After several abortive efforts a new state law prohibiting tenement
manufacturing was passed in 1883.36

However, labor's hard-earned political victories for tenement reform, as with
the anticonspiracy laws, seemed to have little or no real power. Soon after the
tenement bill was passed, employers successfully challenged the constitutional-
ity of the law in the New York courts on the grounds that the act violated the
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due process clause. As with the anticonspiracy statutes, New York unions were
not so easily deterred and renewed their political work in order to enact a more
effective statute that could withstand the scrutiny of the court. In May 1884 their
efforts were again rewarded with a new, more carefully drafted law only to be
overruled again by the New York Supreme Court and Circuit Court of Appeals.37

The Cigarmakers' unsuccessful struggle for tenement reform, according to
Gompers, indeed taught him something about legislation, namely the ineffec-
tiveness of securing effective change through political channels. "Securing the
enactment of a law does not mean the solution of the problem as I learned in my
legislative experience. The power of the courts to pass upon constitutionality of
a law so complicates reform by legislation as to seriously restrict the effective-
ness of that method."38 When three decades of political work were continually
undermined by the courts, New York and Pennsylvania workers began to look
for other "methods" of protecting workers' interests within the confines of the
divided American state.

The Cigarmakers' response to the failed tenement legislation might well have
served as a blueprint for the shift in labor strategy more generally. Gompers
described the change of tactics as follows:

After the Appeal Court declared against the principle of the law, we talked over the
possibilities of further legislative action and decided to concentrate on organization work.
Through our trade unions we harassed the manufacturers by strikes and agitation until
they were convinced that we did not intend to stop until we gained our point and that it
would be less costly for them to abandon the tenement manufacturing system and carry
on the industry in factories under decent conditions. Thus we accomplished through eco-
nomic power what we had failed to achieve through legislation.39

The AFL adopted a strategy of antistatist voluntarism, according to Gompers,
precisely because of the frustration encountered in court for their political work.
The power of the courts to set government policy convinced Gompers, Pomeroy,
Strasser, and other members of the AFL that it was extremely difficult to secure
enduring change through political channels.

To be sure, business unionism was not the only possible response to judi-
cial obstruction. Indeed, at least two other reactions can be seen within the late
nineteenth-century labor movement. On the one hand, the Socialist Party pro-
vided a very different way of negotiating the peculiarities of the American state.
Instead of changing labor strategy as Gompers and the AFL suggested, Eugene
Debs and the socialists called for a transformation of capitalist institutions. If the
courts would not respond to workers' demands then workers must mobilize around
a radical platform in order to create a more sympathetic regime. The task, from
the socialists' perspective, was to change the state rather than refashion labor
strategy.40 William Hay ward and the Industrial Workers of the World (the IWW,
or Wobblies) represented a second alternative to business unionism. Their syn-
dicalist program of direct action and shop-floor militance also contained a strong
antistatist element. In many ways, business unionism and syndicalism were two
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sides of the same coin; both strategies enabled workers to avoid the frustrations
of pursuing legislative reform within the divided American state by focusing
their energies, albeit in very different ways, on the shop floor.41

The story told here does not explain why the socialist and syndicalist alterna-
tives remained subordinate to the AFL's business unionism. All three strategies
would have enabled workers to circumvent the power of the courts. What my
research does explain, however, is why by 1900 the option of pursuing workers'
interests through a labor party, or its equivalent, was no longer viable in the
United States. The failure of New York and Pennsylvania campaigns to repeal
the conspiracy doctrine laid bare the limitations of conventional party politics for
influencing the state. Short of revolutionary transformation, there was little in-
centive for workers to mobilize politically as hard won political victories were
continually obstructed by the courts. As long as the courts remained the primary
institution for regulating labor, the antistatist strategy of business unionism seemed
to many workers to provide a more promising means of securing workers' inter-
ests in the United States.

ENGLISH LABOR AND THE COURTS

Some might argue that the judicial interpretation of the New York and Pennsyl-
vania anticonspiracy statutes reveals more about legislative politics than it does
about the power of the courts. The New York and Pennsylvania statutes, so the
argument might run, were simply symbolic victories that were never really in-
tended to exempt workers from criminal prosecution. The statutes might have
been passed with the intimidation provisions wittingly attached, legislators knowing
full well that the judiciary could exploit these loopholes and continue to convict
workers of criminal conspiracy. Fortunately, the limits of this argument can be
gauged quickly by turning to the English case.

The English struggle for state recognition closely paralleled the New York and
Pennsylvania movements. In the first phase, between 1867 and 1875, the Con-
ference of Amalgamated Trades and the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades
Union Congress lobbied Parliament for anticonspiracy legislation. The English
campaign, like its New York and Pennsylvania counterparts, succeeded, result-
ing in two new anticonspiracy laws in 1871 and 1875.42 The Trade Union Act of
1871 established two important checks on judicial power: Section Two granted
unions immunity from prosecution under the common law doctrine of conspiracy
and restraint of trade, while Section Four restored trade unions' right to register
as Friendly Societies thereby protecting union funds from damage suits. Al-
though the 1871 legislation went a considerable distance in protecting workers'
industrial rights, Parliament, much like the New York and Pennsylvania legis-
latures, did not extend state protection unconditionally. Alongside the Trade Union
Act of 1871, Parliament also passed the Criminal Law Amendment Act, which
codified existing case law. The use of "violence, threats, intimidation, moles-
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tation or obstruction" during industrial disputes remained illegal much as it had
in the United States. A new campaign to repeal the Criminal Law Amendment
Act was initiated by the Trades Union Congress and led to passage of the second
anticonspiracy statute in 1875. The Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act
went further than earlier legislation in protecting workers' right to organize by
declaring all actions that were not themselves crimes when committed by an
individual to be exempt from criminal prosecution if committed collectively.
However, the 1875 statute continued to qualify state protection of workers' in-
dustrial rights under Section Seven, which declared the use of violence and in-
timidation to be criminal actions.

In 1875, then, the English and American labor strategy and legal status were
very similar. Workers in both countries had set for themselves the task of secur-
ing state protection of the right to organize and strike. To change government
policy toward labor, workers set about repealing the conspiracy doctrine through
an extensive campaign of political reform. Moreover, the legislative victories in
England and the United States were almost identical. Governments in both coun-
tries took clear steps to protect workers' right to organize, but also continued to
identify specific actions beyond legislative protection. Implementation of the
statutes, however, followed a very different course on the two sides of the Atlan-
tic.

English employers were no more tolerant of working-class organization than
their New York and Pennsylvania counterparts. When faced with a strike, they
also were willing to testify as to the intimidating nature of their employees'
behavior, thereby enabling workers to be convicted of criminal conspiracy under
Section Seven of the 1875 Act.43 Unlike their American counterparts, however,
English courts did not continue to convict workers of conspiracy after 1875.
Rather, English courts deferred to parliamentary authority and interpreted the
provisions against the use of violence and intimidation more narrowly than either
the New York or Pennsylvania courts.

Two of the leading English cases brought under the 1875 statute highlight the
more limited role of the English courts. Two Queen's Bench cases, decided in
1891, Curran v. Treleaven and Gibson v. Lawson, like the postwar conspiracy
cases in the United States, hinged on the question of how the courts should
interpret the provisions against intimidation contained in Section Seven of the
Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act.44 In Curran v. Treleaven, the Court
of Queen's Bench was faced with the question of whether or not "injury to
trade" qualified as intimidation under the Conspiracy and Protection of Property
Act.45 Pete Curran, secretary of the National Union of Gas Workers and General
Labourers of Great Britain, had been convicted by the court of petty sessions for
"wrongfully and without legal authority intimidating" a Plymouth coal mer-
chant named George Treleaven. The dispute centered on the use of nonunion
labor to unload one of Treleaven's coal ships, the Ocean Queen. Union workers
threatened to strike if Treleaven continued to hire nonunion workers. Union workers
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were charged with conspiracy on the grounds that they had intimidated Treleaven
into fearing "injury to his business and consequently loss to himself." A strike
to benefit workers, the prosecution argued, might have been legal, but a strike
to injure the employer's business was an act of intimidation and as such was a
criminal offense under Section Seven of the 1875 statute.46

The Court of Queen's Bench, however, disagreed with the prosecution's inter-
pretation of the statute and adopted instead a more limited definition of intimi-
dation. Unlike the American judiciary, English courts accepted a much wider
range of industrial action as legitimate behavior, exempt from charges of crimi-
nal conspiracy. The Chief Justice delivered the opinion, denying that "injury to
trade" was tantamount to intimidation, saying:

where the object [of a strike] is to benefit oneself, it can seldom, perhaps it can never, be
effected without some consequent loss or injury to someone else. In trade, in commerce,
even in a profession, what is one man's gain is another's loss, and where the object is not
malicious, the mere fact that the effect is injurious does not make the agreement either
illegal or actionable, and, therefore, is not indictable.47

The Queen's Bench reversed the lower court conviction and acquitted the work-
ers, thereby affirming the earlier statutory protection of workers' industrial rights.

The more restrained approach of the English courts when interpreting the labor
statutes can be seen especially clearly in a second case, which came before the
Queen's Bench in the same term. In Gibson v. Lawson, the court again faced the
issue if whether or not a particular strike action constituted a violation of Section
Seven of the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act. In delivering the opin-
ion, Chief Justice Lord Coleridge explicitly deferred to parliamentary policy on
the issue, and advocated a very limited role for judicial interpretation of statute
law. For example, at one point in the opinion, Lord Coleridge noted that denying
the appeal might appear to conflict with earlier convictions under the common
law, especially the cases of R. v. Druitt and R. v. Bunn. The Chief Justice
dismissed the apparent conflict, saying:

the cases of Reg. v. Druitt and Reg. v. Bunn in which Lord Bramwell and Lord Esher
. . . are both said to have held the statutes on the subject have in no way interfered with
or altered the common law, and that strikes and combinations expressly legalized by
statute may yet be treated as indictable conspiracies at common law, and may be punished
by imprisonment with hard labour. . . . We are well aware of the great authority of the
judges by whom the above cases were decided, but we are unable to concur in these dicta,
and, speaking with all deference, we think they are not law.48

Thus, the Queen's Bench rather dramatically repudiated past case law in order
to comply with the recent parliamentary statutes. Moreover, Lord Coleridge ex-
plicitly acknowledged the supremacy of Parliament in his concluding remarks in
the Lawson decision.

it seems to us that the law concerning combinations in reference to trade disputes is
contained in 38 and 39 Viet, c 86, and in the statutes referred to in it, and that acts which
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are not indictable under that statute are not now, if, indeed, they ever were, indictable at
common law.49

Gibson lost the appeal when the high court affirmed the lower court ruling and
found the defendant not guilty of wrongful intimidation. The Queen's Bench,
then, clearly reaffirmed Parliament's authority over labor policy. At least in the
Law son judgment, the court was willing to break with past case law in order to
comply with new policies established in contemporary labor statutes.

In contrast to the New York and Pennsylvania workers, the English labor
movement's struggle for state recognition was a more complete success. Not
only did workers secure prolabor legislation through their intensive lobbying
campaign, but these statutes actually protected workers from future conspiracy
prosecutions. This more effective campaign for state protection, however, was
not simply the product of more carefully drafted legislation, as both the Ameri-
can and English statutes contained similar intimidation provisions that could have
been used by employers and the courts to secure subsequent prosecutions. In-
stead, the differences are more readily attributed to the effective division of po-
litical power between Parliament and the judiciary that was itself a legacy of past
political struggles and social compromises negotiated at the end of the English
Civil War. By deferring to the nineteenth-century labor statutes, the English
courts were adhering to a long-standing tradition of Parliamentary supremacy,
of which labor was now the unintended beneficiary.50

If the supremacy of Parliament indeed was the crucial factor in shaping labor
strategy in England, then we must account for the resurgence of judicial hostility
toward labor at the turn of the century. Did the revival of judicial hostility un-
dermine past labor victories? Had the balance of power between the courts and
Parliament changed? Why, after affirming the Conspiracy and Protection of
Property Act so firmly in the 1890s, did the English courts hand down a series
of antilabor decisions in the first decades of the twentieth century?

Taff Vale and civil liabilities

Even though the courts had deferred to Parliament when interpreting the Con-
spiracy and Protection of Property Act, the English struggle over state recogni-
tion of workers' industrial rights was by no means entirely resolved by the turn
of the century. In the succeeding decades, unions were confronted with new
attacks on their legal status, prompting further legislation to protect organized
labor from renewed challenges in the courts. In fact, the most infamous antilabor
cases were yet to come; Quinn v. Leatham, Taff Vale, and the Osborne judgment
were handed down by the courts in the first two decades of the twentieth century,
well after the legislative victories of 1871 and 1875.51 These later cases, how-
ever, did not represent a change in judicial interpretation of the existing labor
statutes, but rather reflected changes in other areas of common law doctrine that
opened up entirely new legal issues that had not been covered by earlier legisla-
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tion. All of these later convictions were brought as civil rather than criminal
prosecutions and thus required additional parliamentary protection. The Conspir-
acy and Protection of Property Act had succeeded in protecting unions from
criminal prosecution but had not been designed to, nor was it capable of, pro-
tecting workers from claims for civil liabilities.

The renewed attack on organized labor in the first two decades of the twentieth
century was made possible both by developments in English corporation law
during the 1890s and by the particular form of legislative protection provided by
the English state. Prior to 1901, labor unions generally had been considered
immune from prosecution for damages inflicted during industrial disputes due to
their noncorporate status. Corporate officers had been protected from damage
suits through the doctrine of limited liability which restricted damage claims to
company property. Unions, fearing suits against the organization's funds, had
chosen to remain unincorporated, thereby forgoing the ' 'privilege" of limited
liability but also protecting the union from civil liability claims.52

During the 1890s, however, English company law changed. In a series of
nonlabor cases, the courts began to allow "representative actions" to be brought
against unincorporated companies. This evolution of legal doctrine enabled the
growing number of unincorporated companies to be held legally accountable by
allowing individuals to be considered representatives of their organizations. In
1893 an enterprising attorney brought a representative action against a number
of building trade unions in Hull. The Divisional Court, however, denied the
action, and ruled that the defendants could be sued only as individuals and not
as representatives of their unions. Although unsuccessful, the Temperton v. Rus-
sell case laid the legal groundwork for the historic Taff Vale decision of 1901.53

The Taff Vale railway company successfully sued the Amalgamated Society
of Railway Servants precisely because the Law Lords overruled the Temperton
decision and held that although not a corporate body, the union itself could be
sued just as many nonldfoov organizations had been in the previous decade. The
court found for Taff Vale and ordered the union to pay damages of £23,000 and
expenses, including legal costs of £42,000.54 The decision was a major defeat
for organized labor. The setback was short-lived, however; within five years
Parliament passed the Trades Disputes Act, which established union immunity
to civil liabilities as well as criminal conspiracies. Thus the new vulnerability
was quickly foreclosed through further labor lobbying and renewed statutory
protection of workers' industrial rights. Indeed, the campaign to repeal Taff Vale
provided a major impetus to the newly established Labour Party, which led the
campaign for legislative reform.55 Again, as in 1875, the Trades Disputes Act
was quite effective in protecting union funds from subsequent civil liability suits,
thereby reaffirming the benefits of political action.

Changes in corporation law, however, were only partially responsible for the
renewed prosecution of English unions. The particular form of legislative protec-
tion granted to English labor under the Conspiracy and Protection of Property
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Act also contributed to the pattern of successive waves of statutory protection
and judicial prosecution. Although clearly extending state protection to workers
in the late nineteenth century, Parliament stopped short of enacting general rights
for English workers. Instead, it used a more limited approach that protected
workers' industrial rights against specific kinds of legal prosecution.56 This form
of state recognition has been characterized by Lord Wedderburn and others as a
negative rather than positive definition of workers' rights, in that unions were
provided with a series of "immunities" from particular legal doctrines rather
than being granted a less qualified right to organize and strike.57 Thus the legis-
lative victories of 1871, 1875, and 1905 established distinct exemptions for labor
from particular common law doctrines rather than enacting more wide-ranging
industrial rights. Although the Conspiracy and Protection of Property and the
Trades Dispute Acts were quite effective in shielding unions from criminal and
civil liabilities, the negative definition of workers' rights left unions vulnerable
to new or unanticipated legal actions. The emergence of representative actions
in company law is a perfect example of the way in which the English statutes
exposed unions to new prosecution strategies. With each legal innovation, labor
had to return to Parliament in order to specify further the precise grounds of state
protection.

Although both English and American labor regulation oscillated between pe-
riods of judicial hostility and statutory protection, the origins and impact of the
pattern of state regulation was quite different in the two nations. In England,
once statutory protections were enacted, the courts deferred to parliamentary
authority and honored the immunities prescribed in successive labor legislation.
The alternation between legislative protection and judicial prosecution did not
stem from Parliament's inability to check the power of the English courts. Rather,
Parliament was quite effective at limiting judicial interpretation, but only on the
particular issues covered by the statute. In America, on the other hand, state
legislatures had little or no success in redirecting judicial regulation of working-
class organization and protest. Both the New York and Pennsylvania courts un-
dermined the successive statutory protections and continued to convict workers
of conspiracy on much the same grounds throughout the nineteenth century.
Thus the successive waves of legislative protection and judicial prosecution in
the United States reflected a different balance of power between the courts and
legislature than existed in England in the same period.

AN INTERPRETATIVE TWIST: EARLY NINETEENTH-
CENTURY PRODUCERS AND THE STATE

In many ways it is tempting to end the story of divergent labor movement devel-
opment here and to attribute different labor strategies exclusively to differences
in state structure. Although a state-centered analysis works well for the English-
American comparison in the late nineteenth century, it is quite misleading to
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extrapolate from this historical period to other eras as well. In fact, when we
extend the field of analysis to include the early nineteenth century we see that a
very different set of state-labor relations prevailed.

Prior to 1860, American workers did not find themselves locked in a frustrat-
ing struggle with the courts. On the contrary, early workingmen's associations
such as the New York and Philadelphia Working Men's parties (1827—31) and
the New York Loco-foco or Equal Rights Party (1835-7) looked to the state as
both the source and potential solution to their economic distress. Indeed, if we
step back to the 1820s and 1830s we can see intriguing parallels between the
Chartist and Working Men's parties in the United States. Moreover, New York
and Pennsylvania workers were, if anything, more successful than their English
counterparts at securing their political demands from the state. Laws establishing
a system of compulsory education, general incorporation, and mechanics' liens,
abolishing imprisonment for debt, and creating a more decentralized system of
currency and credit were passed in several northeastern states before 1842. The
Working Men's parties were by no means the only actors responsible for secur-
ing these reforms. But most scholars agree that skilled workers played an impor-
tant role in placing these issues on the political agenda.58

Thus before the Civil War we see that the unusual power of the American
courts over other branches of government did not hamper antebellum efforts at
political reform. As yet, differences in state structure were of little consequence;
working-class protest in England and the United States was not yet channeled
along divergent paths. One last question remains, namely to explain why differ-
ences in state structure only became salient in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century. Why, in short, did the role of the American state change so that Amer-
ican courts only came to block working-class political action after the Civil War?

The divergent patterns of state-labor relations after the Civil War cannot be
explained by objective conditions alone. After all, state structure and policy re-
mained relatively constant during the nineteenth century; moreover, workers were
subject to conspiracy prosecutions both before and after the Civil War. Despite
similar institutional arrangements and legal doctrine, conspiracy convictions did
not become the focus of workingmen's ire before the Civil War. Instead of chal-
lenging the power of the courts, antebellum workers were engaged in a quite
different program of political reform.59 The more cooperative state-labor rela-
tions that prevailed in the first three decades of the nineteenth century can be
understood, I believe, only by attending more carefully to changes in culture and
ideology within which state institutions operated. We will see how long-standing
eighteenth-century assumptions and the quite different cultural understandings
they entailed continued to shape labor's perception of, and response to, the courts
well into the nineteenth century.

Several scholars have begun to investigate the influence of republican ideology
on workingmen's protest in the early decades of the nineteenth century.60 Al-
though not emphasized equally by all scholars, three assumptions seem to have
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been especially important. First, early nineteenth-century protesters continued to
voice the republican belief in the constitutive power of politics. The economic
distress and social conflict of the 1820s and 1830s, from this perspective, were
the result of an inappropriate balance of political institutions and poor legislation
rather than the product of some inevitable process of industrialization. The eigh-
teenth-century belief in the formative power of politics is captured nicely by a
chartist when he claimed: "Knaves will tell you that it is because you have no
property, you are unrepresented. I tell you the contrary, it is because you are
unrepresented that you have no property . . . your property is the result not the
cause of your being unrepresented."61 Similarly, the New York and Philadelphia
Working Men's parties believed their economic plight to have been politically
created and to be in need of political reform. "It is because every working man
has not been a politician that bad legislation has taken place, that laws have been
made granting privileges to a few, which privileges have enabled them to live
without labor on the industry of the useful classes."62 If only the appropriate
configuration of political institutions and public policy could be established, then
all productive citizens could share in the benefits of economic growth.

Second, in the early decades of the nineteenth-century workingmen continued
to assert the importance of propertied independence as the basis of civic partici-
pation. Even though wage labor was increasing, skilled workers defended their
claims to independence through the labor theory of value and claims of property
rights in their trade. For example, Stephen Simpson of the Philadelphia Working
Men's party analyzed the workingmen's plight as follows:

Capital is the superabundant aggregate stock of labour, in the hands of individuals, gov-
ernment, and nations. . . . All capital, therefore, is produced by the working men of a
nation, although they seldom attain to or possess it, owing to a wrong principle, regulating
the distribution of wealth, by which capital is almost always soley acquired by the idle
speculator, the wary monopolist, or the sordid accumulator.63

The question was not simply one of economic interest and material gain, but
rather of workingmen trying to assert their propertied independence and the as-
sociated right to participate in contemporary political debate. New York artisans
joined the antebellum debate over financial reform by again laying claim to the
labor theory of value and asserting property rights in their trade: "If you really
think that we, the working men, have no real interest in the present contest, you
are very much mistaken; for we think our labor is as good as your real capital,
(the produce of labor,) and far better than your false capital, (the produce of
exclusive and therefore unrepublican privileges;)."64 Day laborers and the de-
pendent poor might legitimately be excluded from politics, workingmen argued,
but skilled artisans should be recognized as worthy members of the republic who
were quite capable of remaining "independent at the polls."65

Finally, workingmen adhered to the long-standing eighteenth-century fear of
dependence and corruption, which they believed led to tyranny and the abuse of
political power. When faced with the reorganization of work and tremendous
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changes in production that we now refer to as industrialization, Chartists and
workingmen across the Atlantic extended traditional republican fears from the
political to the economic realm. The most urgent problem, the workingmen
claimed, lay in the recent concentration of economic rather than political power.
The National Bank and the "spurious currency" system were considered espe-
cially dangerous because they were creating unhealthy monopolies that were
making the "rich richer, and the poor poorer," and the "many dependant on the
few."66

Eighteenth-century ideology, however, did not remain at the level of rhetoric
alone. Rather, these republican precepts were sustained by quite different social
relations and political alliances as well. The primary social cleavage in the first
three decades of the nineteenth century was not yet between labor and capital,
or workers and employers, but centered instead on the division between the pro-
ducing and nonproducing classes. Skilled artisans, small manufacturers, and
yeoman farmers identified as producers and allied against bankers, lawyers, and
speculators the quintessential members of the nonproducing classes. It is a mis-
take, from this perspective, to consider the Chartists and New York and Phila-
delphia Working Men's parties to be class-conscious "protosocialist" move-
ments that mobilized workers as members of a distinct wage-earning class.67

Instead, organizations such as the Birmingham Political Union and the Complete
Suffrage Union in England and the Working Men's parties in New York and
Philadelphia mobilized producers against the nonproducing classes. Skilled arti-
sans and middle-class Radicals worked side by side within the same organiza-
tion: No formal alliance was needed to sanctify their cooperation because both
groups considered themselves producers and natural allies. Only gradually over
the next fifty years would producers be distinguished into the working and middle
classes.68

When producers mobilized politically in both England and the United States,
they called for quite different demands from their counterparts after the Civil
War. In essence the producers' platform called for economic and political power
to be distributed more evenly throughout the nation and the conditions for civic
participation ensured. The specific means of obtaining these goals varied on the
two sides of the Atlanic as conditions producers faced differed in the two coun-
tries. In New York and Philadelphia, the Working Men's parties and Loco-focos
advocated a series of antimonopoly reforms, especially targeted at the problems
of finance and credit. First and foremost, New York and Philadelphia working-
men staunchly opposed the rechartering of the National Bank and demanded
instead passage of more liberal banking laws that would give all productive citi-
zens access to credit. As a result, producers believed that economic growth could
proceed, but in a more decentralized way, thereby avoiding the dangers inherent
in concentrations of economic and political power.69

In addition, New York and Philadelphia workingmen gave considerable atten-
tion to education reform and called repeatedly for creation of a system of state-
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funded schools. No industrious citizens, the producers argued, could hope to
fulfill their duties of civic participation unless they had sufficient time and re-
sources to inform themselves on the pressing issues of the day. Finally, New
York and Philadelphia producers called for a number of smaller policy changes
including abolition of imprisonment for debt, passage of a mechanics' lien law,
and abolition of the militia system. Each of these demands, the producers be-
lieved, would help maintain the solvency and dignity of small producers in this
period of rapid economic change.70

English producers, on the other hand, focused primarily on suffrage reform.
Extending the vote, the Chartists claimed, was an essential prerequisite for alle-
viating the economic distress of skilled workers and small manufacturers who
were presently being excluded from the benefits of economic growth. Chartist
demands, however, were not limited to suffrage alone and often included attacks
on the debilitating effects of speculators and middle men. Thomas Attwood's
solution mirrored that of his New York and Pennsylvania counterparts: The sys-
tem of finance and credit had to be changed in order to alleviate the current wave
of economic distress.71

I do not want to imply that all was harmony and cooperation within the early
nineteenth-century producers' organizations. Both the Chartist movement and
Working Men's parties contained minority factions advocating more radical re-
forms. Fergus O'Connor and the "physical force" Chartists, for example, de-
manded universal manhood suffrage through a break with middle-class reformers
and the use of violence if necessary. Similarly, Thomas Skidmore's proposal for
the redistribution of property in the initial platform of the New York Working
Men's party has been considered a decisive sign that working-class conscious-
ness had emerged in New York City well before the Civil War.72 Although
O'Connor and Skidmore indeed called for a more complete break with the past
than their rivals, it is a mistake to view them as the only authentic voices within
the producers' ranks. By attending more closely to the eighteenth-century leg-
acy, we can see a much wider range of producers' demands as equally legitimate,
albeit different, responses to economic change. Financial reform, education pol-
icy, and general incorporation laws, for example, were not simply the concerns
of middle-class reformers who infiltrated their organizations and deflected work-
ingmen from their radical potential. Rather, each of these policy reforms was
designed to create the conditions needed for producers to maintain their role as
independent and respected citizens in their respective republics.

Moreover, it is important to note that neither O'Connor nor Skidmore were
able to sway a majority of workingmen to their position and remained distinct
minorities within both the Chartist and workingmen's movements. Throughout
the 1820s through 1840s, the dominant factions within both the English and
American protest movements remained firmly committed to the producers' pro-
gram of republican reform and continued to attract both skilled artisans and middle-
class allies into their ranks.73
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Thus, when faced with declining wages and diminishing social status, produc-
ers were not transformed overnight into a new working class. Established social
divisions and political alliances were not abandoned so lightly. Instead, the first
wave of resistance to industrialization in the 1820s through 1840s was shaped by
eighteenth-century ideology and social relations. Although early nineteenth-
century protesters were by no means happy with their current situation, we
should not assume that they wanted to break abruptly with the past. In fact, early
nineteenth-century producers mobilized politically with the hope of returning
their societies to their rightful paths. These early protesters, I have found, were
more interested in reaffirming their position in the republic than they were in
transforming nineteenth-century society along new class lines.

Adopting the producers' rather than wage-earners' concept of class enables us
to understand the changing pattern of state-labor relations in the United States
during the middle decades of the nineteenth century. The changing role of the
state, in turn, was responsible for the divergent patterns of English and American
labor movement development after the Civil War. In the early decades of the
nineteenth century, when workingmen understood their economic plight in light
of eighteenth-century assumptions, they looked to the state for very different
reasons than their late nineteenth-century counterparts. Rather than demanding
state protection of the right to organize and strike, antebellum protesters in both
England and the United States mobilized collectively to secure the necessary
conditions for their dual goals of decentralized economic growth and civic par-
ticipation. Although not all the producers' demands were adopted immediately
and many became the subject of heated political debate, it is important to note
that the antebellum producers' demands were not eviscerated by the courts. Un-
like workers' postwar demand for state protection of the right to organize, the
central components of the producers' program for antimonopoly reform and civic
participation could be accommodated quite easily within the existing legal order
and did not require that the balance of power be renegotiated between legislatures
and the courts.

Although I have shown how republican ideology entailed a quite different set
of labor demands, which in turn enabled more cooperative state-labor relations
to prevail before the Civil War, a critical reader might question my claim as to
the importance of ideology, culture, and acts of interpretation as central to the
shift in state-labor relations after the war. Why, the critic might argue, can we
not explain the change in labor demands and the judicial obstruction that fol-
lowed simply as products of industrialization? Workers' underlying interests
changed, the argument might run, along with the reorganization of work and
production that fueled industrialization. Shifts in ideology and culture after the
Civil War, from this perspective, were largely derivative of changes in economic
and social relations; acts of interpretation might appear to have shaped labor's
relation to the state, but in fact they only masked the true source of causal change.

The limits of a materialist account of changes in state-labor relations after the
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Civil War can be seen by shifting the field of analysis briefly from a comparison
across countries and over time to a comparison across organizations in the same
era. Contrasting the two principal labor organizations of the 1870s and 1880s,
namely the Knights of Labor and the New York Workingmen's Assembly, en-
ables us to hold economic and social conditions reasonably constant and as a
consequence brings into sharper relief the influence of ideology and culture over
labor's platform. As I have already presented a detailed account of this postwar
comparison elsewhere, I will simply refer here to the central findings of my
research.74

The producers' alliance did not break down quickly or in an orderly fashion,
but rather disintegrated in a much more uneven pattern. In the three decades
following the Civil War there was a proliferation of labor organizations in both
England and the United States, each of which put forth its own interpretation
and remedy for labor's current distress. Although most workers agreed that eco-
nomic and social relations had changed in an undesirable fashion in the three
decades immediately following the war, how workers understood these changes,
the meaning they imparted to them, varied considerably across organizations.

When comparing the Knights of Labor and New York Workingmen's Assem-
bly response to the postwar conspiracy trials I found that state-labor relations
varied across organizations as well as over time. The Knights of Labor, unlike
their trade union rivals, continued in the producers' tradition and did not make
collective action and repealing the conspiracy laws a central component of their
postwar program. Instead the Knights of Labor continued to advance an exten-
sive program of antimonopoly reform and did not become embroiled in a pro-
tracted struggle with the courts.75 The New York Workingmen's Assembly, on
the other hand, adopted a quite different approach. The cornerstone of the Work-
ingmen's Assembly program, we have seen, centered on obtaining state protec-
tion of the right to organize alongside a campaign to improve hours, wages, and
working conditions for labor. The extended campaign to repeal the conspiracy
laws led them headlong into an unsuccessful struggle with the courts, a struggle
that was itself decisive in disillusioning New York and Pennsylvania workers
with the prospects of political reform.

Differences in labor demands across postwar labor organizations cannot be
accounted for readily by economic conditions and social relations alone because
both the Knights of Labor and the New York Workingmen's Assembly were
responding to the same conditions. Instead what we see is that different ideolo-
gies and interpretative frames played a considerable role in shaping workers'
demands as workers struggled to make sense of the enormous changes that were
taking place in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Once workers began to demand state protection of the right to organize both
English and American workers set for themselves the task of changing legal
doctrine or displacing the courts as the principal regulatory institution of indus-
trial conflict. Labor's struggle for industrial rights, we have seen, followed very
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different paths in England and the United States largely as a consequence of the
different configurations of state power in the two nations and ultimately led to
very different patterns of labor movement development in the two nations.

CONCLUSION: STATE STRUCTURE AND LABOR STRATEGY
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The history of judicial regulation of working-class organization in England and
the United States points to three broad conclusions about historical and institu-
tional arguments more generally. First, we can see clearly how different institu-
tional arrangements provided very different incentives and constraints for work-
ers and channeled protest along different paths. The political terrain on which
workers organized indeed played a significant role in shaping working-class in-
terests and strategy in England and the United States.

The contrasting behavior of the courts in the English and American political
systems provided very different rewards for working-class political action and
ultimately was responsible for the divergent development of the two labor move-
ments at the end of the nineteenth century. In England, where the courts were
less powerful and generally allowed Parliament to establish government policy
toward labor, working-class political organization was systematically rewarded.
The legislative victories of the English labor movement produced significant
changes in government regulation of working-class organization. In contrast,
equivalent legislative successes in New York and Pennsylvania provided very
little leverage over government policy, which continued to be dominated by the
judiciary with little or no regard for statute law. The inability of New York and
Pennsylvania legislatures to check the power of the courts left American workers
disillusioned with the prospects of even successful political mobilization. The
divergent patterns of labor movement development after 1890, then, can be traced
to the very different roles played by the courts during workers' struggle for state
protection of industrial rights in the closing decades of the nineteenth century.
After almost a century of parallel development, the English and American labor
movements began to adopt quite different strategies, largely in response to the
pattern of frustrations and rewards that flowed from the political systems within
which they organized.

Second, the preceding research suggests that the nature of institutional power
needs to be reconsidered. Although American courts played a decisive role in
the turn to business unionism, the courts were by no means always so influential.
In the first half of the nineteenth century, when producers pursued a very differ-
ent program of reform, the unusual structure of the American state was of little
significance. Producers did not find their programs thwarted by the courts and
did not engage in an extensive program of legal reform. Instead, we have seen
that the courts' role changed over the course of the nineteenth century. The
distinctive structure of the American state shaped labor strategy only under spe-
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cific conditions. Not until American labor decided it wanted what the courts had
jurisdiction over, namely the right to collective action, did judicial regulation
shape subsequent labor strategy. Ironically, the courts' power over American
labor was dependent, to a considerable degree, on the substantive aspirations and
goals of the very organizations they sought to regulate.

Questions of state structure and capacity alone cannot account for the changing
significance of judicial regulation over the course of the nineteenth century. In-
stead, we need to adopt a more relational approach to institutional power in
which we attend to both institutional structures as well as the larger social context
within which they are embedded. By comparing state-labor relations across
countries, eras, and organizations we have seen that judicial power varied enor-
mously as different ideologies and cultures intersected with the same institutional
structures in very different ways.

Finally, this study underscores the importance of attending to issues of inter-
pretation in institutional analyses. How workers responded to industrialization,
what they understood their interests to be during the nineteenth century, did not
follow directly from the underlying economic and social relations. Instead, we
have seen that there was considerable play in how workers interpreted the eco-
nomic changes at hand. The influence of different interpretations was manifest
in the distinct demands that different organizations advanced to protect workers'
interests in the new economy. The particular visions, or interpretative frames,
that dominated in any particular country, period, or organization had a consid-
erable impact on workers' relation to the state and ultimately played a central
role in shaping labor strategy. Ignoring questions of meaning and interpretation
would, I believe, have prevented us from deciphering the origins of divergent
patterns of labor movement development in England and the United States.
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Ideas and the politics of bounded innovation

MARGARET WEIR

Social scientists have long been interested in the influence of ideas on govern-
ment action. In Max Weber's classic formulation, innovative ideas could create
new "world images" and fundamentally reshape the terms of struggle among
interests.1 A half century later, John Maynard Keynes, hoping to revolutionize
thinking about the government and the economy, made his famous observation
that' 'the power of vested interests is vastly exaggerated compared with the grad-
ual encroachment of ideas. " 2

Such views are challenged by arguments that material interests, not ideas, are
the true motors of policy change. Those who emphasize the role of ideas are
often poorly equipped to respond to their critics because they have traditionally
devoted little attention to how ideas become influential, why some ideas win out
over others, or why ideas catch on at the time that they do.3 In this chapter, I
argue that simply opposing ideas to material interests excludes many of the most
interesting questions about policy innovation. Instead, we need to understand
how ideas become influential by scrutinizing the fit between ideas and politics
and discerning how and why it changes over time. The way to do this is by
tracking the development and paths to influence that ideas and material interests
take within the institutional context of policy-making.

I pursue these questions by examining the development of employment policy
in the United States from the New Deal to the Reagan administration. Employ-
ment policy provides an excellent arena for exploring questions about when and
how politics and ideas combine to produce policy innovation and why some ideas
fail to influence policy. Employment policy encompasses a broad range of for-
mally separate but related initiatives that seek to affect macroeconomic condi-
tions and the operation of the labor market.4 In the United States, policies in this
broad domain have exhibited considerable, often unexpected, innovation since
the 1930s. Nonetheless, over time, the scope of innovation narrowed, and by the
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1980s, proposals for government action to address employment problems were
distinctly disadvantaged in policy debates.

What accounts for the pattern of periodic innovation set within a broader his-
torical trajectory in which arguments favoring a government role in employment
steadily lost ground? To answer this question I show how the interaction of ideas
and politics over time created a pattern of "bounded innovation" in which some
ideas became increasingly unlikely to influence policy. Central to this narrowing
process was the creation of institutions, whose existence channeled the flow of
ideas, created incentives for political actors, and helped to determine the political
meaning of policy choices. These boundaries, I argue, handicapped ideas favor-
ing government action when they came under attack in the late 1970s.

EXPLAINING THE AMERICAN PATTERN OF
EMPLOYMENT POLICY

The questions raised by the distinctive pattern of innovation and boundaries in
American employment policy call for an approach that can probe the relation-
ships among policy areas often viewed as separate and one that can comprehend
the historical sequences that sent employment policy off in particular channels.
This task defines a broad focus of inquiry that is not often found in individual
case studies of policy. But it raises concerns that are addressed by broad theories
about American politics and by general models of policy-making. By examining
what each of these approaches tells us about policy-making and what each leaves
unsaid we can begin to build a research strategy that accounts for policy bound-
aries as well as the possibilities for innovation.

Values and power as policy explanations

Broad theories of American politics, which examine cultural norms or the power
of social interests, highlight the restrictions on innovation posed by enduring
features of the American regime. Values deeply embedded in American political
culture are often called upon to explain the distinctive features of social and
economic policy in the United States.5 Two cultural traits in particular are credited
with shaping American policy. The first is what Louis Hartz called "the liberal
tradition in America" - an antistatist individualist strain running deep in the
American political character; the second is a pervasive work ethic that prizes
advancement through individual effort.6

Such broad cultural explanations are quite limited as explanations for policy
because they are poorly equipped to explain variations in the shape and timing
of particular policies. Although observers of American politics from Tocqueville
on have been struck by the antistatism, individualism, and the work ethic that
seem imprinted in American national character, the social and economic policies
that bear on these values have changed substantially over time. The federal role
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in social welfare provision has grown dramatically over the past half century
with the enactment of major policy initiatives. Likewise, the work ethic has
found expression in diverse policies. At times it has served to justify support for
full employment, in which jobs would be provided for all who want to work; at
other times the work ethic has primarily found expression in support for "work-
fare" programs in which work is mandated as a condition for receiving welfare.7

How and why values are expressed in particular ways remains unanswered in
these accounts of American politics.

A second type of approach, power explanations, point to the influence of so-
cial interests in determining policy. One variant of this explanation identifies the
disproportionate influence of business in American politics and policy; a second
looks to the activities of political coalitions. These explanations provide more
insight into policy variation but, like value approaches, they are poorly equipped
to explain the appearance and type of new policy.

Explanations that highlight the power of business examine two main actors,
business and labor. This perspective not only ignores the critical role often played
by other groups, it also makes unwarranted assumptions about the nature of
business and labor interests. Because it ties interests to the mode of production
in such a broad way, it assumes a commonality of interests within business and
labor and, conversely, it presumes antagonism between business and labor. In
fact, businesses differ greatly both cross-nationally and within individual coun-
tries in the support they have lent to different kinds of employment measures;
labor positions on these issues have likewise varied.8 The assumption that busi-
ness and labor are necessarily in conflict over employment policies is equally
problematic. On such issues as Keynesianism, labor market policy, or industrial
policy, where business or sectors of business stand to gain by government inter-
vention, the assumption of zero-sum conflict among labor and business is mis-
leading.

Economic sector or coalition arguments remedy some of these problems by
dividing business and labor - along with other relevant economic groups, such
as agriculture - into different sectors based on their economic interests.9 Despite
the more nuanced analyses they produce, these explanations also neglect impor-
tant features of policy-making. By assuming that ideas enter politics on the
shoulders of influential social groups, economic coalition arguments overlook
the more independent role that new ideas can play in causing existing groups to
rethink their interests and form alliances that would not be possible under an
older system of ideas. In addition, they often fail to consider how political and
policy-making institutions can affect a group's capacity to influence policy and
shape the probability that diverse interests will form policy coalitions.10

These gaps in economic coalition arguments suggest that the role economic
interests play in shaping policy is heavily mediated and that it is essential to
understand the links between economic interests and political choices in order to
make sense of policy. Highlighting the importance of these links does not mean
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that explanation should ignore the role economic interest plays, nor does it deny
that policy outcomes may disproportionately benefit some groups and harm oth-
ers. It does, however, suggest that power over policy cannot be assumed on the
basis of statements by business executives or other economically powerful inter-
ests. Instead, policy explanations need to examine how political conflicts over
policy lead some definitions of interest to win out over others. This requires
understanding how different groups come to have particular conceptions of their
policy interests and how the arena in which policy is debated affects the forma-
tion of alliances.

General theories of policy-making

General theories of policy-making, in contrast to broad theories of politics, say
little about the boundaries of policy; instead they envision policy-making as a
process with multiple determinants, without systematic restrictions. Rather than
identifying key enduring features of American politics or culture, they seek to
explain outcomes on the basis of characteristic modes of decision-making. These
models often identify different factors as the central elements of decision-making
and they have different visions of how these elements merge to produce policy.
What they share, however, is a view of policy innovation that is not systemati-
cally constrained by deep-seated features of American politics or culture.

A recent influential approach to policy-making in the United States has been
offered by John Kingdon.11 Kingdon proposes a variant of the "garbage can"
model of decision-making, in which several separate processes merge to produce
policy.12 He identifies three "streams" that must come together for a policy to
find a place on the nation's agenda: problem recognition, generation of policy
proposals, and political events. Each of these streams is largely independent of
the other and their joining is fundamentally unpredictable. The emergence of
new problems or significant political changes are the most frequent preconditions
for merging the streams, but their joining often depends on the actions of skillful
policy entrepreneurs.

Kingdon's model provides a way of thinking about the conditions under which
innovation occurs, but because it is ahistorical, it is in many ways too fluid. The
limits of this model are clearest in Kingdon's contention that problems, politics,
and policy are fundamentally independent. On the contrary, a historical perspec-
tive would show that these streams are linked in important ways over time. Pol-
icies from an earlier period can affect each of these streams at a later time. The
conception of what problems are and how they should be defined very often
depends on previous policies, which establish some groups as authoritative voices
in a particular field and make other perspectives less credible. Earlier policies
also provide politicians and policy-makers with analogies that they use to judge
future policy options.13 Likewise, the range of appropriate solutions to a problem
can be influenced by earlier policies, which direct research along particular lines
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by making funding and other resources available. Policies introduced at one time
can also be a powerful influence on the politics at a later moment.

These examples of the way that problems, policies, and politics are linked
over time are not meant to suggest that the past uniquely determines what is
possible at a later time. Rather, they show how action taken at one time can
make some future perceptions and decisions more plausible than others. An his-
torical perspective is needed to understand the ways in which ideas and action
may be channeled by earlier policies and politics.

The politics of bounded innovation

The approach I take aims to make sense of innovation as well as boundaries in
American policy-making. This objective directs attention to the diverse links
between ideas, political institutions, political actors, networks of experts, and
social interests that are often overlooked in culture- or interest-based accounts of
policy-making. But it also entails understanding how, over time, some avenues
of policy become increasingly blocked if not entirely cut off. Central among the
questions I ask are how do social phenomena become "policy problems" and
how do particular understandings of problems emerge to guide policymaking?
How do such understandings affect the way groups identify their policy interests,
in the process facilitating some alliances and discouraging others?

Answering such questions requires an approach that is fundamentally histori-
cal, which looks for connections among policies over time. Such perspective is
essential for understanding how opportunities for innovation arise and for assess-
ing the range of policy possibilities open at any particular moment. Inherent in
this approach is the notion that individual innovations are part of a "policy se-
quence" in which institutional development renders some interpretations of
problems more persuasive and makes some prospective policies more politically
viable than others.14 Underlying the concept of a policy sequence is the notion
of "path dependence": Decisions at one point in time can restrict future possi-
bilities by sending policy off onto particular tracks, along which ideas and inter-
ests develop and institutions and strategies adapt.15

To understand how a sequence develops requires examining not only the direct
antecedents of innovation but also policies formally classified in other arenas,
which may nonetheless shape the problem itself, thinking about the problem, or
the politics of the issue.16 This calls for casting a broad eye over politics to
understand how developments in different domains of politics and policy collide
to create outcomes that cannot be readily anticipated or easily controlled by in-
dividual actors. Such collisions can become turning points in a sequence by
creating opportunities for political actors seeking to promote new ideas and dif-
ferent visions of politics.17

The mode of bureaucratic recruitment, the procedures that govern advance-
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ment within the federal government, and the permeability of the federal govern-
ment to social groups all facilitate consideration of innovative ideas in national
policy-making. The American practice of recruiting "inners and outers," whose
primary identification and prospects for career advancement lie in their profes-
sional expertise, provides a hospitable setting for introducing new ways of look-
ing at problems. In contrast to systems where recruitment into government is
governed by strict guidelines emphasizing conformity to established civil service
norms, the American federal bureaucracy is routinely refreshed with ideas from
outside government.18 These features of American political institutions mean
that a wide range of ideas have a chance of influencing American policy. Ideas
that are formulated and advocated by preexisting interests as well as those de-
vised by professional groups may find their way onto the policy agenda.

But because politicians in the United States have considerable freedom to con-
sider and solicit a range of ideas, we must also examine the distinctive incentives
that guide their choices. Two features of American politics offer clues to the
conditions under which parties and presidents have evaluated policy choices. The
first is the fragmented structure of national political institutions, which creates a
wealth of opportunities for mobilizing opposition. The ease of mobilizing oppo-
sition encourages politicians to adopt a shortened time horizon and makes short-
term coalitions the bread and butter of American policy-making. Such arrange-
ments do not encourage attention to the long-term repercussions of policy. The
second feature of American politics that affects politicians' evaluations of policy
is the federal system, which can create formidable political and procedural bar-
riers to implementing policy. The need to negotiate the different levels of the
federal system affects the way political actors decide about how policy goals
should be achieved or indeed whether they are possible at all.

The need to achieve results in the short term pushes parties and presidents to
put together ad hoc coalitions around specific issues and to assemble broad public
support sustained by rhetoric with wide but shallow and often vague appeal.19

Although the support engendered by such appeals may be diffuse or ephemeral,
it serves immediate political needs.20 In this context, policies that depend on
reforming existing institutions or building new institutional capacity are less at-
tractive than those that funnel distributive benefits through existing institutions,
those that bypass existing institutions altogether, or those that rely on private
activity, since they may be more easily launched. Reliance on new channels or
private actors to implement policy also helps to solve obstacles posed by the
federal system. Because there is little incentive to consider the long-range reper-
cussions of policy, tactics useful in passing a policy can actually undermine the
emergence of long-term political coalitions and enduring institutions needed to
sustain a policy direction.

Policy ideas may reach the national agenda and even be selected by politi-
cians, but unless they build supportive alliances, they will be vulnerable to po-
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litical attacks. Such support is often critical in allowing policy administrators to
"learn from their mistakes" and modify policy accordingly. It also permits
policy-makers to redesign policy to respond to new circumstances.

I argue that such alliances are the product of political processes, not preexist-
ing preferences.21 This view presumes that policy interests can be defined in
different ways so that several distinct policies may be compatible with a group's
interest: Potential group members do not always know their interests in a specific
policy area; moreover, existing groups may be divided or ambivalent about their
policy interests. This means that the process by which a group forms around
support for a specific set of policy preferences cannot be taken for granted; in-
stead questions must be asked about why one policy is favored over another.22

One of the most powerful factors determining how groups define their policy
interests and which alliances they enter is the organization of political institu-
tions. The aspects of the political system that aggregate interests, in particular
the party system and legislature, are central in this regard. By channeling the
way groups interact in politics and policy-making, these institutions greatly af-
fect the possibilities for diverse groups to recognize common interests and con-
struct political alliances and often determine whether such alliances are neces-
sary.

Another factor affecting the way groups define their interests is the way a
policy is packaged. Conceptualizing policy as part of a package helps to locate
it within the broader framework of political conflict by identifying its relation to
past policies and to other items currently on the national agenda. Such identifi-
cations can help sway definitions of interest. For example, the identification of
the War on Poverty as a "black" program cut into white support by the late
1960s when urban riots replaced peaceful marches. Thinking about policy in
such relational terms helps make sense of patterns of support and opposition
since a single policy is unlikely to be judged simply on its own terms; rather, it
will be considered as part of a constellation of policies that seem to be related.
The way a policy is packaged plays an important role in maintaining the diffuse
support or acceptance necessary to protect it from challenge.

Politicians seek to affect these processes of group interest identification and
alliance formation, but a variety of strong inertial forces limit what they can do.
Interests attached to established policies can obstruct later efforts to reorganize
policy along new lines.23 The political terms on which policies are first intro-
duced may also block later efforts to mobilize support. For example, if social
support has been initially won on the basis of the effectiveness of the policy,
efforts to sustain support on different grounds, such as citizens' rights, will prove
difficult. Likewise, initial decisions about implementation may affect later pos-
sibilities for sustaining a supportive alliance. Implementation problems can erode
support for policy by giving force to arguments that unwanted side effects out-
weigh benefits, even if the policy is inherently desirable. At the extreme, poorly
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implemented policies can undermine support to the extent that the goal is deemed
outside the realm of public policy altogether.24

Efforts of politicians to create support for policies are also limited by events
they cannot control, such as social movements, economic changes, or interna-
tional political developments. Such events, often only indirectly connected to a
particular policy, can nonetheless have important ramifications for the position-
ing of that policy. By creating a new context, such events can change the mean-
ing of a policy, linking it with a different set of issues and tying its fate to new
forces.

As I examine the development of employment policy in the United States, I
stress the role of institutions in guiding the development of ideas and interests. I
show first how the institutions of American policy-making encouraged consid-
eration of a range of ideas during the Depression but ultimately advantaged in-
terests that preferred a narrow scope for government action in the area of em-
ployment. I then analyze how the new institutions for making economic policy
created boundaries that shaped the later development of ideas and interests. Such
adaptations, I argue, made it very difficult to build support for redirecting the
government's role in employment. By the late 1970s, the apparent inability of
policy-makers to reorient government action paved the way for the triumph of
market-oriented approaches to employment problems.

SETTING BOUNDARIES ON EMPLOYMENT POLICY

One of the most significant innovations of the New Deal was the use of "proto-
Keynesian" spending policies to combat unemployment.25 These policies marked
a fundamental challenge to earlier notions that unemployment was a voluntary
phenomenon that governments could do little to affect. Their fate reveals much
about how innovations occur in the American political system and about the
forces that help to determine the shape they ultimately take.

Introducing innovation

Central to understanding the development of pro-spending ideas and their influ-
ence on policy during the 1930s is the organization of the American national
institutions. When Franklin D. Roosevelt became president in 1933, executive
authority to control finances was housed in the Bureau of the Budget, a small
ineffectual agency established only a decade earlier.26 The only overarching au-
thority within the executive branch was the president, but he did not have the
means to impose a single viewpoint on the federal bureaucracy, and Roosevelt,
in any case, preferred a rather freewheeling competition of ideas within his own
administration.27 In fact, he exacerbated the fragmentation by setting up a wide
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variety of ad hoc advisory groups and emergency agencies with little reference
to the existing structure of public administration.

Such fragmentation encouraged diverse policy views within the executive branch;
the lack of centralized authority within the federal bureaucracy allowed like-
minded policy advocates to create niches within the federal government and build
networks across agency lines. Their ability to construct such niches was en-
hanced by a system of departmental recruitment and advancement that allowed
agency heads considerable room to select and mold their staffs as they saw fit.
The American civil service posed little obstacle to this style of recruitment: al-
though long-fought-for reform had been enacted a decade earlier, the civil ser-
vice was a relatively weak system regularly bypassed by New Deal agencies.28

Pro-spending ideas developed in just this way. Federal Reserve chairman Mar-
riner Eccles, a maverick Utah banker, had brought with him to Washington in
1934 a set of highly unorthodox perspectives on economic recovery; unlike the
mainstream of the banking and financial community, whose views reflected east-
ern interests, Eccles had little attachment to the sanctity of balanced budgets.
Instead he argued that public deficits, deliberately incurred by government
spending, would promote economic recovery by increasing purchasing power.29

Eccles pierced the conservative orientation of the Federal Reserve by bringing
intellectual allies into the bureaucracy and bypassing established hierarchy.30 He
recruited as his assistant Lauchlin Currie, a former economics instructor at Har-
vard, who had been formulating proto-Keynesian ideas about deficits since 1930.31

Eccles's advocacy of unorthodox economic views also began to attract allies
from other government agencies, most notably Secretary of Agriculture Henry
Wallace and Works Progress Administrator (WPA) and Roosevelt confidant, Harry
Hopkins.

The discretion that agency heads enjoyed in recruiting staff and their relative
autonomy within the administration were critical in allowing the spending strat-
egy to emerge. Over time, the scattered voices that favored spending made con-
tact, brought in like-minded allies, and converted those likely to be sympathetic
to their arguments. As these networks grew stronger, so did the intellectual and
practical arguments favoring their policy proposals.

The permeability and fragmentation of national institutions helps to explain
how these ideas developed and won support within the administration, but they
do not explain why such ideas that broke so sharply with conventional notions
about balanced budgets became politically feasible. To make sense of this we
must consider how political actors mediate the relationship between ideas and
politics.

As Peter Hall and Desmond King point out in this volume, political parties
can play a key role in linking ideas and politics; in nations with strong party
systems, party competition spurs policy innovation. In the United States, how-
ever, parties are too diffuse as organizations to take up this role in a predictable
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or consistent manner.32 As a result, individual presidents often have considerable
leeway in defining issues and setting policy agendas. This presidential role is
enhanced by the freewheeling relationship between politics and administration,
which allows American presidents routinely to solicit ideas from different levels
of the bureaucracy. Rarely do they restrict themselves to interaction with those
at the apex, as is customary in systems that operate on more strict norms of
hierarchy.33

The importance of the presidential role is evident in the decision to embrace
spending strategies during the 1930s. This decision was not the product of a prior
position worked out in party councils or mapped out by major bureaucratic ac-
tors. Instead, these were ideas developed on the outskirts of mainstream political
and policy wisdom, which managed to catch the eye of important presidential
advisers.

But even with a strong network arguing in favor of spending, Roosevelt would
not likely turn to a course he perceived to be politically damaging. Although he
doubted the wisdom of unbalanced budgets, spending had won Roosevelt spec-
tacular political rewards. Dramatic gains for congressional Democrats in 1934
were followed by Roosevelt's landslide reelection two years later. In each case
the outpouring of popular support owed much to the New Deal spending pro-
grams that made the federal - and particularly the presidential - presence felt
more deeply in citizens' lives than ever before.

Thus, when the recession of 1937 showed no signs of abating, Roosevelt ul-
timately heeded the advice of the spenders in his administration. In late March
of 1938 spending advocates converged under the direction of Hopkins to per-
suade the president to shift course.34 Within a matter of days, the president de-
cided to endorse a spending program to pull the nation out of the recession.35

The ideas behind this initial policy were later more fully developed into a form
of ''social Keynesianism," in which spending on social aims would be used to
stimulate the economy. In the words of Alvin Hansen, the leading American
Keynesian, this approach could resolve the "apparent conflict between the hu-
manitarian and social aims of the New Deal and the dictates of 'sound econom-
ics.' " 3 6 American Keynesians predicated their approach on the idea that the
United States was a "mature" economy with a tendency toward economic stag-
nation that would persist unless the government intervened to promote economic
activity.37

The influence and apparent success of Keynesian economists during World
War II suggested that their ideas would form the basis of postwar economic
policies.38 These favorable developments, however, did not lead to a smooth
acceptance of Keynesian principles in the United States after the war. Although
the proponents of these ideas were influencing policy, their ties to government
were essentially ad hoc. The future of this new relationship between economists
and government would depend on institutional changes after the war.
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Barriers to institutionalizing innovation

Central to the fate of Keynesianism after the war was the fact that the systematic
public spending advocated by most Keynesians could not be implemented through
the existing institutional structure of the American government. The fragmenta-
tion of the executive branch would make it difficult for an administration to
formulate and present to Congress a package of spending programs keyed to
macroeconomic objectives. Such fragmentation weakened the executive in its
interactions with Congress and exacerbated problems the executive might have
in securing congressional approval in any case.

Because institutional reform was a prerequisite to institutionalizing social
Keynesianism, the struggle over Keynesianism in the United States became a
contest about institutional reform, and in particular about innovations that would
create more hierarchical lines of authority within the executive branch and
strengthen the executive vis-a-vis Congress. Because such reform required
congressional approval, policy coalitions organized through Congress would play
a central role in determining the fate of Keynesianism.

The debate over the Full Employment bill in 1945 and 1946 helps reveal why
ideas so well positioned in the executive could not be institutionalized in the
form first proposed. The bill was strongly influenced by the theories of the stag-
nationist Keynesians. These ideas, like those being considered in Britain at the
same time, favored a strong role for the government in ensuring full employ-
ment. But in the United States, the approach was even more far-reaching because
it envisioned the need for continual public investment to keep the economy afloat.
To reach this goal the bill sought to centralize authority within the federal exec-
utive and enhance the executive's coordination capacities. At the same time, it
committed the federal government to an essentially open-ended program of pub-
lic spending.39

The main opposition in Congress came from business and agricultural groups,
who feared that an intrusive and powerful federal government would upset the
economic and political relationships that they viewed as essential. Agricultural
interests and businesses each had prior experiences with New Deal policies that
led them to oppose social Keynesianism. Not only was Keynesianism tied to the
entire New Deal agenda, it was identified with the most liberal elements of the
New Deal. The Works Progress Administration (WPA), which provided tempo-
rary work to the unemployed, and the Farm Security Administration, which aided
poor farmers and sharecroppers, had shown the potentially disruptive effects that
federal programs could have on local political and economic relationships.40 In
the business community, the chaotic administration of the National Recovery
Administration (NRA) engendered an enduring bitterness that reinforced pre-
New Deal antipathy to government involvement in the economy.41

For southern agricultural interests the stakes were especially high. The fusion
of economic and political power in the South meant that the repercussions of
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losing control over labor were political as well as economic. Social Keynesian-
ism, associated as it was with generous social welfare benefits and increased
federal oversight of local activities, thus seemed to threaten an entire way of life
organized around a racial caste system that rested on the social, political, and
economic subordination of African Americans.

The alliance of business and agriculture was facilitated and rendered particu-
larly potent by several features of the American political system that organized
relationships among social interests, policy, and government. The limits on de-
mocracy in the South amplified its power in Congress.42 Likewise, the rural bias
of Congress and the loose organization of American political parties strengthened
the coalition that opposed social Keynesianism.43

By contrast, interests supporting social Keynesian measures in general and the
Full Employment bill in particular were handicapped by American political ar-
rangements. The decentralized and nonprogrammatic nature of American parties
gave Democratic supporters of the bill little leverage over opponents in the party.
Southern Democrats could desert their party with little fear of reprisal. Late in
the 1930s, Roosevelt had realized the problems that such intraparty dissension
posed for extending the New Deal and sought to replace southern opponents in
Congress with New Deal allies. The failure of this 1938 "purge" indicated the
continuing strength of local party organizations and the elites that controlled
them.44 It also meant that political parties could not easily serve as sites for
reformulating policy interests or enforcing compromises around policy.

The policy coalition of southern Democrats and midwestern Republicans in
Congress and their interest group allies in business and agriculture defeated the
Full Employment bill and managed to circumscribe sharply the reach of the 1946
Employment Act. The most visible change in the 1946 Employment Act was the
omission of the slogan "full employment." Behind the change in language lay
a quite different vision of the goals and conduct of economic policy. At the heart
of the new conception was a much weaker public role than envisioned by the
New Deal's social Keynesians.

Although the United States had been a pioneer in experimenting with eco-
nomic policies that sought also to meet social objectives, the organization of
politics and the sequence of policy innovation during the New Deal facilitated
the emergence of a powerful opposition that blocked the institutionalization of
social Keynesianism after the war.

INNOVATING WITHIN BOUNDARIES

The defeat of the Full Employment bill prompted advocates of Keynesian ideas
to rethink the form their innovation should take. In the years after 1946, Keynes-
ian ideas were reworked and disseminated in a prolonged process of "social
learning." But the framework of the Employment Act constrained the directions
in which the ideas, institutions, and interests relevant to employment policy de-
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veloped. Networks of expertise emphasizing macroeconomic approaches to em-
ployment limited the scope of employment policy. Political actors shunned the
task of building institutions in a domain that promised little immediate payoff.
And, the key interests in employment policy, labor, and business elaborated
alternative mechanisms rooted in the seniority system to govern employment
issues.

As a consequence, employment policy began to exhibit several distinctive
features: Social and economic policy were sharply divided, policy focused nar-
rowly on the rate of unemployment, and little in the way of institution building
occurred. These characteristics came to mark boundaries in American employ-
ment policy during the 1960s, for despite considerable innovation in that decade,
new initiatives reinforced, rather than altered, these features of policy.

Reworking Keynesian ideas

To understand why employment policy remained within the boundaries set in the
late 1940s despite innovation, we must examine how institutions relevant to em-
ployment policy helped to shape later possibilities. One of the most important
ways they did this was by affecting the development and flow of ideas by en-
couraging research and thinking about problems along specific lines.

Much of the process by which Keynesian ideas were reworked can be under-
stood by examining the institutional framework created by the Employment Act
of 1946. The act did not write Keynesian principles into government activity the
way the Full Employment bill had. Instead, systematic attention to economic
matters would be assured by an annual presidential report to the Congress on the
state of the economy. Presidential capacities to analyze the economy were en-
hanced by the establishment of a Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), a small
body of advisers appointed by the president and mandated to serve him in an
advisory capacity only. A companion body in Congress, the Joint Committee on
the Economic Report of the President (later the Joint Economic Committee),
would ensure congressional consideration of economic conditions.45

This set of institutions and mechanisms gave Keynesian ideas a tenuous foot-
hold in the federal government. The most receptive entry point for such ideas
was the Council of Economic Advisers because it had a mandate to monitor the
whole economy and because it recruited academic economists, among whom
Keynesian ideas were spreading quickly, into short-term government service.
But the CEA could act only as an advocate for Keynesian ideas if the president
appointed Keynesians to the council. Even then, the council would need substan-
tial internal strength to win battles against opposing agencies within the execu-
tive branch if discretionary action, such as tax cuts, were to be accepted. The
experience of the CEA under Truman and Eisenhower demonstrated that it would
take time to build such influence.

Truman's appointees to the CEA were sympathetic to Keynesian ideas and
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made significant contributions to their development.46 Nevertheless their impact
on policy was small. As a new agency that had to compete with large, well-
established departments including the Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and the
Budget Bureau, the CEA had neither the authoritative position nor the institu-
tional strength to control policy. The CEA's early years were spent trying to sort
out its status: The relationship among the three members of the council had to be
thrashed out, as did the council's relationship to the president.47

The other major innovation of the 1946 Employment Act, the Joint Economic
Committee (JEC), was more successful in building support for Keynesian ideas.
In the latter half of the 1950s, it played a key role in bringing Democrats, orga-
nized labor, and economists together around a Keynesian economic agenda.48

Because the committee's Democratic majority was dominated by liberals, it could
function with a set of shared understandings about economic goals and gov-
ernment action that was absent from the Democratic party as a whole. Yet, the
JEC was a limited tool for disseminating and organizing broad support for
Keynesian ideas. It could and did schedule hearings to publicize particular per-
spectives, but its lack of legislative function and staffing limitations restricted its
reach.

The inadequacies of public vehicles for advancing and adapting Keynesian
ideas allowed private groups to play an important role in reshaping and winning
acceptance for Keynesian principles of economic management. The model for
this type of activity and a key actor in the development of Keynesian ideas was
the Committee for Economic Development (CED). Launched in 1942 by
forward-looking business leaders concerned that business be prepared to help
shape postwar policy, the CED was a small research organization that brought
together social scientists and business leaders.

Even before the war was over, the CED began to rework Keynesianism so
that its most objectionable features - the potential for capricious action by the
federal government and out-of-control spending policies - were removed. In-
stead of spending, the CED advocated reliance on automatic stabilizers, varia-
tions in government revenues and expenditures that occurred in response to eco-
nomic conditions without any deliberate government action. If discretionary action
were undertaken, cutting taxes, not spending, was the route the CED approved.49

The committee's organizational form, a small, well-funded group of econo-
mists working with liberal business leaders, was an ideal setting for advocacy
and development of innovative economic ideas. This type of forum was far more
insulated from outside pressure and from shifts in the political winds than the
public institutions responsible for forming economic policy. Because it was not
immediately answerable to a broad business constituency, the committee could
advocate policies that the majority of the business community opposed. Yet the
committee's undisputed expertise in economic matters and its ties to important
business interests allowed it to launch a vigorous educational campaign that helped
businesses reinterpret their economic policy interests to embrace demand man-
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agement; at the same time the CED made Keynesianism more palatable to busi-
ness.50

If in private organizations Keynesian ideas were being reworked to make them
more acceptable to business, within the academic discipline of economics they
were being transformed into technical and theoretical problems. In the academy,
economics sought to model itself on the natural sciences, with a considerably
narrowed agenda that excluded concerns not readily handled by prevailing models
of economic behavior.51 Increasingly, economic questions were severed from
the institutional considerations that had been present in the era of institutional
economics before the New Deal and in the 1930s and 1940s, when economists
worked with government administrators on administrative and political innova-
tions relevant to policy. The dominant economic ideas about employment issues
thus contracted and became more technical.

The Kennedy administration's decision in 1962 to support tax cuts as a means
to stimulate the economy indicated both the power that ideas could still exercise
and the way those ideas had been transformed since the 1940s. Although Ken-
nedy did not endorse Keynesian ideas in his presidential campaign and opposed
cutting taxes, his appointees to the CEA were drawn from the leading liberal
Keynesian economists in the nation. His choice reflected the available pool of
expertise: In 1960 economists who aligned with liberal Democrats were likely to
be thoroughly steeped in Keynesian ideas.52 The selection of CEA members also
reflected the emergence of a consensus among liberal economists about the re-
lationship between economic policy, social welfare goals, and expansion of the
public sector. While more generous social policies and enhanced public capaci-
ties might be attractive, economic policies should not be held captive to such
goals.

Led by the energetic and persuasive Walter Heller, the CEA played the role
of economic educator and advocate within and outside the Kennedy administra-
tion. The council enjoyed unprecedented influence under Kennedy because of
the substantial access that the president granted it and the encouragement he gave
it to publicize its analysis through congressional testimony and public speeches.53

It was also helped by the strength of the Keynesian consensus within the econom-
ics profession at the time. Heller could - and did - call upon a range of promi-
nent economists from prestigious universities to reinforce his message.54 His
efforts ultimately paid off in 1962 when the president accepted the need for fiscal
stimulus in the midst of an economic recession.

Tax cuts was the route selected. This choice reflected the doubts about the
administration's ability to secure congressional approval for spending increases
as well as the council's belief that tax cuts were the more efficient route.55 The
president received further encouragement to go with the tax cut strategy from the
business community. The long educational project of the CED had paid off by
the early 1960s in widespread business acceptance of federal deficits as a means
of economic stimulus, although not all major business organizations supported
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cutting taxes to create those deficits. But for a president who worried about being
branded antibusiness this broad approval likely helped to tip the balance in favor
of the decision to act.56

Even so, there was considerable congressional resistance to enacting a tax cut
in a period of rising deficits. The intensive educational activities of the CED and
later of Kennedy's CEA had swayed opinion at the elite level but had not con-
quered the realm of popular economic discourse to which Congress was more
closely attuned.57 Not just southern conservatives, but many moderate Demo-
crats, too, worried that cutting taxes would be economically irresponsible. In
fact, congressional approval of the tax cut was not assured until after President
Johnson had agreed to trim his 1965 budget request.58 During the Kennedy ad-
ministration, Democratic economists had created a new language with which to
justify deficits; by promoting such concepts as the "full employment budget"
they succeeded in blunting the influence of the balanced-budget ideology.59 But
continued congressional wariness raised questions about the depth of the nation's
conversion.

Working with the institutional framework and the configuration of interests
left by the Employment Act of 1946, Democratic politicians and their economic
advisers had finally launched an activist fiscal policy twenty-six years after Roo-
sevelt first proposed spending to stimulate the economy. In Andrew Shonfield's
words, Americans had been the "intellectual leaders" and the "institutional lag-
gards" in actively deploying Keynesian principles.60 The institutional fragmen-
tation that had allowed experimentation with Keynesian ideas during the Depres-
sion later prevented those same ideas from being institutionalized as government
policy for many years. Only after a reworking of the ideas, the emergence of a
strong consensus in the economics profession, and a long process of education
did an administration propose deliberately to increase the deficit in order to stim-
ulate the economy.

Limits to innovation

During the 1960s, Democratic politicians introduced a range of innovations rel-
evant to employment policy under the umbrella of the War on Poverty. Although
these policies extended federal activity related to employment, they did not chal-
lenge the framework established two decades earlier. As it developed, the War
on Poverty revealed the limits of that framework: Efforts to expand the definition
of the problem to include underemployment were stymied, the divisions between
social and economic policies intensified, and little lasting institutional framework
for expanding federal capacities to administer employment programs emerged.
The imprint of the past was evident in the intellectual assumptions underpinning
the War on Poverty as well as in the perspectives of political actors and the
positions social groups took on employment issues in the coming decades.

Officially launched in 1964, the War on Poverty had its origins in a rather
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vague request several years earlier by President Kennedy to have his CEA look
into the problem of poverty.61 The program his advisers devised over the next
two years encompassed a variety of remedial service and job readiness programs
that targeted the lowest end of the labor market.62 Underpinning this strategy
was the belief that macroeconomic measures would produce ample opportunities
for all who were prepared to take advantage of them. The CEA devoted little
attention to the relationship between poverty and underemployment, and directed
thinking away from the relationship between poverty and the structure and op-
eration of labor markets, and toward the problems of individuals. As Henry
Aaron has noted, "Perhaps the most striking characteristic of this view of the
poverty cycle is the absence of any mention of the economic system within which
it operates."63

The most innovative feature of the poverty program was the decentralized and
participatory implementation framework. The federal government funneled mon-
ies directly to local communities, bypassing state and, initially at least, city au-
thorities. The call for "maximum feasible participation" sparked the mobiliza-
tion of communities to participate in administering the new programs.64 Localities
set up community action programs that created new participatory structures and
oversaw the delivery of the varied services launched under the auspices of the
War on Poverty.

The vagueness of the presidential directive and the dearth of academic material
about poverty gave the Council of Economic Advisers considerable latitude in
setting the terms for the new poverty program. The CEA's conception of the
problem that policy should address - unemployment due to insufficient macro-
economic stimulation and lack of job readiness among the poor - dominated
thinking about poverty and unemployment throughout the 1960s.

The influence of macroeconomists in setting the terms of the War on Poverty
highlights the importance of established networks of expertise. The council's
skepticism about manpower policy undermined efforts to enhance significantly
the public role in job training during the 1960s. As the War on Poverty devel-
oped, efforts from within the Labor Department to expand the definition of the
problem to include underemployment faced severe obstacles. Proponents of ex-
panding policy had to fight against established theoretical perspectives as well as
elaborate new criteria and categories for collecting and interpreting data. With
few allies and mired in institutional rivalries, the advocates of a broader scope
for employment policy did not succeed in changing established definitions.65

Thus, although the organization of American national political institutions gen-
erally encourages consideration of a range of ideas in national policy-making,
the creation of institutionally linked networks of expertise over time advantages
some ideas over others.

By creating a separate realm of poverty policy, the architects of the War on
Poverty in the CEA helped to reinforce the divisions between social and eco-
nomic policy. Guided by a disciplinary perspective that devoted little attention
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to institutions, they did little to address problems of institution building or re-
form. It would have been difficult for the economists on the CEA to influence
institutions in any case, since the CEA was a small agency without the capacity
to implement policy.

The short-term perspective of politicians and, particularly the president's need
to push policy through quickly, also help account for the problems of institution
building in employment policy and for the strengthened divisions between social
and economic policy. The decision to create a separate set of agencies to imple-
ment the War on Poverty - in the process bypassing such unresponsive federal-
state bureaucracies as the United States Employment Service - allowed rapid
implementation of new policies but at the same time it created obstacles for
institutionalizing them. The institutional rivalries and political conflict that this
route provoked placed poverty policies in constant political jeopardy. The ap-
proach embedded in the War on Poverty was far more suited to challenging
existing institutions than to creating or reforming enduring institutions needed to
administer employment policy.

The incentives of politicians also helps account for a distinguishing feature of
the War on Poverty: its racial focus. Although the poverty program was initially
and remained officially nonracial in character, the civil rights movement and
later the urban riots created pressures to focus resources on African Americans.
Community action agencies were pressed from below to increase the represen-
tation of blacks, and the Office of Economic Opportunity overseeing the program
in Washington took on black empowerment as central to its mission.66 And as
riots began to shake northern cities, President Lyndon Johnson looked to the
poverty program as a way to funnel resources into the affected black communi-
ties. The collision of the civil rights movement with employment policy gave the
poverty program a racial identification that shaped its political meaning.

The positions relevant social groups took on employment policy ratified the
direction laid out by intellectual networks and political choices. Most striking
was the relative lack of interest expressed by business or organized labor in
extending employment policy. Although organized labor supported proposals for
job training, it never viewed these programs as essential to its own well-being.
And, indeed, expansions and redirections of employment policy had little to
offer labor or business. Alternative arrangements, secured during the New Deal
and immediately after the war, governed promotion and pay. Most central were
the seniority system and collective bargaining; such training as existed was an
internal function of the firm.67 So long as these arrangements worked satisfac-
torily, neither unions nor business had much incentive to support alternative
conceptions of employment policy, especially if they threatened existing ar-
rangements. In this way established institutions in the domain of labor relations
affected later possibilities for employment policy.

The perspectives of black Americans on employment policy developed in re-
sponse to a different set of considerations. The limited focus of the War on
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Poverty and the failure of efforts to extend the reach of employment policy en-
couraged black leaders to make legal regulation - the affirmative action approach
- the centerpiece of a black employment strategy. This approach, together with
efforts to preserve the new jobs available to blacks in expanded federal bureau-
cracies, defined the most promising avenues of employment policy for African
Americans.68 Although black organizations vigorously supported broader ap-
proaches to employment when they reached the agenda, after the War on Poverty
they focused on the legal realm, where black employment problems, cast as
questions of rights, stood a better chance of being addressed.69

The War on Poverty was an extraordinary episode in American politics and
policy, providing a hothouse environment for experimentation. But prominent
features of the poverty program, as it developed, had troubling consequences:
The focus on the individual problems of the poor served to direct attention away
from the broader economic sources of poverty; suspicion of established agencies,
however well-founded, undermined possibilities for reforming existing institu-
tions; and the racial focus of the War on Poverty limited political possibilities
for enhancing existing programs or even shifting their focus.

These features of policy in the 1960s were the product of different actors who
were pressing against the perceived bounds of politics and established frame-
works of policy understanding. The directions in which they pushed, however,
were limited by their starting points. Thus, the CEA's approach to employment
policy and poverty rested on its assumptions about macroeconomic policy-
making; the president's enthusiasm for the poverty program stemmed from his
efforts to overcome the institutional constraints on presidential policy-making.

Once in place, the political meaning and policy possibilities embodied in the
War on Poverty were transformed by unexpected intersections with other events.
The collision of the War on Poverty with the movement for black political em-
powerment was central to its political fate. The sequencing of policy innovation
and the interaction of policy with unpredicted events deeply affected the politics
of employment policy. After the War on Poverty, efforts to link poverty to em-
ployment problems faced new barriers. Policy had been carved up into two realms:
a politics of economic policy and a politics of poverty; no broader politics of
employment united them.

IDEAS, POLITICS, AND ADMINISTRATION IN AMERICAN
POLICY-MAKING

During the 1970s the United States suffered the highest rates of unemployment
since the Great Depression. At the same time the puzzling performance of the
economy suggested that traditional Keynesian remedies no longer worked as they
once had. In this uncertain setting three very different perspectives contended to
shape American employment policy. The first called for a larger and qualitatively
different government role that would involve planning or new forms of cooper-
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ation between business and labor. A second, adopted by the Carter administra-
tion, offered a blend of macroeconomic policy, jobs programs, and wage and
price guidelines.

The third perspective, increasingly influential among economists and the new
crop of think tanks that emerged in the 1970s, broke with the fundamental prem-
ises underlying policy for the past thirty years.70 It argued that government action
hampered the operation of the economy and asserted that the best employment
policy was less government activity. Public spending and regulation, the major
routes of policy development in the 1970s, were singled out as barriers to creat-
ing the economic prosperity that was the best remedy for employment problems.

The election of Ronald Reagan and the policy changes implemented during
his first years in office signaled the victory of the pro-market approach. Although
policy consistently fell short of the vigorous rhetoric of the Reagan administra-
tion - most notably on the subject of deficits - the character of the debate around
employment qualitatively shifted during the 1980s. Debates were no longer cen-
tered around the question of how the government should intervene but whether
the government should act. Moreover, the growth of federal responsibilities was
curtailed as the task of coping with employment issues was increasingly placed
on the shoulders of the states.71

To understand why the pro-market approach prevailed in the 1980s, we must
reexamine the links that had been forged between ideas, politics, and administra-
tion in employment policy since the 1940s. The growing disjuncture among these
components essential for innovation presented problems for those who wanted
to extend the government role. It meant not only disrupting patterns of political-
administrative interaction that had been developing for decades but also finding
new ways to reorganize these elements without replicating the political and ad-
ministrative problems of the past. Proponents of staying the course, on the other
hand, had been weakened by a decade of puzzling economic performance. Those
arguing for less government faced fewer administrative and political barriers than
either alternative perspective.

Public philosophies and technical ideas

There are two distinct ways in which the word "ideas" is used in accounts of
policy-making: The first meaning is captured by the concept of "public philos-
ophy."72 It expresses broad concepts that are tied to values and moral principles
and that can be represented in political debate in symbols and rhetoric. A second
usage of the word ideas refers to a more programmatic set of statements about
cause and effect relationships attached to a method for influencing those relation-
ships. The language expressing programmatic ideas is the technical or profes-
sionally rooted terminology of the expert.73

Although the two meanings of ideas shade into each other and on occasion
interlock, it is useful to differentiate them because their influence on policy and
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politics is distinct. Public philosophies play a central role in organizing politics,
but their capacity to direct policy is limited; without ties to programmatic ideas
their influence is difficult to sustain. Likewise, programmatic ideas are most
influential when they are bound to a public philosophy; but these ideas must also
forge links with administration. Programmatic ideas developed without reference
to administration may be technically strong but are likely to be politically impo-
tent. The influence of ideas on politics is strongest when programmatic ideas,
tied to administrative means, are joined with a public philosophy; unhinged, the
influence of each becomes difficult to sustain.

In American employment policy, much of the period from the 1940s to 1980
was characterized by a dissociation of programmatic ideas and public philoso-
phy. The social Keynesianism championed by Alvin Hansen had joined a set of
programmatic, administratively rooted ideas with a broader vision about politics,
most fully articulated by Roosevelt's 1944 Economic Bill of Rights. After its
failure, ideas as public philosophy became increasingly disjointed from the tech-
nical policy ideas, and these ideas became increasingly divorced from adminis-
tration. The growing distance of these two types of ideas and their separation
from administration impoverished both.

Because programmatic ideas increasingly developed without political or ad-
ministrative moorings, it became difficult for them to influence policy in any
regular way. Although the expression of these ideas grew ever more sophisti-
cated, their ability to chart new policy directions involving government action
was narrowing. Research relevant to employment policy emphasized the move-
ment of aggregate measures and microeconomic models, leaving untouched a
middle ground concerned with sectors and institutions that the government was
grappling to address.74 In the absence of sufficient applicable research, purely
political criteria held sway. This was particularly evident in the 1970s, in the
federal responses to growing unemployment and inflation, ranging from wage
and price guidelines to pork barrel public service employment.

The dissociation of the two kinds of ideas made public philosophy increasingly
hollow. During the 1960s and 1970s, rhetorical appeals grew in importance but
they were increasingly unanchored in programmatic content. The War on Pov-
erty, for example, was declared with little effort to assemble support based on a
rationale for the specific policies to be undertaken.75 The difficulty in matching
politics and programmatic ideas lay behind the exhaustion of New Deal liberal-
ism and the crisis in public philosophy that characterized the 1970s.76 Yet, as
party ties attenuated, rhetoric and symbols bore a greater burden for organizing
electoral politics.

Much of Ronald Reagan's early political success can be attributed to the way
he fused a bold and appealing rhetoric to a set of programmatic ideas about how
the economy worked. Although widely rejected by economists, supply-side eco-
nomics resonated with the growing disillusion with government action among
mainstream economists. Most important, however, supply-side economics ap-
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peared plausible, in part, because it was clearly "do-able" within the context of
American politics and institutions. But the merging of programmatic ideas and
public philosophy was more apparent than real for most policy areas during the
Reagan administration. As the decade progressed, the disjuncture between rhet-
oric and government action on the economy grew. While the rhetoric remained
firmly pro-market, policy was actually a disjointed blend of initiatives.77 In this
sense, the Reagan administration did not so much resolve as elide the problems
of uniting philosophy with programmatic ideas about the economy.

The political problem of positive government in the United States

The experience of employment policy suggests that the development, access,
and plausibility of ideas calling for new kinds of government capacities are hand-
icapped by the difficulty of uniting politics, ideas, and administration in the
United States.

Immediately after the war, some supporters of a broad, more encompassing
employment policy worried about precisely this problem. The political scientist
E. E. Schattschneider argued that national employment policy would be impos-
sible without "responsible" programmatic parties. He urged that parties estab-
lish permanent research organizations that could fuse policy and politics in what
he called "political planning." Stressing the inherently political nature of devis-
ing and mobilizing policy ideas, he warned that "parties simply cannot afford to
rely on nonparty research and publicity to do the job."78

Yet, that is just what presidents and parties had to do in the United States. It
meant that connections between politics, administration, and policy were forged
in piecemeal and sporadic ways, when cooperation among technical experts,
interests, and government agencies could be effected or when the president threw
the weight of his office behind policy innovation. In some policy areas, including
social security, this union was unproblematic; in others such as medical care, it
experienced partial success.79

In employment policy, by contrast, the most important private interests, busi-
ness and labor, had little interest in extending policy; the dominant experts paid
little attention to administrative issues; and the relevant government agencies
were either hostile or weak. Moreover, the president had little political interest
in backing employment policy innovation so long as America remained econom-
ically strong and Keynesian policy appeared sufficient to manage unemploy-
ment. In this context the scope of employment policy remained limited and pro-
posals for extending it were contested. Nothing in the political, intellectual, or
administrative history of employment policy provided a foothold for reorienting
the government's role during the 1970s, when it became clear that the older
approach had broken down.

Where the difficulties of uniting politics, administration, and ideas are less
severe, policies may be enacted more easily. The successes of deregulation and
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tax reform in the 1980s provide a telling counterexample to employment policy:
In neither of these cases did ideas about reform have to contend with arguments
about administrative feasibility or with opposition to building new government
capacities.80 In this context, technical ideas were able to influence policy more
easily and were able to benefit from their attachment to an appealing rhetoric.

A number of analysts have portrayed the recent successes of tax reform and
deregulation as evidence of the importance of ideas in policy-making.81 In each
case a strong consensus among experts allowed them to shape the terms of the
policy debate and exert influence on the outcome. But what each of these in-
stances of reform also has in common - and shares with the pro-market reforms
in employment policy as well - is administrative simplicity. Ideas that create
new forms of government activity face a more difficult task. Although they might
also fashion an appealing rhetoric and find political support for such concepts as
fairness or opportunity, their rhetorical claims remain unconvincing and support
ephemeral if government's capacity to act is widely doubted. When there is a
history of administrative failure, as in the case of employment policy, the rhet-
oric becomes even less likely to influence policy.

CONCLUSION

The organization of American policy-making institutions is unusually suited to
seizing on new ideas to launch innovative activity. The permeability of the fed-
eral executive and its sprawling character allow small groups to develop and
market their distinctive perspectives within the government. At the same time
political leaders are not constrained much by party ties or narrowly established
channels of advice. This gives them the freedom to solicit and consider a range
of ideas. These arrangements account for the American government's periodic
decisions to launch innovations that seem to "come from nowhere" and mark
sharp breaks with the past.82

But the possibilities for such innovation are historically bounded. The devel-
opment of institutions that unite networks of expertise and orient the policy con-
cerns of private actors make it difficult to redirect the course of policy once it is
under way. The creation of policy networks narrows the range of ideas likely to
receive a hearing as it establishes authoritative voices and modes of discourse.
American institutions also hinder efforts to shift course; the system of federalism
combined with fragmented party politics makes it difficult to assemble sufficient
political authority to redirect existing institutions.

In the case of employment policy, policy-makers whose response to changing
economic circumstances remained within the established boundaries of policy
left themselves open to attack by those arguing that government was, by defini-
tion, unable to address economic problems, including employment. The triumph
of the pro-market perspective reconfirmed the American political system's ca-
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pacity to innovate; at the same time, however, it highlighted the difficulties of
extending the institutionally rooted boundaries of existing policy.
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The establishment of work-welfare programs in the
United States and Britain: Politics, ideas,

and institutions

DESMOND S. KING

THE INTEGRATION OF WORK AND WELFARE

In the postwar period both involuntary unemployment and poverty have been
judged ills that society no longer wishes to tolerate. One factor shaping this
preference for employment is memory of interwar mass unemployment and the
resultant social and economic hardship. President Roosevelt's Committee on
Economic Security, whose report informed the Social Security Act of 1935,
advocated federal programs to provide an "assured income" for citizens de-
prived of earnings from unemployment, old age, fatal injury at work or illness.1

The Beveridge plan enacted by the 1945-51 Labour administration in Britain
was designed to establish basic social rights of citizenship including health care,
child allowances, unemployment benefits, and education.2

The commitment to relieving poverty and unemployment has been uncontrov-
ersial until recently. Since the mid-1970s a combination of economic pressures
(principally to reduce government spending and taxes) and political ideas (evolv-
ing conceptions about the purpose of welfare policy) have resulted in important
debates and reforms in several advanced industrial countries. Two pertinent ex-
amples of these trends are the United States and Britain, whose welfare traditions
share many features though they differ in important ways. The achievement of
the 1980s, and the subject of this chapter, is the reforms to the systems of welfare
and unemployment benefits in each country under the Reagan and Thatcher ad-
ministrations, which created work-welfare programs.

Work-welfare programs require the recipients of welfare benefits (in the United
States) or unemployment benefit (in the United Kingdom) to satisfy a work or
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training requirement in exchange for receiving their benefits. The relevant leg-
islation is Title II of the Family Support Act of 1988 in the United States, and in
Britain the December 1988 Employment and Training program (ET) combined
with complementary amendments to the social security law (Social Security Acts
of 1988 and 1989) and employment law (Employment Act 1989). The United
States and Britain adopted similar policies, in their emphasis on work or training
requirements from welfare or unemployment benefit recipients. The programs
modify prevailing assumptions about the welfare rights of citizens (though less
so in the United States) and recognize the importance of skill acquisition (how-
ever modest) to labor market entry.

In the United States the perceived failure of the 1960s liberal welfare policies
of the Johnson administration and the salience of the underclass created a welfare
crisis to which the 1988 Act was a response.3 Welfare was high on the Reagan
administration's reform agenda. The problem of welfare was linked by some
politicians, notably state governors, to that of skill shortage in the U.S. work
force.4 The most ambitious work-welfare program in the United States, ET Choices
in Massachusetts, was designed with this trend in mind. In Britain the post-1979
growth in unemployment, exacerbated by the 1980-1 recession, posed a political
challenge to the Thatcher administration, to which it responded in an initially
piecemeal then comprehensive fashion. The growth of unemployment after the
election of the Conservative administration, led by Mrs. Thatcher, compelled the
government to act, despite its commitment to free market principles politically.
In response initially short-term training measures were expanded into a compre-
hensive work-welfare program.

As all students of the political system in the United States acknowledge, ef-
forts to legislate more commonly result in failure than success. Attempts to re-
form the welfare state established by the Social Security Act of 1935 proved
abortive during the Nixon and Carter presidencies,5 when policy-makers failed
to construct sufficiently large coalitions to enact reform. However, fifty-three
years after the Social Security Act, Congress initiated and President Reagan signed
the Family Support Act, a piece of legislation heralded as a major reform of the
welfare system by its principal architect Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan.6 The
enshrinement of mandatory work requirements for welfare recipients (with var-
ious exemptions) is an important development. Although Title II (the JOBS pro-
gram) is only one element of the Act, it was crucial for enactment and constitutes
a transformation in how welfare benefits are conceived and how they should
be related to the labor market. One editorial, titled "Real Welfare Reform, at
Last," concluded that the Family Support Act "amounts to a revision of the
social contract between the nation and the needy. Instead of maintaining poor
children and their parents above the starvation level but in dependency, the Gov-
ernment will offer financial support plus education and training to help people
move from welfare to work. . . . Education and job training, leading toward
employment, are the heart of welfare reform. " 7 These remarks capture the mod-
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ification to the welfare system intended by the architects of the Family Support
Act.

In Britain the prevailing commitment to universal social rights of citizenship
and the separation between welfare institutions and labor-market policy makes
their linkage in work-welfare novel. However, universal welfare has always
been accompanied by some means testing, particularly for benefits for those
suffering long-term unemployment. The 1988 Employment Training (ET) pro-
gram not only introduces a comprehensive training program, but parallel changes
to the social security law have made participation, especially for young people,
in this program compulsory. To accomplish this change the government had to
alter fundamentally the state organization responsible for training, the Manpower
Services Commission (MSC, now called the Training Agency), established as a
tripartite body in 1973. The government weakened and then abolished the MSC's
tripartite membership and brought it under direct government control, and si-
multaneously tightened the eligibility criteria for receiving social security bene-
fits.

INSTITUTIONAL AND POLICY LEGACIES

New institutional theorists provide robust explanations of cross-national policy
differences and internal policy stability; In Peter Hall's words, 'There are likely
to be structural consistencies behind the persistence of distinctive national pat-
terns of policy."81 argue that the new institutional assumption of internal policy
stability is broadly correct since the work-welfare legislation in Britain and the
United States was in each case diluted in ways consistent with existing institu-
tional and policy legacies. It is necessary, however, to attend more closely to the
ideas that informed these policies since both their mobilization and content re-
flect significantly each polity's institutions; and furthermore the imitation by British
policy-makers of aspects of American policy necessitated modifying entrenched
assumptions. Cross-national policy convergence is not normally expected by new
institutional analysis, and this chapter explains an instance of such a pattern. In
both administrations politicians were influenced by New Right9 arguments. An
analysis of how these ideas were adopted and pursued in policy by the Reagan
and Thatcher administrations offers a means to understanding the role of ideas
in policy. Advocates of New Right ideas marshaled economic and political ar-
guments for a harsher regime for those receiving benefits,10 but the realization
of these arguments entailed their dilution in the United States and administrative
reorganization in Britain.

Policy-making

The policy processes in the United States and Britain differ. In the United States
the decentralized federal system facilitates the introduction of policy ideas through
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vertical access points (such as the states) and horizontal access points (such as
interest groups lobbying in Congress). The difficulties of forming coalitions with
a shared consensus favors proposals compatible with existing ideology and as-
sumptions. Furthermore, policies with a small congressional coalition are vul-
nerable to presidential vetoes. In Britain, by contrast, the centralized state limits
channels of access but accords a greater importance to agents of change and
promoters of ideas if they succeed in influencing the government. The achieve-
ment of influence requires success in the party competition acted out at each
election since it is parties who form governments and effect policy.

Although the U.S. party system is a two-party one, unlike Britain, the disper-
sion of power and independence of politicians within each party limits their role
in initiating change. Presidents are limited to two terms and so their influence
may recede in the second term though the power of veto persists. Conversely,
the extraordinarily high success rates of incumbent House and Senate members
moderates somewhat the electoral constraint though it does not eliminate it. In
this system interest groups, including subfederal actors, enjoy direct access to
policy-makers (in the Congress, executive, and bureaucracy) independently of
political parties though the multiplicity of such groups may diminish their influ-
ence.11

Different actors initiate policy in the two countries. In the United States the
president and Congress must work more or less together, though this cooperation
is often strained. Negotiation and bargaining between the executive and legisla-
ture feature in all federal policy-making. In Britain governments legislate on the
basis of their parliamentary majority. These configurations demonstrate how each
polity's institutions shape the absorption and diffusion of policy ideas. In Britain
the power held by a government through its parliamentary majority, especially
of the magnitude enjoyed by the Conservatives after the 1983 and 1987 elections,
makes the winning of agreement from other actors in the pursuit of policy less
important.

The individual states have taken a leading role in policy-making in the United
States and must be analyzed with other policy actors including the Congress, the
executive, and, to a lesser extent, the federal bureaucracy. Through the National
Governors' Association the states have mobilized to influence federal decision-
making. The combined effects of Reagan's New Federalism initiative (which
reduced federal funding) and the post-1970 professionalization of state
governments12 makes the states, by way of their governors, a consequential ele-
ment of the national state. This policy role of the governors and states differs
from earlier periods. An important stimulus for the New Deal legislation of Franklin
Roosevelt and the active federal government during that period was the failure
of the state and local governments to address the problems concentrated in their
jurisdictions. According to Weir and Skocpol, "By 1932 local and state govern-
ments were begging the federal government to take over the burden of dealing
with the problems of their distressed constituents."13 By the 1980s the state and
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local governments were used to a powerful fiscal, judicial, and political federal
presence in their affairs. However, in 1981 the Reagan administration pursued
wide-ranging cuts in federal grants, many enacted in the Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of that year. Further cuts in the subsequent years of this admin-
istration forced the state to assume major policy-making roles if they wished to
maintain or expand programs.

Under the dominance of Mrs. Thatcher the post-1979 Conservative adminis-
tration provides a contrast with recent U.S. administrations. The British state is
vastly more centralized - there is a central governing authority located in the
government, directed by the prime minister - and the government's parliamen-
tary majorities provide it with immense power to enact laws. Furthermore, at the
height of her powers Prime Minister Thatcher consolidated the government's
capacity to legislate. Institutionally, the British state is centralized14 and party
loyalty within Parliament ensures the government a majority. The eleven years
of Conservative incumbency gave them an opportunity to modify the parameters
of national public policy. The Conservatives also laid siege to the bureaucracy
hiving off portions of the public sector as private sector units.

Welfare legacies

The move to work-welfare programs in the Family Support Act does not consti-
tute a major policy break.15 U.S. federal welfare policy has always been de-
signed to avoid creating disincentives to labor-market participation.16 This atti-
tude has prevailed since Roosevelt's New Deal legislation and characterized the
implementation of the AFDC program before 1965. Title II of the Family Sup-
port Act is in this tradition, building upon the WIN demo program established in
the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981.17

The principal amendment to the U.S. welfare system after Roosevelt occurred
in the 1960s when a series of programs initiated by Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson augmented its size and scope. Many of these programs were enacted
under Johnson's War on Poverty and Great Society project aimed at eradicating
poverty. Almost all of these programs expanded the noncontributory, usually
means-tested programs and included expanded health coverage, child care, and
education schemes such as Headstart. By the early 1980s there was a consensus
among Republicans and conservatives that many of these programs had failed, a
view consonant with the New Right influence upon the Reagan administration.18

The main object of wrath was means-tested public assistance programs notably
food stamps and Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Table 8.1
reports some expenditure figures for welfare and education, while Table 8.2
records the growth in AFDC rolls.

The figures for public aid and AFDC constitute a relatively small percentage
of the federal government's expenditure on welfare services, if social security is
included, yet public discussion has focused disproportionately upon them. This
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Table 8.1. U.S. social welfare expenditures, 1960-1987
(per capita constant 1987 dollars)

Year

1960
1970
1980
1985
1986
1987

Social
insurance0

383
729
1373
1633
1660
1671

Public aid

82
221
430
432
446
447

Education

350
681
726
757
807
826

aIncludes old-age, survivors, disability (i.e., social security), health
insurance (i.e., Medicare), public employee retirement, railroad
employee retirement, unemployment insurance, other railroad em-
ployee insurance, state temporary disability insurance, and work-
ers' compensation. The first two groups - social security and
Medicare - form the overwhelming bulk of this category.
Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States 1990 (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Bureau of the Census, 1991), p. 350.

skewed emphasis reflects institutional and cultural factors. Institutionally the uni-
versal basis of contributory programs such as social security, Medicare, and
unemployment insurance has given them a near immunity from political attack
whereas the selective noncontributory character of public assistance and AFDC
programs limits their political support.19 Furthermore, this institutional dichot-
omy has reified a popular distinction about legitimate public assistance to the
disadvantaged and benefits for the undeserving. Hugh Heclo draws the distinc-
tion between welfare as self-sufficiency and welfare as mutual dependence. Ac-
cording to Heclo the former is a

conception of wellbeing that is supremely individualistic, for it has to do with the capacity
of an individual to go his own way, to enjoy the fruits of his own labor . . . To paraphrase
President Reagan in a recent Fourth of July speech, we Americans do not get together to
celebrate Dependence Day.

. . . the second [conception] has to do with a social or group-oriented rationality. . . .
This is not a question asking us to choose between rational individualism and all other
behavior that is somehow irrational. It is . . . asking us to apply rational criterion to the
self-in-group rather than to the self-in-isolation as the point of reference.20

It is quotidian that assumptions about the legitimate bases of social welfare as-
sistance in the United States are consistent with Heclo's first category. This view
limits the responsibility Americans extend toward the less fortunate, resulting in
an unpreparedness to aid those they believe can help themselves. The trajectory
for the work-welfare program lay in existing federal welfare measures as two
recent commentators suggest: " In America . . . despite the New Deal and the
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Table !

Fiscal
year

1960
1965
1969
1970
1972
191A
1976
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988

8.2. AFDC enrollments

families

1,909
2,918
3,170
3,561
3,528
3,642
3,569
3,725
3,747
3,748

1970-1988 (in thousands)

Average

recipients

3,100
4,300
6,100
7,429

10,632
10,845
11,339
10,663
10,597
10,431
10,866
10,995
10,920

monthly number of

children

5,494
7,698
7,824
8,156
7,475
7,320
6,975
7,153
7,294
7,326

unemployed
parent

families

78
134
95

135
127
141
232
287
253
210

Source: Adapted from Background Material and Data on Programs within the Juris-
diction of the Committee on Ways and Means, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S.
House of Representatives (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, March 15,
1989), p. 559. Figures for 1960, 1965 and 1969: J. T. Patterson, America's Struggle
against Poverty (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981), p. 171.

Great Society, commitment to State Welfare provision has always been tempered
by scepticism about its side-effects and its implications. The strength of faith in
market mechanisms and self-help has remained . . . " 2 1

In their analysis of several opinion polls Erikson, Luttberg, and Tedin confirm
this interpretation. They find consistent support for helping the less well off but
within limits including an unwillingness to "support innovative social welfare
programs":

As innovative suggestions turn toward such matters as guaranteeing each family a mini-
mum income, mass opinion is clearly lagging behind the thinking of reformers and gov-
ernment leaders. One reason for this resistance is the widespread belief that people who
receive financial assistance ought to work for their money, even if the work they do is of
little use. Also, when government programs are perceived as benefiting only the lowest-
income groups, few people see themselves as beneficiaries of these policies. As a result,
the bulk of the public sometimes appear on the conservative side of social welfare contro-

Combined with the institutional structure of the U.S. welfare state and the
U.S. polity, these attitudes undercut reform initiatives during both the Nixon and
Carter administrations. Nixon's Family Assistance Plan was designed to give
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benefits to single- and two-parent families and to create a national uniform level
of assistance. The plan failed to garner political support from either the Right
(congressional opposition was led by Senator Russell Long of Louisiana) or the
Left (most welfare rights groups opposed the plan). It was defeated twice in
Congress.

The 1945-51 Attlee-led Labour administration implemented the Beveridge
Plan in Britain thereby creating the postwar welfare state.23 In 1945 a family
allowance scheme was introduced together with national insurance for those in-
jured at work. In 1946 national insurance for the sick, unemployed, widows,
orphans, and retired, and for maternity were all reformed and the National Health
Service founded. A national assistance scheme was implemented in 1948. These
programs expanded prewar ones to create a universal welfare state in which the
distinction between benefits claimed as rights and those administered at discre-
tion was weakened though not eliminated. Beveridge emphasized creating a sys-
tem in which those who had contributed should receive benefits without any
means testing or stigma, though with some means-tested benefits for those indi-
viduals, through disability or caring for another for example, unable fully to
participate in the labor-market-based contributory scheme. This proposal did not
break with the assumptions of the first national insurance legislation enacted in
1911. It was undoubtedly a family-based scheme assuming a traditional domestic
division of labor. However, neither family nor insurance benefits were ever set
at a rate sufficiently high to erode poverty as Beveridge had intended.

The 1944 White Paper on Employment Policy committed postwar govern-
ments to the pursuit of full employment through a mixture of Keynesian macro-
economic policies.24 Lipservice only was paid to the development of microeco-
nomic mechanisms such as training programs in the pursuit of this objective, in
part because employment was high until relatively recently (Table 8.3).25 The
insurance system to assist unemployed persons was administered through the
social security laws enacted in the late 1940s. At their enactment it was assumed
that unemployment was characteristically short-term. Unemployed persons who
had contributed to the national insurance system while in work received unem-
ployment benefits (UBs), a taxable benefit available for 52 weeks. Those lacking
sufficient national insurance payments to receive UB applied for means-tested
supplementary benefit (SB), the most important source of benefits for unem-
ployed persons by the 1980s as unemployment grew dramatically.26 Thus ac-
cording to the Central Statistical Office in 1985 62 percent of the unemployed
received SB benefits only, while 18 percent received UB with 8 percent receiving
both27 (Tables 8.4 and 8.5). Benefit rates are kept below wage levels to avoid
any disincentive effect. Government training programs for young and long-term
unemployed persons, whose expansion is discussed below, have also kept their
payment levels linked to wages and close to benefit levels. The distinction be-
tween contributory, non-means-tested insurance and noncontributory means-tested
assistance was advocated by Beveridge in his 1942 report and this separation
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Table 8.3. Unemployment in Britain,

Year

1955

1960
1965
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987 Jan.

Sept.
1988 Jan.

Dec.
1989 March
1990 Jan. 11

April 12
July 12
Oct. 11

1991 Jan. 10

Number of
unemployed
(thousands)

213.2

345.8
317.0
543.8

582.2
751.3
837.4
595.6
599.5

940.9
1,301.7
1,402.7
1,382.9
1,295.7

1,664.9
2,520.4
2,916.0
3,104.7
3,159.8
3,271.2
3,289.1
3,297.2
2,870.2
2,722.2
2,046.8
1,960.2
1,687.0
1,626.6
1,623.6
1,670.6
1,959.7

1955-1991

Unemployed as percentage
of working population

1.0

1.5
1.4
2.4

2.5
3.3
3.7
2.6
2.6

4.0
5.5
5.8
5.7
5.4

6.9
10.7
12.1
11.7
11.7
11.8
11.8
11.9
10.3
9.5
8.2
6.9
5.9
5.7
5.7
5.9
6.9

Source: Department of Employment Gazette various issues.

remains a defining feature of the British welfare state. High employment until
the 1970s meant that the second category was of marginal importance.

With the growth of unemployment in the 1980s the government's desire to
address the problem and concern that no malingerers receive benefits, manifest
in regular diatribes against scroungers, stimulated efforts to compel participation
in training programs or exclusion from benefits, a development manifest in work-
welfare programs. According to one observer, ''concern about 'scroungers' and
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Table 8.4. Trends in social security benefits

Total contributory Total noncontributory
Year benefit outlay (£ millions) benefit outlay (£ millions)

1982-3 18,593 12,476
1983-4 19,709 13,902
1984-5 20,777 15,613
1985-6 22,356 18,496
1986-7 23,983 19,231
1987-8 24,939 20,405
1988-9 25,693 21,600
1989-90 27,100 22,700

Source: The Government's Expenditure Plans 1988-89 to 1990-91, Vol II (Lon-
don: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Cmd. 288-11, 1991), table 15.1.

fear that people may 'settle down' on benefits has produced a variety of controls
(financial and otherwise), which make the unemployed . . . the least generously
treated of social security recipients."28 This pattern accorded with earlier prac-
tices in the British welfare state. As the unemployment insurance system was
expanded during the 1920s and 1930s so the government's obsession with excis-
ing the undeserving grew. Labor exchange administrators, responsible for dis-
tributing unemployment benefits, had concurrently to implement a work test to
establish whether recipients were "genuinely seeking work but unable to obtain
suitable employment."29 This injunction politicized labor exchanges and unem-
ployment benefits: "Between March 1921 and March 1932 nearly three million
claims for benefit were refused because the claimant had failed to meet this
condition."30 In March 1930 the "genuinely seeking work" test was abolished
but replaced with a means-tested benefit that still required administrators to es-
tablish that unemployment was involuntary. Consequently, even in a period of
mass unemployment such as the 1930s the government interpreted hostility to
malingerers as sufficient to require strict policing of benefit claimants. This po-
sition is reflected in strong public support for the health, old-age pensions, dis-
ability, and education aspects of the welfare state but weaker support for unem-
ployed persons especially young and healthy ones considered capable of finding
work.31

This review of the institutional and policy features of U.S. and British welfare
states before the 1980s reveals three points.

First, the founding acts in each country (1935 in the United States and 1945-
51 in Britain) occurred during periods of crisis when the scale of hardship (the
1930s) or the potential future risk (the postwar period) stimulated major policy.
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Table 8.5. Social security spending in real
terms

Year

1978-9
1979-80
1980-1
1981-2
1982-3
1983-4
1984-5
1985-6
1986-7
1987-8
1988-9
1989-90
1990-1

DHSS
social security
(£ millions)

32.0
32.3
33.0
36.5
38.7
40.1
41.6
42.7
44.4
44.5
44.5
45.3
46.1

Source: The Government's Expenditure Plans
1988-89 to 1990-91, Vol I (London: Her Maj-
esty's Stationery Office, Cmd. 288-1, 1991), table
5.7.

In the United States the unemployment crisis of the Great Depression was suffi-
cient to generate a political coalition for policy. In Britain the Labour Party was
elected on a wave of euphoria with a mandate to improve economic and social
standards. The electoral mandate and parliamentary control provided a window
of opportunity to act and the Beveridge Plan, prepared during the war, consti-
tuted detailed proposals for policy.

Second, institutional features of the founding legislation persist. In the United
States the dichotomy between contributory and noncontributory programs inher-
ent in the Social Security Act of 1935 became the framework within which prob-
lems of welfare were debated, with the second type of program by far the weaker
partner. In Britain the postwar welfare programs established a universal institu-
tion enjoying popular and wide political support, but they retained selective means
testing for the weakest members of the labor market. In both countries work-
welfare programs focused principally upon claimants within the means-tested
category.

Third, public opinion in each country assumed particular forms. In the United
States support for noncontributory programs was weaker than for contributory
pension, health, and unemployment insurance schemes. The image of the "able-
bodied beneficiary" dominated excoriation of welfare programs. In Britain wide-
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spread support for the education, health, disability, and old-age dimensions of
the welfare state have always been tempered by an easily aroused fear of the lazy
malingerer preferring benefits to work.

These institutional, policy, and attitudinal legacies constitute the framework
within which the ideas of the New Right for reforming work-welfare in the
United States and Britain were enacted during the 1980s. While important fea-
tures of these reforms were consistent with existing patterns, their success re-
quired in Britain some modification to prevailing practice and orthodoxy. Expla-
nation of how this modification occurs provides the basis for understanding the
convergence in British and American work-welfare programs. Furthermore, an
explanation of how policy ideas were successfully mobilized in each country is
necessary to an explanation of these reforms. Some ideas were privileged, through
filtering by the agents of mobilization (for example, state governors in the United
States and the Conservative Party in Britain), the extant programs and attitudes
of the policy-makers.

THE WORK-WELFARE REFORMS

The United States32

Institutionally, the American polity offers no clear point of policy initiation or
leadership. There are competing sources of policy proposals, a feature that can
induce innovation though more commonly thwarts legislation. Three actors were
important to the Family Support reform.

First, President Reagan, located in the White House and representing a na-
tional constituency, signaled his support for an overhaul of the welfare system
in his 1986 and 1987 State of the Union addresses, building upon the opportunity
for state innovation created in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.
In the 1986 address Reagan exploited remarks by Franklin D. Roosevelt to sup-
port his own conception of welfare reform: "Roosevelt "said welfare is 'a nar-
cotic, a subtle destroyer of the human spirit.' And we must now escape the
spider's web of dependency. Tonight, I am charging the White House domestic
council to present by 1 December 1986 . . . a strategy for immediate action to
meet the financial, educational, social and safety concerns of poor families."33

The president's initiative reflected political debates about welfare including
the themes of "welfare dependence" from Losing Ground, Charles Murray's
influential book,34 and labor-market disincentives.35 Reagan's statement re-
ceived wide press coverage and indicated that welfare reform was a priority. His
emphasis upon welfare dependency and labor market disincentives privileged
one interpretation of the welfare debate. In his weekly radio address Reagan
reiterated his themes: "the welfare tragedy has gone on too long. It is time to
reshape our welfare system so that it can be judged by how many Americans it
makes independent of welfare. . . . In 1964 the famous war on poverty was
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declared and a funny thing happened. Poverty, as measured by dependency,
stopped shrinking and then actually began to grow worse. I guess you could say
that poverty won the war."36 By making welfare reform an integral part of his
administration's agenda President Reagan contributed to the view that there was
a serious problem. It provided an opportunity for him to propose and advance
favored remedies.

The second force precipitating legislative reform was the state governors, or-
ganized through their bipartisan lobby group the National Governors' Associa-
tion (NGA). As a matching program the states bore half the cost of administering
the welfare system and their governors were eager to reduce this burden. They
wanted a national public system of welfare. Several governors had instituted
their own reforms, which, on the best evidence available (supplied by the Man-
power Demonstration Research Corporation), were judged successful in reduc-
ing welfare rolls and constituted a model for national reform.

The different aims of the president and governors had to be reconciled in the
draft legislation, a process illustrative of how ideas are affected by political in-
stitutions. President Reagan supported a work requirement for welfare recipients
- and this preference influenced the whole legislative process - but was reluctant
to commit additional funds for the transition costs deemed necessary by the gov-
ernors for an effective program.

The third force involved the actions of members of Congress. Responding to
Reagan and the governors, the House Subcommittee on Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation held hearings on welfare reform as did Senator
Moynihan's subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy. "Working for
welfare" was a salient theme in the hearings before each committee. This theme
was discussed both liberally as a means of providing work opportunities and
punitively as a mechanism of enforcing work requirements upon welfare recipi-
ents. Working for welfare was commonly invoked under the vague rubric of
"workfare," a term used in differing ways.37

In the Senate the key actor pursuing welfare reform in the 100th Congress was
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Senator for New York. Reforming welfare became a
single-minded passion for Moynihan, who was involved with both the earlier
initiatives, and he was determined to make progress on this task in his capacity
as subcommittee chairman. Moynihan's long association with welfare issues lent
credibility to this reform initiative.38

In the House of Representatives member Gus Hawkins from California had
been a prime mover in welfare reform for over a decade. His aims, however,
resembled those of a European social democrat and they received little attention
during the 1980s under the Reagan administration. Hawkins chaired the House
Education and Labor Committee. It was the Public Assistance and Unemploy-
ment Compensation subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee, however,
at first chaired by Representative Harold Ford of Tennessee, that paralleled Moy-
nihan's initiatives in the Senate. After his indictment by a grand jury on charges
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of bank and tax fraud, Ford was replaced by Thomas Downey of New York, an
able and ambitious seven-term member of Congress.

The object of reform for Reagan, the governors, and the Congress was to
combat the growth of large numbers of welfare-dependent single mothers receiv-
ing Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). It is this group that con-
cerned both critics of the welfare system such as Charles Murray and President
Reagan and supporters of a liberal European-style system. Moynihan considered
the pre-1988 welfare system an income-maintenance system with a small work-
training program component. The old system was not designed to assist people
get off the welfare rolls and so the AFDC numbers had grown.39 These reformers
therefore sought an employment program with an income-maintenance element.
Institutionally, if only one of these actors had initiated reform success was un-
likely. The two major previous reform failures were both led by the White House,
by Nixon and Carter, but did not have the same support in the Congress or with
subfederal actors. The institutional separation of powers between the executive
and legislative (maintained by the presidential veto) ensure that both influence
policy.

The new work-welfare policy. The committees in the House and Senate each
formulated and pursued their own welfare reform bill. The House bill was intro-
duced first, fully debated in committee, successfully reported out of committee,
and voted upon the floor. Moynihan's major hurdle in the Senate was getting his
bill out of the Finance Committee. It was reported as bipartisan. At this stage
there were no participation rates - that is, any requirement for participation in
work or training programs at stipulated percentages of those on welfare. It was
reported out in April 1988 and came to the floor in June; as the debates began,
the White House quickly expressed a desire to negotiate about the bill. Moynihan
agreed to negotiate believing that the vote in the Senate would be insufficient to
override a veto from the president. Policy leadership is shared institutionally
between the executive and the legislature. The latter can rarely expect to proceed
without some agreement or support from the former, and the presidential veto is
a significant constraint on legislating. Thus the activism of both branches was
important for the bill's prospects. The White House and members of the Finance
Committee (Packard, Dole, Rockefeller, and Moynihan) reached an agreement
that included participation rates - that is, specified rates of participation in work
or training programs by welfare recipients for each state to satisfy. Failure to
meet the required rates would result in a reduction or loss of federal funding.
These work or training requirements could take one of four different forms.40 In
the end, there was little debate about the bill on the floor.

The House and Senate bills differed. The House bill emphasized education
and training; it targeted those in need of remedial education and was to cost $7.2
billion over five years. The Senate bill was punitive, less generously funded,
state-based, closer to the White House view and was to cost $2.7 billion. The
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main disagreement during the conference stage concerned mandating work-
welfare. President Reagan's representatives were adamant about including this
measure, threatening a presidential veto if the mandatory rule was excluded. It
was included in the legislation.

The bill agreed by the conference committee was closer to the Senate bill than
to the House bill. This outcome partly reflected the belief that it was the Senate
bill that the president would sign. Also, the Senate bill had received greater
support within its chamber than had the House bill. The passing of the confer-
ence bill reflected the work of Representative Downey and the determination of
Senator Moynihan not to let this reform opportunity fail as had earlier attempts.
Throughout, Moynihan and Downey had the support of the governors, and this
support, combined with adroit negotiating, succeeded in pushing the Family Support
bill forward. The power of the White House, however, is illustrated by the inclu-
sion of a compulsory work-welfare role in the bill, despite the resistance of
members of the Congress and the governors.

The ideas for reform. The diffuse nature of the U.S. political system offers
numerous access points for ideas to be promoted. Within the political system
ideas can be "tested" or first applied in state or local government and then
advocated for federal laws. The example of state programs provided one source
for the Family Support Bill. The second source of ideas were the proposals from
welfare interest groups, particularly experts.

The ideas promoted by the NGA on the basis of their state experiments were
most influential with the key members of the Congress including Moynihan and,
belatedly, President Reagan. There were over twenty such programs including
Massachusetts's Employment Training Choices (ET), California's Greater Ave-
nues to Independence (GAIN), Georgia's Positive Employment and Community
Help Program (PEACH), and programs in New York, Connecticut, West Vir-
ginia, and Illinois with equally appealing acronyms. These programs offered a
means of breaking with the Great Society initiative and returning U.S. policy to
its self-help, means-tested trajectory. The success of these programs was pro-
moted by the governors and validated (though not uncritically) by welfare ex-
perts. These innovative state programs provided models for a federal scheme that
could be modified to satisfy the New Right punitive ambitions of the White
House.

The governors' ideas for federal reform were formulated by an executive com-
mittee of the NGA, chaired by Bill Clinton of Arkansas, which reported to the
first of their twice yearly meetings in February 1987. Subtitled a " Job-Oriented
Welfare Reform" the proposals envisaged welfare programs as providing work
or training opportunities for their recipients.41 The governors' objective was to
reduce dependence by providing welfare recipients with the skills necessary to
leave welfare and enter work: 'The principal responsibility of government in the
welfare contract is to provide education, job training and/or job placement ser-
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vices to all employable recipients. These services must be carefully structured so
that they suit the employment needs of individual participants."42 Achieving a
transition from welfare to work required the provision of ''transition services,"
including child care facilities, health care benefits, and some transportation sub-
sidy.43

Without federal participation the NGA believed a jobs-oriented welfare strat-
egy would be unsuccessful.44 The governors resisted a compulsory work-
welfare system.45 Despite initially opposing the governors, believing their pro-
posals too liberal, President Reagan endorsed their welfare reform plans in a
White House meeting on February 23. However, he stressed the inclusion of a
work requirement in return for child, medical insurance, and other aid.46 In the
Congress Senator Moynihan frequently cited the governors' proposals as the pri-
mary source for his bill. The governors did not promote explicitly New Right
views - that is, mandatory work or training requirements - and the states offered
a range of practice in their programs. Thus, policy-makers could choose be-
tween, for example, the voluntary Massachusetts system or the compulsory Cal-
if ornian one. That a compulsory scheme was favored reflects the differential
power of national policy-makers. The act finally passed gave less importance to
education and training than the governors' proposals implied.

External experts' views were important for the welfare reform process. Sev-
eral academic writers on welfare testified before congressional hearings, and
their arguments about welfare dependency and citizenship as obligation featured
in the welfare reform debates and proposals.

A crucial set of expertise was provided by the New York-based Manpower
Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC). Their evaluations of the Massa-
chusetts's ET program and the programs in New York, New Jersey, and Califor-
nia provided evidence that work-welfare programs succeeded in reducing wel-
fare rolls over the long run.47 This evidence, presented before congressional
hearings, demonstrated program effectiveness fiscally, a priority of all the re-
formers, and highlighted the existence of policy comparisons available as a model
for the extension of work-welfare programs in a federal law. The evidence of
MDRC research was used to support the propositions advanced by New Right
advocates, but not the governors, for a stringent work-welfare regime and re-
versal of the Great Society welfare liberalism. The cogency of this evidence
reveals perhaps the power of ideas in policy-making, particularly in the United
States, where it is common to hold extensive hearings during the legislative
process at which experts acquire an opportunity to present their findings. These
ideas were thus filtered by the political institutions of the United States and ac-
corded, by the White House and conservatives, a role in supporting a work-
welfare regime that might not have been shared by the evaluators researching the
state programs.

There was a second set of interest groups whose members' interests were
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affected by the proposed reform sought to protect their interests. Trades unions
such as the AFL-CIO and the AFSCME feared the ' 'displacement" of their union
members from permanent jobs as a consequence of the community work expe-
rience program (CWEP) under the new act. Working with AFL-CIO, the AFSCME
succeeded in lobbying for strong displacement language in the act.48

Representing state welfare administrators the American Public Welfare Asso-
ciation (APWA) broadly supported the Family Support Act. Its own recommen-
dation for reform, issued in November 1986, influenced the proposals promul-
gated by the governors. The APWA had reservations about the mandatory element
in Title II of the Family Support Act. The Association questioned both the ade-
quacy of federal funds allocated for the JOBS program and the likely content of
state programs. The Children's Defense Fund opposed the Family Support Act
because it provided insufficient protection for children. Its views were incorpo-
rated in an umbrella group, the National Coalition on Women, Work and Wel-
fare Reform, orchestrated by the Wider Opportunities for Women (WOW). The
National Coalition wanted a work component in welfare policy but as part of a
comprehensive training policy. It opposed mandatory work. The Coalition pro-
posed a four-point strategy of which "education, employment, and training"
was one key element.49 Their views failed to influence policy; their proposals
were rejected by policy-makers, who were not prepared to allocate resources on
the scale required.

The National Alliance for Business (NAB) supported the work-welfare leg-
islation for its contribution to alleviating the labor shortage, an argument pro-
moted by several of the governors too, notably New Jersey's Thomas Kean. The
National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce also supported work-welfare programs, wanting more persons trained (by
which they meant provided, where appropriate, with remedial education skills)
to enter the work force.50

In sum, the Family Support Act of 1988 in the United States established a
federal work-welfare program. The act amended Title IV of the Social Security
Act of 1935 by introducing a condition for the receipt of benefits. This change
alters the entitlement of the poor to public income maintenance formulated in the
1935 act. The receipt of benefits is now conditional upon participation in a work
or training program for all parents. Each state had to establish (from October
1990 with a statewide coverage by October 1992) and maintain some sort of Jobs
Opportunities and Basic Skills Training Program (JOBS). The states are obliged
to coordinate with the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) program administra-
tors in their state, forging a link between the major federal job training and
federal welfare programs. The principal source for this reform was the experi-
ments conducted by the states and validated by MDRC. The objections of wel-
fare rights' groups and the NGA to a compulsory system were, however, disre-
garded by the White House.
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Britain

The capacity of the Thatcher administration to respond to the crisis posed by
unemployment was enhanced by the nature of the British state. Constitutionally
and institutionally policy leadership is concentrated in the office of the govern-
ment. This concentration does not mean that political judgments and bureaucratic
expertise are unimportant influences upon the content or timing of policy or that
existing policies can be automatically ended. It does mean that these latter influ-
ences are tempered by the priorities of politicians and that civil servants' policy
role can be curtailed. Before the 1980s, it has been argued frequently, the civil
service in Britain prevailed in public policy-making; this claim has been ad-
vanced by many Labour Party politicians.51 Since 1979 it is the politicians who
have assumed the leading role and they were more important to the establishment
of work-welfare programs than their bureaucratic counterparts. The lengthy in-
cumbency of one administration, its parliamentary majorities, and its deliberate
shrinking of the number of civil servants and ' 'hiving off" as autonomous units
run on market sector criteria of some public sector activities have succeeded in
reducing the influence of civil servants.52 The Conservative administration elected
in 1979 pitched many of its actions as direct challenges to the power of civil
servants to the extent of dismantling or hiving off state activities to the private
sector, through the Next Steps program.53

The power of politicians is illustrated by the government's shifting approach
to the organization responsible for training, the Manpower Services Commission
(MSC), whose programs were expanded in parallel with the growth in unem-
ployment. The MSC was authorized in the Employment and Training Act of
1973,54 operative in 1974.55 While the decision to found the MSC reflected in
part academic and international influence, the key motive was the short-term one
of negotiations about pay in 1972-3. It was designed as a tripartite corporatist
institution. There were three members each from employers and trades unions
nominated by the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union
Council (TUC) respectively, two local authority representatives and an academic
together with a chairman. Section 2 of the 1973 act directed the MSC "to make
such arrangements as it considers appropriate for the purpose of assisting persons
to select, train for, obtain and retain employment suitable for their ages and
capacities and to obtain suitable employees."56 The Commission was empow-
ered to make arrangements for the provision of training by subcontracting and to
make its facilities and programs available to others in receipt of fees.

The establishment of the MSC was not envisaged as a major policy innovation
and until 1979 it remained a small organization. Its activities were not subject to
detailed ministerial attention, nor did it play a pivotal role in national policy
despite the ambitions of MSC officers.57 However, unemployment quickly dom-
inated the MSC's work. In 1981 the prime minister appointed David (now Lord)
Young as Chairman of the MSC, a signal that this organization was intended to
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play a larger role in government policy. Young's first year in the job coincided
with Norman Tebbit's occupancy of the Ministry of Employment. Young intro-
duced new training programs directed at the young, the long-term unemployed,
and middle-aged displaced workers. His successful incumbency made the MSC's
policies the central institution in the government's attack on unemployment. Many
of these programs, for example the Youth Training Scheme (YTS), were the
subject of controversy as to their effectiveness in providing training rather than
cheap and/or compulsory labor, and of conflict between the government and
welfare rights' advocates and the unions.58 The hostility of the unions, intensi-
fied by the post-1988 requirement that young people participate in YTS, was a
thorn in the government's side, and the MSC in 1988 remained the final mani-
festation of corporatist tripartitism under the Conservatives. It was ripe for abo-
lition, a decision taken in 1988 when it was renamed the Training Commission.

The Conservatives looked askance upon the MSC because of its tripartitism.
They needed the MSC to implement a work-welfare program. The Confedera-
tion of British Industry (CBI) supported the 1988 ET training program, but it
was opposed by the TUC. At their annual conference in 1988 the TUC resolved
against participation in the new ET scheme, despite the efforts of the MSC and
TUC leaders to win support, on pragmatic grounds, for the program.59 The TUC's
decision was quickly followed by one to redesignate the Training Commission a
Training Agency with no trade union representation on its board. Tripartitism
ended with this decision. New Right proponents opposed tripartite-based insti-
tutions intervening in the market. Its abolition was a pretext for ending the role
of the TUC in influencing government policy, and a necessary step for the gov-
ernment's consolidation of control over training programs and policy. It was the
final stage in restructuring this organization for the government's policy of creat-
ing work-welfare programs. Members of the commission had queried the last
major training program, the New Job Training Scheme, and as a consequence
responsibility for Job Centres and the Restart counseling scheme was shifted
from the Commission to the Department of Employment.

Between 1979 and 1989 the government modified the social security system,
including the benefits given to unemployed persons. These reforms were moti-
vated by the political problem posed by the growing number of unemployed
persons and the ideological desire to narrow eligibility. For income support the
system is divided into two categories consistent with those introduced during the
postwar period. First, there are contributory benefits based upon weekly pay-
ments into a national insurance fund while in work. In this category payees are
entitled to unemployment benefit after three days out of work, if complex con-
tributory conditions are satisfied, a benefit exhausted after fifty-two weeks. A
further thirteen weeks of work is necessary to requalify. The strict policing laws
noted above apply to applicants for unemployment benefit and include proof of
involuntary unemployment, availability for work, nonrefusal to take a suitable
opening or loss of work through the claimant's own fault. These regulations have
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been tightened recently (see below). Second, means-tested supplementary bene-
fits have been replaced by income support, which now constitutes the main source
of income maintenance for long-term unemployed adults. These benefits are dis-
tributed by complex means-testing criteria. The distinction advanced by Bever-
idge between contributory and noncontributory (and means-tested) benefits for
unemployed persons persists though the rates and conditions of their allocation
have been modified during the 1980s.60

Those receiving unemployment and social security benefits have gradually
been linked to the government's training policy by quasimandatory requirements
that they participate in training programs. Previously persons receiving benefits
were under no requirement to participate in training programs, though they had
to register as unemployed and demonstrate their "availability for work" at Re-
start interviews. The Social Security Act of 1985 empowered the Employment
Secretary to designate training programs "approved training schemes," and un-
der the act trainees who refused a reasonable offer of a place on an approved
scheme can have their unemployment benefits reduced for six months.61

The new work-welfare policy. The work-welfare program was established by
implementing and dovetailing reforms in training and unemployment policy. In
February 1988 the government issued a White Paper titled "Training for Em-
ployment" that set out a range of measures intended to tackle the perceived
problems of unemployed persons.62 The three issues of skills, motivations, and
incentives dominated the White Paper and shaped the government's training pro-
posals. These issues reflect both economic problems63 and the charge that some
claimants were not fulfilling the legal obligation actively to seek work64 (which
reflects an inadequate incentive system65).66 The ambitious Employment Train-
ing program was launched in September 1988 combining the existing programs
of the MSC (now called the Training Agency) and intending to create 600,000
training places of up to 12 months with an average participation of six months.67

In its White Paper (February 1988), the government proposed establishing a
system in which advisers would formulate a "personal action plan" for all per-
sons unemployed (an idea with U.S. counterparts). This task would be the re-
sponsibility of the Job Centres, which conduct Restart interviews. Since 1986
everyone on the unemployment register for more than six months is called to a
Restart interview at which advice is given about government training programs.
The interview is intended to determine claimants' availability for work. Failure
to attend an interview can lead to the loss of benefits. If a claimant fails to attend
the whole or part of a Restart Course (normally lasting a week) his or her claim-
ant adviser can reduce his or her income support payment by up to 40 percent.68

The new work-welfare policy is apparent in the 1988 Employment Act, the
1988 Social Security Act, and the 1989 Social Security Act. In each act signifi-
cant clauses overlap (a point noted repeatedly by the government's critics during
the legislative process) suggesting a coherent policy. The Social Security Act
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1988, considered during the 1987-8 parliamentary session, included a clause
making participation in Youth Training Schemes (YTS) compulsory; refusal to
participate (or leaving prematurely) would result in the withdrawal of benefits
from the offending persons. The shift to compulsory participation in YTS schemes
introduced by the Social Security Act 1988 was complemented by Part II of the
Employment Act 1988, which disqualified persons from receiving unemploy-
ment benefits if they withdrew from a training scheme or were dropped for mis-
conduct or declined a place on the scheme ''without good cause." These devel-
opments are reinforced in the 1989 Social Security Act. At the committee stage
in the House when the bill was discussed, considerable time was devoted to
Clause 7 of the bill (which became section 10 in the act). To receive unemploy-
ment benefits under this clause, unemployed persons must produce evidence that
they are "seeking employment actively."

The ideas for reform. How did the Thatcher administration derive the objec-
tives it pursued in its work-welfare program? Briefly, it drew upon the proposals
advanced by New Right pressure groups and imitated American programs.

It would be inaccurate to argue that the Conservative Party entering office in
1979 held a coherent conception of the work-welfare program that they wished
to implement. The Conservatives did have definable New Right principles guid-
ing their policy formulation that interacted with contingent political priorities and
calculations. However in contemplating major reforms politicians must have de-
tailed ideas and proposals available to them. In Britain these were provided by
think tanks outside the state, including the Adam Smith Institute, Institute of
Economic Affairs, Centre for Policy Studies and Social Affairs Unit (in the U.S.
groups such as Heritage Foundation, Hoover Institute, and American Enterprise
Institute played a comparable role).69 They campaigned to advance New Right
proposals and succeeded in winning over leading members of the Conservative
Party close to the leader Mrs. Thatcher.70 (In Chapter 4 Peter Hall explains how
these groups also influenced the Conservatives' economic policy.) These groups
criticized the universalism of the welfare system, citing the United States as a
preferable model, and they promulgated the views of American scholars. They
advocated narrowing eligibility for benefits, requiring some activity from the
recipients of benefits and expanding means testing.71

The influence of New Right ideas and American practice can be illustrated
from the parliamentary debates between the government and its Labour opposi-
tion during the bills' enactment.

New Right advocates wish to reduce the attractiveness of the welfare system
and to extract an activity from recipients in exchange for their benefits, an aim
first achieved in the Social Security Act of 1988. Persons collecting unemploy-
ment benefits must not merely be available for employment but should actively
be seeking employment.72 Young people must participate in a training scheme.
The Opposition's characterization of this requirement in the Social Security Act
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of 1988 as "compulsory" was refuted during enactment by Michael Portillo,
under-secretary of state for health and social security:

I entirely rebut the . . . repeated allegation about compulsion. It is true that we are with-
drawing income support from 16- and 17-year-olds who have left school, are not in work
and have not taken up a YTS place, but the choices for young people are still there. They
can stay at school. They can go to college. They can, if they are lucky, take a job. Or
they can take the YTS place that is on offer to them. I persist in saying therefore, that
there is no compulsion. We are talking about the guaranteed option of a place on a YTS
and the response of the Government and the taxpayer to that new situation.73

In an earlier contribution to the committee discussion the Labour MP from Derby
South, Margaret Beckett, noted that "as long ago as 1982 the MSC expressed
strong reservations about compelling people to go on YTS. . . . Once young
people are compelled to take up places if only for economic reasons, every in-
centive to improve the quality of the scheme is removed."74 Internal MSC op-
position to compulsory participation made it necessary to modify the status of
this organization for it to be an effective institutional resource for the Conserva-
tives' work-welfare ambitions.

During the Second Reading in the House of Lords, the government's minister,
Lord Skelmersdale, dismissed his critics' worries: "YTS provides a guarantee
of a good quality training place to all young people under 18. With such a guar-
antee for the able bodied and a safety net for those who are not able to take up a
place, there is no longer any reason to continue paying income support to the
under-18s."75 Thus, by the time of the Conservative Party's third electoral suc-
cess in 1987, their legislation was gradually but ineluctably creating a work-
welfare program.

The change to compulsory participation under the Employment Act of 1988
was also debated heatedly during the parliamentary readings and committee hear-
ings.76 Labour MP Michael Meacher argued that, "if the schemes are so good
and the quality of training offered is so high and valuable, why not allow people
to choose them? The Government have ignored the consensus. They have intro-
duced legislation that will make YTS compulsory. What can young people do
except join YTS?"77 Responding to these criticisms, Norman Fowler, the sec-
retary of state for employment, maintained that benefits would be withdrawn
only on the basis of a "range of evidence. For example, [the claimant] may have
refused three or four jobs and three or four places on a training programme. That
is where the training programme argument is applicable. . . . The new pro-
gramme is not compulsory in the way that it is argued that YTS is compul-
sory."78 The minister rejected the notion that Restart interviews constituted a
form of compulsion.79

The clearest statement of the New Right influences shaping policy is provided
by Nicholas Scott, the minister for social security, speaking to the Standing
Committee about the 1989 Social Security Bill. Scott adopted the language of
contract and duty familiar from the United States and promoted by the New
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Right: "The state . . . has the task of advising and guiding people towards avail-
able job opportunities. But surely the unemployed person has a duty, as his part
of the contract, not to sit passively waiting for a job to turn up but to take active
steps to seek work. That is the essence of the clause, and it is a thoroughly
reasonable proposition."80 Scott emphasized this point later in the debate:

the principle at the heart of the clause is that the State rightly accepts a duty to provide
benefits for the unemployed under an insurance scheme; if their unemployment is longer
than the insurance period, to provide income support for those without other means; and
to provide advice, guidance and encouragement for the unemployed. While it accepts the
responsibility, as far as is compatible with broader economic aims, to create an environ-
ment of enterprise and job creation, the State is entitled in return to expect individuals to
take the trouble actively to seek work. This is not . . . some monstrous imposition on the
unemployed. It is a genuine effort to provide a path from the misery of unemployment
towards self-respect and the ability of individuals to provide for themselves and their
families.81

This statement is a coherent account of the New Right's conception of the
contract between state and citizen in work-welfare. It has significant parallels to
the debate raised by the Family Support Act, though the British conception is
more legalistic than the U.S. version: Obligation is to the state in Britain and to
society in the United States. The Conservatives turned to the U.S. model because
its stress upon the contractual obligations of the citizen receiving public funds
fitted their ideology and policy objectives.

Scott's parliamentary statement illustrates how influential New Right argu-
ments were with members of the Conservative administration. Such ideas did
not provide a blueprint for government legislation but they did influence the
content of that legislation, a view with which Wikeley concurs: "The emphasis
on claimants actively seeking work can . . . be seen as a response of economic
neo-liberalism to a tightening labour market. This reflects the 'moral hazard'
argument as to the supposed disincentive effect of Unemployment Benefit."82

This "moral hazard" view was promoted by the 1981 established Social Affairs
Unit and alluded to in the publications of the Institute of Economic Affairs.83

Through access points, such as the prime minister's Downing Street Policy Unit,
New Right interest groups were able to present and advocate their radical pro-
posals for welfare policy, particularly a weakening of the benefit entitlement
system. They continued to have that influence until Mrs. Thatcher's defeat as
party leader in November 1990. The Conservatives were eager to hear these
proposals both because of their ideological appeal and because of their need of
ideas for legislation.

The implementation of the ET program borrows from American practice. Key
responsibility is devolved to local Training and Employment Councils (TECs)
and, in Scotland, Local Enterprise Councils (LECs), organizations composed of
local business persons. These TECs are modeled on the U.S. system of Private
Industry Councils (PICs) utilized in the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
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program. Establishing TECs as instruments of policy has required the ending of
the equal representative role of unions with business and the state.84

The Thatcher administration ' 'learned" from the United States: Officials vis-
ited state programs and designed their long-term work-welfare scheme (ET)
after these visits. Ideological sympathy between Reagan and Thatcher provided
a rationale for the Conservatives's decision to imitate U.S. practices. British
officials visited and studied West German and Swedish programs but opted for
the U.S. model. The Massachusetts and California schemes were examined in
detail by Department of Employment officials and by the secretary of state for
employment. The extent of U.S. influence is indicated by the presence in the
Department of Employment as "special adviser" to the secretary the former
director of work-welfare training in Massachusetts.85 The similarity between the
content of the British and American work-welfare programs is most pronounced
in measures for the long-term unemployed, welfare dependents, and in devolved
administrative structure. The British ET's emphasis upon designing an "individ-
ual action plan" and providing counseling is similar to the Massachusetts program86

and the Title II requirements of the Family Support Act. Despite the different
origins of work-welfare in the two countries British policymakers borrowed lib-
erally from the U.S. program.

In sum, the British Employment and Social Security Acts of 1988 and the
Social Security Act of 1989 introduce significant changes to young and long-
term unemployed persons' eligibility for social security benefits and participation
in training programs. They dovetailed with the ET program introduced in 1988.
Since July 1990 training courses became compulsory for those unemployed for
two years or more and who reject offers of help at their Restart interview.87

Whether or not the changes amount to a compulsory system they do constitute a
new emphasis on the government's part regarding participation by the unem-
ployed in some sort of work-welfare scheme.

CONCLUSION

Returning to the institutional, policy, and attitude legacies introduced earlier in
this essay, it is notable that both the U.S. and British reforms were largely con-
sistent with prevailing patterns. The U.S. reform introduces a punitive element
into the receipt of welfare benefits, but this innovation sits comfortably with
attitudes toward welfare recipients and with the institutional dichotomy between
contributory and noncontributory beneficiaries established in 1935. In Britain the
implementation of work-welfare programs initially focused upon those receiving
means-tested unemployment assistance, but its scope has been broadened to in-
clude beneficiaries of unemployment benefit for relatively short periods. Policy-
makers in both countries designed these policies for the weakest members of the
benefit system, but in Britain, at least, that universe is an enlarging one. The
welfare institutional legacy affected the character of work-welfare programs
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adopted in each country. The labor-market implications of these policies differs.
In the United States the Family Support Act reform has a social significance,
irrelevant in Britain, to alter the circumstances of poor, in many cases black,
families. In its most generous interpretation it is intended to provide routes for
these families to social and economic integration. In Britain, the work-welfare
programs have a much closer affinity with traditional labor-market disciplines,
vividly illustrated in the modern incarnation of the 1920s' maxim "genuinely
seeking work" as "actively seeking work." Despite policy convergence be-
tween the United States and Britain the programs still reflect each system.

In both the United States and Britain a version of New Right ideas triumphed
in the policy outcome, but this success occurred in different ways reflecting each
polity's institutions. The latter diluted and metamorphosed policy proposals. In
the United States work-welfare programs became a practical basis for federal
policy because of their success in a number of state experiments. It was the
governors who originated and tested these ideas, a pattern that illustrates the
states' contemporary role as policy innovators. However, when the NGA pro-
moted and Congress acted to legislate federal programs, they labored under the
constraint of congressional-presidential relations and of a presidential veto. This
constraint was significant because the president favored a harsh work-welfare
system and insisted upon the inclusion of a mandatory participation clause in the
final legislation. Thus New Right ideas were successful in the United States
despite the opposition of the governors and many members of the Congress be-
cause the key actor, in this legislation, held sufficient power to advance his
preference. The institutional dispersion of power in the United States shaped the
version of work-welfare established. The ideas were not static but shaped by the
political institutions within which legislation was drafted.

In Britain the Conservative government implemented work-welfare schemes
by a twofold strategy. First, it diluted the MSC's training brief, though its budget
was expanded, to suit its New Right-inspired conservative ends. This task re-
quired modifying the MSC and ending union influence upon policy. For the
Conservatives the MSC constituted an institutional resource that they usurped for
their policy ends and remolded to their preferred nontripartite structure. Second,
the government tightened the criteria under which social security benefits are
administered, changes confined initially to those receiving the politically weak
noncontributory means-tested benefits but subsequently expanding this regime to
cover all recipients of unemployment benefits.

In Britain New Right ideas enjoyed success because of their influence with the
Conservatives. The Tory Party's affiliation with New Right groups began while
they were in opposition in the late 1970s. The party's role in advancing New
Right principles in public policy, including the version of work-welfare devel-
oped, indicates how the British party system can facilitate change. The incen-
tives created by a principally two-party system encourage a party in opposition
to devise policies critical of the incumbent party. This incentive was heightened
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by the stagflation of the mid-1970s, which discredited Keynesianism. Peter Hall
identifies a similar process in his contribution to this volume (Chapter 4) when
he notes that, "on the one hand, the two party system gives the party that is out
of office strong incentives to propose innovative lines of policy so as to develop
a distinct profile in the eyes of the electorate and a basis from which to mount an
effective critique of the incumbent party. On the other hand, once in office, the
system of responsible cabinet government concentrates power effectively enough
to permit a new government to implement a distinctive pattern of policy."88

The Conservatives were able to formulate their work-welfare program by suc-
cessfully exploiting the crisis posed by unemployment and harvesting the bene-
fits of parliamentary majorities, lengthy incumbency, and a weakened MSC. The
1979 election became comparable to the 1945 election of the Labour Party in
that circumstances were propitious for new policy. Repeated electoral success
and perceived problems allowed the Conservatives to remold the distribution of
unemployment benefits by linking them to training programs. These factors are
crucial to understanding how New Right ideas were marshaled in work-welfare
policy and how the Conservative Party played an important role in inducing
political change. It is improbable that a Labour administration would have opted
for a similar work-welfare scheme, though the problem of unemployment could
not have been ignored by this party either.89 The Conservatives acted as a con-
duit for selecting and translating New Right ideas into policy; these ideas became
the equivalent of the Beveridge Plan used for the postwar welfare system. The
Conservatives seized the opportunity presented by the crisis of unemployment to
advance the New Right principles that had informed their electoral campaigns in
1983 and 1987.90

Political parties and politicians link ideas, political institutions, and policy.
Ideas are translated into a language and slogans appropriate for political decision-
making, a process that often results in metamorphosis of the original notions.
Parties, interest groups, and politicians play a crucial role in this "translation."
Institutional arrangements undoubtedly structure decision-making in the way Pe-
ter Hall's influential analysis suggests,91 but to explain how the ideological in-
novations represented by work-welfare programs became policy in Britain re-
quires attention to ideas and politics too.92
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